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NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1971

U.S. llousiE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

COMIAI1vTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee

room, Longworth House Office Building, lIon. Wilbur D. Mills (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

The CHAIRMAEN. The committee will be in order please.
Our first witness this morning is the I1onorable John C. Harrison,

who is president-elect of the National Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association. We are very pleased to have with us our former
colleague on the Ways and Means Committee, now U.S. Senator from
the great State of Montana. We are glad to have you back with us,
Lee Metcalf.

Will you proceed with the introduction of Justice Harrison.

STATEMENT OF HON. LEE METCALF, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MONTANA

Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, it is always a, pleasure to appear
before this great committee. In spite of the fact that there is a con-
siderable number of new members since I had the privilege of serving
with you, it is a homecoming to be here and meet all of the members
with whom I did serve.

I am especially honored in having with me one of the most distin-
guished citizens of the State of Montana, an old friend of mine, a
man who has been head of various charitable community organiza-
tions, a justice of the Montana Supreme Court now for 12 years and
the president-elect of the National Tuberculosis and Respiratory Dis-
ease Association.

Justice Harrison is accompanied by Dr. Robert, Anderson, who is
the managing director of that association, and they are going to testify,
as you know, on the proposed national health insurance program. I
hope that this appearance before the committee will not. place in
jeopardy the tax-exempt status of this great organization, which has
done so much and contributed so much to the health of the Nation. It
is now my honor to present Mr. John Harrison.

The CHAIRMAN. We will just have to protect him against that pos-
sibility, won't we, Senator?

Senator METCALF. I will join with the distinguished members of the
committee in that.

(1351)
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The CHAIRM:AN. Any time we have done something to the law that
denies a person operating a charitable organization from appearing
before the Congress in behalf of legislation that is for or against the
betterment of that project, I think we have gone a little too far, and
some people think we have.

Senator METCALF. I certainlyagree.
The CIIA rAN. We appreciate having you with us and we appre-

ciate your coming over and presenting Mr. Harrison and we appreciate
having J)r. Anderson with us also.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN C. HARRISON, PRESIDENT-ELECT, NA-
TIONAL TUBERCULOSIS AND RESPIRATORY ASSOCIATION; AC-
COMPANIED BY DR. ROBERT ANDERSON, MANAGING DIRECTOR

SUMMARY

1. Existing government 'and private health insurance programs provide inade-
quate coverage of services needed by patients with chronic respiratory diseases,
such as tuberculosis and emphysema.

2. Outpatient care, including medical supervision, drugs and home health serv-
ices is critical to the treatment of chronic respiratory illness. Coverage of out-
patient services is very restricted under most programs.

3. A national health insurance program must provide for outpatient services if
it is to be responsive to the needs of chronic respiratory disease patients.

4. Coverage of treatment for tuberculosis must be the same in both general and
specialized hospitals; and public health surveillance of tuberulosis must continue.

Justice -ARmISON. Gentlemen, the National Tuberculosis and Res-
piratory Disease Association appreciates the opportunity to comment
on services which a national health insurance program should provide
if it is to meet the needs of respiratory disease patients. I am Justice
John Harrison, of the Montana Supreme Court and appear here in
my capacity as president- elect of NTRDA.

The NTRDA is concerned with the control of respiratory diseases,
particularly emphysema and bronchitis, as well as tuberculosis, which
remains a major public health problem. Present Government-financed
medical care programs and private insurance plans do not meet all the
needs of patients with these long-term illnesses and few patients are
able to cover the costs from their own resources. It is for these reasons
that the NTRDA board of directors adopted a resolution in February
1971 which called for a national prepaid health insurance program
providing universal coverage.

We believe that the success of any insurance program will be depend-
ent on the orderly expansion of facilities and manpower and the
coordination of the various components of the delivery system. Lack
of services for respiratory disease patients is illustrated in a recent
survey by the Regional Medical Programs Service, which showed that
only 30 percent of short-term general hospitals had mechanical res-
pirators, a basic therapeutic device used for relief of respiratory
insufficiency.

This situation reflects lack of respiratory disease specialists and
other skilled personnel. In June 1970, 48 out of 72 medical schools had
a total of 85 unfilled funded pulmonary disease faculty positions, a
fact which directly affects our ability to increase the short supply of
personnel trained to take care of respiratory disease patients.
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Control of tuberculosis is a public health responsibility because of
the contagious nature of the disease. Thus in years past Federal,
State, and local governments have generally provided for the care of
many such patients in Government hospitals or health department
clinics. The treatment of patients with emphysema and other non-
contagious respiratory disease has taken place mainly within the
private medical care system.

With the advent of medicaid and medicare, those programs as-
suimed some of the costs of care of eligible patients in both the public
and private sectors. However, State definitions of eligibility on the
basis of income prevent many patients with respiratory disease from
receiving care under medicaid. Limitations on scope of medicaid serv-
ices have resulted in others not receiving adequate care under the pro-
gram. For instance, drugs cannot be furnished under the medicaid
program in certain States. Drugs are essential to the treatment of
tuberculosis and other respiratory conditions.

Medicare covers only part of the cost of a, chronic illness for those
who are eligible. Few private medical insurance plans provide for
the continuous and comprehensive services which chronic respiratory
disease patients need to maintain themselves, even if they are able
to afford the cost of the premiums.

The essential elements of care of chronic respiratory disease within
various health care settings have been set down by expert commit-
tees of the NTRI)A. They are described in "Standards for Tuber-
culosis Treatment in the 1970's," and "Standards for the care of
Patients with Chronic Respiratory Disease," which are appended.

We respectftilly request that these expert statements be used in
envisioning the kinds of services that must be provided for respiratory
diseases under any insurance program.

CRITICAL SERVICES

A FULL RANGE OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES INCLUDING HOME HEALTH CARE

Of course, chronic respiratory disease patients must have available
to them hospital and nursing home care, especially in periods of acute
respiratory distress. However, most of the care of these patients can
be met in the outpatient setting, including both medical and home
health Services. Reimbursement for these services has been subject
to considerable limitation under existing insurance programs, a. situa-
tion which in turn has restricted their utilization and development.
If the national health insurance program is to have meaning for per-
sons with chronic respiratory disease, it must enable adequate out-
patient medical care and services in the home.

Outpatient supervision of the tuberculosis patient must be available
not only during the period of active disease, but throughout his life
to prevent relapse. Outpatient examination and supervision of con-
tacts of active cases or persons suspected of having the disease, is as
important as treatment of the active case. Outpatient care is not
only important from the standpoint of the patient's well-being, but
to the efficiency and economy of the system. The latter point is illus-
trated in tuberculosis where infusion of approximately $66 million of
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Federal funds in outpatient clinics during a recent 5-year period
led to an estimated savings of $430 million in hospital costs.

Although emphysema remains an irreversible condition at the pres-
ent stage of our knowledge, the patient can be helped to remain am-
bulatory through the use of various treatment and rehabilitative
processes. Patients with chronic respiratory disease usually need out-
patient medical care on an intermittent but continuing basis for the
rest, of their lives.

As in the hospital, a full array of diagnostic procedures, including
laboratory services, pulmonary testing and X-ray, must be covered
by insurance benefits as well as therapeutic services, such as inhalation
therapy and drugs.

Some patients will be so disabled and restricted in their activities
that they will have to be taken care of in a residential institution or
at home. Unfortunately, in many areas home health services are non-
existent or so limited tflat they cannot meet current needs. Much
more attention must be given to how the needs of homebound patients
can be met under a medical care program. Certainly the use of ancil-
lary personnel specifically trained for home duty under the supervision
of registered nurses must be expanded. These people should be able to
provide housekeeping or maintenance services along with services of
a personal health care nature.

DRUGS

Drug treatment, which plays such an important preventive and
therapeutic role in respiratory disease, can be adminieired successfully
on an outpatient basis. There.fore, it is essential that drugs be avail-
able both in the outpatient area and in the hospital.

Drug treatment can render the patient with active tuberculosis
noncommunicable in a short period of time. In order to completely
arrest the disease process, drugs must be taken daily for more than a
year. Drug treatment can also prevent a tuberculous infection from
progressing to an active infectious state. Thus it must be available to
TB contacts and suspects as well as identified cases.

Patients with chronic respiratory diseases are both more vulnerable
and more affected by acute respiratory infections so it is essential
that they have access to antibiotics. Drugs for the improvement of
breathing capacity and for the relief of cardiac impairment, which
frequently occurs in cases of respiratory insufficiency, are equally
important.

HOSPITAL CARE FOR TUBERCULOSIS

We bring to the committee's attention a special problem which exists
in the case of specialized tuberculosis hospitals under the medicaid
program in order that this practice will not be carried over to a na-
tional health insurance program. Although all care of tuberculosis
will ultimately be in general hospitals, there are existing specialized
TB institutions of high quality which are still needed in some States.

However, under present Federal medicaid regulations, tuberculosis
hospitals cannot be reimbursed for the care of patients who are under
the age of 65. General hospitals suffer no similar restriction. A national
health insurance program should allow equal coverage for care in
tuberculosis and in general hospitals since treatment is the same in
both types of institutions.
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PUBLIC IIEA 'nIl ASPECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS

Continuity of care is important in a chronic communicable disease
such as tuberculosis, not only because of the medical risk to the pa-
tient of interrupted treatment, but because of the public health risk.
hnpolrtant as service of a national health insurance program will be
to individual tuberculosis patients, a health insurance progrn can-
not provide 1 )ublic health surveillance of tuberculosis patients and
contacts or an overview of the tuberculosis problem. Therefore, it is
necessary that Conr ess continue to support the Communicable Dis-
ease Control Act., which does make this type of surveillance possible.

We thank you for your invitation to present this information and
hope it will be of help to the committee.

The C(IAmHUIAN. Ve thank you, sir, for your very fine testimony. We
appreciate, I)r. Anderson, your accompanying ,Justice Harrison and
we appreciate your bringing back to the committee our longtime
friend and longtime colleague on the committee, ,justice Iharrison.

Mr. Ulihnm?

Mr. ULI-AIAN. Thank you, Mr. (hairmnan.
Justice Ilarrisoni, we apl)reciate your testimony oi the very impor-

tant problems o resl)iratory diseases . The committee recognizes tiere
are some special problems here that need to be taken care of. I also
want to welcome my old friend from Montana, Lee Metcalf. You
come in very good company.

The Chl AIRMAN. Are there any further questions or comments?
Mr. Waggonner.
Mr. WA(.ONN ER. Than k you, Mr. Cliairman.
For the record, Justice tlarrison, how many people are we talking

about who are known tuberculosis cases in the'United States today?
Justice HARRISON. Known-there are probably 1,250,000 known per-

sons needing treatment.
Mir. WAGGONNER. )o yoU have any breakdown of that figure of the

numbers who might be considered outpatients and the number who
require hospitalization?

Dr. ANDERSON. here are about 20,000 beds for tuberculosis in
special tuberculosis hospitals, so the bulk of the patients are being
treated on an outpatient basis either because their disease is active
or to make sure their disease stays inactive.

We also use a drug to prevent the development of disease, so the
1,250,000 persons the justice mentioned cover persons in all of these
situations.

Mr. WAUCONNER. Are these 20,000 beds both public and private?
Dr. ANDERSON. For the most part they are l)ublic beds, sir.
Mr. WrAGOIONNER. Could you tell me something about what the oc-

cupancy factor is?
Dr. ANDERSON. There are about 16,000 to 18,000 of those beds oc-

cu)ied now.
Mr. WAGGONNER. In other words, we have some space that is not

utilized?
Dr. ANDERSON. Yes, sir. Increasingly the management of tubercu-

losis patients has moved to the outpatient area. Prior to the days of
drug therapy tuberculosis treatment required up to 2 years of sana-
torium-type hospitalization. Now if the patient comes with a new case
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of tuberculosis, if he needs hospitalization-he is ready to be dis-
charged in about 3 months, on the average.

Mr. WAGGONNER. Your statement dealt in some length on what
needed to be done to control the known cases. Does the association have
some sort of a program which is preventive?

Dr. ANDERSON. Yes, the preventative is the use of isoniazid for per-
sons who are infected with tuberculosis but who have not yet devel-
oped destruction of the lungs. If destruction has begun, this one drug
has to be supplemented with drugs like streptomycin, para-amino-
salicylic acid; and a new drug called Rifampin has come on the scene.

Mr. WAGGONNER. Have you done anything toward expanding into
more of the public health areas, especially with the newer efforts to
move toward preventive procedures?

Dr. ANDERSON. Yes, particularly we find the associates of cases of
tuberculosis to whom the cases may have passed their infection; and
for then we are using the preventive treatment approach.

Mr. WAGGONNER. What would happen if you adopted the testing
programs that are used for vision and hearing, for example, for pre-
school or public school, especially elementary youngsters, to include
testing for tuberculosis?

Dr. ANDERSON. This is a basic element of the program as it has nper-
ated in the past and up to now. Actually, with the impetus that Con-
gress has given to the control of tuberculosis, the infection rates for
children entering school now have been considerably reduced over what
they were 20 years ago. So we are now emphasizing the tracing of
contacts of cases of tuberculosis as the more efficient and effective way
of finding people who need either preventive therapy or therapy for
disease.

Mr. WAGGONNER. What has been your experience-you told me we
have about 1,250,000 cases now, known cases-what has been your
experience through the years with the introduction of new and more
effective drugs, for example, what was that figure 10 or 20 years ago?

Dr. ANDERSON. The 1,250,000, Mr. Waggonner, is the total number
of persons who are under supervision an [treatment. For active dis-
ease-that number is about 45,000 to 50,000. There is an equal number
who have disease that is stabilized, but they still need treatment. The
bulk of the 1,250,000 are persons taking preventive therapy.

Mr. WAGGONNER. Has this overall figure been reduced with improved
treatment? How many known cases were there 10 or 20 years ago?

Dr. ANDERSON. About 15 years ago there were about 300,000 persons
who were taking drugs because they had active or inactive disease. So
we have cut the number down by more than 60 percent.

Mr. WAGGONNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Carey.
Mr. CAREY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome our good and

highly regarded colleague from the Senate, Judge Metcalf, here with
Justice Harrison. The purpose of the few brief questions I want to
address at this time, Mr. Chairman, is to indicate my strong concern
for the preservation of this kind of an association and similar as-
sociations as very valuable to us in the conduct of our legislative in-
quiry and oversight.
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I am concerned l)eoalse as we heard yesterday from the National
Association on Mental Heal th, these disease-oi'iented and spirited
associations who gather together to represent patients and to cope
with conditions in society may be seriously impaired 1by reason of
the Internal Revenue Ser'vice's' interpretation of what they are doing
in terms of substantial legislate ire activity.

I want to ask a few questions to see if this association is under-
going the same kind of confusion, I might say, or interference in
their work which has been happening among some mental health
associations.

What kind of legislative activity does your association engage in?
)o you appear before the App'ropriations Subcommittee of this

body or of State bodies?
Justice H,\RlRISON. Congressman, this association is a national as.

sociation with many, many constituents and affiliates. Our national
association has appeared when invited on particular health problems.
My last, appearance and only other appearance before a congressional
committee was to ask the Congress to nove the Indian Health Service
from the I)epartment of Interior to the I)epartment of Public Health.
That. was back in 1952.

Congress (lid. I think this one appearance representing a national
health association did a great service to the Indian citizens of this
country as far as their health is concerned. We struck a real blow for
health. This was the result of volunteer people throughout the whole
country in this tuberculosis movement getting behind our Congress
and saying, "This we want. done."

I am a volunteer. If I can't appear before my city commission, my
county board of commissioners, my legislature to tell them what our
specialty knows and what our problems are because of a tax status
problem, we are in serious trouble. I thiink I can echo the feeling of the
whole volunteer health movement, heart. and all the rest., because our
people have talked about this.

When you have a government agent come in to look at your books
to see what is substantial in the way of your legislative activity, there
is a question-and I am a judge-vhat is substantial? It is a serious
problem before the health group in this country, and I am sure others,
and I urge you to give it great consideration.

Mr. CAREy. Thank you, Judge. I apologize for taking the commit-
tee's time on this. I was delayed in getting dQwn from New York be-
cause of the weather conditions.

I want to add a footnote that the respiratory ailments of millions of
New Yorkers would be affected today, as on most days, when we have
an inversion of smog. The environmental aspect of your work has been
extremely helpful to us who live in such areas.

I want nothing to stand in the way of the work you are doing to
keep the attention of public figures on everyone's health. I understand
the chairman at the onset of the hearing today engaged in a colloquy
with Judge Metcalf and I hope we can agree that this practice of the
Internal Revenue Service goes far beyond the purview of the act. I
hope this will be properly reformed so that disease-oriented groups
who are trying to concern themselves, as you are, with the health of
all of our citizens will be encouraged and that you will not be impeded
in the great work you are doing.
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The CHAIRMfAN. WVe thank you for coming to the committee, Justice
Harrison, and bringing with you those at the table. Thank you, Lee,
for coming.

Our next witness is J)r. Bernard Shannon of the American Opto-
metric Association.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD J. SHANNON, O.D., TRUSTEE, AMERICAN
OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD W.
AVERILL, DIRECTOR OF THE WASHINGTON OFFICE; AND DON-
ALD LAVANTY, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL AFFAIRS DIVISION

Dr. SHANNON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is
gratifying to present the views of the American Optometric Associa-
tion on the emerging national health insurance concept.

I am )r. 13. J. Shannon, a practicing optometrist in Mauston, Wis.,
and a trustee of the American Optometric Association. The American
Optometric Association is a federation of 51 affiliated optometric so-
cieties chartered in the 50 States and the District of Columbia. Total
membership in the organization is at an alltime high of 16,680. There
are some 18,300 optometrists actively engaged in full-time practice in
the Nation today.

With me today aret Mr. Richard W. Averill, JVashington office di-
rector of AOA, and Mr. Donald Lavanty, director, National Affairs
Division.

At this point I would like to submnit our full statement for the record
and make a brief summary of that statement.

The CHAIRMAN. You may do so.
(I he statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF BERNARD J. SHANNON, O.D., AMERICAN OPTOMETRIo ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, it is gratifying to have this op-
portunity to present the views of the American Optometric Association on the
emerging National Health Insurance concept.

I am Doctor B. J. Shannon, a practicing optometrist in Mauston, Wisconsin, and
a Trustee of the American Optometric Association. A biographical sketch is at-
tached to this statement. The American Optometric Association is a federation
of fifty-one affiliated optometric societies chartered in the fifty States and the
District of Columbia. Total niembershiI) in the organization is at an all time high
of 16,680. There are some 18,300 optometrists actively engaged in full time prac-
tice in the Nation today.

GENERAL STATEMENT OF AOA POSITION

The membership of the American Optometric Association believes that your
Committee and the entire Congress will. in careful deliberation, determine
whether or not a National Health Insurance system is the best possible method of
meeting the )ressing needs of America's 206-million citizens. If, in the wisdom of
the Congress, such a system is to come into being, the )rofession of ol)tometry
wants to assume its proper share of responsibility in the planning and delivery
of essential health care services-including optometrie vision care-under what-
ever system emerges.

It is our hope to place on record today the importance of professional vision
care as a primary element in legislation to establish a system of National Health
Insurance.
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BASIC TENETS OF OPTOMETRY'S POSITION

The American Optometric Association could support any program of National
Health Insurance, regardless of its name, embodying a number of underlying
principles, including the following:

1. Comprehensive optometric vision care must be recognized as a primary
health care service demanding high priority as a major element In community
health. Any such plan must make provision for the availability of the full scope
of optometrie services for persons of all age- and socio-economic groups, consistent
with the scope of optometric licensing and practice in each jurisdictlion.

2. Any national health insurance plan must allow for full utilization of the
optometrist in solo practice, group optometric practice, or multi-disciplinary
delivery systems as a primary point of entry into the health care system.

3. The plan must be financially sound and fiscally responsible from the stand-
point of fairness to the Nation, to those whose contributions support the system,
to beneficiaries, and to all health care practitioners whose services are to be
provided. The system must provide for adequate management controls and repre-
sent total fiscal responsibility as outlined under "Methods of Financing" and
related sections on methods of payment and efficiency of delivery systems, else-
where in this statement.

4. The highest possible standards of quality health care must )e assured
under any National Health Insurance system. Major anong these standards
(although not limited to those enumerated ) are:

(a) Strong, active aid adequate representation of consumers and each partic-
ipating health care discipline at the planning level in formulating delivery
systems;

(b) Monitoring of whatever system evolves, through the inechanism of true
peer review wherein the services provided by any health (are professional are
reviewed for eflicacy and fairness by another health care professional of the
same discipline id l ofessiotial standards as the practitioner whose profes-
sional standards, ethical peifornman('e and procedures are to he reviewed;

(c) Maintenance of the professional integrity of the individual )ractitioner
while working as an independent provider of services in an interdependent
health (are delivery system, with proper guarantees against interfArence in the
practitioner's chosen mode of clinical practice:

(d) Assurance that the National Health Insurance system enacted provides
health care services at least equal in scope and quality to those services l)resently
being supplied under existing Federally funded health care programs. Because
the long range goal of optomnetry's support for a National Health Insurance
program is total vision care for all segments of the population, any regression or
retrenchment of current programs would rel)resent a violation of the intent of
this legislation.
5. The plan must provide assurance that every beneficiary shall be protected

from abridgment of his inherent right to exercise his free choice of practitioner
and, insofar as possible, llis free choice of the setting in which such care is
rendered.

TIE NEE1) FOR A COMPREIIENSIVE PROGRAM

All supporters and sponsors of legislation to create a system of National Health
Insurance have expressed their concern that the prograin should incorporate the
best available features of a preventive or "health maintenance" concept as well
as provision for catastrophic ca"re and extended care for the chronically afflicted.
The American Optometric Association agrees with this position. It is unlikely
that any system legislatively relatedd now may forum the basis of all social/
health programs for the mext quarter-century, just as the Social Security program
itself has been the major mechanism since the mid-1930's. This likelihood makes
it imperative that every basic health service-in(luding ol)tonietric vision care-
be included now, at the outset, to assure full utilization of delivery of vital
services to all Americans today and in the years ahead.

Tn a re('ent Public Health Survey study of vision defects in various age groups,
it was shown that approximately 95% of all individuals over the age of 60
years require soie type of visual correction for ol)timum visual function: 82%
of those aged 50-60 experienced some type of visual deficiency: 71% of those aged
40-50 were victims of visual defects: those in the 30-40 age group were affected
to the extent of 48%of all studied; 39% of all persons in the 20-30 age bracket
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1h0d some type of vision defect: mid nhat some type of visual deficiency was
present in 2'1c1 of the plopulation under age 20.

The report concluded that al)out 43% of the entire plopulation or about 50% of
all non-institutionalized individuals over age 3 have correctivee lenses of some
type."

The concel)t of functional vision encompasses the total visual system, from

entrance of light through Jhe (ornea to interlretatioll of the image by the brain.
Functional vision is a basic element in the learning lrlpo(ess, ill maintailing and
expanding national productivity, and in lroviding satisfactory later years for our
elderly. The following information attempts to delineate these relationships.

VISION CARE AND LEARNING

Vision screening and examination of pre-school aged children would provide
detection of vision problems and allow prevention of learning disabilities before
a child enters first grade. Such an . approach, when followed 11) by periodic exam-
inations throughout the school years, can pay tremendous dividends. Among these
potential (lividends are those related to the psychology of success and the bolster-
ing of a child's self-image, to the degree that he is capable of effectively and
comfortably performing tasks associated with study.

Obviously, the ability to function at a level closer to one's own mental capacity
will real) satisfaction and a very real sense of achievement. Because 80 percent
or more of the learning )rocess is directly related to functional vision, it is
(lear that professional (are of functional vision must be viewed as an essential
element in any program which is designed to be counmjreliensive with reslect to
types of care provided and I ,the age groups to be included as beneficiaries.

When he announced his "Right to Read" program, President Nixon referred
to the fact that an estimated 10-million children of school age are affected by
learning disabilities associated with impaired vision. This is probalbly a conserva-
tive figure, in that IEW 1968 statistics show that 41% of all the Nation's 81,200,-
000 children under age IS can be expected to have some type of visual problem."

Whether a child's vision lrollem is a simple refractive error, a develop-
mental or functional vision problem, or some type of congenital or organic
disease, his ability to learn will be impaired.

In an article, "Eye Findings in ('hildren with Reading Dificulties," it is es-
timated that one child in four among the 4-million entering the first grade each
year has some difficulty in learning to read. 99% (f those who fail first grade and
90% of those who fail second grade do so because of reading difficulties.;'

In addition to the psychological scars traceable to a childs sense of failure
when he has to repeat a grade in school, there is a large and direct dollar cost to
society for extra classroom space, additional faculty, and general supportive
services necessary for operation of the Nation's schools. In a lul)lication de-
scribing the new National Reading Center, issued by the office of the President
in July, 1970, the annual costs incurred as a result of repeaters in grad and high
schools is estimated at $1,700,000,000.

SCHOOL DROPOUTS

According to the latest U.S. Office of Education analysis, 24.1% of the young
people who should have been graduated from high school in the 1968-69 class had
dropped out before completing the 12th grade:

The July, 1970 publication describing the new National Reading Center, issued
by the Executive Oflice of the President, stated that all of the 700,000 youngsters
who drop out of school each year are two to three years behind their age group in
reading skills.

The child who cannot see material placed on a blackboard or whose near-point
visual function is impaired in such a manner that he cannot clearly and comfort-
ably see reading material at the usual 12 to 20-inch distance at his desk, is
obviously working at a great disadvantage. Too often, this inability to see well
leads to failure in the classroom, dropping out of school, and subsequent anti-
social behavior.

"Vital and Health Statistics," Series 10, No. 53, USPIS, June 1969.
""Vital and Health Statistics," Series 10, No. 46. 1ISIIS.
Robert V. Shearer, M.D., .Journal of P(diatric Ophthalmology, Volume 3, No. 4.

4"I)igest of Educational Statistics, 1970," Division of Statistical Information and
Studies, National Center for Educational Statistics, U.S. Office of Education.
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND CRIME

F. R. Hilbert, Chief Psychologist at Sing Sing Prison in New York stated:
"The White House Conference on Juvenile Delinquency bears out various prison
studies of my own. Up to 80% of the delinquents and semi-delinquents studied by
the Conference had learning difficulties, specifically in reading-and poor vision
was found to be a contributing factor in 50 percent of these cases." '

Working with a faculty member from the University of Chattanooga, Tennes-
see, in 1965, Dr. David I)zik, an optometrist, examined 125 children whose cases
of juvenile delinquency had been processed by the Hamilton County Juvenile
Court in that city. A report of the findings states that 95% of those examined
failed the reading and comprehension tests. In another group of Ill delinquent
children tested in 1967, over 70% of them failed one or more of the vision
screening tests, and 90% of them were from one to seven grades below their
actual grade placement in school insofar as reading ability was concerned. This
suggests a strong correlation between impaired vision and juvenile delinquency.

The cost to society of delinquent or criminal acts by young people is high,
esl)ecially in terms of direct dollar outlays for apprehension, detention, prosecu-
tion, and rehabilitation. Such behavior is also costly in terms of the disruptive
effect on the lives of the families of these young people. The involvement of
young l)eo)ple in crime is especially tragic when it is realized that many of them
might have progressed in a normal manner and inade a positive contribution
to society if they had been provided adequate vision care.

RELATIONSHIP OF POVERTY AND VISUAL DISORDERS

The direct dollar cost of uncorrected visual problems is almost impossible
to determine because the effects of such conditions make themselves felt in
so many vays at so niny levels of society, and in every activity undertaken by
humans.

The condition of poverty, much like the condition of uncorrected visual
problems, affects p)ractically every type of activity in the Nation.

In terms of education, (children from poverty-stricken inner-city ghettos who
most desperately need every kind of help available, are the most often neglected,
especially in terms of health care.

The fact that children from lower income families receive less vision care
is indicated in a survey conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics.
It showed that of the families with less than $4,0(0) annual income, between
8.7 percent and 8.8 percent visited an optometrist in the survey year. The
incidence of optometric visits was 10.1 l)ercent in the $7,000 to $9,999 bracket,
and 12.0 percent in the $10,000 or over income group. Furthermore, the propor-
tion of white persons who had optometric visits (9.2%) was almost tvice as
great as that for non-white persons (5.3%).6

A I)epartment of Labor Manpower Administration Urban Employment Survey,
reported in a news release dated February 20, 1969, showed that workers living
in slum areas have an unemployment rate two and one half times higher than
the national average. The study was (onducted i)y the Bureau of Census and
directed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Ili a 1968 report, the National ('enter for Health Statistics concluded: "Eiven
though the measure of in('onae used in the Health Interview Survey is the com-
bined family income, it is reasonable to assume that, at least in families where
the major breadwinner is visually imlaired, the impairment itself is probably
a factor contributing to the low income.' 7

Testimony )resented before a sl)ecial New York Delpartment of Health hearing
on vision care in Medicaid, Alden N. Hlaffner, O.D., Ph. )., Executive D)irector of
the Optometric ('enter of New York. stated : "Froma the standpoint of his health-
as with many other aspects of his human needs-the person from the low income
family is disadvantaged. Adequate evidence exists to detail that that person and
that family have higher inci(lnce of disability and disease thmin exhibited by the
more socially advantaged family. Visual disability is no exception. Columl)ia Uni-
versity's Professor Challotte Muller, a highly resl)ected health researcher, found
visual disability more than 400 percent higher in the poor family than in the

5 Family Weekly, Augast 30, 1964.
See endnote No. 1.
See endnote No. 2.
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family with an income of more than $7,000. The irony of the situation and the
melancholy truth are that the poor need more and i)etter care, of all types, and
call ill afford it..."

NVilliam ('. Richardson, an instructor in hospital administration at the Graduate
School of Business, University of (Chicago, reported that activity-limiting chronic
visual impairments are eight, times Is l)revalent aiong individuals with annual
family incomes below $2.000 compared wvith those from families with annual in-
comes of $7,000 or more.'

The shortages of health manpower in economically deprived urban areas is
one of tle many factors resulting in the unavailability of care. Practitioners of
all types, upon discovering that. a given geographical area cannot or will not sup-
l)ort a l)ractice, have a very strong e('onomic incentive to abandon the area. The
alarming increase in crime in lie central cities has further contributed to the
exodus of health (are pra(ctitioners as well as business men of all types. In addi-
tion, extremely high insurance rates for offices and businesses locate(l in the inner
cities have provided a further iila)tus for health care practitioners to locate
elsewhere. As more providers of health care leave the inner city, the availability
and nuality of care deteriorates even more, an(1 the cycle reinforces anti repeats
itself.

There are hoimeful signs in correction of this problem, but the process must be
given greater impetus, greater emphasis, amd additional assistance by the )rofes-
sions and I)y government.

Some of the encouraging aspects are: creation of neighborhood conll)rehensive
health care centers, establishment of group)l practices which can operate iis a
"core" facility in a manner similar to aI neighlborhood health ('enter and establish-
muent of (linics or centers of given disciplines spelifically designed to deliver care
to the economically disadvantaged through utilization of voluntary manpower in
both lay and l)rofessionU:L positions witi a minimum of paid professional personnel.

The possibility of obtaining more health manpower, particularly for non-white
ghettos, is also typified by the fact that many health professions are now em-
l)arking o1 recruitmnenit of non-white students for education in the various dis-
ciplines. Some schools of the health professions have combined with their minor-
ity recruitment efforts a reduction of entrance requirements with remedial
programs to )ring the first-year student up to the level of the more stringent
entrance requirements. Hopefully, those recruited from minority groups will
share the concern of the professions and establish their practices in locations
where they may serve their own etlinic groups.
The profession of ol)tometry has made a firm commitment to design and carry

out anl effective minority recruitment program. The American Optometric Asso-
ciation passed a resolution to this effect, and 1a fully-staffed, full-scale effort is
now underway.'

Federal legislation proposed during the 92nd Congress also takes cognizance
of the problem, and would provide forgiveness of direct Federal student loans or
Federal repayment of outstanding student loans at graduation, for a new practi-
tioner who agrees to engage in practicee in a geographical area determined by
th Surgeon General to be critically short inl the particular type of services the
graduate can offer.

VISION CARE AND NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY

Good vision as a major health resource is of special importance to the safety
and productivity of employees in industry. Studies conducted by a wide range of
firms of different types over the years show that uncorrected vision problems
among workers account for a large share of waste and spoilage of raw materials.

A report to the American Engineering Council revealed that 10,195 of the
16,581 workers examined in four different types of major industry had vision
defects." A similar study of 11,000 of its employees conducted by Pullman Com-
pany and reported in 1956 showed that 5S% had defective vision.

That efficient vision reduces the number of accidents in industry is shown in
the comparison drawn by Allis Chalmers Manufacturing Company between a

8 Hospitals, Journal of the Amne-rican Hospital Association July 1969.
0 Minutes, Interim Board Meeting, Board of Trustees, American Optonletric Associa-

tion. March 21-24, 1971,V. 17.
10 Earle B. Fowler, Ph. D., "Waste in Industry," paper presented to the American

Engineering Council. 1956.
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control group of employees who were known to have vision defects and were not
wearing corrective prescriptions and another group of the same size who were
provided with corrective prescrl)tions. The 282 workers who received prescrip-
tion eyeglasses recorded 22.8 fewer injuries the year following receipt of glasses
than during the previous year. Selecting 77 pairs of individuals with the same
age, experience, and occupation from among their employees, it was found that
those in the "corrected" group had a record of 19.7% fewer accidents in a given
year, compared with 19.4% more accidents (luring the same period among the
"uncorrected" group."

A study of waste and rejects in a tap and die company, conducted by Bausch
and Lomb, Inc., showed the employees who failed to meet the basic vision screen-
ing standards averaged spoilage in the amount of $79 each in a three-month
period, while the same number of employees who mot the screening standards
averaged only $6 spoilage during the some three-month period. The amount by
those who met the screening standards was 92' lower than the spoilage of raw
materials by those who (lid not meet the standards. 2

The al)ove are but a few examples of the effects of impaired vision on indus-
trial productivity. It. is clear that efficient vision on the job has a direct, bearing
on the efficiency of the worker. The savings of industry in preservation of raw
materials, in decreased health care (osts for employees, and the preservation of
life an(l limb of workers in industry combine to nmke good vision one of the
most desirable, if not the single most important health factor in industry today.

It has been gratifying to note the recent progress towar(l implementation of
the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, whose e('nacement was endorsed
by the American Optometric Association. This legislation provides for a number
of vision-related program areas in a(lition to the vital an( long recognized need
for protective eyewear.

RIIEABILITATION OF TIlE PARTIALLY SIGHTED

Enhancement of residual vision is one of the most iml)ortlant types of pro-
fessional service a vision m care practitioner can provide to the individual who
is partially sighted. This is accomplished through the utilization of special de-
vi(es to maximize residual vision to the highest possible level.

While many definitions of "low vision" exist among various Federal and State
agencies and among different health disciplines, the most generally accepted
definition would include severe visual impairments which produce some limita-
tion of activity, through the category of "legally blind" (generally accepted to
be a Snellen chart notation of 20/200 in the better eye with optimum available
correction) and down to the category of "totally blind," with the latter term
indicating absolutely no light perception.

The Director of Research at the American Center for Research in Blindness
and Rehabilitation has concluded that the most meaningful figure indicating
the prevalence of low vision is probably that of the National Center for Health
Statistics, used in its National Health Survey, and which is defined as "severe
visual impairments" for purposes of that study. This figure is 1.227,000 persons
with severe visual impairments indicates the extent of the l)roblem."

The visual rehabilitation of individuals with severe visual iml)airments can
have profoundly favorable effects on society generally. To mention but a few:
the ability of school-age children to read and to learn ; the restoration of a degree
of functional vision sufficient to permit an individual to engage in some type of
gainful employment; or the enhancement of visual function in the elderly
populationn to the extent that suh( individuals may be able to care for themselves

and assist others in their own age group to a better life.
Each of the examples cited lhas a very direct relationship to the condition of

society today. Poor visual performance by children ca1n lead to under-achieve-
mant in school, dropouts, an(l delinquency; reduced vision among those normally
in the employable age group of 17 to G4 years of age (,in result in low produc-
tivity, costly on-the-job accidents, and unemployability; and severe visual im-
pairments in the elderly population increase the possibility that our citizens

1 American Machinist, April 12, 1953.
12 Case histories and company names available on request from Bausch and Lomb. Inc.,

Rochester, New York.
":1 Leo Riley, M.D., "Low Vision Statistics," Journal of the American Optometric As-

sociation, May 1969.
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aged 65 and over are denied much of the enjoyment of the life they worked for
so many years to earn. Each such situation has a direct dollar cost to the in-
dividual, the family, or to society generally, besides having wide-ranging societal
impact in ternis of personal misery and dependence upon others (individuals or
government) for financial and other types of assistance.

Studies at the Industrial Home for Blind in Brooklyn, New York, the Maryland
Workshop for the Blind, the Chicago Lighthouse, and other low-vision centers
have demonstrated that even among legally blind patients, some 70% of them can
be successfully aided. Donald Korb, O.D., Chairman of the American Optometric
Association Committee on Aid to the Partially Sighted, estimates that as few as
10% of all who could benefit from professionally prescribed optical low-vision
aids and related procedures are actually not receiving such services from any
source. Yet, various types of optical aids and procedures are readily available
from professional eye care practitioners, in the form of microscopic and telescopic
lenses and other highly specialized prescriptions. To identify those who are vic-
tinls of severe visualI impirmeints and to make professional services and the neces-
sary optical aids available to them are two of the largest challenges facing the
vision care field, educators, industry, welfare agencies, and State and Federal
governments. Conimmed failure to bring ill available scientific knowledge and
expertise to bear on problems of the partially sighted represents a callous dis-
regard for the loss of human potential.

VISION NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY

Nearly 100% of all individuals age 65 and over need professional care to alle-
viate visual deficiencies. The National Center for Health Statistics recently
released several studies on changes in visual acuity, showing the almost universal
affliction of visual problemss in the population group over the age of 65 and that
adequate professional care and management could result in restoration of near-
normal levels of vision among an overwhelming majority of persons so afflicted.

Although optometric vision care is readily available in some 5,428 cities and
tonls of all sizes in the United States, only negligible financial assistance for
vision care is available to the elderly through health care programs partially
financed with public funds. Consequently, only 19.8% of the 65-and-over age
group receive vision care of any kind in any one year. By anyone's standard, the
frequency of examination indicated is far below the recommended minimum level
of care, which should be no less than one complete visual examination every two
years. This surely must be considered a major unmet need which any National
Health Insurance program should cover.

An older individual who suffers a severe impairment or loss of vision frequently
becomes a problem to himself and to others with whose lives his is intertwined.
A limitation of mobility is one of the first noticeable effects when a person realizes
he is unable to see well. This is almost certain to bring about an onset of another
type of problem.

When mobility is restricted, an aging person soon withdraws from active par-
ticipation in civic and social affairs. This has unfortunate consequences, for the
knowledge and skills acquired by the aging person in a lifetime of productivity
are soon lost to society.

By contrast, aging individuals who seek and obtain proper visual corrections
in time to ameliorate the effects of poor vision can and do make further contribu-
tions to society. Many un(lertake the learning of new skills in fields which had
)reviously been avocations or hobbies, rle restoration of retention of adequate
visual skills permits the aging patient to take part in such activities as watching
television, engaging in absorbing hobbies or crafts, or taking part in such com-
munity-based activities as participation in "adopted grandparents" programs or
others designed to utilize the inherent or learned skills and abilitie's possessed by
our older citizens. Most such activities are precluded when an older person is
unable to see well enough to take an active part.

Over 20-million individuals among the general population today are aged 65 or
over. The number increases by some 820 persons everyday, as a result of better
all-around health care and greater longevity. While study after study has shown
that persons over age 65 consider regular visual examinations to be one of the
most wanted benefits of health care programs, provision of routine vision care
remains one of the most neglected areas of care for the elderly. This is readily
explained by the fact that Medicare and other Federal and State programs for
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the most part consider "economically catastrophic" care to be more important
that the preventive care trypified by regular professional visual examinations.

However, available studies indicate that the need for catastrophic care could
be reduced by regular visual care. Ray Over, Ph.D., reported in the December
1966 issue of The Gerontologist that 85 percent of all serious injuries resulting
from accidents experienced by persons aged 65 or over are caused by falls,
and that fully 1/4 of such falls are considered attributable to impairments
to the visual system. The reduction of the need for catastrophic care which
could be achieved simply by improving the visual perfornmiance of elderly per-
sons is obvious. It is entirely possible, in fact, that the relatively small cost of
preventive visual care would be more than offset by the savings effected in
avoidance of emergency care.

The reduction of accidents involving the elderly is only one aspect in the over-
all requirement for better vision care for the aging. Manifestations of systemic
disease are readily observable by )rofessional examination of the eye and its
related structures. Among these are diabetes, brain tumor, and( certain cardio-
vascular conditions. Glaucoma and other organic conditions in the ocular system
are also detected in the course of a full professional visual examination, often
)roviding an ol)portunity to arrest or correct such conditions before permanent
or irreversible damage is (lone to the ocular system.

The consistency of optometry's record of detecting disease and referring pa-
tients to other health care practitioners for appropriate medical, surgical, or other
treatment is a source of pride for all optometrists. As early as 1960, a study re-
vealed that an estimated 818,360 patients were referred annually by optometrists
to other health specialists. The major share of these (53.7%) were to ophthalnol-
ogists; 32.8 were sent to general medical practitioners, and 3.3% were referred
to dentists. 4

The prescription and application of contact lenses as prosethetic devices re-
placing the human lens of the eye which has been removed during cataract sur-
gery is another important function today's )rofessioal eye )ractitioners can
and do provide. The contact lens, a device which has undergone rapid changes
and improvements over the past few years. is a most effective means of restoring
visual function to an eye from which the nature lens has been removed.

Any condition which affects such a large segment of the population ini all age
groups is certain to manifest itself in a variety of ways closely related to the
general health of the public and the economic well being of the Nation. There-
fore, the correction of visual disorders must be viewed as a primary health care
need requiring high priority in the National Health Insurance system.

In addition to the attempt to provide the Congress with this overview of
vision care as it affects American life in general and why it must be a primary
health need of the American people, we also alluded to some other facts at the
beginning of our statement which we feel are important concerns the Congress
must address itself to if it should develop a program of National Health
Insurance.

Among tlese elements are the principles of the methods of payment to pro-
viders of health services; the use of optometry as a )rimary )oint of entry ; the
financial soundness and fiscal responsibility of a program; the relationship) of
any National Health Insurance program to the Health Manpower needs of
America ; and the health education of the American )ublic.

At this point il our statement, we would like to enumerate these )rinciples
as we view them.

METHODS OF PAYMENT TO PROVIDERS OF HEALTH SERVICES

Renumeration of health care practitioners providing services under any system
of National Health Insurance which may be adopted should be adequate, equitable,
and sufficiently flexible to be made consistent with the various modes of delivery
which might be utilized ia the program.

Payment for services might be based on negotiated fees consistent with the
usual and customary fees for the services of each discipline. One alternative Is
a fixed-fee schedule or relative value scale agreed to upon consultation between

" Galen F. Kintner. O.D., "Optometry's Role in Health Maintenance-A Study of
Referrals," presented to the Medical Care Section, American Public Health Associatlon,
November 2, 1969.
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representatives of the respective professions and appropriate negotiating bodies
of the Federal Government, either on a Nationwide scale or regionally. Another
alternative is the capitation system prol)osed in the Senate and House bills sup-
ported by the Committee of 100.

Al outstanding prepaid vision care mechanism, Vision Institute of America
(VIA) is available as a fiscal intermediary or as a contractual supplier to a
fiscal intermediary in the event a National Health Insurance plan is adopted and
requires the use of a third party payment system. VIA has six years of actuarial
and administrative experience In l)repaid vision )lans, and wouhl be readily
adaptable to requirements of a National Health Insurance program. The VIA
plan would also provide a ready-made peer review mechanism for the services of
optometrists.

The American Optometric Association pledges its cooperation in helping to
develop) suitable systems of paynient which would be fair to all parties and within
the previously stated l)araneters of financial soundness and fiscal resl)onsibilitv.

OPTOMETRY AS A PRIMARY POINT OF ENTRY

The American Optonetric Association believes that by virtue of educational
background and qualifications, optonmetrists must be utilized as primary points
of entry into any system of National Health Insurance for the patient.

The optometrists' professional education and the Code of Ethics to which lie
subscribes impose a requirement that lie refer to other a)prol)riate health care
practitioners any patient whose eyes, upon examination, exhibit signs of ocular
pathology or systemic disease.

This capability to detect disease is well recognized by the Federal government.
In fact, Secretairy Elliot Richardson, ini his September 11, 1970 report to the
Congress on the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act stated:

"Although the primary service performed by most practicing optometrists is
the provision of eye examinations and visual analyses, optometrists are traiiied
to detect any departure from the o)timally healthy eye. The scope of optometric
services has expanded beyond basic clinical refractions, fabricating and (lispeis-
ing eye wear; now included are visual screening examinations, clinical instru-
mentation, contact-lens fitting, visual training, orthoptics, low-vision aids for the
partially sighted, artificial eyes, industrial vision-consultation, and public and
community health. The most rapidly expanding area of service is in school con-
sultation and remedial services for low achievers. The optometrist is trained
and bound by professional ethics to refer patients in whom indications of disease
have been found to a physician or other health practitioner for definitive diagnosis
and appropriate medical, surgical, or other treatment."

FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

Earlier in this statement, reference was made to the need for a program which
is both financially sound and fiscally responsible. The American Optometric
Association believes that to be financially sound, any National Health Insurance
system must be built upon a foundation of good principles whereby financing
comes from all segments of society, for the ultimate good of the entire socio-
economic system and all the individuals who benefit from a National Health
Insurance plan.

Regardless of the eventual determination made by the Congress as to what
portion of the program costs will be paid by individuals, what portion by em-
ployers, and what portion of the total should come from general funds of the
Federal government, the American Optometric Association believes that the
system should be actuarially sound to the extent that we, as a Nation, (1o not
mortgage the financial resources of future generations for the sole purpose of
solving today's health care problems. With respect to the term "fiscally respon-
sible," we believe a National Health Insurance system call be so characterized
only if responsible fiscal management is applied at every level and that maximum
health services will be delivered at the lowest cost consistent with high quality
care.Several suggestions have been advanced by legislators, by various health

leaders, and by labor organizations, which lead us to believe that a very close
look must be taken as to the most practical approach to implementing a National
Health Insurance system. Recommendations from both public and private sectors
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must be taken into account in determining whether and how the system should
begin and develop. In any ease. no individual or group of individuals should be
subjected to a reduction in either the level of services nor the quality of services
delivered under Federally funded or Federally assisted programs currently in
operation. The principles inherent in the term "fiscal responsibility" also require
the institution of fair and accurate methods of reviewing utilization and providing
sufficient administrative authority to allow shifts in emphasis which such utiliza-
tion and review show to be necessary.

MANPOWER NEEDS AND THE NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM

Implementation of a National Health Insurance program will, without ques-
tion, generate a further crisis in the available supply of health manpower. Any
plan undertaken must take into account-both from the standpoint of funding
and operation-the need for continuing or increased support of educational In-
stitutions which produce primary health care professionals and ancillary per-
sonnel.

It has been projected in recently concluded health manpower hearings before
the House and Senate Health Subcommittees during extension of the Health
Professions Educational Assistance Act that an 11,000-man shortage of optom-
etrists exists In the Nation today and that with projected population increases,
the shortage will be 23,000 by 1980.

With an11 increased program of health care as envisioned by tle type of legisla-
tion you are considering, the Congress must be cognizant of the shortages which
now exist and which would be further aggravated upon activation of the new
system. We recomnlend that provisions be niade for increasing tie numbers of
health care practitioners, and that regardless of the system adopted, every health
(are profe, )ional should be utilized at his highest level of skills.

Under the Iealth Professions Educational Assistance Act, Federal grants are
available to schools of medicine, dentistry, osteopathy, podiatry, pharmacy, vet-
erinary medicine and optometry to aid them in tile education of more health
professionals to meet the manpower requirements for the Nation. Grants are
in the form of construction monies, institutional support, student loans and
,scholarships.

Comnensurate with the awarding of these grants to assist the scilools there has
heed a requirement that student enrollnent le increase(]. That is, in order to
qualify for the various grants, tile schools and colleges must increase enrollment
each year by either 5% or five students, whiclever represents the greater number.

Schools and colleges of optometry have increased their total enrollnent from
1,7,54 attending 10 institutions in the academic year 196:i-66 (the first year optomn-
etry was eligible for the grants) to 2,821 in eleven institutions during the 1970-71
academic year. Schools and colleges of optolietry have faithfully lived up to the
enrollment increase requirement in order to make more optometric manpower
available. (See Attachment "A" for enrollment figures 19(4-65 through [pro-
jectedl] 1974-75)

1971 amendments to the lHealth Professions Educational Assistance Act will
require even greater enrollment increases for the grant monies, in1 a further
attempt to alleviate the shortages.

If a com)rehensive health care system is adopted, we rescttifully bring to the
committee's attention that such a program will 1-xir(luire even more health maim-
power and that certain additional support for schoolss and colleges must be con-
sidered when these institutions attempt to ileet the increased( demand for
graduates.

Ini the case of optometric ,shools and colleges, the task will be formidable,
indeed, just from the standpoint of projected enrollment increases required to
qualify for grant monies. The ad(lition of a comprehensive system which will
raise an even more serious manpower problem is a factor which must be given
careful attention by the Congress il its consideration of legislation of this type.

HEALTH EDUCATION OF TiHE PUnIC

To make any program of National Health Insurance achieve its full potential,
beneficiaries must be made aware of the services available. More importantly,
they must be educated to the concept of using preventive health care services as
a means of avoiding costly, painful or debilitating catastrophic care at a later
date.
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Programs of public health education are encouraged l)y the American Opto-
metric Association, which in 19519 a(lopted as one of its eight major organizational
objectives the following:

"Increase the ublic awareness of the needs for, the benefit from, and the full
scope of ol)tonetric care."

We urge that provision be nuade in any National Health Insurance legislation
to support continuing, broad-b~Is(d health education programs designed to reach
every American who may now or later require v.,rvices autlorized under the
program.

CONCLUSIONS

The current series of hearings represents an atteml)t to ol)tain a body of sali-
(nt facts which will assist you in determining the best possible system of l)rovid-
ing and delivering high quality health services to all Americans regardless of
age, race, sex or socioeconomic standing.

In virtually the saine manner, the American Optometric Association has de-
voted a great deal of time and energy to consi(eration of these basic principles
and has recommended to you those elements the association feels must be a part
of any system established for delivery of comprehensive health services. We hope
that our comments here today shall have been of value to you in making Sounl
judgments regarding the desiralbility of creating a National Health Insurance
system and the need for inclusion of optometric vision care as a l)rilnary element
in any system adopted.

As indicated, based u)on educational experience, ol)tometrists are qualified
practitioners of eye care and should represent a )rimary point of entry into any
system of National Health Insurance for the benefit of the beneficiary. Also, due
to the favorable distribution of optometric manpower which shows that optom-
etrists practice in 5,428 cities and towns in tre United States, it certainly is
incumbent upon all to realize the availability of this existing manpower resource
to be utilized in National Health Insurance.

The American Optometric Association will welcome the opportunity to assist
the Congress in any appropriate manner regarding National Health Insurance
legislation.

I would like to thank you for providing me the opportunity to bring the Com-
mittee our thinking on this important subject at this time. I will be pleased to
answer any questions you, the Committee, may have.

ATTACHMENT "A".-STUDENT ENROLLMENT AND GRADUATES IN COLLEGES OF OPTOMETRY: ACADEMIC 'EAR
1964-65 THROUGH 1969-70, WITH PROJECTIONS TO 1974-75

Students

Academic year Total 1st year 2d year 3d yirr 4th year Graduates

All colleges:
1964-65 ------------------------ 1,547 593 503 381 70 377
1965-66 ------------------------ 1,745 643 574 460 68 413
1966-67 ------------------------ 1,882 669 577 533 103 481
1967-68 ------------------------ 1,962 646 617 558 141 477
1968-69 ------------------------ 2,203 771 590 591 251 441
1969-70 ----------------------- 2,488 786 728 578 396 445
1970-71 ----------------------- 2,821 879 718 694 530 530
1971-72 ------------------------ 3, 093 886 797 723 687 687
1972-73 ------------------------ 3,209 900 801 792 716 715
1973-74 ------------------------ 3,366 964 839 796 767 765
1974-75 ------------------------ 3,542 1,044 897 910 791 790

Dr. SHANNON. The inembership of the American Optometric. Asso-
ciation believes that your committee and the entire Congress will, in
careful deliberation, determine whether or not a. national health in-
surance system is the best possible method of meeting the pressing
needs of America's 206 million citizens. If such a system is to come into
being, the profession of optometry wants to assume its proper share of
responsibility in the planning and delivery of essential health care serv-
ices, including optometric vision care.
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It is our hope to place on the record today the importance of profes-
sional vision care as a primary element in legislation to establish a sys-
tem of national health insurance.

BASIC TENETS OF OPTOIETRY'S POSITION

The American Optometric Association could support any program
of national health insurance, regardless of its name, embodying a num-
ber of underlying principles, including the following:

1. Comprehensive optometric vision care must be recognized as a
)rimary health care service demanding high priority as a major ele-

ment in community health. Any such l)lan must make provision for the
availability of the full scope of optometric services for persons of all
ages and socioeconomic groups.

2. Any national health insurance plan must allow for full utilization
of the optometrist in solo practice, group optometric practice, or multi-
disciplinary delivery systems as a primary )oint of entry into the
health care system.

3. The plan must be financially sound and fiscally responsible from
the standpoint of fairness to the Nation, to those whose contributions
support the system, to beneficiaries and to all health care practitioners
whose services are to be provided.

4. The highest possible standards of quality health care must be as-
sured under any national health insurance system. Major among these
standards are:

(a) Strong. active, and adequate representation of consumers and
each participating health care discipline at the planning level in formu-
lating deliver-y systems;

(b) Monitori;g of whatever system evolves, through the mechanism
of true peer review wherein the services provided by any health care
professional are reviewed for efficacy and fairness by another health
care professional of the same discipline and professional standards
as the practitioner whose professional standards, ethical performance
and procedures are to be reviewed;

(c) Maintenance of the professional integrity of the individual prac-
titioner while working as an independent provider of services in an
interdependent health care delivery system, with proper guarantees
against interference in the practitioner's chosen mode of clinical prac-
tice;

(d) Assurance that the national health insurance system enacted
provides health care services at least equal in scope and quality to those
services presently being supplied under existing federally funded
health care programs. Because the long-range goal of optometry's
support for a national health insurance program is total vision care
for all segments of the population, any regression or retrenchment of
current programs would represent a violation of the intent of this
legislation.

5. The plan must provide assurance that every beneficiary shall be
protested from abridgement of his inherent right to exercise his free
choice of practitioner and the setting in which care is rendered.
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THE NEED FOR A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM

Most supporters and sponsors of legislation to create a, system of
national health insurance have expressed their concern that, the l)ro-
graim be comprehensive and should incorporate the best available fea-
tures of a preventive or "health niainteinance" concept as well as
1)rovision for catastrol)hic care an(l extende(l care for the chronically
aillicted. The American Optometric Association agrees with this
position.

In a, recent Public Health Service survey study of Vision defects in
Various age groups, it was shiowni that -approximately 95 percent of
all idjiividuals over the age of 00 years require- som type of visual
correction for optinium visual function. At the other end of the age
spectrum, some type of visual deficiency was 1)reseit in 23 percent
of the )ollttion under age 20. A significant part of these l)rol)lems
relate to the visually functional inability of the patient to perform
in his environment. The social imjplications of these l)roblems for all
age levels is most iml)ortant.

The concept of functional vision encomipasses the total system,
from entrance of light through the cornea to interpretation of the
image by the brain. Functional vision is a basic element in the learn-
ing process, iii maintaining and expanding national productivity, and
in providing satisfactory later years for our elderly.

VISION CARE AND LEARNING

Vision screening and examination of preschool-aged children would
provide detection of vision problems and allow prevention of learn-
ing disabilities before a child enters first grade. Such an approach,
when followed up by periodic examinations throughout the school
years, can pay tremendous dividends.

Because 80 )ercent or more of the learning process is directly re-
lated to functional vision, it is clear that professional care of func-
tional vision must be viewed as an essential element in any program
which is designed to be comprehensive with respect to types of care
provided and the age groups to be included as beneficiaries.

Whether a child's vision )rol)lem is a simple refractive error, a
developmental or functional vision probleili, or some type of congen-
ital or organic disease, his ability to learn will be impaired.

SCHOOL DROPOUTS

The July 1970 publication describing the new National Reading
Center, issued by the Executive Office. of the President, stated that
all of the 700,000 youngsters who drop out, of school each year are
2 to 3 years behind their age group in reading skills.

The child who cannot see material placed on a blackboard, or whose
near-point visual function is impaired in such a manner that lie
cannot clearly and comfortably see reading material at the usual 12-
to 20-inch distance at his desk, is obviously working at a great dis-
advintagze. Too often this inability to see well leads to failure in the
classroom, dropping out of school, and subsequent antisocial behavior.
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND CRIME

F. R. Hilbert, chief psychologist at Siilg Sing Prison in New York,
stated:

The White House Conference on Juvenile Delinquency bears out various
prison studies of my own. Up to 80 percent of the delinquents and semidelinquents
studied by the Conference had learning difficulties, specifically in reading, and
poor vision was found to be a contributing factor in 50 I)ercent of these cases.

The cost to society of delinquent, or criminal acts by young people is
high, especially in terms of direct .doll ar outlays for apprehensiono,
detention, prosecution, and rehabilitation.

RELATIONSHIP OF POVERTY AND VISUAL DISORDERS

The con(lition of poverty, much like the condition of uncorrected
visual probleins, affects practic-ally every type of activity in the
Nation. Iln terns of education, children from poverty-stricken inner-
city ghettos who most desperately need every kind of help available,
are the most often neglected, especially in terms of health care.
That children from lower income families receive less vision care

is indicated in a survey conducted by the Nat.ional Center for Health
Statistics. It showed that of the faniilies with less than $4,000 amal
income, between 8.7 and 9 percent visited an optometrist in the survey
year. The incidence of optometric visits was 12 percentt in the $10,-
000-or-over income group.

VISION CARE ANI) NATIONAL PIRODIT(IIVITrry

Good vision as a major health resource is of special importance to
the safety and productivity of employees in industry. Studies con-
ducted by a wide range of firms of different , ty)os over the years
show that uncorrected vision problems among workers account for a
large share of waste and spoilage of raw materials.

It has been gratifying to note the recent. progress toward imple-
mentation of the Occupational Safety and Health Act, of 1970, whose
enactment was endorsed by the American Optometric Association.
This legislation provides for a. member of vision-related program
areas, in addition to the vital and loig-recogiiized need for protective
eyewear.

REIIABIIAITATION OF TIHE PIARTIALLY SIGI[TED

Enhancement of residual vision is one of the most important types
of professional service a vision-care practitioner can provide to the
individual who is )artially sighted. This is accomplished through
the utilization of special devices to maximize residual vision to the
highest possible level.

VISION NEEI)S OF TIE EI)EILY

Nearly 100 percent of all individuals age 65 and over need profes-
sional care to alleviate visual deficiencies.

Although optometric vision care is readily available in some 5,428
cities and towns of all sizes in the United States, only negligible
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financial assistance, for vision care is available to the elderly through
health care programs partially financed with public funds. Cons%-
quently, only 19.8 percent of the (5-and-ovc, group receive vision
care of any kind in any one year. By anyone s standard, the. frequency
of examination indicated is far below the recommended iniminium
level of care, which should be no less than one complete visual examina-
tion every 2 ears. This surely must )e considered a major unmet
need which any national health insurance program should cover.

METHODS OF PAYMENT TO PROVII)ERS OF 1IEALTH SERVICES

Remuneration of health care practitioners providing services under
any system of national health insurance which may )e adopted should
be adequate, equitable, and sufficiently flexible to be made consistent
with the various mnodes of delivery which might be utilized in the
program.

Payment for services might be based on negotiated fees consistent
with the usual and customary fees for the services of each discipline.
One alternative is a fixed-fee, schedule or relative value scale, agreed
to upon consultation l)etween representatives of the respective profes-
sions and appropriate negotiating bodies of the Federal Government,
either oil a nationwide scale or regionally. Another alternative is the
cal)itation system l)rol)osed in the Senate and Ilouse bills sup)orted
by the committee of 100.

OPTOMETRY AS A 1ItI-MARY POINT OF ENTRY

The American Optometric Association believes that by virtue of
educational background and qualifications, ol)tometrists must be uti-
lized as primary points of entry into any system of national health
insurance for the patient.

The optometrist's professional education and the code of ethics to
which he subscribes, impose a requirement that he refer to other ap-
propriate health care practitioners any patient whose eyes, upon ex-
amination, exhibit signs of ocular pathology or systemic disease.

This capability to detect disease is well recognized by the Federal

Government. In fact, Secretary Elliot Richardson, in his September
11, 1970, report to the Congress on the Health Professions Educational
Assistance Act, stated:

Although the primary service performed l)y most practicing optometrists is
the provision of eye examination fin( visual analyses, optometrists are trained to
detect any departure front the optimally health eye. The optometrist is trained
and l)ound by professional ethics to refer patients in whom indications of disease
have been found to a physician or other health practitioner for definitive diag-
nosis and appropriate medical, surgical, or other treatment.

FINANCIAL SOUNDNESS AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY

Earlier in this statement, reference was made to the need for a
program which is both financially sound and fiscally responsible.

Regardless of the eventual determination made by the Congress as
to what portion of the program costs will be paid by individuals, what
portion by employers, and what portion of the total should come from
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general funds of the Federal Governmient, the American Optometric
Association believes that the system. should be actuarially sound to
the extent that we as a Nation do not mortgage the financial resources
of future generations for the sole purpose of solving today's health
care l)roblems.

With respect to ti term "fiscally resl)onsible," we believe a national
health insurance system can be so characterized only if responsible
fiscal inanagemeiit is al)plied at every level, and that maxinnun heidth
services will lbe delivered at the lowest cost consistent with high quality
care.

MANPOWER NEEDS AND THE NATIONAL INSURANCE PROGRA31

Implementation of a national health insurance program will, with-
out question, generate a further crisis in the available supply of health
mianpower. Any plan imist take into account both from the standpoint
of operations and funding the need for continuing or increased sup-
port of educational institutions which produce primary health care
professionals and ancillary personnel. An 11,000-man shortage of
optometrists exists in the Nation today, and that with projected popu-
lation increases, the shortage will be 23,000 by 1980.

With an increased program of health care as envisioned by the type
of legislation you are considering, the Congress must be cognizant of
the shortages which now exist and which would be further aggravated
upon activation of the proposed system. We recommend that provisions
be made for increasing the numbers of health care practitioners, and
that every health care professional should be utilized at his highest
level of skills.

Under the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act, Federal
grants are available to schools of medicine, dentistry, osteopathy,
podiatry, pharmacy, veterinary medicine, and optometry to aid them
in the education of more health professionals to meet the manpower
requirements for the Nation. Grants are in the form of construction
moneys, institutioiil support, student loans, and scholarships.

Schools and colleges of optometry have increased their total enroll-
ment from 1,754 attending 10 institutions in the academic year
1965-66-the first-year optometry was eligible for the grants-to 2,821
in 11 institutions during the 1970-71 academic year. Schools and col-
leges of optometry have faithfully lived up to the enrollment increase
requirement in order to make more optometric manpower available.

HEALTH EDUCATION OF TIlE PUBLIC

To make any program of national health insurance achieve its full
potential, beneficiaries must be educated to the concept of using pre-
ventive health care services as a means of avoiding costly, painful, or
debilitating catastrophic care at a later date.

CONCLUSIONS

The American Optometric Association has devoted a gTeat deal of
time and energy to consideration to these basic principles and has rec-
ommended to you those elements the association feels must be a part
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of any system established for delivery of comiprelensive health serv-
ices. We hope that our comments here today shall have been of value to
you in making sound judglnents regarding the desirability of creating
a national health insurance system an(1 the need for in-'lusion of
optometric vision care as a primary element in any system adopted.

As indicated, based upon educational experience, optoinetrists are
qualified practitioners of eye care and should represent a primary
point of entry into any system of national health insurance for the
benefit of the beneficiary. Also, due to the, favorable distribution of
optometric manpower which shows that ol)tometrists practice in 5,428
cities and towns in the United States, it certainly is incumbent upon all
to realize the availability of this existing manpower resource to Le
utilized in national health insurance.

The American Optometric Association will welcome the opportunity
to assist the Congress in any appropriate manner regarding national
health insurance legislation.

I would like to thank you for providing me the o)l)ortunity to bring
this committee our thinking on this important subject at this time. I
will be pleased to answer any questions you, the committee, may have.

Mr. [AutrAN (presiding). Thank you, I)r. Shannon. I want to thank
you for doing a very excellent job in sunimarizing yourl paper.

Are there questions?
Mr. W7aggonner?
Mr. WA(GONNER. This is not intended in any way to be an unfriend-

ly question, I)r. Shannon, but at the outset you referred to several in-
stances to essential health care services with relation to optometrists.
For the record, this poses some sort of question in the minds of some.
Can you tell me exactly how you would define the health care services
that your profession could supply or does supply ?

I am differentiating, let. me say, between vision care. and health care.
Dr. ShANNON. We feel that vision care is an essential part of health

care as we hope we related in our statement. Maybe I can just try to
summarize briefly an answer to your (qilestion.

The broad responsibility of the optomnetrist upon seeing his patient
is to determine any related visual health problems. Very often we see in
my l)ractice people, coining into tbe, office who are basicallyy healthy
people. Touring the case history or parts of the examination we deter-
mine that the patient is not healthy.

There are many kinds of 1)hysical problems, general systemic prob-
lems which result. At that. point the patient is referred either for care
or if it is a. visual type of problem tie optometrist handles, he goes on.
The type of service the optometrist renders is very broad, all the way
from consulting with industry, working with nursing homes, doing
visual rehabilitation in various kinds of cases, contact lens work, chil-
dren's work, reestablishing proper visual functions for children and
sometimes adults who never really learn to see because vision is really
a learned process and sometimes it is not learned and nany optom-
etrists' time is involved in that activity, so the activity of the optom-
etrist with his patients is very, very broad, much beyond the reputa-
tion we have perhaps of being frames and lenses type of people.

That is really a very small part of the total piofession of optometry.
Mr. XVAG.CONNEII. There was a television show on WTOP last night
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which you may or may not have seen. This program went into some
detail concerning a situ ation which they describe as existing within the

District of Columbia with respect to eye examinations by optometrists
and ophthalmol ogists.

One of the features of the program was an experiment conducted by
a WTOP newsman in which he went to a dozen or so optometrists and1
described in some detail the classic symptoms of a disease of the eye.

In view of what you have just said and in view of what, optometrists
have said through the years, as I recall, not a one of those consulted-
of the optometrists consulted-reterre(l the newsman to an oplhthal-
mologist. That might lI)e expected. In fact, the truth of the matter is
some of the optometrists conslulte(l failed to make an inquiry into the
complaints after the disease was described.

Could you comment on that '

])r. SIIANN(ON. I amn not from the District. I (lid hear a brief corn-
nient there was such a prograin. 1 have not seen it.

Mi. LvAN NTY. This involves a tremendous amount of exposure to
another piece of legislation that we have been working on for years in
the District of Columbia Conmmittee of this Ilouse to lupgrade the
District of Columl)ia ]iicensimg law which has been in existence since
1924 and has not been anellded since that (late.

Problems of continuing ed(iation as related to the )istrict of
Columbia practitioners in a corporate setting, which involves another
area of concern, have been aired before the I)istrict of Columbia Corn-
mittee and again we have a bill introduced in this Congress to ti- to
ul)date the practice of oJ)tomnet ry.

I do not think you will find this situation existing in other areas of
the country.
Mr. WAGGONNER. Are you saying the standards are higher over the

country ?
Mr. LvANTY. I don't think there is any comparison with the District

of Columbia.
TM1i. WvAGGONNER. You don't believe this is happening over the rest of

the country ?
Mr. LAV,\Nl T. We have statistics oni record showing the amount of

referrals optonmetists make to oplthalmologists or to other 1)racti-
tionens if there is a braill tuillor, diabetes, or anything else, and we
would be happy to supply those statistics for the record.

Mr. ,VGONNER. Would you do that )lease.
(The statistics referred to follow :)

The following figures represent a survey done for the American Public Health
Association on the amount of referrals optometrists have made to physicians
and other health practitioners. This study was done for the APHA for presenta-
tion to the medical section on November 2, 1960. The results are as follows:

There were 18,500 optometrists in active practice at the time and they saw
some 37,368,000 patients;

Of these, 818,360 patients were formally referred to other types of health
services;

Of all formal referrals, 86.55% were made to some branch of medicine;
53.7% made to ophthalmologists and 32.8% to general practitioners.
Thus, in the year: 439,460 patients were referred to ophthalmologists; 271,622

patients were referred to general practitioners; 26,990 patients were referred to
dental surgeons.

Mr. IILiAY.N. We appreciate your bringing to the attention of
the committee, )r. Shannon, a latter to which I feel we must give

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 7 -- 4
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very serious consideration in putting together a national health insur-
ance program.

Thank you again.
Dr. SHANNON. Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Our next witness is Dr. Stuart Bondurant, vice pres-

ident, American Heart Association.
Doctor, if you will further identify yourself and your colleague,

we would be very happy to recognize you.

STATEMENT OF DR. STUART BONDURANT, VICE PRESIDENT, AMER-
ICAN HEART ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. EZRA LANDIN,
ASSISTANT MEDICAL DIRECTOR

Dr. BONDURANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

I am vice president of the American Heart Association. Accompany-
ing me is Dr. Ezra Landin, assistant medical director of the American
Heart Association.

Mr. ULLMIAN. We are happy to have you, too, sir. You are recog-
nized.

Dr. BONDIANT. I am appearing today in behalf of the American
Heart Association, a national voluntary'health organization with 55
affiliates and some 89,000 professional and laymen members through-
out, the United States.

At this point., Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might ask that the
record show the testimony as actually given. We have made some
minor changes in the sequence and some of the phraseology and if
that would be possible, it would be very helpful to us.

Mr. ULLMAN. You would like to have the whole testimony appear
asif read?

Dr. BONDURANT. That is right.
Mr. ULLMrAN. Without objection, that procedure will be followed

and you may proceed as you see fit.
Dr. BONDURANT. The American Heart Association deeply appre-

ciates the opportunity the committee has extended to it to relate the
proposed national health insurance program to our activities.

The sole purpose of the American Heart Association is to improve
the headth care of our Nation with respect to the diseases of the heart
and blood vessels. Our programs are often closely coordinated with
those of the National Heart and Lung Institute and other Federal and
State agencies. We are proud of our 25 years of accomplishments in
research, education, and community aid.

Nonetheless, diseases of the heart and blood vessels remain the
largest national killer and we are convinced that a national health
insurance program must provide special resources dedicated to pre-
vention and treatment of these diseases if it is to be effective in reduc-
ing the awesome mortality.

Let me briefly describe the scope of the cardiovascular disease
problem. The cardiovascular diseases are the Nation's biggest health
menace. They account for more than a million deaths in the United
States each year. Thus they are responsible for about 54 percent of
our total annual death toll.
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The heart and blood vessel diseases take the lives of more Ameri-
cans each year than cancer, pneumonia, accidents, and all other causes
of death combined.

Heart attack is the biggest single U.S. killer, taking more than
670,000 lives in the latest ammal (mcnt. Stroke is third, after cancer,
accounting for more than 211 ,000 in the latest year.

Moreover, it is believed that 13 1)ercent of our population, or ap-
proximately 27 million Americans, are afflicted with one or more of the
cardiovascular diseases.

Included are at least 21 million Americans with high blood pressure,
one of the diseases that sets the stage for both heart attack and stroke
and one disease whose I treatment is now known to be effective in many
population groups.

There are about 33/ million Americans who have coronary heart
disease.

There are more than 11/, million who have rheumatic heart disease.
There are 11 /, million other Americans who have survived strokes

or who a.re stroke-prone.
To cite the number of victims is to state only a part-although a

formidable part-of the heart-and-blood-vessel disease p1rol)lem.
Another part of the problem is the cost of these diseases.
The heart-and-blood-vessel diseases cost. the Nation $17.3 billion an-

nually, including lost income and payment for medical care. In addi-
tion, they cost the Nation's businesses about 52 million man-days of
1)roduction each xyear, a drain on the gross national product, that, can
only be a speculation.

And there are dozens of hidden costs such as losses in management
skills, losses in production know-how; losses in training and develop-
ment, and losses in labor replacement and transferral.

We in the American Heart Association do not believe that our
Nation can afford such costs or should sustain them. Moreover, we
believe that these costs (can l)e cut sharply by gaining better control
over the diseases causing this devastation. This is our major objec-
tive. Despite our progress of the past two (e cades, we are still con-
fronted with a terrible disease problem-and more than a million
deaths a year.

One of the major reasons why this is so is that too many Americans
are not )eing exposed to the benefits that medical science has developed
for them.

Let me exl)lain that with a few more figures:
Of the 21 million victims of high blood pressure in the United

States--already mentioned-one-half do not even sus)ect they have
this often "silent" and often dangerous disease, forerunner of heart
attack and stroke.

Of the 670,000 Americans who die of heart attack each year-
also mentioned previoiisly-and this included recently professional
football players and football coaches-almost half never even get
to a hospital for help.

If they did-and if all of our key hospitals had as much coronary
care equipment and as many trained operating teams as they need-
we estimate that about 50,000 lives could be saved each year.
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A broad research program coordinated with the Heart and Lung
Institute has produced important advances in the detection, diagnosis
and treatment of the diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

For the cardiovascular patient, especially the 13 mill ion with hyper-
tension who are unaware of their condition, earliest diagnosis is often
essential.

We already have multiphasic screening centers that can perform
tests to determine high blood pressure and high blood cholesterol and
other simple tests quickly, cheaply and with a minimum of manpower.

We have more sophisticated equipment to perform more complicated
diagnostic tests, such as high-speed X-rays of the blood vessels of the
heart and of techniques for measuring the flow of blood to the brain in
patients with strokes, to name just two.

For treatment of the cardiovascular patient, we have many well-
equipped coronary care and intensive care units designed to recognize
sudden, unexpected changes in a patient's heart function and to bring
a specially-trained medical team to his bedside in seconds with emer-
gency resuscitation equipment.

We have developed drugs to help high blood pressure patients, anti-
clotting drugs to help prevent life-threatening venous blockage, and
surgical procedures to correct inborn and acute structural defects, pro-
cedures that were the vaguest dreams only 20 years ago.

In some sections of the country, we have rehabilitation clinics to aid
stroke victims, and heart-load capacity-testing centers for the benefit
of post-heart attack victims.
In the area of the prevention of the heart-and-blood-vessel diseases,

we have been able to describe some of the factors that ,ppear to con-
tribute to heart attack, and to suggest programs designed to reduce the
risk of suffering an attack.

And, at the same time, we have developed screening programs to
help detect the cardiac-prone.

We have been able to describe the usual or most frequent symptoms
of heart attack so that the average person-e ven if he isn't aw are that
he is at risk-c an recognize them and attempt to avert severe organic
damage by getting medical help at once.

And we have also been able to describe a set of symptoms that indi-
cates the possibility of stroke and singles out persons who should have
immediate medical examinations so that they can be benefited--perhaps
even saved from a serious cerebral incident-by early therapy or
surgery.

These and many other facilities, procedures and therapeutic aids-
including even clinics to help the cigarette-addicted to break their
habit-are available to help reduce the mortality and morbidity toll
among heart-and-blood-vessel disease victims.

There is need for more such help, to be sure. But of prime importance
here and now is this:

There are too many Americans who, for many reasons, don't have
access even to the facilities we already have or which could be
constructed.

There are too many who, in the face of rising costs, just can't afford
to have periodic heart examinations or to take tests, valuable though
they may be to a healthier life.
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There are those who live in areas that actually are without testing
facilities-and some even without doctors for routine examinations.

rhere are others who, quite siil)ly, are victims of an expensive
fa.llacious philosophy of treating disease instead of preventing dis-
ease-who reluctantly, and sometimes only as a, last resort, seek out a
physician to combat a stubborn ailment, but who are actually not
aware that the physician often can help to prevent the disease as well
as to cure it.

I feel sure you will agree that there is much that we are now able
to do to gain more control over the heart and blood vesse.l diseases.

We have much of the ability, the "know-how," the'techniques. One
of our problems is to get them to the patients-or more accurately, to
make it possible for the patients to have access to our growing expertise.

We are not yet delivering to our potential heart disease victims-and
to those who already have significant early symptoms that have not
been recognized-the full measure of health care of which we are
ca pable.

The American Heart Association, therefore, feels strongly that it
must present its case in behalf of the cardiac patient-both for today
and for tomorrow.

Since diseases of the heart and blood vessels are the leading cause
of death in the United States, and since the American Heart Associa-
tion is dedicated to improved prevention and treatment of these dis-
eases, it follows that Heart Association programs will necessarily
interact with the health-ca.re delivery system of the United States.

To that end, we feel that health legislation, including health insur-
ance, must respond to the needs of the 27 million Americans who are
afflicted with cardiovascular disease, and must attempt to extend pre-
vention of needless and untimely deaths.

Before attempting to draft legislation to correct the conditions I
have been describing, it seems to us that the basic problems, the major
deficiencies in health care, must be singled out and identified first.

I might mention here that a special committee has been appointed
by the American Heart Association to review the shortcomings con-
sidered particularly relevant to patents with cardiovascular disease.

This committee identified a number of such shortcomings and we
have chosen to express them in general terms although the intent is to
indicate that each of these shortcomings applies specifically to the
cardiovascular patient as well as to the broad field of health care
delivery..The first point is that medical care, and particularly cardiovascular

care, is insufficient for large numbers of people in the United States,
particularly for the poor and near poor, in urban areas and for many
rural sectors.

This assertion is substantiated particularly in the field of cardio-
vascular disease.

This is due in part to a lack of medical manpower and, as well, to a
poor distribution of medical personnel and to lack of adequate
facilities.

Only a beginning has been made to train and use ancillatry profes-
sionals to multiply the effectiveness of physicians.
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The health care system is traditionally geared to curing the ill and
not sufficiently equipped to protecting the healthy through the appli-
cation of preventive medicine.

Health-ca.re costs have increased much faster than the rate of infla-
tion, due-at least in pat-to inappropriate use of resources such as
the practice of encouraging hospital admission for cases that could be
handled less expensively on an out-patient basis.

Because there have been few imon;ative programs instituted for
delivering comprehensive health care, for too many in the Nation, even
the barest of medical services are often inaccessible.

The American Heart Association believes that a. national health
insurance program can and should help to correct some of these defi-
ciencies, and we approve of such an approach.

We shall not attempt to comment on the individual bills which have
been introduced thus far.

But we can say that any nationl health insurance program that will
rectify at least some of the shortlcom-ings I have singled out must
satisfy the following general principles, which are stated in general
sterns although each one applies specifically to that large group of
patients who have cardiovascular disease:

Adequate health care should be available readily to all Americans
't all economic levels and in all geographic areas;

High priority must be given to providing care for the poor, the
near-poor and the aged;

Parallel provisions must be made to assure an expanded and more
evenly distributed system of health care, including broader use of
preventive medicine.

Because of the need to insure a coherent system for health care
delivery, impediments to coherence such as laws restricting group
practice, should be removed.

Facilities must be adequate so that every American is enabled to
exercise his personal initiative and responsibility for guarding and
improving his own health.

The plan must provide personnel, resources, and organization de-
signed to cope with the Nation's great killer diseases: beart disease,
cancer, and stroke.

Any health insurance system should provide a voice for both, the
consumer and the provider in establishing priorities.

Means for restricting further cost increases should be built into the
system through rigid cost accounting and coupled with objective
analysis of the benefits derived froin each eleeient of the system in
order that continuing modifications of the system can be based on a
cost effective consideration at least in part.

Finally, the health insurance should include provision for continued
fundhig to assure a, sufficient core of clinical faculty at teaching hos-
pitals and physicians in advanced stages of training to cope with the
complicated and serious diseases that are our Nation's great killers.

In this connection I would comment, consistent with the thinlkng
of the American Heart Association, that even if every bit of available
knowledge that we have today concerning cardiovascular disease were
fully and effectively applied to every simigle person with heart disease
in the Nation, we would be left with a residual mortality that would
be so great that it would be unacceptable.
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Fhe only way this situation can 1)e iml)roved is by the generation

of additional information or understanding concerning heart disease
and this is another way of saying we need inole information and
therefore we need more research.

It would be a mistake to assert that improvements in the health care
delivery system will solve the problem of mortality due to cardio-
vascular disease unless based oi further extension of our information
derived from continuing and expanded resear-c 1rogriams.

We inust, continue to l)rovide. funding for the training of ancillary
health personnel and fov improved administration of elements of the
health care deliye rt system.

Also for count itulng' evaluation of the full effectiveness of health
insurance program particularly as it, noves in the direction of develop-
ing Preventive techiques.

We hope that the data, and views we are providing today will be use-
ful to you and will bex considered in prel)aration with new legislation.

I would be happy to try to answer any questions related to this
presentation.

We thank you for your attention and your interest.
(Dr. Bondurant's prepared statement, follows:)

STATEMENT OF DR. STUART' BONDURANT, AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION

I am Dr. Stuart Bondurant, Professor and Chairman of Medicine at Albany
(N.Y.) Medical College. I am appearing in behalf of the American Heart Asso-
ciation, a national voluntary health organization with 55 affiliates and some
80,000 professional and laymen members throughout the United States.

The American Heart Association deeply appreciates the opportunity the Com-
mnittee has extended to it to relate the proposed National Health Insurance pro-
grain to our activities. We are attempting, through research, education and com-
munity aids, to help control heart and blood vessel diseases and to prevent
untimely deaths from the two leading cardiovascular killers, heart attack and
stroke.

Let me briefly describe the scope of the cardiovascular diseases problem. These
diseases are the nation's biggest health menace. They account for more than a
million deaths in the United States each year. Thus, they are responsible for
about 54 percent of our total annual death toll.

Stated another way, the heart and blood vessel diseases take the lives of more
Americans each year than cancer, pneumonia, accidents and all other causes
of death combined.

Heart attack is the biggest single U.S. killer, taking more than 670,000 lives
in the latest annual count. Stroke is third, after cancer, accounting for more than
211,000 in the latest year.

Moreover, it is believed that no fewer than 27 million Americans are afflicted
with one or more of the cardiovascular diseases. That is more than 13% of our
population.

Included are at least 21 million Americans with high blood pressure, 'one of
the diseases that sets the stage for both heart attack and stroke.

There are about 3%/ million Americans who have coronary heart disease.
There are more than 1-112 million who have rheumatic heart disease.
There are 1 million other Americans who have survived strokes or who are

stroke-prone.
To cite the number of victims is to state only a part-although a formidable

part-of the heart-and-blood vessel disease problem.
Another part of the problem is the cost of these diseases.
The heart and blood vessel diseases cost the nation $17.3 billion annually, in-

cluding lost income and payment for medical care. In addition, they cost the
nation's businesses about 52 million man-days of production each year, a drain
on the Gross National Product that can only be a speculation. And there are
dozens of hidden costs such as losses in management skills, losses in production
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"know-how"; losses in training and development, and losses in labor replacement
and transferral.

We in the American Heart Association do not believe that our nation, despite
its ranking in the world, can afford such costs or should sustain them. Moreover,
we believe that these costs can be cut sharply by gaining better control over the
diseases causing this devastation. This is our major objective. In the past two
decades we have made enormous progress toward our goals.

But despite great, life-saving gains which I shall detail later, we are still
confronted with a horrifying disease problem-and more than a million deaths
a year.

If you were to ask me to single out the one major reason, among many con-
tributory reasons, why this is so, I would have to say that tox) many Americans
are not being exposed to the benefits that medical science has developed for
them. Let me explain that with a few more figures:

Of the 21 million victims of high blood pressure in the U.S.-already men-
tioned-one-half do not even suspect they have this often "silent" and often
dangerous disease, forerunner of heart attack an(l stroke.

Of the 670 thousand Americans who (ie of heart attack each year-also
mentioned above-almost half never even get to a hospital for help.

If they did--and if all of our key hospitals had as much coronary care equip-
ment an(l as many trained operating teams as they need-we estimate that
about 50 thousand lives could be saved each year.

For, as I have already suggested, we have made enormous progress. We have
coped, with gratifying success, with the heart and blood vessel disease problem
on the three classical level,-,-first diagnosis, secon(l treatment, third prevention.

For the cardiovascular patient, especially the 13 million with hypertension
who are unaware of their condition, earliest diagnosis is essential. We already
have multiphasic screening centers that can perform tests to determnine high
blood iress-ire and high blood cholesterol quickly, cheaply and with a minimum
of manpow(r. These are fairly simple tests. We have more sophisticated equip-
ment to per1-rm more complicated diagnostic tests, such as high-speed X-rays
of the chambe,-s of the heart ald the mechanisms of the circulatory system, to
name just a few.

For trcatmcnt of the cardiovascular I)atient, we have many well-equipped
coronary care and intensive care units designed to recognize sudden, unexpected
changes in a patient's heart function "and to bring a specially-trained medical
team to his bedside in mere seconds with emergency resusitation equip)ment.

We have developed drugs to hel) high blood pressure l)atients, anti-clotting
drugs to help prevent life-threatening venous blockage, and surgical procedures
to correct inborn and acute structural defects. In some sections of the country,
we have rehabilitation clinics to aid stroke victims, and heart-load capacity-
testing centers for the benefit of post-heart attack victims.

In research, particularly, progress has been dramatic. Radioisotopes, ultra-
sound and other new techniques have olpened new ailproaches to diagnosis. New
drugs have begun to solve critical high blood pressure and blood-clot problems.
Electronics have helped prevent or control often-fatal sudden irregularities in
heart rhythms. And amazing developments in surgery have made it l)ossible to
achieve results that were the vaguest of dreams only 20 years ago.

In the area of the prevention of the heart and blood vessel diseases, we lave
been able to describe the factors that appears to contribute to heart attack.
and to suggest programs to reduce the risk of suffering an attack. And, at the
same time, we have developed screening programs to help detect the cardiac-
prone.

We have been able to describe the usual or most frequent symptoms of heart
attack so that the average person-even if lie isn't aware that he is at risk-can
recognize them and attempt to avert severe organic damage by getting medical
help at once.

And we have also been able to describe a set of symptoms" that indicates the
possibility of stroke and singles out persons who should have immediate medi-
cal examinations so that they can be l)enefited-perhal)s even saved from a
serious cerebral incident-by early therapy or surgery.

These and many other facilities, procedures and therapeutic aids-including
even clinics to help the cigarette-addicted to break their habit--are available to
help reduce the mortality and morbidity toll among heart and blood vessel
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disease victims. There is need for more such hell), to be sure. But of prime imi-
l)ortance here and now is this:

There are too many Americans who, for many reasons, don't have access even
to the facilities we already have on hand.

There are too many who, in the face of rising costs--an increase of 170 per-
cent in the health field ill the lpast ten years-just can't afford to have periodic
heart, examinations or to take tests, valuable though they may be to a healthier
life.

There are those who live in areas that actually are without testing facili-
ties--and some even without doctors for routine examinations.

There are others who, quite siml)ly. are victims of a fallacious philosophy of
"disease care" instead of "health care"--who reluctantly, ali( sometimes only as
it last resort, seek out a 1physicial to combat a stubborn ailment, but who are
actually not aware that the physician can help to prevent the disease as well as
to cure it.

I feel sure you will agree that there is much that we are now able to do to gain
more control over the heart and bloodd vessel diseases. We have the ability, the
"k-Iow-lmow", the techniques. ()ur lroblemn is to get them to the patients-or,
ln(o'e accurately, to make it possible for the patients to have access to our grow-

ing expertise.
Stated most bluntly, gentlemen, we are not yet delivering to our )otential

heart disease vict ims-and to those who already have significant early symp-
tomns that have not been recognized-the full measure of health care of which
we are capable.

The American Iheart Association, therefore, feels strongly that it must 1)resent
its case in bi)half of the cmr(liac jiatient-both for today and for tomorrow.
Since (liseases of the heart and blood vessels are tie leading cause of death in
the United States, and since the American Heart Association is dedicated to
ilnl)roved prevention and treatment of ties diseasess, it follows that Heart As-
sociation programs will necessarily interact with the health-care delivery system
of the United States.

To that end we feel that health legislation, including health insurance, must
respond to the needs of the 27 million Americans who are afilicted by cardio-
vascular diseases, and imist attemlit to extend prevention of needless and un-
timely deaths.

Before attempting to draft legislation to correct tile conditions I have been
describing, it: seems to us that the Iasic problems, the major deficiencies in
health care, must be singled out a1d identified first. Here is a suggested list of
deficiencies as many of us in the leart Association have seen them during our
recent years of experience in cardiovascular medicine:

1. Medical care is patently insufficient for large numbers of peol)le in
the United States, particularly for the poor and near-poor ill urban areas,
andl for many rural sectors.

2. This is due to lack of medical manpower but, as well, to a poor distribu-
tion of medical and ancillary )rofessional people and to lack of adequate
facilities.

3. Only a beginning has been made to train and use ancillary professionals
to relieve overburdeened physicians of tasks that (1o not necessarily require
their sl)ecialized skills.

4. The health care sy.-item is traditionally rigidly geared to curing the ill
and not sufficiently equipped to protecting the healthy through the applica-
tion of preventive mlledicine.

5. Health-carc costs have increaSeol much faster than the rate of inflation,
due--at least in part-- -to the practice of encouraging hospital admission for
cases that could be handled less e\pensively o1 mn out-patient basis.

6. Both the government and private sectors have been too slow to recom-
mend and institute innovative plrogramus for delivering necessary health
care with the result that, for too many in the nation, even the barest of
medical services are inaccessible.

The American Ieart Association believes that a national health insurance
program can and should help to correct some of these deficiencies, and we ap-
prove of such an aI)l)roach.

We shall not atteml)t to say which of the several bills introduced thus far are
meritorious bills. To (10 so would be to exceed the authority that has been vested
in the Association's study group whose views we are reflecting.
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But I can say that any national health insurance program that will rectify
at least some of the shortcomings I have singled out must be written with the
following principles in mind:

1. Adequate health care should be available readily to all Americans at
all economic levels and in all geographic areas. High priority must be given
to providing care for the poor, the near-poor and the aged.

2. Parallel l)rovisions must be made to assure an expanded and more
evenly distributed system of health care, including broader use of preven-
tive medicine.

3. Because it seems likely that broader recourse to group practice-either
pre-paid or fee-for-service- will play a role in improved health care delivery,
state laws banning or restricting such systems must be changed.

4. Facilities must be adequate so that every American is enabled to exer-
cise his personal initiative and responsibility for guarding and improving
his own health.

We do not feel qualified, either, to comment on the methods of financing a
health insurance plan. We recognize that there are mmlny causes competing
for the taxpayer's dollar. At the same time, we believe that the cause of public
health is crucial. We hope that the Congress will be generous initially, and
that, as time changes its priorities, it will be able to place even greater emphasis
on the concern for public health.

Further, we hope that:
1. Any health insurance system would provide a voice for both the con-

sumer and the provider in establishing priorities, and
2. That means for restraining further cost increases would be built into

the system through rigid cost accounting and through limiting patient ad-
missions by increasing use of out-patient or ambulatory facilities.

Finally, it is essential that the cost of health insurance and of an improved
delivery system not interfere with continued funding to assured a sufficient core
of clinical faculty at teaching hospitals, continued growth of research in medi-
science-a vital source of teaching faculty. And we must continue to provide for
increased funding for the training of ancillary health professionals, for the
improvement of administration, and for continuing examination of the actual
effectiveness of any health insurance program that is eventually devised.

We hope that the data and views we are )roviding today will be useful to
you and will be considered in the l)reparation of new legislation.

I would be happy to try to answer any questions related to this presentation.
Thank you for your attention and interest.

Mr. COLLIER. Just one question, Dr. Bondurant.
You cite inadequate delivery of medical care for persons afflicted

with cardiovascular diseases even when there are early symptoms of
disease which I presume would be readily detectable.

You cited a figure of 670,000 deaths due to heart attacks each year;
is that correct?

Dr. BONDURANT. That is correct.
Mr. COLLIER. In light of the previous statement which I made and

which you made, do you have any figures to indicate or to provide
a breakdown of the number of victims of heart attacks in the age
bracket under 35 years of age?

I ask that obviously because it is far more common later in life
and even natural causes. I am just trying to find out how this figure
would break down as related to the earlier symptoms which are
neglected.

Dr. BONDURANT. The numbers are interesting, Congressman Collier.
Fourteen percent of all of the deaths are in the age group of 25 to

34. As I quickly add up the figures here, if my addition is correct,
in the under-35 age group, to answer your question directly, there
are 38 percent of the total deaths.

Mr. Pmris. Would the gentleman yield?
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Mr. COLITIERI. Certainly.
Mr. PE'VrTS. How many of the 27 million Americans who have heart

disease are in this category?
These have been diagnosed and you know about these.
)r. BONI),TRANT. iln the under-35 age group ?

Mr. PETTIS. Yes.
I)r. BONDURAN'r. May I reinterpret the last part of your question?
Twenty-seve ii million Anericans have not been diagnosed as having

heart disease because the total population has not been surveyed, but
from surveys of representative groups of the population and extrap-
olation of the incidence rates to the population at large, the number
of 27 million is obtained.

The fact that we don't know exactly how many Americans have
heart disease I think is an indication of the indictment of the system.
We have to extrapolate because our people have not been examined
for this purpose.

I do not have before me at the moment an age breakdown on the inci-
dence figures, but we can certainly provide that for the record.

Mr. PEWrrS. Thank you, and I thank. the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. COLLIER. Finally, it would be safe. to conclude, then, that if this

care were available and early symptoms could be properly treated in
this age bracket under 35, therein would lie the greatest area of ex-
tending life. I don't know how many of this figure would be in the
category of victims beyond 65 where there would be, less response to
medical care in cardiovascular cases. While we certainly don't want
to neglect those past that age, the emphasis would necessarily be in
the younger age bracket where there could be a great deal more done
in terms of the longevity of the victim?

Dr. BONDURANT. That is entirely correct. The usual breakdown on
this is before age 65 and after age 65. 1 suppose the No. 1 mix depends
on his age. There is no doubt that the answer to your question is an
affirmative one-that is that the number of people in our working
population and the number of people below age 35 who stand in
need of added care and who would be substantially benefited by it,
is a very substantial number.

Mr. COLLIER. Thank you very much.
Mr. BYRNES. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Byrnes.
Mr. BYRNES. You outlined some of the basic problems we have in

the health-care area, and one of the things you have impressed on us
the most is that the question of availability is part of the real crisis
that we have.

I assumne that it is probably more pronounced in the cardiovascular
area than in others because of the need for specialists and special
equipment and facilities.

The two points you make on page 10 emphasize this question of
availability.

But how do you cope with that? In other words, you have, in geo-
graphic terms, disparities that are very big and heavy.

They exist between locations within a metropolitan area.
You have outlined what is most serious problem and I think every-

body has recognized it. I don't think I have seen a paper which does
not call attention to that fact, but how do you correct it.?
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That is really what, the committee is searching for in many of these
areas. The prol)loms in many cases atre real Mid apparent, liut the
question remains: I-low do we. handle, then?

How do you get doctors to settle in Appalachia in greater numbers,
for example?

Dr. BOINDIURANT. You have asked a, very challenging question cer-
tainly an(l I would respond with respect to the cardiovascular con-
siderations but I think thcoe applied more broadly to the tremendous
considerations that are con fronting the connmittee.

Mr. BYRiNES. If we could solve, it for the cardiovascular area, the
others would be easy, isn't that right.?

Dr. BONDUIANr. The Hea t Association has spent a good deal of
money and has nimarsliahled a considerable amount of the Nation's ca.rdi-
ova-scular brains t) help determine what could be done about this and
it has been involved in a variety of ways.

I would advance, for the record now seNveral of the concepts which
lave been developed as t result of these considerations within the
American Heart AssOciation. One fundamental one, I think, is recog-
nizing the disparity in this Nation geogralhically and in a va, riety of
other ways. The judgment of most people is that there is not, a. single
solution to the prol)lem of availability. We will lmaveto design a system
that is not replicated across the Nation in identical units-tha,, be-
cause of differences in population density, transportation systems and
a variety of other things, there will need to be a, variety of respolnses
to this problem.

Among the elements that lave been considered and many of which
have been tested are, I am sure, entirely familia- to the committee.
Included are such things as the use of alied health 1)ersonnel in lieu
of physicians in remote areas, improved two-way communications such
as television systems to link the allied health personnel to centers.

Traveling physiciansf have, not bepn entirely explored or exploited.
Physicians nay have their offices in remote places for several days a
week.

Mr. BYiNES. The big point is, there are a, lot of things you can do.
I can show you soine c, onmunities in northeastern Wisconsin where
they will offer all kinds of incentives to get doctors to come and prac-
tice there. They will build the buildings for you, supl)ly a good shiareof
the equipment and everything else.

How do you get doctors for these areas? You talk about the travel-
ing doctor. But can you really get doctors to live or travel in a rural
area ?

I am not complaining about the doctors. They want to live near the
hospitals and other facilities in which they are performing their serv-
ices. They and their wives want to have the various things that city
life offers. It is eamy to say we could meet nal medical needs with the
traveling doctor, but how do you get doctors to do this work?

Dr. BoNDumiNT,. Here I can reflect only a )ersonal opinion. I doubt
tha we will ever we able to persuade a sutbstanrtial number of the cur-
rent medical students and young physicians in training to do this as
solo individual positions or more pertinently perliaps, to take their
wives into this kind of a, life.
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My own persona judgment is that a possible answer to this exists
in havNing the physician a member of a group or a team ill which he is
not the only man who travels aroun(l, but, he periodically serves this
function. In other words, I desl)air of being able to recruit, for the
l)laces in ul)stat-e New York, for example, where I have a personal re-
sl)onsibility for helping to fill exactly these needs.

I have failed in spite of very sul)stantial efforts to induce the young
hlhysicians for wliomn I an responsible for training.
Mr. BYRN,s. As part of developing an insurance )rogram, one of the

high responsibilities which we have is facing up to this matter of dis-
tribution. You tell the Ways and Means Committee, "You find the
bill." Here is the challenge. I recognize that challenge. All I am trying
to determine is low, within a Government program or within a pro-
grain relating to health insurance, one (call best. cope with this distribu-
tion of medical services.

Mr. COLLIER. Would the gentleman yield for one comnient?
Mr. BYliNEs. I yield.
Mr. CoLniE. h ve you had an opportunity to explore the program

which now for nearly 2 decades has been in effect, in the State of Illi-
nois conducted by the Illinois Agricultural Association, wIich pro-
vides each year 10 medical full scholarships with the stil)ulation that
the medical" student upon complet ion of his medical training will prae-
tice in a rural area and "the rural area" is defined so, there is no ques-
tion thfat it is rura, for 5 years. In the event lie (Toes not, of course,
lie is required to pay the full amount of the stipends he received.

Perhaps this and the exploration in how this program has worked
would be the best approach to providing the incentive to go into these
areas with perhaps 7 years instead of the present 5 and because the cost
of medical education is reaching a point of being virtually prohibitive,
if this could be made a large program rather than when you take a
vast institution like the University of Illinois and there are only 10
such scholarships, if this were done on a national basis and if it were
one of the requirements of a full medical scholarship. This, it seems
to me, demands some exl)loration and it would seem to me the medical
l)rofession has a responsibility to explore this and to give this some
attention as a possible vehicle to solve this problem.

Dr. BONDURANT. To my knowledge there have been eight States in
which such programs have been operational for at least 15 years. To
my knowledge there is no evidence that these States, including Illinois,
are any better off with respect to physicians in the isolated communi-
ties than are the States that have not had such programs.

A similar kind of program that has been tried in Kansas, Oklahoma,
and several other States is a preceptor prograin of encouraging or re-
quiring the student to go out and actually work in the community in
the hopes this would attract him and make him more comfortable. The
best analysis I know of shows it has had a negative effect on where the
student chooses to practice.

There is a body of data available concerning the various efforts that
people have miade in various States. I think the answer is the one I am
afraid I gave you in the first place, and that is no one has yet found
a program of which I am tware that has satisfied the question that was
put to me concerning the availability.
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Mr. BYliNES. It is not just a question I am putting to you. You put it
to the committee. You are experts, and this is one of the areas, I as-
sime, you must be concerned about and your statement evidences it. For
example, how do we make available to these people diagnostic services
so they can tell they have heart problems? We have to get at that if we
are going to save these lives.

I am really throwing the ball back to you and saying I am not an
expert, have no expertise at all. The only study I have had is what I
have had to face up to in the past year or so as this question has be-
come more prominent.

What ideas do you have? That would be more helpful to us than
telling us we have a problem. I know that and everybody on this com-
mittee knows it.

Dr. BONDURANT. We do have some ideas and the Heart Association
has been doing some things about availability specifically. Part of the
problem of availability, for example, concerns the level of insight of
the potential patient, our citizens.

They need to know they need to seek medical care in order for them
to appear and take advantage of availability. This is one of the most
important ones particularly with respect to sudden death due to heart
attacks. The major cause of people not getting to the hospital-the
people who die suddenly before they get to the hospital with heart
attack-is not that it takes too long to go in a car, but they decide too
late to go.

Part of the availability is an educational program. We think that
should be an important part of a national program.

A second part of availability has to do with the education of the pro-
fessional or allied health or nonprofessional people who participate in
the system. You can build a coronary care unit in a hospital by train-
ing the nurses and doctors in that community how to work the
equipment.

One can thereby make available in a community using existing per-
sonnel, existing bricks and mortar and a few pieces of electronic
equipment and elements of the system that was not there before. So,
professional education is a part of the availability question.

The harder question is really the distribution of manpower. How do
you move people around? As I say, I have no pat answers to this. I
agree with the implication of an earlier question that the possibility of
incentives has not been entirely exploited. I believe there are possible
incentives that could be used to improve the distribution of manpower.

A second suggestion that I find attractive is that of a National
Health Service Corps in which physicians might serve for a period of
time after graduation from medical school. This is a concept that has
been advanced and championed by a number of people and one which
I think merits very serious consideration. It would be a global appli-
cation of the suggestion that certain students might elect such service
in response to such benefits.

Mr. BYRNES. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN (presiding). Mr. Collier.
Mr. COLLIER. May I pursue that very briefly?
Recognizing that about 75 percent of all of our socioeconomic

problems are caused by the inability of our society to disperse popula-
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tion, we have to recognize until soinetiiiig can !)e done about that if it
can be done, and I think there are areas where it cannot, that we still
are faced with the problem. You said, if I understood you correctly,
that in those areas where the type of incentive that I alluded to earlier
were in effect, that it had a negative effect.

I don't think that we can come to that conclusion without recogniz-
ing, first of all, in a large school like the University of Illinois only
such 10 scholarships were set up. You could not get very much impact
from the 10 students a year in light of the number of its ratio to its
total enrollment.

That, I think, is No. 1.
No. 2, 1 think in order to make , proper evaluation of the effective-

ness or ineffectiveness of this approach, it would seem what could be
done is to get, from the Illinois Agricultural Association, since there 'are
only 10 a year, the names of those who entered into this so-called
rural incentive program and find out whether, in fact, they did remain
in a rural area for 5 years or whether they became part of that com-
munity, as so often happens, and they remain there for a more perima-
nent period, because in looking down the road, if we are to take the
hopeless view that there is no way of providing incentives and you
can't even do it by this type of program, then we are just spinning
our wheels.

I don't think this type of program has been thoroughly worked.
When we went into the 1958 National Defense Education Act when we
had a shortage of teachers and we provided an incentive in the form
of a forgiveness clause for loan programs, we wound up to what ex-
tent it had this effect, but we wound up with the situation where we
now have a surplus of teachers.

I can't believe particularly as I said before because of the cost of
medical education becoming more and more prohibitive that a broad
program of this type would not be successful and, secondly, I think
we can make this determination only by taking this very scant pilot
program, and I guess that is what you would have to call, in Illinois
and actually make an evaluation of actually what happened to these
doctors who participated in this program.

Are they still in the rural area? How many went to the rural area?
How many completed this 5-year rural practice requirement?

Then I think we can get an idea as to whether or not this program
could be vastly expanded and maybe this would provide soie answers
since apparently there isn't any other program that has worked, as
you point out.

Dr. BONDURANT. I think I may have misstated, or I would certainly
like the record to show that I did not mean to say, that these programs
had had a negative correlation. What I meant to say, and what I hope
the record shows, is that the preceptorships which had been developed
in Kansas, Oklaloma, and other places had had a negative effect. I
am not aware of evidence that the programs of fiscal incentive have
had a positive effect, but I agree with you entirely, and I did not mean
to imply to the contrary, that I know of no evidence that they had a
negative effect. If I left the other impression, it was quite incorrect.

I would think there would be need to have a further analysis done
than looking at what happened to the students who took advantage of
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this incentive in Illinois because you never know what those individu-
als would have done if they had not taken this incentive. In other
words, they well could have been people who were going to go into
this practice, whether there was an incentive or not.

There are certainly some such people. In order to be sure that the
incentive is working, it would seem to me one would have to have some
kind of a comparison group of more or less similar people in whom
there was not the same incentive. Perhaps in Indiana or some other
State one could see if a larger proportion was going into the direction
that the incentive is leading than in a State where there was the
incentive.

Mr. COLLIER. The fact that there was and is a void of professional
medical personnel in these areas would, I think, to some degree refute
any assumption that these particular students for whom these scholar-
ships and stipends were earmarked with this stipulation would have
gone into these areas. This could be determined easily enough by the
place of origin of the student and, as I understand the program, these
10 were specifically reserved and four students, upon becoming doc-
tors, would go into these areas.

I would not want to discount in this any manner by saying that the y
had intended to go there anyway. I thii;k this would probably fly in
the face of the particular situations because I have had over the years
inquiries from young men who were not economically in a position to
go to medical school but had to look for a means by which to do this,
and this is one way that they were able to attend medical school.

I presume they subsequently fulfilled the obligation that went along
with it. I think an evaluation at this point, as I said, of just how this
program worked could at least provide some basis as to whether or not
this might be one of perhaps several approaches that would be neces-
sary to fulfill the voids in these areas where there isn't any doctor for
miles around because it just stands to reason a young man finishing
medical school wants to be close to the large clinic and lie wants to be
in an area where there is some guarantee of patients in the conduct of
his practice.

He does not have this guarantee, as you know, when he goes into a
rural community.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIR~rAN. Mr. Brotzman.
Mr. BROTZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have just a couple of short questions, Doctor. First of all, it is just

coincidental, but last night I happened to read the brochure in the
form of the little red pamphlet that the American Heart Association
puts out, which I think is very good. I read it very carefully.

How widespread is the dissemination of this brocrure? I don't think
I have ever seen one before.

Dr. BONDURANT. One of the major efforts of the Heart Association
is in designing and circulating these brochures. We use the 55 affiliates
of the association scattered all over the United States, and major
organizations in the major cities and States in the country to dis-
tribute them. They are distributed in doctors' offices, in schools, in
public meetings and in every way that the imagination of the people
and these affiliates can conceive of distributing them and which the
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national office can conceive of suggesting to the affiliates that they dis-
tribute them.

The specific pamphlet that you refer to was printed in 19 million
copies and has been distributed through all 55 affiliates of the Heart
Association as well as it has been possible for us to do it.

Mr. BROTZMNAN. I just wanted to comment, I think if you could get
this into the hands of everybody in this country and if they read that
and followed it, I think it woull have a marked effect upon the cardi-
ovascular statistic.

My second question: Something that has always disturbed me and,
of course, events of the last few days, I think, emphasize it, what
causes a situation where an individual has just had a cardiovascular
examination and then topples over with some kind of heart attack.
We are talking about improving the delivery system, and I don't know
how rare it is or what the incidence is, but I can remember several
examples of this.

Of course, we just had the situation of the football player. Can you
talk about that for a moment?

Dr. BONDURANT. I can give you some numbers that put this in
broader perspective. During a 1-year period in the city of Baltimore,
the cases of all of the people who toppled over (lead or died suddenly
were reviewed. It turned out that about 25 percent of them had been
to their doctor within a week of when thev dropped. This is not an
isolated observation you have made of the 1;erson who drops dead, but
of all of the people who dropped suddenly it appears about 25 percent
of them had some clue that something was wrong that led them to
seek attention.

The message here, it seems to me, is very clear. We are not smart
enough to interpret their symptoms nor are our tests sufficiently pre-
cise to identify the ones who are going to drop dead within a period
of a week as distinguished from the much larger number of people
who come to physicians with very similar complaints and who don't
drop dead within that period of time.

So this is one of the things I meant when I said in the formal testi-
mony that if we exploited to the very limit our present knowledge
and abilities, we would be left with an unacceptable mortality. We
just are not smart enough to identify these people. There are no tests
presently available that have been shown to be sufficiently sensitive
or precise enough to measure the right thing to identify these people.
So we have this problem.

Mr. BiRoTZMAN. May I ask at that point, do you have any kind of
a technique, a machine, a measurement device, vma X-ray or something
else that can test the consistency of the heart muscles?

Dr. BONDURANT. I am not sure what you mean.
Mr. BIZOTZ31fAN. I am talking about its components. You hear about

a person having a heart older than his years. Is there any way of
measuring what kind of shape that muscle is in?

Dr. BONDURANT. The research of the last 20 years supported by
both the American Heart Association and by what is now the National
Heart and Lung Institute has developed what we have to characterize
as elegant techniques even by the standards of the physical standards
of physical scientists, who are used to it, to characterize the heart
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muscles and the arteries that serve the heart. hiere are still answers
these techniques don't give us, but they allow us to characterize the
flow of the blood to the heart with very considerable precision, to
document blocktiges in the blood to the muscles of the heart and to
document failures of contraction of the heart, changes in the elasticity
of the heart muscles im reference to your question concerning the
consistency of the muscles and very specific kinds of changes in the
performance of the muscles.

One of the problems with these studies is, first, of all, they carry
a small risk, half of a percent or some such figure as that, maybe even
less. But they cost about $500 apiece in terms of total cost, so this is
not the kind of thing that one could consider doing to everybody.

Mr. PE'JrJs. If the gentleman would yield, considering all of this
sophisticated equipment and the diagnostic ability of the profession.
not. just laymen violate basic rules of good health, but doctors of
medicine are probably as guilty as the rest of the population in doing
these things. They don't sleep enough or they don't get. enough exer-
cise or they eat the wrong things just about in the same way as the
general population .

Isn't this true? If this is true, one of our big problems is not in
better diagnosis, but in getting people to do what. is best for themselves.

Dr. BIONDURANT. The American Heart Association agrees deeply
and on the basis of long experience with the point you have made.
There are some examples in which the record of physicians is not so
bad. I think physicians are entirely aware of tobacco consumption and
cardiovascular disease and the numl)er of physicians who smoke has
fallen off substantially as a result of this.

If you look at the number of eggs eaten by doctors, it is not much
different than the number of eggs eaten at a meeting of lawyers.

The ChI.NRzAN,. Are there any further questions? Mr. Karth.
Mr. KARTIL. Doctor, when you talked during your presentation

about educating the public--and educating the public ought to be
one of the things that we deal with here when we deal with the national
health insurance bill., and I guess we touched on it just briefly now by
these last two questions-certainly you are not talking about making
doctors out of the general public,'so you must be talking about phys-
ical examinations. Are you suggesting the national health insurance
bill involve a physical exanination every year?

Dr. BONDTVRANT. No; what I had in mind were two kinds of educa-
tion. One is education concerning the value and the availability of
health care and a second kind of education is education concerning
specific kinds of symptoms. This is an area of particular importance
to the Heart Association.

As I mentioned, most of the people who die suddenly fail to get
health care because they misinterpret their symptoms. They have
something wrong, they know something is wrong, but they delay
seeking medical care. Education involves when should you seek medi-
cal care, which is important.

Mr. KARTIL. That is a pretty sophisticated education program; isn't
it? He might also want to learn the symptoms of diabetes or any
number of the other dreaded diseases, not only the cardiovascular
diseases. If you are talking about that and if we write that kind of
health care into this bill, it would mean we are trying to make quasi-
doctors out of the general public. It is a big order.
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Dr. BONDITRANT. It is a big order. The Heart Association debated
long and hard before it got into this, and many of the knowledgeable
physicians felt as your question suggests, that it was not possible to
do this without either making doctors or without a little bit of knowl-
edge being a dangerous thing and leading to more harm and conse-
quence than good. Particularly in circulating another brochure which
lists the warning symptoms of heart attacks and another which lists
the warning symptoms of stroke, our experience has been it is possible
to do this at least for some of the major situations of concern, and in
particular the ones in which time is an important element.

There is a little more time, but not always to take care of the diabetic
than there may be to take care of the patient with an acute heart
attack. For that reason we think there could be elements of education
at this level which could be given to many people and which could
be useful.

I can say personally, from experience with the patients I take care
of, I make very certain that my own patients who are at risk with
heart disease know what the symptoms are and have made plans for
what they are going to do if this happens, and that if a man falls
over in a faint and does not have a pulse, the wife should bang him
hard on the chest.

Mr. KARTI. I don't know how we would write something like that
into the bill.

I listened to the testimony you gave and I compliment you on it. It
was obviously highly skilled, professional testimony. A question comes
to my mind with respect to those things you suggest we put into a
national health insurance bill. Certainly you must feel that one of the
bills now before the committee comes closer to meeting that criteria you
have elicited than any other.

Would you care to give us the benefit of your judgment as to which
one of the bills it is?

Dr. B3ONDURANT. The association specifically considered that it
would be inappropriate for it to comment on this; that it
would prefer not to comment on any one of the specific pieces of
legislation.

Mr. KARTIL. Would you like to do it as an individual, sir?
Dr. BONDURANT. I think I am not prepared to do that. I appreciate

the opportunity, but I am not prepared to do it.
Mr. KARTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The ChAIRMAN. Are there any further questions? If not, again we

thank you for 'bringing your testimony to the committee.
Is Dr. Harvey Webb, Jr., present? Dr. Webb, we are pleased to have

you with us this morning and if you will identify yourself for the
record, we will be glad to recognize you.

STATEMENT OF DR. HARVEY WEBB, JR., CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATION
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL DENTAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. WEBB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen of the
committee:

I am Dr. Harvey Webb, Jr., chairman of the Legislation Committee
of the National Dental Association.
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The CHIIIIRM:AN. I enjoyed meeting here with your group in the
District and I will be interested in your testimony and you are
recognized.

Dr. VEHii. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We are very encouraged by your remarks and we hope our testimony

will indicate to you our concern for a national health insurance
program.

rhe National I)ental Association represents the more than 2,000
black dentists in the United States and its territories and possessions.
This meager force is the primary dental care provider for the nearly
24 million black residents of this Nation.

Since. its inception in 1918 the NDA has recognized and served the
dental needs of black Americans and has struggled relentlessly to main-
taini high-quality service, integrity of character, and self-determina-
tion. Its members are represented in most of the 52 States and hold
positions of leadershi p) and respect in numerous aspects of community,
State, and national endeavor.

We have as our goal the reduction of human suffelag from dental
disease, the education of the population regarding prevention of the
ravages of dental disease, and the constant improvement, and upgrad-
ing of our professional competence in cooperation with other health
programs and agencies. As a national organization we are deeply
concerned for the dental welfare of all Americans, especially the poor,
the minorities, and those who fall between the designations of poverty
and affluence, but have limited resources to purchase needed dental
services.

Therefore, we are especially pleased and enthusiastically support the
proposal and enactment of a national health program that will insure
equal dental care for all Americans.

The NDA has long since recognized that while a ratio of one dentist
to 2,000 people may be attainable in the white community, nothing
short of a miracle can transform the current one black dentists to
10,000-12.000 black citizens into a realistic and workable ratio.

In a national health program we have hope that some positive change
can occur to vastly increase black dental manpower to minister to the
health needs of all Americans. This will possibly meani special planning
to bring the number of professionals and paraprofessionals to a more
equitable level. The black dentists have served on the rural frontier as
well as in the ghettos and barrios of our Nation. They have served with
little input as to how the Nation, States, and localities can better
address themselves to solving the problems that overwhelm him and the
communities where his services are rendered.

We view the requisites of an adequate national dental health pro-
gram as making special dispensation and fading for a better dental
manpower ratio and a more holistic approach to the delivery of dental
service to minority populations and disadvantaged populationss who
have been cut off from the mainstream of adequate health care.

We feel these requisites fall into two major categories:
I. Minimum elements of any national dental program;
II. Area of special stress for minority communities:
(a) Manpower development of existing human resources,
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(b) Special support and planned redistribution of developing
manpower,

(c) Public policy ,and control.

MTINIMUM1 ELEMENTS OF A NATIONAL DENTAL 1tEALTI[ PROGRAM

I am certain that the committee is currently aware that no health
program can be considered complete without the inclusion of dentistry.
And no dental program is comil)rehensive without key items of service
and adequate funding. These essential services include:

1. Twenty-four-hour emergency dental service for all citizens
through the incorporation of dental care services as a component of all
health facilities.

2. Comprehensive dental health service with special emphasis on
preventive measures and patient education in the urban ghetto com-
munities and rur' areas where, ill health and ignorance thrive.

3. Complete and comprehensive dental care services that are a part
of the basic health package essential to the general health of the total
population.

4. A clearly identifiable dental budget reflecting the special health
needs and enabling correction of past destruction of human tissues and
organs. This budget should be approximately 10-15 percent of the
total health dollar.

t us project the idea that a national health insurance should fund
an outreach capability which will aid the prevention objective.

AREAS OF SPECIAL STRESS

Manpower and developmentt of Human Resources. As previously
indicated, the shlovage of black dental professionals and paraprofes-
sionals is critical and as overwhelming as the existence of dental dis-
ease. This not only affects the black community but the whole Nation.
Because of cultural and language barriers and differences in utilization
patterns it is imperative, that black resources be developed and sup-
ported. Hence, direct and positive steps must be incorporated into any
national health program that gives special emphasis to eliminating
this problem. The NDA recommends that it be done through the fol-
lowing mechanisms:

1. Increase in the numbers of black dental professionals and allied
health personnel through recruitment, financial SUl)port and economic
incentives to return to underserved areas. This step is essential to
o ercoming the massive backlog of chronic dental disease in most
minority and poor white ghetto and rural communities.

2. Special Federal grants for minority student assistance associated
with appropriate curriculum development in schools which train
dental personnel. This effort should be combined with plans to promote
community involvement in the planning, decisionmaking and delivery
of dental services to community residents.

3. The trainhg of black and other minority persons for teaching, re-
search, and administration as well as in the delivery of dental services.
This should be accomplished with special remedial programs as are
adequate to insure graduation of all minority persons entering train-
ing for the dental field, who show promise for development. It should
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further provide for the development of challenge, proficiency, and
equivalency examinations based on ability to perform dental tasks.

4. Elimilnation of dead-end jobs for tle allied dental health per-
sonnel through the development of basic dental care curriculums a-
an entry into tim profession. This core of health knowledge should
be embellished to incorporate needed knowledge and skills to assure
long-term development and career ladders and lattices in the dental
profesSion.

5. Special training programs in dental schools, junior colleges,
and other institutions of learning that will capitalize on the previous
experience and training of black and minority veterans of the ILS.
armed services so as to incorporate them as quickly as possible into
tlie dental care delivery system. Further, that they and any newly
trained allied personnel be taught extended and expanded functions
in the, delivery of dental services.

6. Special funds be made available to institutions significantly in-
creasing the number of black and minority students in their student
body.

PUBLIC POLICY AND CONTROL

As a matter of public concern, the Federal Government must main-
tain final responsibility for the development, perpetuation, "and en-
forcement of 1)ublic policy regarding a national health system. The
guidelines it establishes should give significant consideration and
credence to our stated national goals of health as a "right" to all our
citizens.

A national health program should by policy include:
1. Black and Ininority consumer representation on all dental boards,

committees, and councils at the city, county, State, and National levels.
Together, ti denta] profession and the consumer should develop com-
mon guidelines of responsibility for the practitioner and the patient.

2. Review and enforcement mechanisms to prevent discrimination
against any patient who is in need of care, if that discrimination
be based on restriction of access due to race, creed, color, national
origin, or ability to pay.

3. The elimination of current :Aid future discriminatory practices
within the total profession on the bnisis of race, color, creed, or national
origin. The enforcement mechanism to prevent discrimination should
be funded at a level high enough to insure compliance, and members
of the National I)ental Association should serve on all review boards
and panels.
4. The expansion of Federal support for dental facilities, with stipu-

lations attached to all Federal funds for the construction, renovation,
and expansion of dental structures; that is, for teaching, service, and
experimentation which make, special provision for including black and
minority persons as planners, contractors, students, teachers, and
supporting staff.
5. Where fee for service is the mechanism of payment for dental

services, all such fees should be made public and uniform to the area
served.

SPECIAL SUPPORT AND I)ISTRIBUTION NEEDS

Over and above the allocation of funds for routine implementation
of a national dental health program, special funding should be made
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available to promote the dvelol)lent of: minority persons in dental
health careers. Further, the examining, licensing, and distribution
of these and other dental pesonnel Should be such that if the man-
power, shortage cam lbe curbed, there will be small chance of its
recurring. Therefore(, special consideration should be given to
providing:

1. Filancial incentives and encoum'agen ent to black and minority or-
ganizationis and institutions for experilimentation with multiple
methods of delivery and Iiniancing of dental care with Federal con-
trol of en force.mnent and Federal guidelines for service and commnun-
ity participation.

2. That seI)arate fudin, over and beyond regular imining maud
available for the eliininat'on of soei of the backlog of oral disease
within black and minority communities.

3. Universal licensure in all the 1 United States and its possesions
and territories for the dental professional, and regional boards for
recmrtification and assurance of continuing education.

4. That any national or regional licensing body include black aid
other minority persons with special representation from the National
Dentil Associattion to monitor the practice of dentistry.

CONCLUSION

Equal opportunity for health of all our citizens as a goal of equal
and social justice in America has not been realized.

I would like to quote from at presentation I made to the ADA-NDA
Liaison Comnittee on November 6, 1970, at the ADA convention in
Las Vegas, Nev. :

f'he NDA feels keenly the urgent need for resolution of national dental health
problems, becNause it recognizes the massive unreei needs of 24 million socially
and economically deprived black people, along with the myriads of other de-
veloping minorities of Puerto Ricans, chicancs, J:,dians, and white poor.

The inclusion of the above provisions with special emphasis on en-
couraging the reorientation of black and minority communities toward
good dental health, will perform the equally important function of
developing a better economic base for local self-help. There is hope
that such a program will decrease dependence, encourage fuller em-
ployment, and increase motivation for "achievemnent in underserved
communities.

The full impact of a national health program, including our recom-
mendations, which promotes maximum development of our black and
minority population, will make taxpayers of tax-users, and afford
the dignity, pride, and determination due a people on whose back this
Nation was built. We as black Americans tare proud to have had such
a fundamentally part, in the making of America. and to see the day that
a people who have, in spite of adversity, grown from 500,000 slaves to
a. 24-million-member constituency of the greatest Nation on the face
of the earth. A minority which has earned the right to a healthy life
free of dental disease and disfigurement, accorded to the majority.

Mr. Chairman and gen.Aemen, thank you for the privilege of pre-
senting these remarks to you.

I recognize there are several problems that have not been addressed;
in the limited time, I could not present them. However, I am open
for questions from the committee.
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Mr. BURKE. Ol behalf of the committee, Dr. Webb, we wish to
thank you for your fine statemeient here today.

I have been discussing your organization with Congressnan Ralph
Metcalfe. :111d he has informed me of the fine work that your organiza-
tion is doing in some, of the poorer neighborhoods of the Nation.

I would like to ask you a. question. With a limited amount of money,
how would we establish a priority of objectives to be acconlplished
through a national health program '?

Dr. W VB. Congrsinan Burke, I would be the first, to recognize
that there are not sufficient funds or manpower, as I indicated, to do
all the things that we need to do.

But several things are extremely important as we evaluate any na-
tional health system, which includes dentistry. First, we must be cer-
tain to provide for the elimination of disease; second, the retentionn
of its recurrence; and on an equal par with the two, is the promotion
of health careers among minority groups so that they may begin to
participate in the rendering of health services to themselves; that is,
to develop the economic base through jobs in the health field, which
will allow them to participate in the fullness of American life.

I also feel very strongly that in order to attack the problem of health
nanlpower, we must identify the great potential in the disadvantaged

comnmnities and have the work g blueprint, in action, that creates
the upward nobility with financial incentives. This will be an invest-
ment; that will pay off within our lifetimes. If I may, 1 would like to
give an example.

In many minority and ethnic communities, it is the Aunt Mary or
Aunt Nellie that people in that community go to for advice. These
individuals in these communities have some basic knowledge, often
erroneous, as to what should be provided in health situations.

I believe if we can tap this resource and teach health skills to those
with innate ability to deal with and relate to people, then we can at-
tack the health manlxwer problem where it lies in the ghettos and
in the rural communities where people need health services most.

Mr. BURKE. Would you want to make any comments on the funding
mechanism?

Dr. WiEB. In reference to funding, I am not prepared to indicate
any specific manner in which funding should go in order to provide
adequate dental services.

But I do recognize that in any national health program, and I em-
phasize program, we must be, very careful to avoid the kind of finlalc-
ing that would prevent, the implementation of preventive programs
or reward inefficiency or apathy. Our only hope in health is to develop
strong programs for prevention in which individuals will seek serv-
ices prior to critical need. In some of the mechanisms for funding that
have been outlined, this might be prohibited. For instance, it would
be very unlikely for an "ndividual who has to function under a copay-
ment system to seek preventive services. It would be equally unlikely
for a person in a national health system who has to pay a deductible to
seek preventive services.

If we are in fact to stress prevention, we she'ild evaluate all health
legislation in the light of what it is we are going to do and whether
the legislation allows us to accomplish these tasks. I believe these are
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the areas where we have to l)e careful. There are, a number of other
areas that have to be considered as far ws financing is concerned.

I ain aware that there are pros and cons regarding tables of allow-
ances, capitation, a.nd fee-for-service, arrangements. But I think the
public deserves coml)lete exposure to whatever mechanisms are being
used, and all the mechanisms used should reflect a program that is
oriented toward stimulation of disease prevention and the develop-
ment of human resources with capabilities.

Mr. BURKE. Thank you.
Are there any questions? I wish to commend you for your statement

and the time you have given the committee and your testimony will
be very helpful.

Thank you very much.
Dr. WE.1nB. Thank you.
(The following material was received by the committee:)

BLAOK FRUSTRATION

(By Harvey Webb, Jr., D.D.S., M.P.H.*)

Reprinted from The Quarterly of the National Dental Association,
Inc., Volume 26, No. 4, pages ,94/96, July, 1968. All expressions of
opinion and all statements of supposed facts are published on the
authority of the writer over whose signature they appear and are
not to be regarded as expressing the views of the National I)ental
Association, Inc. unless such statements or opinions have been
adopted by the Association.

This nation has a great challenge before it. It las a moral obligation to un-
dertake the care of all its people and it has the ability to fulfill that obligation.
At this point in time, like no other before, we can extend a sincere helping
hand to the Negro of this country. America is fully aware of his plight and
the degree of exploitation that he has been undergoing. From his arrival in
the 1600's, the Negro has been abused by the people of this country. He has
developed the nation's resources, and these resources have been used to serve
the white community. The opportunity to make some compensation for the past
and to lay the groundwork for future human relations is now at hand. This
ol)portunity is that of initiating meaningful, comprehensive, rehabilitative meas-
ures to relieve the stress and strain of Negro life. It is time to take stock
and evaluate the true purpose of the bounty of America. This bounty must
be made accessible and available to all American citizens.

The occurrences of violence and destruction are the result of pent-up fms-
trations coming from almost four hundred years of confinement. The violence
results from the belief that there is not now, nor has there ever been, a sin-
cere desire by white America to allow the Negro total citizenship. The rights
and privileges of American go to white Americans automatically, but for Negroes
these same rights must be voted on. The unrest stems from the frustration
of trying to achieve in the so-called American way, (i.e., through hard work
and honest labor), the fruits of success. The destructive urge emanates from
the overworked philosophy of patience and rewards after death, when the
Negro sees the white American reap his rewards now. How can the Negro be
prepared for a heaven after death, when lie has only known hell on this earth?
He would be a "misfit" in heaven. He would not know howv to respond to its
)leasures and rewards.

The black American masses have come to realize that the power to build
or destroy America is in their hands. They are aware that white America
will only recognize and respond to economic reprisal. The destruction of
the god, "money," is the only act Negroes visualize as sufficiently important
to make white America recognize the error in its ways. By destroying a part
of the establishment, every Negro feels some pride in being recognized. The

762 Rock Creek Church Rd. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010.
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Negro no longer fears unjust laws or the consequences of violation. The
Negro is seeking identity and revenge. Ie is sirikihig back at "things" that
foster the idea that- money is "almighty." le is trying to make white Amer-
lit realize that tle ill-will sown by the profit motive which has degrade(]
the poor shall be reaped in the loss of property. Ile is saying "if I can not
have -in equal share in America, there will be none of America to share."
The Negro is replying to all the injustice and inequity shown him since he
was taken from Africa and made a slave to increase the wealth of white
America. le is replying to the mutilation, castration, and tlie prostitution to
which lie has been subjected at the hands of white America. le feels as
though he has been made the scum of American society.

He now realizes that his position on the dunghill in American society puts
him in a peculiar spot. Ile can see that all Americ- is vulnerable from the
underside while she strives to maintain a uniified front in the eyes of the
world. le sees the various jobs lie holds as significant pawns in his battle for
recognition. Ile is a janitor, charwoman, warehouse helper, laborer, sawmill
hand, and maid; lie is the kitchen help, busboy, hotel porter, garbageman,
and street sweeper. From his "disadvantage" point, as lie cleans Ul the
filth of America, the Negro has begun to evaluate his true worth to America.
He has become aware of the havoc that might occur if lie (lid not protect
the warehouses and stores against tire and theft, (lid not remain a loyal and
obedient servant, or lid leave the underside of America unguarded. The
attitude is not new, it has only intensifie(l in recent years. In George Wash-
ington's day, his )rime house slave and chief chef disal)l)eared after having
the best advantages a slave could expect. Numerous loyal slaves turned and
fought their "good masters" during the Civil War. Many an affluent white
housewife has wondered why "Willie Mae," her maid of thirty years, whom
she "took care of all that time and treated as her own," left with only bitter-
ness and disgust.

The Negro of America has l)een aware that lie is being deprived of free-
(loin. It is only now that lie says aloud "I want respect, I want decency,
I want pride, and I want equal rights." Ile is speaking in violent words
because violence is the tongue he has been taught. Ile speaks with rocks
and fire l)ecause these are his only resources. Ile speaks in crude terms be-
cause the gutter has been his home.

The horizons before America are very din and will remain so unless we
can "overcome" the stigma associated with being ])lack in America. The
onward and upward progress of our nation lies in reestablishing liaison with
the people who are its foundation-the little people, the poor people and black
people. The pxet has appropriately said,

Open my eyes to visions
Girt to beauty and wonder lit
But let me always see the dirt
And they that spawn and die in it.
Open my ears to music
Let me thrill to spring's first flu-tes and drums
But never let me dare forget
The bitter ballad of the slums.

America has forgotten the slums and the poor, and the black Americans
that comprise these shuns. Unless most Americans reassess the values by
which they expect others to live, the horizons will continue to be darkened
with the smoke of destruction in our cities and throughout the nation. The
nation need not be deceived into believing that the National Guard or even
a mighty army can protect it if the people want to destroy it.

The laws needed to prevent this destruction are alreak.v on the statute books.
What black Americans need is action, not promises; food, not philosolhies ; and
hope, not hate.

It is significant that Dr. Martin Luther King, a man of peace, fought to
achieve these needs; otherwise much more destruction may have occurred.
Dr. King's spirit of determination to "overcome" the hatred of man for his
brother will live on in the minds of clear-thinking Americans. In addition,
we who are still living in America have a wonderful opportunity to see the
vision he saw, and to make the American dream come true. In order that
his dream be realized, the "hearts" and "minds" of many Americans must
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change. Their eyes must see the Negro as an equal part of the total Ameri-
can society. The Negro race can no longer be looked upon as an inferior
group to be used as a stepping stone of success for other grous---neither will
the Negro accept tokenism. Tolken acceptance is worse than nonacceptance be-
cause the Negro is able to see how he is kelpt divided by the very system
he hell)s to per)etuate. Nothing less than total commitment to equal oppor-
tunity for all Americans is a satisfactory answer.

EQUIVALENCY AND PROFICIENCY TESTING-WIHERE Is JOiiNS HOPKINS HEADED?

(A School For Iealth Careers)

Presented at: Seminar On The Status of Equivalency Testing For Allied Health
Personnel

Conducted By: Maryland Hospital Education and Research Foundation, October
19 and 20, 1971

Held at: Hunt Valley Inn, Cockeysville, Md.
Presented by: Harvey Webb, Jr., )1)S, MPII, Assistant Professor; Depart-

inents-Public Health Administration an( Medlical Care And Hospitals,
Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene, and Public Health, Research Assistant,
Center For Allied Health Careers

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Real Case Stdies-(names hare been. changed)

Case study 1 (1).-Mr. Robert Winowski, 42 year old Black male, a high school
graduate with 23 y(ars as a military corpsman. Robert attended medical training
school ; a special diet course: trained troops in basic care of combat wounds, and
has service experience which includes: starting 1.V. therapy, prescribing and
administering medication, giving immunizations, assisting physicians in bone
marrow biopsies, suturing, filling prescriptions, running routine lab tests, operat-
ing E.K.G.'s, giving eye tests, assisting in physical examinations, ordering medi-
cine, andi medical supplies, independent treatnmnet of miior illnesses, serving as
health officer for evalumtion of water supply, and environmental problems. His
civilian training includes course work in drafting, tailoring, college English,
management, OJT Trainer, personal and family survival, and experiences as a
laborer, orderly, and hospital attendant. lie wants to develop himself in a more
significant health career an(d obtain college credit.

Case study 2 (2).-Mrs. Barbara Jones, 34 year old white female, Barbara is a
high school graduate, married with four children, ages ranging 4 to 18 years.
Past work experience includes: aircraft factory mechanic, housewife, involve-
ment in community activities, work in health field for 13 years, (11 years as a
secretary, two years in a semi-supervisory capacity, and administrative assist-
ant, unofficially). She was the behind the scenes developer, program planner,
coordinator and advisor to the director of a major health clinic (she ran the
show). She is excellent at relating to 1wOl)le and maintaining interpersonal com-
munications. Provides guidance and training for the entire administrative staff,
has good oral and written communication skills, works well in one to one or
group situations, highly motivated. No other formal training or courses. She
also wants to develop in the health field and obtain college credits.

It is obvious that the individuals named have backgrounds which demonstrate
knowledge and skills in specific areas of allied health subject matter but are
limited in their academic background and social credentials.

There are certain questions we must answer as a developing School of Health
Careers.

1. How does one accurately assess the knowledge, the skill and the real life ex-
periences accumulated by these and other individuals like them?

2. On what basis will eligibility for matriculation 'be determined?
3. Will there be a continuing educational process and if so what kinds of assess-

ment mechanism, i.e. examination etc., should be used initially and periodically
to ascertain their current status and insure their continued development?

1Curriculum Vitae, Johns Hopkins Iospital employee, Oct. 1971.2 Personal communication, Johns Hopkins Hospital employee, Oct. 1971.
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'i. Do current evaluation tecluiiques of equivalency and proficiency testing
satisfy our requirements in light of the current health manpower needs and the
goals of the Johns Iopkilns Medical Institutions?

B. Goals
What are our goals at the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions toward new

health personnel?
As currently outlined wre see our mission as:

1. the maintenance of a central focus on the student with encourage-
ment of individual growth, a high level of performance and competence and
academic excellence in tie IHo)pkins tradition,

2. the development of a high level of personal interaction of the new health
professional with new and traditional personnel, and anl Interdependence of
function with other other highly competent health professionals ,

3. the development of careers for all levels of allied health personnel,
4. making an accurate assessment of a student's current level of knowl-

edge and placement of students in an environment where maximum
development can occur,

5. the establishment of curricula with a high degree of flexibility to
reflect appropriate scientific responses to current social demands,

6. the creation of a continuum of training to assure the delivery of high
quality health care and promote employee job satisfaction on a long terni
basis.

It is therefore our mission, like other,4 to develop an "open, humane, efficient
and innovative institution that is future oriented, service minded" with a
quest for "qualitative excellence".

II. WHAT WE LOOK FOR

The ingredients we find desirable to accurately assess an individual will of
necessity include the following:

From the student:
(a) the background that the individual brings as he applies for career

development in the health field ; and
(b) the individual's ability to communicate effectively.

From the school:
(a) a determination of the knowledge and the skills needed in the job

to be performed by the prospective worker; and
(b) an ability -to provide that added knowledge and skills not possessed

by the student but required to insure the future competency of the individual.

III. HOW DO WE PROPOSE TO OBTAIN THIS DATA

A. Job task analysis
A complete and detailed job task analysis will be needed in order to ascertain

what it is we would like for the individual to know and do.' This analysis will
be the keystone of our assessment process. All job tasks that are required
to be performed by a worker at varying levels in his development must be broken
down into their components." The institution must assay the level of knowledge
and performance demanded upon completion of its course of study.7 As an
institution we must be positive that the tasks outlined are those actually to be
performed, and we must validate our ability to measure the applicant's com-
petence at l)erforming these tasks. We must be able to determine the student's
task performance level, his knowledge of the task at that level, and his overall

3 Carlson, D., Koch, M., et al, "A Planning Report For Education and Training In
Health Services," prepared by the Center for Allied Health Careers, The Johns Hopkins
Medical Institution. May 1971, revised July 1971.

4Tumnelty. Robert E., Professor of Health Sciences, Information Sheet, Governors State
University, Park Forest South, 11. 60466, Dec. 1970.

G Webb, Harvey Jr., Sanders, James and otaff, Arlotti, L. and Magsamen, L., "pro-
posal for Better Utilization of Manpower In Out-Patient Care In the Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital, Baltimore, Maryland" (unpublished, June 1970).

S])uni, Margaret A., "Development of an Instrument to Measure Nursing Performance,"
Nursing Research. vol. 19, No. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1970, pp. 502-510.7 Rines, Alice R., "Evaluating Student Progress in Learning the Practice of Nursing,"
Department of Nursing Education, Teachers College Press, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, el. 2, p. 9, 1963.
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proficiency in knowledge of the particular subject area he will encounter as a
health careerist.

B. Background
Our primary focus in background review will be to seek the best candidates

for successful health careers. We shall look for the candidates that have in our
estimation accomplished something in life by their own merit. We shall pursue
all individuals who, regardless of lousy grades, a deprived family background
and being born with the "wrong" accent, religion or color have demonstrated
maximum use of their inherited resources.

A thorough analysis of the individual's background must be made to assist
us in confirming how much of what we request of the student has already
been accumulated as past work experience or individually acquired knowledge.
A systematic appraisal of the individual's work record, i.e. time on the job,
manner in which he has performed on the job, the number and kinds of jobs
held and the nature of independent actions for achievement he has exhibited
in those )ositions, will reveal some signs of stability and drive in work profile.

We must also obtain information regarding past academic accomplishments
that are relevant to the job we wish performed, e.g. metric system, read thermnom-
eter, electrical knowledge for E.K.G. The depth of experience the individual
has had over his life span and the kinds of relationships that he has developed
in gaining this experience are traditional but valid measures for predicting
expected success in new fields.

In essence, we will question what has transpired with this individual in a
real life situation and how hard he has tried to accomplish a given task
overtime.

C. Communications and problem solving
In a highly mechanized society it is essential that the student develop multiple

means of communication to function in a multi-professional situation as a
health career presents. The individual's ability to communicate orally and in
writing, i.e. via machine, symbols or otherwise, will help determine his effective-
ness in "coming across positively" to his co-workers and those with whom lie
will be closely associated. Evaluation from past history of his ability to con-
solidate the various means of communication, to recognize channels of com-
munication other than those structured, will evoke the candidate's ability to
apply the best technique to appropriate situations.

An added essential for individuals who expect to advance to positions of
responsibility in health careers is the capability to solve problems. We will
assess how an individual handles himself in crisis or near crisis situations or
in projected interpersonal conflicts and confrantations, (e.g. create provoking
situations, use staff as guinea pigs). We shall anticipate as near as is possible
his expected behavior under known cidcumstances based on projections from
past performance.

D. Knowledge and skills to be taught
Finally, we must determine from the information gleaned in the answering

of previous questions, what knowledge and skills nust be taught so that the
individual may be complemented as a total human being with health career
goals. Correlation of information gained from academic sources (high school,
college, training courses), work experiences, social interactions, and from meth-
ods used in problem solving in his personal as well as his work-a-day life, Mill
provide a sum total prospective student's status. Once this has been determined
we must assay to what degree and at what level reinforcement is necessary
to satisfy the needs areas identified and determine at what level in the health
career ladder lie is prepared to fit. Careful exaluation must be made to ascer-
tain the amount of course work necessary for him to become proficient in a
given skill or to function at an acceptable level of proficiency.'

IV. H1OW WILL WE FIND IT?

We believe that depth of experience and hence, expected performance can be
measured by evaluation of the sum total of the student's real life experiences.'

8 Rines, op. cit., pp. 19-23.
0 Personal communication, Staff of Center for Allied Health Careers, May-June 1971.
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The components of these experiences will include the use of the job task
analysis to assess all data collected through:

A. Academic records performance
Significant academic records from high school, college and other training

programs in which the prospective student has previously engaged. All avail-
able test results will be included as background for analysis. Ingredients of
past experience will he assessed in light of job task analysis and goals of the
Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions."0

B. Standardized test performance
The School proposes to enroll students for the last two years of college and

the College Level Examination Program (CILEP) or other standardized test will
be used in assessment of their proficiency in preparation. Since CLELP's develop-
ment was based on the assumption that many people know much more than
their academic credentials would suggest," it is felt appropriate to get maxi-
mum use of this established examination to measure achievement in specific
subject areas. As many of the 22 currently available examinations which relate
to college prel)aration in the health sciences will be used to allow the student
to challenge subject material. The use of such a widely accepted previously
validated and standardized test will allow the Center several additional
advantages:

a. The newness of our budding school will have to be assessed in light of
current standards and the CLEI' Examination should demonstrate where our
students stand in relation to other established schools and colleges.

b. ('LEI' Examinations will provide an evaluation mechanism for comparing
the entry performance level of our students with students of other schools
within the Johns Hopkins Institutions.

c. A third asset in using the CLEP Examination is the opportunity to measure
the validity of (LEP or other standardized test against our own oIerational
performance standards over a period of time (say 5 years).

C. Job skill performance
Much work has been done in proficiency and equivalency testing, but very

little in the area of performance testing. In the health field performance takes
a much greater significance than in other areas. i.e. there is a constant need
to know, "Can the employee do the job for which he vas hired". Extremely
little information is available along these lines. Therefore, we propose to use
the job task analysis as our baseline data and create the assessment tools
necessary to evaluate the subject matter. The detailed job task analysis w\,ill
provide an open forum for the review of specific skill needs, and judgmental
ab'ity required to perform given tasks at varying levels of proficiency. Problems
and situations will be constructed in which demonstration of analyzed skill can
be tested and measured toward established degrees of competene. ', Proce-
dures to be presented for performance evaluation will incorporate tasks which
required low, intermediate and high skill and knowledge levels.

From the initial or entry stage we shall prepare our students to perform
meaningful health related job tasks and utilize the information gained from
these experiences to score his overall proficiency. Each student will be allowed
to challenge as many skills as he feels he has proficiency in and will Ie afforded
complete credit where his scores indicate a high degree of knowledge and com-
petence. The performance examinations will involve the creation of situations,
hlyothetical patients, and planned crises consisting of solvable and insolvable
problems with graduated degrees of complexity. They will be a test of knowl-
edge, skills, judgmental ability and human interactions applied to real life
experiences anticipated " in health careers.

'0 Carlson, et al., 01). cit., pp. 9-11.
1",The New York College Proficiency' Examination," published by the University of the

State of New York. the State Education Department, Alban, N.Y., pui)clation No;. 18770.
" "A~.sessmnent of Men", selection of )ersonnel for the U.S. Office of Strategic Service,

the OSS assessment staff, Reinhart & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y., 1948.
"I Hubbard, John P., M.D.. Levit, E.J.. M.D.. Charles F. Schumacher, and Sehnabel.

Truman G.. .1r., "An Objective Evaluation of Clinical Competence", new techniques used
by the National Board of Medical Examiners, the New England Journal of Medicine, vol.
272, No. 25, June 24, 1965, pp. 1321-1328.

'4 Assessment of men, op. cit.
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D. Interview performance
One of most informative techniques for assessment of personal traits is the

face to face interview. 5 We are convinced that a well structured quided inter-
view call be helpful to the student who does poorly under normal testing pro-
cedures, and assessment measures. Such all encounter will be informative for
an Institution which must train, in the health field and for the student whose
ability to handle written and oral communications is essential to his career
(levelol)ment in a multi-professional environment. The interview will be diag-
nostic in its apl)roach and analytical in its process. Educators and psychologist
will be used to build on current knowledge in the (levelol)ment of diagnostic
questions that probe the student's work history, social background, attitudes
and personal motivation.

Vocalization of knowledge of specific and general background material will
be only a )ortion of the desired outcome of the interview. More important, will
be the opportunity to ascertain to what degree the student receives the infor-
mation requested of him, how he discriminates between what is salient and
what is superficial and the significance of positive and negative replies he makes
to inquiry. Close observation will be made of the manner in which the student
listens, assimilates information and responds to what is requested. We shall
atteml)t to ascertain the student's modus operendi in prior problem solving
situations and determine its application in new problem situations, and )ersonal
encounters. With the use of psychologists and other specialists in human behav-
ior we shall develop individual and group interviews with single and multiple
candidates and single and multiple interviewers. These sessions will allow for
the assessment of the individual's interaction and relationship with other
human beings in his own peer group as well as persons in authority.

V. SELECTION

Our final student selection will be based on a composite performance score
from all possible sources. rerformance score from academic records, standard-
ized tests, past work experience, references from previous employers and per-
formance on situational and interview-encounter sessions will be compiled indi-
vidually and collectively. Each of the categories will be weighted with emphasis
on individual's ability to produce under the circumstances surrounding the
various assessment techniques. Those persons who demonstrate, by previous
work and real-life experiences that they possess the reliability and equilibrium
to accomplish a task or thought process are motivated and committed to health
as a career and are academically capable of coping with the subject matter,
will become prime candidates for consideration of acceptance into the program.
These stabilizing characteristics must, however, be counter balanced by a self-
lessness in concern for others and a geniune empathy for people. Some selections
will also be made on pure "gut reaction" to the individual's ability to achieve
and survive in life, e.g. community organizer with leadership ability, no formal
training, on panels, boards and taking a responsible role.

vr. FOLLOW THROUGH

Ali integral part of the entire assessment effort must be a matrix of collab-
orative and cooperative learning. Initially, acceptance into the program Implies
a responsibility on the part of the institution as well as the students, The insti-
tution will be responsible for academic reinforcement of areas of minimal
knowledge and challenge and encouragement in areas of advanced knowledge and
skill. The School must learn and provide what the student requires for (level-
opment. The most accelerated curriculum adaptable to the individual student
will be made available to capitalize on his strong qualities and to prevent
duplicate learning. On the other hand, careful counseling and enrichment shall
be provided for the tutoring and support of students who need assistance. The
School and the student must learn their limitations in respect to each other.
Peer learning will be promoted through planned student interaction and multi-
media programmed learning centers. This process will include peer learning for
faculty and staff members to understand the teaching and learning phenomena.

15 Ibid.
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The student faculty ratio to be established at 8-1 '" will remain as low as is
required for maximum student (levelolnment.

When the student applies to our school he will have made the self-assessment
that he has some existing Conlpetence and an interest anid future tied into allied
health career development. Ie recognizes that he has sonie skills and some
knowledge but nee(ls refneinent, and training to developp competence and cre-
dentials. NVe assess him to) dterilline Vhal he knows an(l his level of pIerformance.

In short the student knows what he knows but not what he doesn't know
or what lie needs. The institution on the other hand will vali(late this knowledge
and skill level, credit him aplpropriately and obtain insight into what, is needed
to aid him in achieving his aspirations. This slall lbe accomplished by the use of
check lists, anecdotical records and student self-reports.Y

We see our role "is correlating what lie knows with what he does in an
educational context which will integrate a program for evaluation andi main-
tenance of professional competence. i.e. a sort of self-assessment of student and
school with an ongoing review of the basis and techniques of the original
assessment. We shall make maximum use of instructional technology and other
educational techniques to accomplish this.

VII. SUMMARY

We, in a budding school for the education of Allied Health personnel have
the formidable task of preserving the health profession by developingg competent
people quickly. We have within our own ranks persons with untap)l)e(d resources
for delegation of additional responsibility. How can we convert the knowledge
and skills from their life experiences into competent lperforiance to relieve the
current and future health crises? We at the Johns Hopkins Institutions have
decided that our goals are clear and ineorporat, the concepts of an open, humane,
efficient and innovative stu(lent oriented institution vith a view towards the
future development of highly qualified service minded l.eople. To ferret out
these individuals we shall look for persons with past andl present high perform-
ance records in situations tlmt require knowledge and skill and problem resolu-
tion. We propose to acconmllish this by shouldering oar full portion of the
responsibility to identify tbe jobs we expect to have dome and thoroughly
analyzing their relevancy to the knowledge and skill levels we expect the student
to reach.

Job task analysis is the key to our assessment process. In addition, evaluation
of student performance on stan(lard test, in )rogrammed diagnostic interviews
and problem solving solutions will ihe incorporated into a composite score.
Based on these analyses a (.urriculum will be developed which is a(lal)ta lle
to the individual student needs and provide the prerequisites for challenge an(d
support to assure a high degree of career motivation lnd multiple opportunities
for immediate and long term reward.

Tfhe constant analysis of whether tile knowledge and skills desired are com-
patible with the results expected should provide our continuum of self-assessment
for knowledge level and our practical review for high standards (f perforniamince.
The anecdotical record, check lists and close faculty student interaction, and
advanced technology are sonic mechansinms we plan to use.

DENTISTRY'S PARTICIPATION IN COzMMUNITY HEALrT PRO(RAMS

Dr. Harvey Webb, Jr., Assistant Professor, Community Dentistry,
Howard University College of Dentistry, Washington, D.C.

A VIEW FROM THE COMMUNITY

The time for defining and redefining the problem of dental care for the
deprived is all over. We have surveyed and evaluated the poor until they
shudder at the thought of another Public Health program. Thlle time for action
is now. We cannot wait. We will never have enough money. We will never

16 Carlson, et al., op. cit., p. Ill.
17Rines, op. cit., pp. 47-54.
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have enough personnel or enough facilities, because the l)roblenls of dental
care have outgrown our calamity to resolve then with I)resent techniques.

We need to take a close look at what we are doing with the existing resources,
and determine if there are hidden resources which represent the untapped
potential for resolving the problem (if dentl care for the urballn poor. The
solution to our" problems rests not only on loney, inanover or iii new l)riorities
for dental care. These things would be nice to have, but they obviously are
not going to be available. We nnst reorient. our thinking and do a better job
with what we have on hand.

Some of us live in localities that have a wealth of dental resources, some
in areas that have few. But., most of us cone from areas where the available
resources are under-used. In some instances we fail to identify other resources
that could he made available.

I am proposing a plan that requires no additional money, no additional man-
)ower, but makes better use of our current resources. It does require an open

mind. The things that work we mmay keel), but the things that do not work,
we must throw out. In the developmentt of this plan, let us ignore no possibility
for success, and let us be prepared to accel)t any workable concel)t. The aim
of the plan is to organize unorganized dentistry. The time for concerted action
for resolving dental )rol)lels of the ,irban poor is long overdue. The answer to
our inaction and the fragmentation of health services lies somewhere l)etween
possessing all the time, all the lnoney, and all the mnlnl)ower neede(l to eradicate
or prevent all dental disease and the frantic efforts we are now making to put
out with water pistols the raging forest fire of dental neglect.

It would seen) that dentists should long ago have consolidated forces to hold
dental problems in cleck. If we organize and pursue a course of prevention
and build a mianl)ower reserve capable of containing dental diseases, we call
soon make a realistic iml)act on dental care problems. Such a combining of
dental efforts would allot present funds more effectively, usc current )ersonnel
more efficiently, and deliver dental services more effectively without increasing
costs. It would also increase i he available dental manpower.

If you look at the alternatives, it becomes obvious that this can be accomn-
l)lished only through what I choose to call a "Conmsortiumn for Dental Care." This
consortium would hind the administration and functions of all existing dental
resources and agencies into a unified program for launching a frontal and
enveloping attack on dental diseases.

The Consortium shall consist of the dental schools, the hospitals, the neighbor-
hood health centers, the l)rivate I)ractitioners, and public health oriented dental
agencies-wherever these facilities and resources exist.

The role of dental schools: Dental schools seek a sul)l)ly of qualified dental
students to train for the 1)rofes-sion. Tlese, students lleed ai)le supplies of
patientss to fulfill their training obligations. Tile best resource for patients is
the community. The best resource for increased public awareness of dental l)rob-
lemns is the community. And tile best arena for getting those individuals to
join the profession is the comm ulity. With the opportunities rented by Federal
programs for universities to initiate extensions into the community, only slight
modifications in )resent curricula are required to establish dental training and
practice clinics within the neighborhood health centers.

The maintenance of high quality care can be assured and demanded by close
supervision of health center and school faculty menml)ers with joint appointments.
The closer association of community and teaching institutions will enhance
closer administrative and professional relationships, increase the faculty-produc-
ing mechanisms for dental schools, increase the availability of teaching material,
and develop student rapport with patients by early contact witil the social,
economic, and environmental aspects of mentall care.

The role of the hospital: Tile hospital dental department serves inll many
urban areas as a dental emergency room and the only dental facility for many
url)an poor families. These delartmlents must l)e fully integrated into the
hospital structure, and not be a second thought. A unified administrative arrange-
mllelt of the hospital, the health center, dental school, and Public Health
facilities will allow the channeling of patients into apl)ropriate facilities, and
afford the remaining mnelnber, of the Consortium the opportunity to coordinate
administrative techniques, to increase patient education, to improve patients
visits, and to increase reliability of recall and follow-up procedures.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 7 -- 6
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The hospital will also have an opportunity to develop Internships ill community
dentistry. These internships will be the connecting link to all the Consortium
resources. Tile internships may take the form of a recently approved oral
surgery-community dentistry niixed internship as initiate(l in the Providence
IIospital in Baltimore, Maryland. In this )articular instance, the intern can
complete a dental internship in a two-year period, and work for a Mster of
Public Health degree. Or, with additional time, complete an oral surgeon intern-
ship and residency leading toward Board certification. The associated dental
school will provide the direct academic phase of training, and especially the
specialty services which will come both from the community, the dental school
and a School of Public Health. Practical experience will be gained through
the hospital, the health center, tbe Public Health facilities and the university
complex.

The role of the neighborhood health center: The neighborhood health centers
have an inner city orientation, and are in close proximity to people having
great dental need. These centers have their individual problems with which
you may be more familiar than I. But, in their current state, they form an ideal
focus for entry into the urban community. The neighborhood health centers
present an unique situation, and an ideal setting for care. They are convenient
to the people they serve. They are staffed by the community residents. They
are supervised by the community dentists. They reflect the pulse of the people.
They are also committed to the delivery of care in a new and innovative way.
There are administrative interactions with other community organizations so
the health centers can take full advantage of Federal programs and become
self-perpetuating. The centers can be data-banks for useful information which
can be oriented toward improvement of the delivery of care in a manner unique
to the community they serve.

The role of the private practitioner: The private practitioner is represented
through local and State dental societies, as well as through other organized
groups for practicing dentists. Whether you like it or not, the private practitioner
must be dealt with in this or in any other community dental health program,
regardless of his lack of concern for the deprived, his inactivity in community
programs, or his general independent attitude. The private l)ractitioner must
be the backbone of any dental care program. Most private practitioners are
overworked or at least render as much dental service as they desire. The
fundamental ingredient for success with them is their willingness and interest
in community service; rendering a community service that is prestigious and
pays. However, most of them are also anxious to keel) abreast of latest tech-
niques and to discuss difficult cases with their colleagues.

On the other hand, all licensing boards and the public are becoming acutely
aware of the need for continuing education in the profession. The licensing
boards will be in an excellent position to require that this education be obtained
through university associated community health complexes. This then wouhl
provide an excellent resource for the neighborhood health center. And, it il,
a center which is easy to reach, it is in the ghetto-all cities have ghettos.
In the Consortium the private dentist is afforded a hertofore unavailable oppor-
tunity to: a) hnprove and retrench his position with his l)rofession through
laboratory wrok, practice clinics and classroom exercises, b) Teach dental stud-
ents in the classes, in the clinic and the laboratory, c) Impart experience o
practice and treatment of the whole patient, along with a step-by-step apl)roach
to care as taught to the dental students, d) Engage in the exercise of clinical
or epidemiological research.

Resources for dental care, such as dental schools, Public Health centers, or
hospitals will allow the private practitioner still other outlets to dental programs
and newer concepts to be used in dentistry. The dental practitioner's contril)ution
can form the foundation for continuing education and increasing the community
interest in the dental profession. lIe will have a positive influence on the dental
student. He can help the student make the transition from theoretical practice of
dental schools to the real wor'd of )ractitioners. The private practitioner will
also be able to associate more completely with colleagues in Public Health
activities and relate concerns of the dental practitioner to the hospital, time
university, and the neighborhood centers.

The role of Public Health: The State and local Public Health officers through
their national and local organizations can help enormously. Currently the United
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States Public Health Service and other Federal agencies are dedicated and
committed in principle to the impartial delivery of health services for the
dismldvantaged. The Public Health Service and State, local and territorial con-
stituents have a challenge to make the Consortium work.

In the Consortium for dental care, your role is two-fold. In the broad sense,
it is to prevent dental disease by available methods, and to organize and coordi-
nate the implementation of the Consortium for dental care. To satisfy the first
requirement, you inst initiate and supervise the nationwide self-applied fluo-
ride program for all school children in all cities. To accomplish this, you can
use community workers for the asking. This effort can yield the greatest good
for the greatest number for the least amount of money.

Secondly, you must evaluate your department. You have administrative knowl-
edge, you have an organizational structure, you are aware of the social and
political forces and you are the legally competent dental health body of your
city, State or region, and only you possess the community awareness of the
unmet needs. You must be a gadfly, an innovator and the driving force if this
concept is to work.

The approach to the Consortium for dental care must be varied with the area
in which you reside. This program will need top-level sanction; intermediate
levels of participation and grass-roots planning. The Consortium for dental
care requires the cooperation of other health and welfare agencies, as well as
those included in the list of the constituents. It requires professional initiative
and drive to put dentistry in its proper context relative to other health l)rob-
lems faced with existing unmet needs for care. The Consortium for dental care
demands constant surveillance, clear lines of communication and cooperative
planning. It is not a one-man show. It affords many opportunities for individual
achievement, which must )e exploited to make the Consortium effective.

An effective Consortium will improve the current system of delivery of care,
obtaining immediate positive reaction of patientss to dental practitioners, dental
schools and other health professionals.

The concel)t of the Consortium of dental care is not new. It is a compilation
of the old, and a point of view not foreign from your own. It emlbodied all the
existing centers of treatment, accepted modalities of care, and provides a forum
for develol)ing many new techniques of service which we in Public Health have
initiated.

Among its other assets are the elimination of duplication of administrative
procedures, the ability to develop new and regular dental auxiliaries, the increase
in scope of knowledge in all segments of the profession, the unification of
methods and efforts for the common good of dentists and patients, and most
of all, it will be the beginning of a national dental health care plan to fill the
void created by unorganized dentistry. Unless this void is filled immediately,
the traditional self-regulation of the dental profession may be lost to the
dentist and placed in the hands of the consumer.

TESTIMONY OF THE LEGISLATION COMMITTEE OF TIIE NATIONAL )ENTAL ASSOCIA-

TION BEFORE TIE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, DE-

CEMBER 30, 1968

Mr. Chairman, members of the Board, I am Dr. Harvey Webb, Jr. Chairman,
Legislation Committee, National Dental Association.

INTRODUCTION

The National Dental Association is a predominately Negro National Profes-
sional organization representing the majority of more than 5,000 Negro dentists
in America. It was founded in 1900 and has continuously served a varied popula-
tion with considerable experience in poverty areas. Its history is replete with
activities and l)rograms designed to alleviate pain and suffering among the
population it serves. As an organization whose members serve as the primary
source of dental care for most of the nearly 25 million Black people of America,
we are deeply concerned for the dental welfare of all the citizens. With the
enactment of title XIX (Medicaid) of the Social Security Act of 195, the
National Dental Association and Black dentists were relieved to know that
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finally they would be assisted in carrying the burden of the many impoverished
citizens needing care and compensated in part for their many years of benevolence.

The national state of oral disease
Oral disease is often subtle but one of the most widespread, damaging and

bothersome chronic illnesses to confront medical science. It is Infrequently the
cause of death, but is the origin of much needless pain, suffering, loss of income
and anxiety. It causes decreased function, disfigurement and if not controlled or
corrected, may form foci of infection for future dissemination throughout the
body. A nation-wide health examination survey found that an estimated 20
million men and women (18 in every 100) had lost all of their natural teeth
and this prol)ortion increased with age. In addition to these 20 million tooth-
less persons, the survey found that 91 million other people had suffered from
some dental disease. These persons had an average of 18 decayed, missing or
filled teeth which were directly associated with family income and education.
The lower the family income and education level, the less dental treatment
received. Oral disease affects the aged as an added burden to the 3 or 4 other
chronic diseases with which age is usually associated. The most severe and
deplorable states of oral disease exists among the poor, aged and deprived
and the near poor of our society. It is among these groups that caries are rampant
in little children and tooth loss is early. It was among these groups that title
XIX shone as a star of hope and a promise to relieve the pain and suffering of
dental diseases. It was among these groups that we ho)ed to instill dignity and
purpose by providing a comprehensive health system that was convenient and
available. It was among the most needy that title XIX promised to prove for
all time that health care is in fact a "civic right" of all people, not just a privi-
lege of the affluent. Medicaid has not kept faith with the people.

Defcicc iies in Medicaid
Title XIX, while setting forth some guidelines, has failed to take into account

the multiple variations in state and local governments that would make the
program effective. Hence, the poor continue to receive poor care and the near
poor or medically indigent are not allowed the flexibility necessary to become
self sufficient.

Through surveys, the Federal Government Mad adequate knowledge of the
sites and extent of health needs. With this knowledge, states are allowed the
option of accepting or rejecting title XIX while the poverty stricken people of
the state suffer.

Congressional amendment in 1967 amended the open-ended reimbursement for-
mnula of tit'e XIX so that Federal funds would not b)e available to families
whose income exceeds certain percentages of the amount paid to a family of the
same size under aid to families with dependent children )rogr'amns. Therefore
any state making an effort to improve the health care of the poor by setting
medically needy income levels above unrealistic Federal limits must assume full
cost of this care. One of the most recent and severe threats to the program is
the Long amendment in the Senate which proposes that reduction by 50% of the
funds granted the states for the medically indigent.

The Federal government has not yet effectively taI)ped the resource that
exists in the problem areas or sought the assistance needed in its dental programs
under title XIX. In the Black community, there has been an alarming scarcity
of Black dentists inl policy making positions throughout the country. In some
states the Negro )rofessionals have not been informed of the existence of Fed-
erally supl)orted state programs. To solve the problems of Black people receiving
dental care under title XIX, the black professional must l)e made the intermedi-
ary and play a major role in the planning and implementation of the programs.
There is currently to my knowledge, only a handful of Black dentists in con-
sultation or advisory positions to either IIEW, State, or local governments.

The Federal government appears to be more concerned with the fiscal mecha-
nismn of funding than the quality and quantity of service rendered. It has
neglected to realize that quality dental care is not a matter of buying commodities
but involves rendering an effective health service and satisfying the long
neglected health needs. It is difficult to put a monetary value on human misery.
The Government has been unrealistic in its approach t- financing dental care
under title XIX. According to the Social Security Bulletin, 53 billion dollars
was spent on health care in fiscal year 1967. Of this amount, 3.3 billion was
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spent for dentistry. Private funds comprised 3.1 billion dollars, while pul)blic
funds comprised only 151 million or only about 4%. It cannot be expected that
a program such as title XIX can begin to make an impact on oral disease in
this country unless an all out effort is made by )oth private and public institu-
tions of health. We therefore strongly suggest that a close look be taken at the
programs that exist and remold them into relevant functional dental health
services of the highest quality for the maximum public good. In order that this
be accomplished in the most expeditious manner, the following recommendations
are proposed :

1. That a National poverty level l)e established that is realistic in the various
states and territories where needs are greatest.

2. That dental care be included immediately as a mandatory requirement for
state participation in title XIX and that an order of priority for care be
established.

3. That the National Dental Association l)e officially designatedd as the organ
for implementation of Government dental programs in predominantly Negro
ghettoes and rural areas.

4. That a plan be adopted through NI)A that will include direct liaison with
Negro dentists and Black comm-nities to expedite the delivery of dental care
and evaluate the quality of dentn I services rendered.

5. That revisions in the progiai be made to close the gap between allotment
of funds and the benefits promised and further that a more realistic basis of
cost be established in prol)ortion with the latent dental needs that exist among
the poor.

6. That all legislation proposed to suppress or curtail in any way the advan-
tages of title XIX for the poor, be terminated.

7. That since quality care for the poor is the responsibility of the private
as well as the public sector, part of the responsibility of planning be shared
by the private sector. And to this end, private health insurance and professional
organizations in cooperation with the DIIEW develop )lans for the implementa-
tion and effective evaluation of the delivery of high quality dental care through
a prepaid mechanism.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR )ENTAL CARIE To BE INCLUDED IN A PREPAID UNIVERSITY
HEALTH PROGRAM

The Johns Hopkins University Health Service would provide considerable
benefit for its patients if it included a prepaid dental plan.

The prepaid dental plan might include the following segments and ramifica-
tions :

I. FAMILY PREPAID DENTAL EMERGENCY PLAN

All persons in the family would be eligible for University Health Services
under the plan.

Each person enrolled in the program would be given an initial cursory dental
examination with mouth mirror and explorers to ascertain the extent of major
dental deficiencies anticipated emergency dental conditions.

A. Services to be provided would include
1. Diagnostic X-ray for determining emergency dental needs.
2. Emergency extractions (as determined by the dentist).
3. I.N.1). in cases of infection.
4. Drugs to cover elimination of infection and pain.
5. Temporary treatment fillings for salvagable deciduous and permanent

teeth.

II. An adult prepaid dental maintenance program
All persons eligible for University Health Services who are 13 years of age

or older might enroll into this plan. A separate program would be established
for children under 13.

Each person who enrolls in the adult prepaid dental maintenance program
must have completed such initial dental work-as the Dental Director deter-
mines is required for oral health before membership becomes effective. All
initial dental work needed to bring the mouth into acceptable health condition
would be provided on a fee-for-service-basis.
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The adult prepaid dental maintenance program would have the following
conditions:

A. Seervices to be provided
1. Preventive care-

(a) Prophylaxis (cleaning of teeth) semi-annually or as needed.
(b) Bite-wing x-rays (2 filins) semi-annually or as needed.
(c) Full mouth x-rays (1.4 films) or panorex as needed.
(d) Examination semi-annually or as needed.
(e) Topical Stannous Fluoride or appropriate preventive medicament.

2. Treatment services-
(a) Emergency care for relief of pain.
(b) Restoration of individual teeth with proper amalgam (silver) resin

or synthetic porcelain filling material.
(c) Simple extractions and minory surgery.

B. Charges
Four to five dollars per month for each adult or child thirteen years of age

or older.

C. Conditions necessary for participation in the program.
1. A patient is accepted into the prepaid program upon approval of the Dental

Director.
2. A member or l)articipant may be dropped from the plan upon recommenda-

tion of the Dental Director if they (1o not reasonably comply with recommenda-
tions regarding the care of the teeth and the securing of regular prophylactic
service.

3. Most services not included under the prepayment plan may be provided
on a fee-for-service basis in the Dental Center.

III

The children's Dental Health Plan may begin as early as we choose, preferably
at 2 years old or as soon as the majority of the teeth have erupted.

The earlier a child is enrolled the more effective preventive measures will
be. All dental care, with only minor exceptions, is provided at a cost of from
three to five dollars per month per child.

Children enrolled prior to their sixth birthday will be eligible for a 25%
reduction on the prevailing fees for orthodontics, if such treatment becomes
necessary.

Children enrolled after their sixth birthday but prior to their thirteenth
year, likewise are eligible for comprehensive care at the same monthly cost, with
one exception, orthodontics services, if needed will be provide(] at prevailing
rates. The three to five dollar rate will prove very realistic if children are
started early enough. We cannot guarantee that the rate will remain the same,
but experiences in similar operations indicate that it is adequate to handle
this group of patients. The Dental Director is responsible for admission stand-
ards and for determining whether applicants can benefit from dental care to be
provided. Correction of defects, at patient's expense, may be. required prior to
admission.

The Dental Director will require parental and child cooperation with respect
to eating and brushing habits as well as to the schedule of required appoint-
ments. Participants may be dropped from the plan if they do not comply reason-
ably with recommendations regarding care of the teeth. A charge will be made
for late or broken appointments, where no prior notification is given.

The following diagnostic and treatment services are offered under the chil-
dren's dental plan:

A. Preventive procedures are
1. Oral prophylaxis
2. Dental x-rays
3. Clinical examination and x-ray diagnosis
4. Caries susceptibility tests
5. Fluoride treatments
6. Dental educational guidance
7. Space maintainers
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11. Rcstoration,. arc
1. Restoration of individual teeth
2. Jacket crowns
3. Temporary l'enlfi)Il( partial dentures

(:. jior oral sitrgery ichlcdx
1. Iemoval of teeth ox('el)t bolly ilia('tions
2. Removal of residual roots
3. Removal of small cysts and tumors
4. Exposition of teeth to encourage eruption
5. Removal of tooth buds for orthodontic treatment

D. Periodontal scrrices includes
1. Treatment of gingivitis, hypoplasias and stomatitis

E. EX'clUision8 of children's plan arc
1. Treatment of conditions not listed above
2. Treatment performed by other than Health ('enter dentists
3. Major oral surgery
4. Orthodontics-e-vxcept spa(e maintain iers. IHowever, childrenn enrolled

prior to their sixth l)irthday anniversary are eligible for a 25% reduction
in prevailing fees for orthodontics

5. Conditions resulting from systemic deliciencies
6. Cosmetic procedures
7. Procedures not considered essntial to good dental health, as deter-

mined by the Dental Director
All other desired dental services will be available through the plan on a fee-

for-service-basis and/by consultation with necessary dental specialist.

Mr. Buiu,. Our next witness is Mrs. ELniley Lamborn, represent-
ing the National Rehabilitation Association.

Will you identify yourself and your associate for the record.

STATEMENT OF MRS. EMILEY LAMBORN, DIRECTOR, STATE-FED-
ERAL RELATIONS, NATIONAL REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION;
ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES ROBERTS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REHABILITATION FACILI-
TIES

Mrs. LAMIBORIN. I am Emiley Lamnborn, director of State-Federal
Relations for the National Rehabilitation Assoctiation, and this is Mr.
Charles Roberts, executive director of the International Association
of Rehabilitation Facilities.

Mr. BURKE,. We welcome you to the committee. I know we will
appreciate your testimony.

Mrs. LAM1OR1N. I had a written statement which I would like to
submit and summarize it and let Mr. Roberts finish up.

Mr. BURKE. Without objection, it will appear in the record in its
entirety.

(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT OF MRS. EM ILEY LAMBORN, DIRECTOR, STATE-FEDERAL RELATIONS,

NATIONAL REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

After commenting on the individualized rehabilitation process and its inter-
dependence on the level of care of institutions and systems in the community,
the characteristics of an ideal health insurance system are noted.
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Attention is called to two resolutions adopted by the National Rehabilitation
Association at its 1971 Annual Conference related to national health insurance:
one relates to medical services to the catastrophically disabled; the other to
Rehabllitatlon Facilities as providers of medical care and health related services.

It is urged that the needs (f tile catastrophically disabled be recognized as
part of the total health problem of the country and it is recommended that
national health insurance legislation recognize rehabilitation facilities as pri-
mary providers of medical care and health related services.

Mr. Chairman, I am Emiley lAumborn, Director of State-Federal Relations, for
the National Rehabilitation Association. I am here instead of Mr. E. B. Whitten,
its Executive Director, who is abroad. Mr. Charles Roberts, Executive Director
of the International Association of Rehabilitation Facilities, is with me and
joins me in this testimony.

The National Rehabilitaiion Association is a private, non-profit corporation
dedicated to the rehabilitation of all handicapped persons. It has been in con-
tinuous existence since 1925 and its membership exceeds 30,000 people-doctors,
therapists, counselo s and others interested In helping physically and mentally
impaired individuals and other disadvantaged people remove or overcome ob-
stacles which prevent. or threaten their living independent, productive, and
satisfying lives.

The International Association of Rehabilitation Facilities is also a private
non-profit corporation. It was formed in 1969 with the merger of two national
organizations established in the mid-1950's: The Association of Rehabilitation
Centers and the National Association of Sheltered Workshops. It has 650 insti-
tutional members in the United States. The majority of these Institutions are
already involved in the provision of medical rehabilitation services similar to
those contemplated in some of the national health insurance proposals. The
purpose of the International Association of Rehabilitation Facilities is to assist
in developing and improving services in rehabilitation facilities.

The esseice of the rehabilitation process is the evaluation of each individual's
needs and his :rehabilitation potential and the )rovision of the medical, training
and -supportive services he needs to reach his rehabilitation goal.

This rehabilitation process does not take place in a vacuum. The rehabilita-
tion of any individual is closely interwoven with the whole social and economic
fabric of his times. The quality and availability of the educational system, the
system of medical care and that of other organizations and institutions serv-
ing human needs have a great deal to do with the extent to which an individual
can be rehabilitated and become a participating, constructive member of our so-
ciety. That is why the National Rehabilitation Association and the International
Association of Rehabilitation Facilities are interested in the national health
insurance proposals.

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IDEAL HEALTH INSURANCE SYSTEM

The National Rehabilitation Association and the International Association of
Rehabilitation Facilities are not supporting any particular bill. Instead they have
addressed themselves to the principles that ought to underlie a national health
Insurance program. The characteristics of an ideal national health insurance
system that have been identified by a work group are as follows:

1. The benefits of such a system should be available to everyone without regard
to age, nature of health problem, or ability to pay.

2. The services should be comprehensive, that is, be broad enough in scope to
meet the health needs of Individuals without regard to the nature of their health
problems. Another way of saying this would be that services should be unlimited,
so far as they are designed to meet health problems.

3. The system should encourage early utilization and should emphasize pre-
vention, both primary and secondary.

4. The system should define health and health related services in such a way
as to encourage the delivery of comprehensive services on an interdisciplinary
basis as in a rehabilitation center or other interdisciplinary health program.

5. The system should be so organized as to accomplish the goals of comprehen-
sive health care to everyone.

6. The system should encourage innovation and experimentation in the delivery
of health services. There are many innovative approaches to delivering health
services that deserve try-outs on a broad basis.

7. As related to health problems for certain severely handicapped groups, the
opportunity should be r, rovided for regional approach to providing facilities and
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services for such groups. Thi1ese will include spinal injury, heart disease, qundrl-
plegia, ienil)l(egil, renal disease, etc. It is recognized that. not every community
can have facilities an1d treatment teams competent to deal with such )roblems.

8. The system should make possible and encourage the development of quality
controls and 1 erformanve standards. \\'ays should he devised to determine what
the results of specified treatments are in terms of their effect upon the life of
the individual.

9. The system should provide for cost-quality controls.
10. The system should utilize all individuals, institutions, and facilities that

meet specified quality stanldards. There should be no distinction between the
use of facilities (pieraled Iy )ublic and voluntary organizations.

11. The system should provide cumulative confidential records which can be
l)lt on electronic tape for quick reference by t treatment personnel.

12. The system must emphasize the efficient, use of medical and medically
related facilities.

RESOLUTIONS

At the 1971 Annual Conference in Chicago, Illinois, October 11, 12, and 13, 1971,
the National Rehabilitation Association adopted two r solutions related to na-
tional health insurance. One of them is quoted in full below.

MEDICAL SERVICES 'o TIE CATAsraoPIIICALLY IISABLEI)

"Whereas, Congress is currently considering legislation to establish a national
health insura'l('e program, and

"Wlhereas , the National Rehabilitation Association is supporting suc'h legisla-
tion ili principle, and

"Whereas, it, is important to tihe National RIehabilitation Associaitomi that such
legislation )e adequate to serve tMe he~ilth meeds of the (atastrophicmlly disabled,
even wheni these needs tire greater tlhu can lbe niet under the basic health pro-
gram : Therefore )e it

"Resolrecd, Tht the Natiomial RIhbilitationi Association urge (')nigress in any
National Health Insurlc('e Program to make sure tlmt tihe total health needs
of catastrophically disabled individuals can be met under the legislation; and
further

"Jcsolmcd, That the legislation contain provisions that will assure that such dis-
a bled individuals will receive appropriate services in appropriate facilities under
comll)etentit medical supervision inl order that their maximum rehabilitation po-
tential be realized."

We realize that this is a very diti.ult area. We are not suggesting that the
health needs of t le catastrophica:lly disabled le met il lieu of those reco glize(l
as a basic health program, but we are urging that they be adequately recognized
•1s a part of the tolal health problem of the ('oumltry and il the health insurance
system devised to meet that total health problem.

We have a small groul) of relireseitatives of a number of national organiza-
tions concerned for the rehabilitation of handicapped people who are working on
this problem and its solution. Some of their prelinimiary thinking i that ('rtain
catastrophic impairments ('an be identified which do not receive sufficient or
thorough attcntiomi In any of the health insurance proposals. Persons with these
comnl)arativ('-ly rare l)hysical or mental impairments may i ved expensive, coin-
1)rehensive services on a continuing (oor(linat(ed iasis for a prolnger period,
sometimes the lifetime of the individual. Evidence has tccumulated which shows
that carefully prepared interdiscipli1ary tailor-m'ide regimens. usimig 1a variety of
medical-social resources, can assist these catastrophically disabled individuals
to attain a level of ph'sic.al, economic and so.iail functioning which would other-
wise not be possible. In the United States today. such comprehensive care is pro-
vided at best on a fragmented basis involving a variety of independet profes-
sional persons, voluntary and official facilities and agencies. Coordinators
rarely have the power or cooperation needed to be effective in their area. Pay-
illent of health services is unnecessarily exlieilsive when fragmented, uncoordi-
nated care is provided. Incentives in use reinforce the continuing provision of
episodic versus goal-oriented management as a consequence, catastrophically
disabled individuals are less likely to obtain levels of adjustment to their impair-
ment which are satisfactory to the individual, his family and society.

Part of the solution may be a system which encompasses the use of a long-
range management plan developed by an appropriate professional person to-
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gether with the patient and approved by a panel of experts. The plan would
include specific objectives for the management of the patient and the steps
necessary to reach the agreed upon objective, and would be reviewed regularly
and modified as indicated. Some use of regional or catchment areas would also
appear to be indicated in order to avoid costly duplication of facilities and
services.

IEHAIILITATION ,AC1LIrIE---MEDICARE

The other resolution related to national health insurance adopted by the 1971

annual Conference of the National Rehalhilittiton Association reads as follows:
"Whereas, rehabilitation facilities are a major service-giving resource for

treatment of the disabled, and
"Whereas, many rehabilitation facilities have been experiencing difficulties in

1)rovidnig services under the Medicare program since they (o not. fit the defini-
tions of a hospital or extended care facility and arang(nients through home
health care agencies are cumbersome and often unsatisfactory, and

"Whereas, these problems will become more acute with the extension of Medi-
care to disabled beneficiaries under the provisions of H.R. 1 : Therefore, be it

"Resolced, That the National Rehabilitation Association suj)port amendments
to the School Security Act and related legislation in the field of medical insur-
ance and medical care which would recognize rehabilitation facilities as primary
providers of medical care an(l health related services."

When it came to our attention that rehabilitation facilities had been experi-
encing some difficulties in providing services under the Medicare program, we
realized that part of the trouble is in the very nature of tile rehabilitation facili-
ty which has a comprehensive approach and is a unique type of agency in the
medical care of the disabled. This is not fully reflected in the Social Security Act
or in the various health insurance proposals. Since rehabilitation facilities are a
major service-giving resource for the treatment of the (lisabled, we recommend
that national health insurance legislation recognize rehabilitation facilities as
primary providers of me(lical care and health related services.

We would be happy to work with the Committee on appropriate definitions of a
rehabilitation facility and its services.
Thank you very much for this opportunity to express our views.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF CIIARLEs L. ROBERTs, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,

INTERNATIONAL. ASSOCIATION OF REHABILITATION FACILITIES

Recent developments in the administration of existing Medicare legislation
causes us to seriously question the ,adequacy of current health care provisions
for the nation's older citizens, and equally important-adequacy of health care
services as outlined in any of the proposed legislation we have reviewed. '

I refer to the policy of retroactive denial of reimbursement for medical reha-
bilitation under Medicare. Our facilities across the country report that thousands
of our older citizens who assumed they were covered under Medicare have been
deni(ed essential medical rehabilitation services. Others who were provided the
,services have found themselves liable for costs incurred when Medicare fiscal
intrmediaries have recently begun retroactive denial of payment.

The Social Security Administration assures us that their guidelines and
interpretation are consistent with the law and its intent. However, this policy
results in a denial of essential medical rehabilitation at the very time when it
will be most effective and would also result in the greatest saving of money.
Patients with long term disabilities (e.g., stroke victims) are being consigned
to )ermanent dependency In nursing lomes when they might achieve independ-
ence through medical rehabilitation. The current proposals make the same
error of omission for all persons to be covered as dloes Medicare for the aged.
It has been incorrectly assumed that Medicare coverage is adequate and could
serve as a )rototype of servi( provisions. The Long bill, for example, excludes
those over 65 on the assumnption that Medicare is adequate. We seem about to
disregard the discoveries and tested results achieved over the 1ast 30 years
which show that early rehabilitation results in savings of both human dignity
and financial resources.

TARP has appropriate data and resources to support our concern, and we
would be delighted to provide any additional information to the Committee.
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Mrs. I,.vNMBoRN. 'Te first, point I really wanted to make wis about
the rehabilitalion process itsel f, because I think it is ai the heart of the
matter. In essence, it. is really an evalualtion of each individual's needs
and his rehal)ilitation potential and the provision of ie(lical training
and other SUl)i)ortiVe services that, lie needs to reach his rehabilitation
goal.

Of course this process does not take place in a vacuum. The reha-
bilitation of any in(lividual is interwoven with the. whole environ-
ient in which lhe lives--social environment, economic, and so on,
so the quality and the availability of the educational system, of the
systems of medical care and those of other organizations and institu-
tions serving hunan needs have a great deal to do with the extent
to which an individual who is disabled can be rehabilitated. That is
why both the National Rehabilitation Association and the Inter-
national Association of Rehabilitation Facilities are interested in the
proposals for national health insurance.

We are not supporting a particular bill. We have had a group that
has worked on some of t, he principles which we think are important
and some of then have already been mentioned today. I will not list
all of then, but, one of them was the one just. stressed by Dr. 'Vebb
on the prevention aspect. This ought to be taken into account very
seriously in the development of any system.

Another is the system should lbe one which is available to people
without regard to ag-e, without regard to the nature of their health
problem or in relation to their ability to pay. We think it should
be comiprehensive in nature and it. should be provided on an inter-
disciplinary basis. WVe think there should be no distinction made, really,
between the use of facilities that, are publicly owned and those that
are privately owned. That is just a capsule summary that covers some
of the major things with which we have been concerned.

I also wanted to call attention to a couple of resolutions which were
passed at the annual conference of the National Rehabilitation Asso-
ciation last. month. One of them deals with medical services to the
catastrophically disalbled. The essence of it, if I leave out the various
"lereases," was urging the Congress in the national health insurance
program to make sure that the total health needs of catastrophically
disabled individuals can be met under the legislation 'and further,
that the legislation contain provisions which will assure that such
disabled individuals will receive appropriate services in appropriate
facilities iuder coml)etent medical supervision in order that. their
maximun rehabilitation potential may be realized.

Of course we realize this is a very difficult area and we are not
suggesting that the 'health needs o! the catast.rophically disabled
should be met in lieu of a basic health program. We simply feel it is
part of the total health )rolblem in the country and it must, be con-
sidered in that, context, and given very serious consideration.

WeT have had a, small work group working in this area. What they
have done is very preliminary but I think they have been impressed
by several different, factors. Even good medical care is likely to l)e
fragmnented as far as tme individual patient is concerned. Probably
one of things that has got to be considered is how to develop a. long-
range plan for this kind of catastrophic disability.
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You can hiing things together and get- the most out of your scarce
resources rather thani picking here, there, and everywhere. That is
oH6 thing we wanted to talk about.

The other resolution dealt with re al)ilitation facilities in relation
to hedth insurance. You know rehabilitation facilities are really a
major service-giving resource for the treatment of the disabled, and

we know that they have beell exp)eriencilg soe difliclIlties rider
medicare since they don't fit into the definition really neatly, many
of them, of a hospital, or extended care facility or nursing home.

Some of them will meet one or the other, but basically it is a dif-
ferent kind of' annml you are talking about, and yet the approach
that rehabilitation facilities are using is one that is N-ery much needed
and very effective for many of the disabling conditions in this world.

So we wolild like to see that there i)e recognition in the legislation
of this kind of facility giving medical and health services as a pri-
mary provider and not just sort of squeezed under an umll)rella of
some sort, that it. really is not.

We would be very happy to work with all of you in any way we
could to try to help on this, and I appreciate the opportunity of being
here and sl)eaking.

I think Mr. Roberts wants to add something on this )roblenl I
just spoke about.

Mr. RomRs. Thank you.
We hlave been helped a great deal in our recent efforts to establish

good comnuumications with the Social Security Administration, par-
ticularly by Congressman Byrnes' office. There have been some very
recent developments in existing medicare which causes us to question
seriously the adequacy of current health-care provisions for older
citizens and probably, of more importance and concern to your com-
mittee, is the adequacy of health-care services as outlined in any pro-
posed health-care legislation that we have seen.

1 am referring to the policy of retroactive denial of reiniiu-sement
for medical rehabilitation under medicare. Our facilities all across
the country report to us that thousands of our older citizens who
assumed they were, covered under medicare have been denied essential
medical rehabilitation servics and others who were provided the
services found they themselves are, now liable for the costs incurred
when medicare fiscal intermediaries hitve begun retroactive denial of
p(-yllent.

In a meeting last week the Social Security Administration assured
us their guidelines and interl)retaitions are consistent with the liaw
and its intent. Ilowever, this policy results in a denial of esseuntial
medical rehabilitation at the vory time when it. will be most, effective
and]. would result in the greatest s vinig of money.

Patients with long-term disabilities, for exan)le, stroke victims,
a, re being consigned to per omil dependency iii nursing hones when
they might ach ieve inIdependlence th rough medical rehabilitation.

The current proposals for national health care all make this same
error of omission for all persons to be covered, as does medicare make
the error for the aged. It has been incorrectly assumed that. medicare
coverage is adequate and could serve as a prototype of service
provision.
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The 1,og Iill, lor' exal)e, excludes tlose over 65 o the assuml)tion
that, medicare, is adequate. I ( less ilie esgence of what, I waited to
say is that we seem al)ont to disregard the discoveries anid the tested
result s achlieved over tie past. 3() years wlicll clealv show that, early
relatilitatioii restiIts in a savii:gs of i)otil, hininal dignity and tinan-
cial 1'so<'ces. We la\'e tle al)lrol)riate daita, and resources to silp-
l)olt our concern amd we wonl(1 I( e(,dliglilted( to supply ally ad(litional
in forilatioll along tliese lines to tile coilinittk'e.

Mr. I,(STEX I(WSK I. Thank vou.
Are there aly (lquestions?
Thliank you very muchl for a very in 'ormative statement.
ilfis. IjAIM BHOlN. Illnk you, Mr. Chairnuan.
Al 1'. RSTI'N KIOWSKI. ile Chair niowv recognizes Mr. Rloyce 1'. Noland.
Will Von i(enltify youlrsel I* for the recor(l, please, andl then continue

with your statement.

STATEMENT OF ROYCE P. NOLAND, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION

iir. NtLANI). Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Royce Noland, executive director of the American Physical

Therapy Association, the national organization representing some
17,000 active j)liysical tlheral)ists practicing in hospitals nursing homes,
home health agencies, )rivate practices, teaching situations, and doing
research.

As an increasingly important member of the health care team, the
physical therapist, participates in the evaluation of patients and uses
therapeutic plroperties to hell) patients regain normal function. Work-
ing independent] ' \-or at the referral oft a physician-the therapist
treats patients with such conditions as stroke, miltilple sclerosis, or
Parkinson's disease. lIe or she a)plies his rehabilitative skills also to
persons who have miilergon, major surgei'y, or who are crippled and
handicapped by accident, or by birth.

But it is not iily l)urpose iin coming here this morning to talk about
the benefits of plhysical therapy. As a matter of fact, it, is the last, time
you will hear that in this testimony.

Mr. chairman , our association 'firmly believes that, this committee is
in a uniolne position to remove the financial harriers to care for all
Americans, and to exert a, profond influence on the manner inl which
that care is delivered. As we have learned from medicare and medicaid,
the financing of care cannot be divorced from its delivery.

Mr. Chairman, at the 50th annual convention of the American Phys-
ical Therapy Association in Boston this past Jume, our house of dele-
gates adopted what we believe is a far-reaching position on priorities
in the health care system. It stated that, ill our opinion, "Health care
is second in i)riority (only to aii environment, that, contrilntes positively
to human health." ()nr priorities embrace a paitnei'ship of public and
private financing plans and health facilities whicli, operating together,
can make comupiehensi\ye health care available and accessible to all
people. We call for testing and application of new methods of deliver-
ing health ca resuch as health maintenance organizations, for an ex-
1)ansion of preventive health care services, for public accountability,
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including peer review and consumer participation in decisionmaking.
With your l)ermission, M'. Chairman, I would like to ask that the

full statement of these priorities he insrted in the record at this point
in my testimony.

Mr. ROSTENKiOWSKI. Without objection, it will be printed in the
record.

(The material referred to follows:)
AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAI'Y ASSOCIATION, POSITION ON

PRIORITIES IN TIE HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

(Adopted by the 1971 House of Delegates-APTA)

In concern for the health of the American people, health care is second in
priority only to an environment that contributes positively to human health.

Within health care, the American Physical Therapy Association advocates
certain priorities which, if adopted by approl)riate policy-making bodies, would
promote the right of all persons to have equal access to and equal availability
of high quality health care services.

These priorities are directed to principles and mechanisms which should per-
vade all elements of the health care system in the United States.

The health ca.,e system should utilize existing public and private services,
facilities, and agencies in ways that will economically make comprehensive
health care available and accessible to all peopic.

Alternatives to existing methods and organizations for delivering health care
should be encouraged wvhen they demonstrate reaisonable )re(dictability of con-
tributing to the availability and accessibility of comphensive health care.

Preventive health care services and public education in personal health care
should be made an integral part of the health care system.

The health care system should he accountable to tHie public and should include
effective miechanisms for peer review, multidisciplinary review, a nd consumer
participation in policyy and audit of the system.

A sufficient number mi1d variety of health care personnel should be educated
to meet continuing health (are needs, and encouragement should be given to all
health care personnel to provide services in areas of the nation where compre-
hensivw health care may not be available.

The availability of health screening, preventive and early (are, and timely
referral for more extended care should be expanded by recognizing and enhanc-
ing the existing coml)etencies of a variety of health care personnel.

Methods of financing the health care system should take optinmum advantage
of both public and private funding mechanisms to sul)port the full scope of health
care and to remove inequitable barriers to receiving necessary health care
services.

Mr. NOINi). Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to describe a, plan
for financing and delivery of death care which our association's house
of delegates endorsed in )rinciple, as 4 working guideline at the JTme
convention. With your )ermission I will summarize the plain now and
sub-lit a full copy for ti ,( record to be inserted at the end of my state-
ment.

Mr. ROSTEN KOWSK. Without objection, the summary may be in-
serted in the record at. this point.

The material referred to follows:)
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Endorsed in principle as a working guideline by
the 1971 House of Delegates - APTA

A PLAN FOR FINANCING AND DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE

The plan for financing of health care should be through a combination of
federal support, direct individual participation, and insurance-like
programs.

The plan for delivery of health care should provide for utilization of
existing public and private services and facilities, and integration of
alternate methods of delivery and alternate health care organizations.

All services, facilities, systems, and organizations should be subject
to audit against national standards, such standards having a principal
criterion of making care more accessible and increasing the quality and
comprehensiveness of care.

To assure public accountability of the health care system, certain audit-
ing units should be created.

1. A national health care commission should be created with a
constituency of consumer representation being in the majority
and representation from a variety of health industry personnel
and facilities. The health personnel should present a mix
of disciplines and vocations. Natural groupings should be
identified such as physicians, other professioaal nonphysician
personnel, technical workers, and supportive personnel and
these several groupings should be appropriately represented.

Among the functions of the commission should be those of develop-
ing policy and auditing the system from the viewpoint of service,
achievement status, and fiscal reasonableness.

2. Each state should have a similarly constituted health care
commission which is related to the national health care commission
but independent from any state agency or governmental unit. The
constituency and functions of the state commissions should be
essentially identical to those of the national commission with
the additional function of reporting local findings and making
recommendations to the national commission.

3. Peer review and interdisciplinary review bodies should be created.
These units should be as localized as possible and should receive
federal guidance and some fiscal support. A specific peer review
system should be genuine in the full meaning of that term. Consumers
and persons providing health care should utilize these review bodies
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to arbitrate matters of concern to both and the review bodies
should carry major weight with other entities needing to
ajudicate disputes.

The interdisciplinary bodies would supplement the peer review
bodies and would serve to enhance the interaction and professional
competencies of all health personnel. They could also serve in
an advisory role to the state and/or national health care commission.

EDUCATION COST OF HEALTH PERSONNEL

If the health care system is to meet the needs of the people there is a
self-evident need for additional health personnel. This would be true even
in an atmosphere of optimum utilization of the existing categories and
numbers of persons now in the health care system.

It is vital that the federal government take a more aggressive role in
funding facilities, teacher preparation, program development, and student
support to produce these needed personnel. Such funding should be the
first and highest priority in any program to enhance, alter, or expand
the health care delivery system. The cost of the basic educational
training of health personnel should be separated from the costs of deliver-
ing health care services.

One of the major dilemmas found by both teaching hospitals and other like
institutions, as well as fiscal agents, is that of absorbing education
costs into service delivery reimbursement. It would be better, therefore,
to have the charges for services considered in light of their specific
relative value and for government to participate in the cost of training
health personnel under separate funding.

ELEMENTS OF THE PLAN

The health care delivery system should provide three grades of health care
services which vary in purpose, intensiveness, and expensiveness.

They are: 1. Preventive health services

2. Episodic health services

3. Health catastrophe services

1. Preventive health services

These should include public education in personal health matters, periodic
health status evaluation, and certain minimal direct services. This entire
spectrum of preventive health services should be fully supported through
federal resources.
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Health education should be an integral part of the services of health
delivery agencies and should be implemented and expanded in public and
private community inat1tutionn. This education should not only include
such elements as basic hygiene but should serve to increase the public's
individual and collective awareness and comprehension of health service
needs.

Inherent in the preventive health services program should be obligatory
periodic examination, testing, or screening to produce both an individual
and a national health inventory. This should be used to alert and guide
individuals toward any needed care services.

There are certain services that can, at minimum cost and time, prevent
disease or improve the person's health status. These can be defined and
should be a significant part of preventive service. These would largely
be periodic in nature and would be intended to avert morbidity.

The various preventive services should more effectively utilize nonphysician
health personnel and technological advances in diagnosis and treatment.

2. Episodic health services

The major protion of health care service needs are episodic in nature and
are intended to restore the individual to his premorbid health status.
These services would include both intensive and extensive care.

It is this level of care that the individual, reinforced by an insurance-
like program, would participate in payment for care.

Whether the insurance program is federally administered or is administered
through nongovernmental institutions is less important than the nature of
the insurance. There should, therefore, be federal standards and federal
auditing of this insurance system. Coverage should include all needed
health services with emphasis on out-of-hospital services. There should be
both deductibles and coinsurance.

For this or other levels of service some element of choice should remain
for the consumers to they might select between traditional and alternate
methods of delivery. The health delivery system should not evolve into a
"monopolistic public utility" as is advocated in some of the proposals for
national health insurance. Time, the competitive atmosphere, adequate
fiscal resources, and technological advances should be permitted to have
their natural impact on synthesis of the delivery system.

3. Health catastrophe services

This level of service is largely protracted or prolonged in nature and is
intended to restore the person to a sufficient level of his premorbid health
status so as to avoid total incapacitation or minimize loss of health status.
These services may include preventive measures, as well as intensive care
and extensive care.

70-174 0 - 72 - pt.7 -- 7
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It has been estimated that less than three percent of the population has
fiscal resourzet adequate to underwrite the costs of these kinds of pro-
longed and sometimes protracted care. Therefore, federal resources should
be used to subsidize the full costs of this level of services. This method
of funding will not only protect the fiscal solvency of persons with
catastrophic health problems requiring this level of service, but will also
make the costs of episodic care more predictable and economical.

TECHNICAL FISCAL CONSIDERATIONS

- Financing through Social Security taxes should be eliminated. The
burden now being assumed by Social Security retirement benefits and
Medicare are bringing this form of taxation to a point of saturation.
Social Security withholding taxation has many inherent inequities, and
it is now going to represent over eleven percent of earnings without any
national health insurance. The concept of gaining further revenue through
that souce is contrary to the public interest. Social Security with-
holding taxation is also contradictory to the concept of graduated
taxation because the poor pay just as much as the rich.

- The financing methods and systems for payment should not segregate
people by age groups or otherwise. As a workable financing method emerges,
such programs as Medicare and special children's programs should be phased
out. Concurrently, federal and state systems serving special beneficiary
groups should be integrated into the total delivery system. This should
occur in an orderly fashion, however, utilizing the facilities and personnel
now so involved and assuring that there be no interruption of services to
these groups.

- A consistent and relevant method of payment or reimbursement should be
developed and should be applicable to all levels of the program regardless
of whether payment is by the individual, through an insurance carrier, or
direct federal payment.

- The concept of "reasonable charge" should replace "cost reimbursement"
as the principal means of payment for services. The concept of "cost
reimbursement" has been one of the major problems of the Medicare program
and if this were extended to the whole health delivery system for all
persons it could produce chaos.

It was originally presumed that the cost reimbursement concept would act
as a ceiling on costs. Actual experience has been, however, that this
method forced the cost of health care up fifty percent since the inception
of Medicare. A negotiated fixed reasonable charge approach for payment
would be more equitable to both the provider of service and to the consumer.
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This does not imply the approach o. "usual and prevailing fees" advocated
by organized medicine. The reasonable charge would be a negotiated figure
developed for a specific economic community. The community could be as
small as a city or as large as a multi-state region and be based on general
economic factors, as well as specific cost experience for health care.
The resultant regret.tle charges would use the principle of relative value --
both intra-and interdiscipline.

- If capitation is used as an alternate means of reimbursement, the
formulas that emerge from establishing relative values, coupled with
actuarial data, could be the basis for determining the capitation reimburse-
ment .

- Support should be provided for persons unable to meet the individual
financial obligations of the program. It is recognized that some segments
of the population might lack the financial resources for paying the insurance
premium costs or the deductible qr coinsurance requirements of this plan.
Federal and/or state support should be provided those persons for this
purpose. This need not and should not involve any new means test that is
spccifically related to health care and the funding should be through a
separate type federal or state program of support. The methods to accomplish
this are legion, but one might be a system of Internal Revenue Service tax
credits or supplemental refunds. This would eliminate the need for any
-unique means test, public disclosure, or new bureaucratic administrative
unit. Since the IRS system has precedent for tax credits for health care
costs, this could represent a simple extension of that process.

Whatever the method might be, it should ensure that economic status is not
an impedimenrt to gaining needed health care, presuming that the individual
has placed reasonable priorities on his, and his dependents' health care
needs.
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FUNDING SOURCES
FOR HEALTH PERSONNEL. AND SERVICE LEVELS

HEtT'CATSTROPHE SERVICES:

EPISODIC HEAL T SEP VICES

o

DEDUCTIBLES

: .' .. . . . .. . .... ...... .. . . ..... ............... ... . . . . . ................. ..PR! VEN77 Vi EALT SERVICES"'
. .........n... :..

Sources of Funding:

E Individual
m Insurance

E Full Federal Subsidy
SMajor Federal Subsidy

Mr. NOLAND. Consistent with O111 health CII' 1)eiorities statement
we believe a national health plan should combine )oth 1)ublic and ri-
vate financial and delivery resources. All le Itlh eure services should bo
governed by national standards, whichi wold be aimed at glitarantee-
Ing high qualitv care, antd accessibility to all.

There are tfiree grades (f health care services ifl our plah, each
varying ii scope anid financing.

PIIRE.N'PIVE II EAL,1 1 SEAWICW

This level should include public education inl personal health mat-
ters, as well as periodic health screening, and minimal direct services
such is immunization. Data from periodic examinations should be
used to produce both an individual and national health profile. Such
data could be used not only individually., but to identify problem
health areas in the Nation. Preventive services, whether l)rovided in a
Flhysician's office or public health clinic, should utilize nonphysician

health personnel and automated methods of diagnosis and treatment
as much as possible.

All preventive health services should be financed through Federal
resources.
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The second level of care is episodic health service. This category
embraces the major portion of routine health care needs which are
directly tied to sickness and disability. Coverage should include the
usual range of comprehensive health services, with emphasis on out-
of-hospital care. Consumers should have a choice of traditional meth-
ods of care, or care proviid(d through alternate systems such as pre-
paid health maintenance organizations.
We would emlhasiz, at this point that we firmly believe in a plural-

istic system of heicalth (are and would oppose any plfin which would
lead health care in this country into a mnifofl)olistic public utility statli. .

I ime, the ('OIletitive atmosphere, ale(liate" fiscal r(sorce-s, and appli-
cation of technology should he pel-nnlitted to work their natural course,
oil the system, wvitl a l)l)olriateA sti llllitio f'om ( Gov('rnlment.

Whether the insu ranl'ce pro'n-m Iior episo(lic Iviltlhi services is ad-
ministee(d ledera lly as is nme(licare, or is a(hministere(l through non-
G(overimmnlet al institutions, is less important than the comprehelnsive-
ness and quality of tihe coverage. Ihee s llim (1 )e, there fore, Federal
standards and* Federal auditing of the program to insure efficient
adininistratiomi all(1 till ifoiiii coverage.

Financing for ()liso(lic services would )e sliared by tw governmentt
ill the case of the 1)oo, the employer and employee. We recommend
use of dedlctil)hes an11d (011si ance is a b)Iuake on over utilization of
services, and as 0lW Illealms of' cutting thme cost. But these could be
deleted for low-income groups if they threaten to bar these individuals
from obtainminlg health care.

The third level of care proposed ill our )hl is health catastrophe
service. By the vary l name, these are lengrt, iy, l)rolonged health care
services usually in vlvingl long stays in the hospiti, care by a variety
of medical specialists, an(l ofteii, tflim use of extremely expensive (equip-
muieit. It hals lbeen estimated that less than 3 percent, of the popula1-
tion has fiscal resources adequate, to mid(lrw rite tihe cost of thisldnd of
care.
Therefore we recommii(nd that, catastroPhic. health services be paid

for eltioely with Federal fntids.

FiNANCIN( (' )NI)EHATI)NS

Now I would Ilike to ('ommnent, briefly on technical fiscal considera-
tions. First we submit that national health insurance should not be
financed through social security taxes. The 1)ure(l(n now being assumed
by social security retirement l)enefits and medicare is bringing this
form of taxation'to a poilit of satumration, mid adding a further burden
of national health ilstI'an(';e is not in the public interest. Social secu-
rity- withholding tmxatiol is 'ontiradi('tory to the ('oncel)t of graduated
taxation, which we believe should l)e the route for Federal financing
of health care.

Second, we believe the financing methods and systems for payment
should not segregate people, by age or other classification. As the new
national health lplan takes hold, other programs such as medicare and
maternal and child health services should be phased into it.

Third, the method of paying provided', should be consistent through-
out the programni-whether the payment is by the individual, the
Government, or through a l)rivate insurance plan. We believe the
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concept of the renegotiated "reasonable charge" must replace "cost
reimbursen ent" as the lprincilptl method of payment. But by "reason-
able charge" we (to not mean the "usual and prevailing fees" advo-
cated by organized medicine. The reasonable charrfe would be a nego-
tiatAWd Iigime (leVeloped for a specific economic community. The com-
munity could be as small as a city or as large as a multisttte region
and the clhar ge. based on geenl economic factors, as well as specific
cost experience for hea.lt;l ca.e.

As I iln(lieate(d in (iscllssion of episodic, health services, Federal and
State govermwit should help persons unable to neet the. individual
financial obligations of tlie program. The mti o(15s to a(comll)lish this
are legion, but we, see men it In tihe tax (.edit rolute silice t, e machinery
is already in l)lac( for tilis t,1 rougi thl iternal lle\venu(, Service.

AI)I I NISTIIATION

Plulic accountability is an estimated element of the plan T have
oit, lied.

Fiist, a national health ('are commissionn shollld )e created, made
up of a wide rallge of health industry l)ersonnel, but with consumers
in tim majority. This p1roul) w(olfl(l set, tie overall national policy for
the l)lan and audit the system Iroml the stan(lpoint of service, achiieve-
ment, 1and fiscal reasoial)le ness.
Second, each State should set ul) a similarly constituted health care

omissionn which is related to t ihe national commissionn but inde-
l)en(dent of any of her St at(k agency.

Its respomsil)ilities would e )e identical to the national body and, in
addition, would report local findings and make recommendations.

Finally, groups should b( set up locally to monitor operation of
tle program and performance of providers These could be peer review
bodies for indiv idual classes of providers such as physicians, and miul-
tidisciplinary groups which coild cover the enti re local spectrum of
health care delivery. These groups should get Federal guidance and
some fiscal support. They could serve as arbiters in disputes between
consumers and providers or between different groups of providers.

MA NPOWER TRAINING

Now a word about education of health service personnel. There is
obviously a great need for added numbers of health service personnel
at all levels. Our concern is that support for the educational process
not be tied to the financing of services. '[lie Federal Government sup-
ports education of lealt h workers as t national resource. As t gen-
eral principle, therefore, we believe society at large, through general
taxes, ought to subsidize the cost of training health workers, and
that this cost not be made )art of the cost of being sick.. Costs of
services then could be considered ili their own relative value without
being padded by costs of educating health personnel.

And so to quickly summarize. We propose that the, national health
plan shaped by this committee merge public and private resources
and financing to provide three levels of care:

Preventive care, paid for entirely through Government funds.
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Episodic care, financed privately with the consumer paying
part of the cost through deductibles and coinsurance.

Catastrophic care, financed entirely by the Government.
The plan would be supervised by commissions at the State and local

level with peer review and multidisciplinary groups monitoring per-
formance of the plait at the local level.

Financing of the Federal share would be through means other than
social security.

The cost of training health workers would not be financed through
charges for services.

That concludes my prepared ,stimony. T will be happy to answer
any questions which you or otlier members of the committee may
have.

Mr. Ros'rIoN]itoWsKI. Are there any questions?
If not, thank you, Mr. Noland.

Mr. NOLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROSTE.NKOWSKT. T he Chair recognizes Dr. Louis M. Aledort,

medical director of the National Hemophilia Foundation.
Would you identify yourself for the record?

STATEMENT OF DR. LOUIS M. ALEDORT, MEDICAL DIRECTOR 'OF
THE NATIONAL HEMOPHILIA FOUNDATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. JAN VAN EYS; AND ROBERT LONG, MEMBER 'OF THE EXECU-
TIVE BOARD

Dr. AuomiOrT. I am 1)r. Louis Aledort, medical director of the
National Hemoplhilia Foundation and assistant professor of medi-
cine at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine, director of the Coagula-
tion Laboratory and the fHemophilia Clinic at Mount Sinai Hospital
in New York City.

I am accompanied by J)r. Jan Van Eys, a professor of pediatrics
at Vanderbilt, and Mr. Robert Longq, on the executive board of the
Hemophilia Foundation.

The National Hemophilia Foundation believes a national health
bill must aid hemophiliacs, whether the sufferer is an out-patient, an
in-patient, or on a home care program.

While the foundation is particularly interested in having coverage
for hemophilia, it asks that other chronic blood diseases such as
leukemia, sickle cell anemia, Cooley's anemia, and others be included,
although I cannot speak directly for other health agencies. The hemo-
philiacf, however, is the prototype, of the chronic blood user and as
such he has his own perculiar'problems.

Hemophilia is a genetic disorder of the blood in which a clotting
factor is either partially or completely missing. Hemophilia is widely
known as the bleeder's disease, and it is estimated that there are 60,000
to 100,000 in the United States without regard to race, color, or creed.

Hemophiliacs are unique among chronic disease victims because
they are not born crippled and can be cured if financial conditions
allow them to continually purchase the missing clotting factor. With-
out this ongoing treatment, the hemophiliac becomes an unnecessary
burden to himself, his family, and to society.
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The sufferer is subject to hemorrhaging-both internally and exter-
nally. In severe cases, internal bleeding will start spontaneously-
that is, with no apparent cause. A procedure as routine as at tooth
extraction, for example, could become a major crisis for a hemophiliac,
requiring countless transfusions andl a hospital stay. With the repe-
tition of bleeding episodes, the henophiliac becomes cril)l)hd by his
own blood.

But beyond the physical (risis, the heniol)hiliac is constantly
threatened with mcertinty sice it bleeding episode may occur with -
out. warning. Consequently, there is a tenldency among family inem-
hers to cunrb day-to-day activities for the sake of the sufferer. The
1)sychologiceal toll is ilncalculable, and in some cases dev astat ing.

Ev'ein witI11 oitimal geiletic (.olseling, eieol)l1 ilim hits fll extraor-
diiiarily ligilh rate ol oc llrence, and I would state flttly that it cannot
be eradiented. T'lie disease may occur spontaneously, without any pre-
vious family history, and as such, hemophilia has the highest rate of
mutation of any genetic disease.

Medical advancelents are providing us with materials capable of
correcting the disorder 1)y replacing the missing clotting factor.
Bleeding can usually be checked with transfusions of fresh whole
blood, plasma, or clotting concentrates. This procedure is known as re-
lacement, therapy; and fiom, 10,000 to 15,000 patients aire severely
,mough involved to require continuous replacement therapy from birth
to death.

The hemophiliac poses specific niredical and financial problems
1. Replacement material is extremely costly, running from $5 to $30

a unit, defending on the locality where it is administered. It is not un-
QOolnloll ' ) a single hemnol)lilia( to muse 1.50 to 250 units a year.

2. Replacement therapy is generally carrie(d out in an outpatient
emeergen(y room1N wller third-l)ary coverage, is often una vailable.

3. Reconstructive surgery for correcting Crippled joints is both timec
consuming and extraordinarily expensive, and the cost of replaci ig
)ro(ucts alone, witlout doctorss fees or Iospital costs, can be as much

as $15,000. Again, this is rarely (overed by third-party payments.
4. Maintaining an out patient clinic, offering coniprelensive c'are be-

yond replacement therapy-with a social worker, psychiatric, dental,
and vocational assistance, is at necessary but overwvfielming personal
burden for the hemophiliac and his family.

5. All replacement therapy, either in tle, form of direct transfusion
of blood or one of its components, makes a major impact on the blood
banking industry in the United States. It is estimated that 27 percent
?f all the blood umits collected is used by the 10,000 to 15,000 severely
Involved hemophiliacs. This blood need to combat hemophilic) bleeding
was the initiating force behind the creation of the National Ileino-
philia, Foundation, which has dedicated its efforts to recruit doors.

In addition, the foundation and its 55 national chapters are making
i significant contribution in identifying hepatitis carriers, a disease
passed on by way of blood transfusions. A fter years of receiving blood
transfusions theluselves, some hemophiliacs have manufactured anti-
bodies to the hepatitis virus. Using blood from these hemophiliacs, we
are able to test all blood donations for the disease, and the procedure
will soon be applied nationally to all blood donations.
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In the past 10 years, there has been a marked increase in blood
product utilization by hemophiliacs. Recognizing that the increase in
blood use could outdistaiie t le supply, we have advocated the concept
of "component therapy." This means that a unit of blood is frag-
mented and its parts distributed according to specific needs. One type
of hemolphiliac, for example, needs only a small plasima portion called
cryoprecipitate, another hemophiliac is able to utilize the remaining
plasma, a leukemic is able to utilize the platelets derived from the same
unit, while another patient, perhaps hospitalized with a bleeding ulcer,
might use the red blood ells. One unit of blood, then, has met the
needs of four patients.

A hemophiliac can live a useful life as long as replacement therapy
is readily available. iemol)hiliacs, whether they are students or em-
ployed, show a positive, atten(lance, record with continuous treatment.
But, the time spent, waiting in hospital emergency rooms is compro-
mising and costly.

It is for these reasons that many areas of the country have success-
fully started a p program. of "home, therapy." At the onset of bleeding, a
l)atient may give himself an fusion of the necessary blood compo-
nent, whicl will control both pain and bleeding. This is being carried
out at home, at work, and at school. Dr. Van Eys will discuss this later.

It is possible that a child horn today and diagnosed as a severe hemo-
)hiliac will live a normal life without any crippling results from his

disease if he is continuously treated. It is unifortuniate that the majority
of our adult patients were not horn in an era when modern therapy
existed. Nonetheless, there is no question that "honme therapy" provides
the most satisfactory treatment for the future hemophiliac, particu-
larly if we believe that the aim of mo(lern medical care is to decrease
the need for hospitalizatio) and government-dependent patients. It is
vital, therefore, that in addition to inpatient coverage, outpatient
and home care programs be covered in national legislation.

Essentially we face two problems. One is the rehabilitation of pa-
tients already cril)pled; the second is the long-range management of
the newly diagnosed child. Both problems create extensive financial
drains on families and communities, setiing aside for the moment
the emotional strain and social stig-ma.

With the advent of component therapy, wei are utilizing our blood
resources more effectively and reducing the burden for local blood
banks. As home therapy techniques become more widespread, the
hemophiliac will evolve irom a hospital-dependent to an indel)endent
individual. The costs of outal)tient rel)lacemeit theral)y are still beyondd
the normal financial capacity of the average fiamily, anid many families
become medically indigent as a. result-even withassistance from the
Crippled Children's Service and medicaid )rograms. TPhis is why cov-
erage of replacement product oosts is so desperately needed for hemo-
l)hiiacs. It is impnortant to realize that even though tIe initial cost
of providing such coverage for outpatient replacement therapy may
increase the public burden for the moment, the long-range expense to
the taxpayer will be lessened as more and more hemophiliacs are able
to maintain their health, become educated, work without great absen-
teeism, and eliminate the need for l)ul)lic assistance.

Again, I would emphasize that hemophiliacs can become function-
ing, productive members of our society if they are -able to obtain
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adequate therapy and financially cover costs. By a continuous replace-
ment of the missing clotting factor they are able to becomethe living
dividends of the very investment I. am requesting here today.

We 1)rol)ose that a health insurance program sh<mtlder the costs of
inpatient, outpatient, and home therapy as well as the costs of blood
replacement, products. Without, this care progranlJ, the cost to patient,
family and llic Srvice ao'ncies will e even higher. We are con fident
that, if such a program were established, hemophiliacs would further
their efforts in )lood recruitment.

The National I lemnophilia Foundation prool)Oses, then, that a, national
health bill inc(lu(hI the following provisions:

1. Medical coverage will ),-- provi(led for hemophiliacs and other
pelsons with chronic! blood dlsor(ers, whether they are inpatients,
outpatients, or on medically approved home care j)romrams.

2. Persons for whom the namlntnance, of life and health requires
periodic or systematic transfusions of bloodd or blood derivatixyes will
be covered for the cost of their b)loo( product, its preparation, and its
administration.

3. And third, that such payments should apply to the use of in-
patient or outpatient 'acilities and under medically apl)proved home
care programs.

Dr. JAN VxN EYS, professor of pediatrics and biochemistry at Van-
derbilt University, will present testimony regarding the value of
a home therapy program in Nashville.

Dr. VAN EYS. Mr. Chairman, over the last 2-year patients afflicted
with hemophilia began to participate in a home management program
for sel f-a(lministrat ion of' t(he, product that can be done without having
to resort to hospital visits. The iml)etus to this program was initially
the staggering costs. I would like to give a few specific examples of
such costs.

At New York's Mount Sinai Hospital in the month of August 1961,
'35 hemophiliacs made 113 visits. 'rliey spent. on materials alone a
total of $15,512. Each visit cost for materials alone $115.

Another example: in Los Angeles in one hospital 254 )atients got
cared for for the year September 1, 197) to September 1971. They
spent on costs for materials alone an aggregate 'total of $834,345.

The program at present in our area is under the guidance of
physicians at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, through
telephone conversations and periodic checkups. The l)rogram in Nash-
ville is neither the only one nor the first. Other programs are in
Boston, Chicago, Fort, Worth and on the west coast are in existence.
The Nashville exlxience is representative.

Our patients have at home a low-cost especially designed freezer
that makes it effective to store the blood clotting factor at home. If the
patient is a severe hemophiliac, he a(lministers the clotting factor when
needed. A distinction is made to keep the blood product used at the
lowest, possible rate. There are a numl)er of practical and clear results.

1. Productive time is markedly increased, tie home care has made
it, possible for patients to attend school full-time without interruption.
Others have been made to maintain their job. In one case a patient had
)een able to meet l)art of the financial obligations generated by his

hemophilia for the first time because of improved job performance.
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2. It has improved self-esteem of the patients to the degree that
blood recruitment efforts are more intensive and productive. Often
the total dependence on the hospital before the home care program
resulted in dependence of whole aspects of care which included the
supply of blood product.

3. Ainall children on home. care are able to remain free of crippling
because of l)roij)t therapy. They will now face a future. which should
be almostt normal.

4. Most importantly, home care has resulted in a net cost. saving.
A typical example is a 17-year-old boy who has been on home care for
18 months. His present average really cost of care has been placed
by the parents calculated over the last one and a half years at $7,835.
The yearly average l)efore lome care came to $10,660.

Another example of the saving: in Fort, Wortl, the home inffusion
program has resulted in a drop of the cost of clotting )rodulct from
$27.50 to $11. This is the order of magnitude of saving through home
care. it does not tell the whole story, however. Countless man-hours of
medical and paramedical persomel are freed because of the home. care
rather than hoslpital-based care. Yet, it, is obvious that, costs are still
very great. it is w thin the 1)resvnt resources of otir community to be
able to supply the ( blood needs of our henlol)hiliacs. If the aggressive
promotion of 0lood component therapy will continue to yield results
it has done tius far, we further expect costs to go down an d available
supplies to go ll). However, the bulk of the cost, will still lie with the
cost of tle blood products.
Tlank you.
Mr. R(OSTENKOWSKI. How Soon do you think it, will be before we can

tell if whole blood is iin fected with in fectious hepatitis?
)r. Au~i)oin. Ap)proximate ly 25 to 35 percent of all infected units

are, beiiig identified right now. The specificity of the test is still in a
state where it needs further development, rhcire aire nlew techniques
for measuring this virus as an antigen and it is a~iumed in the next
2 years they will probably 1)ick up 95 percent of the infected donations.
I don't know that we. will ever )e at 100 percent but 95 )ercent is
estimated by the National Heart and Lung.institute within 2 years.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSK.I. That is very encouraging.
Thank you very much, doctor.
Dr. ALiDo1O'r. Thank you.
Mr. RoSTNKowSKI. fir. Irwin 13rown.
Dr. IBrown, would you identify yourself for the record and )roceed

with your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. IRWIN BROWN, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HEARING AND SPEECH
AGENCIES; ACCOMPANIED BY TOM COLEMAN, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR

Dr. B3RowN. I am Dr. Irwin Brown, executive director of the Hear-
ing and Speech Center in Rochester, N.Y., and a member of the
board of directors of the National Association of Hearing and Speech
Agencies, and I have with me. Mr. Tom Coleman, who is executive
director of the National Association of Hearing and Speech Agencies.
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This agency, which we will shorten here today by calling it NAIISA,
is ai national voluntary organization which is concerned witlh l)roblels
ill coilIIillnications disorders and represents 1015 differentt organiza-
tions devoted to this disability area as well as sveral hIidred indi-
viduals, )rofessionals, and volunteers who are also concerned with
co111111flc(ations disorders.

Mr. (hairani , we have Sub)mitted at s1illi il1y of' our (;io'erns and
oily reeonllml(k(latiolls and(I we t',el that you wNill ,1) reading tllis (av-
filly, an1d we would like, at, this tilie, merely to suntliarize our recoil-
hlehl(at iois and t.o miake so o)servatio)lls al)out tie field, also

sup)l)orted lby Mr. (olelan,'I wto vill Illake a stateetilt. WYe NvollidI ike
to llaxe tliis as part, of thle record , IMr. (Clairian.

M r. ROS'TENKOWSKI. Wit hout objection, your statlenimnt will be Imiade
part. of tih leorl.

I)I,. BiOwN. Thank you.(The statement re freed to follows :)
STATEMENT 01? IRWIN BiROWN, Pm. D., NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HEARING AND

SPEEcir AGENCIES

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

I. INTRODUCTION

Ve should like to express to you our deep appreelation for this opportunity
to communicate directly with the Committee on Ways and Means at, a time
when you tire involved with such an intricate project as designing a national
health insurance program.

Our purpose here is not that of either supporting or ol)l)osing tiny specific
national health insurance bill that lis Ibeen lroughit to your attention. Rather,
it is our intention to present to you, for Your (0111deration am you plan and
recommend a bluerimint for the deliveryy of health and related services to people,
the general needs of the millions of people in t11s country who are handlical)ped
by some form of hearing, sl)ecli or language disorder.

Historically, the national leadership in health and related movements 1in this
country 1as )een unaware of the nature and extent of liaring/speech/lan-
guage handicaps, but they must recognize the actual dimensions of the problem
and the importance of this field of service. As one mai put it . . . "as long as
the ear was not usually the site of something that kills people, no attention was
paid to speech and hearing in healthful living." Perhaps, the most recent illustra-
tions of the limited visibility provided this important liealth-related field are
contained in the Medicare and Medicaid programs, where only token considera-
tions have been given to the needs of the estimated 20 million communicatively
disadvalitaged l)eople of this nation.

It is our hope here today to indicate reasonably to this Committee the specifle
magnitude and complexity of the lprobleims in this field which deals with
lharing/speecli/ianguage disorders, including deafness.

II. TIE PROBLEM

Similar to other service-to-people movements in this nation, the hearing/
speech/language field has been inhibited in its activities by such problems as
extremely high incidence of these handicaps in the population; severe manpower
shortages and inaldistribu ion; lack of recognition of the problem by those
in power; an inadequate financial base; the absence of adequate delivery
systems, and others.

A. Incidence
According to a 1969 I)ublication of the National Institute of Neurological

Diseases and Stroke entitled, Human Communication and Its Disorders-An
Overview . . . approximately 20 million persons tin this nation have communica-
tive handicaps (hearing, speech and language disorders) which are worthy of
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our concern and which create an annual deficit in the earning power of these
collective individuals approximating $1,750,000,000. Unfortunately, our surveys
of hearing/sieech/language service programs indicate that less than 5% of
these individuals are receiving appropriate care.

Hearing/speech/language disorders spread across the human life.pan, from the
cradle to the grave, and mty have as their cause a developmental malformation,
an injury, a disease, a functional derangement, degeneration, or perhaps some
extirpative activity such its surgery. in professional terms, we might refer to
these its disorders of reception (hearing lllems), dlsor(lens' of central processing
(language developmentt) and (lisorders of output (sleeli production problems),
In more popularr terms, the vo abulary would inclu(le such words and phrases
as lard-of-heariig, (leafness, articulation, delayed speech , stuttering, asphasla
and laryngeetomy, aimoitg others.

Through ill of this, we are trying to indicate that while our ls)l)ular terminology
uses sucvh words its hearing, speech and language ... in retility, we tre talking
about t severely high Inci(dence of hteilth-related disorders whtl affect our ability
to fuittion 1atdt (oIitlttli(ate reasonablly within our social organization, our
cal)ability to learn and to develop (oncep1ts, oIr eliatces for maximum profe'sslonal
or v(oational achievement id, ultimately, our ability to avoid tite persoil
tragedies and social misumnderstandings whl.h (onmicative dlsorlers Imlose
on their Iossessors.
B. Financing serVIces

Historically, the cause of hearing/speeci/language disorders has not been
made popular with the general public of this nation. Tius, unlike some of the
more visible crippling and terminal conditions, very little financial support has
been made available to provide service in this field other than from sources
such as united funds and government programs of limited scope. As stated before,
limited benefits have been made available by Medicare and various Medicaid laws.
Perhaps the greatest governmental support has been seen through the program-
ming mde atilable under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and crilplled chtil-
(Iren's programs.

Essentially, over the years, the hearing an(l speech movement hits been financed
on a deficit basis by community drives such its united funds or community chests,
which in their very nature prohibit significant growth of service programs.

In recent years, through the guidance of NAIISA's educational and training
programs, many agencies have put themselves on a business-like non-profit basis
and through cost analysis, cost ac(outiting, and apliro1)riate setting of fees for
services rendered iave been "selling" their services at true cost, similar to otter
otgencies and institutions providing services. Unfortunately, third parties rarely
include payments for suh services In their fee schltules.

There appears, at this point, to 1)e a positive relationship Ietween the quality
and quantity of services rendered by an agency and the degree to which they
have develop their non-)roflt practices on a Itusiness-like itasis.

We currently tire (lirecting our efforts towards having teneflts for hearing and
speech programs included in tbird-party arrangements such as IMO's, private In-
surance carriers, and union heiltth and welfare funds. Slitultan(ously, we are
attell)titng to make Ippearances such ts this one today lit orler to influence the
consideration of benefits for t hose with tearing/speeclt/latguage disorders In tiny
national health, relti)ilitation, welfitre or sleial education legislation.

To date, however, a sizeahe perenetage of services rendered itt community
speech and hearing agencies is on a charity basis, and are essentially accomplished
through the stretching of community fund support and contributions by
individuals.

0. Manpower
Though the iearing/slech/languitge lhndicapped pol t laton is numerically

one of the largest disadvantaged groups in the nation, we have prol)al)ly the most
severe professional shortages within any field attempting to serve peOple.

In the specialities of speech pathology and audiology, we could fairly estimate
that approximately 20,000 people are available to work in service, training athd
research programs connected with the field. As of August, 1971, the Amiterlean
Speech and Hearing Association indicated that its 13,741 mebnl)ership included
only 7,975 professionals with clinical certification in speech pathology, 925
with clinical certification in audiology and 832 with dual certification in audiology
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and speech pathology. Of these clinically certified professionals in the field, only
66% actually are providing direct services to people, while the others tire per-
forming important roles in university teachitig programs, administration, re-
search and the teaching of llandical)l)ed children.

Despite the severe shortages in those two specialities, we have witnessed sig-
nifleiant cuts in federal supl)ort of university training programs (lesigneXl to in-
orease our output of these vital sls'lalists in this health-relted fleld. For in-
stance, one of the major resources for traiheeships In recent, years, lhe Relhtbli-
tatlon Servicesu Administration, inI 1961) izt1( drastic reductions ill Its Support
of training programs Ii tie universities. This year, 19)71, no new traineeships
were made available. Such action irs resulted in a drop of graduate trainees
in hearing and speech support(l by USA from more than 600 lit 196) to less
than 200 today.

It has been Indicated Ithit t here are approximately 3,500 otolaryngologists and
otologlstJ consIdered available for praeice In the spe(.iv11ty areas with which
we were concerned in tie imaring/,pee,(ihl iigitge itovement. Most of these are
concerned with the evaluation and management of symptonatic diseases or
lrovilitg corrective surgery.

Simple arithmetic would indicate to anyone that we do not have available,
nor will we in the foreseeable future, enough manpower tli tle l)rofeussitons of
audiology, speech pathology or otology to provide those services needed and de-
manded by the huge patient load confronting uts.

Unlike other health-rela ted movements, supl)portive personnel with various
levels of training to assist with I the lrovisions of services to ttose with hearing/
speech/language lirollonis have been almost nonexistent. Tis situation, however,
inay be remedied as various federal agencies, Including tite U.S. Office of Educa-
tion's Division of Manpower Development and Training, are beginning to assist
NAHSA at Its request with financial support lit lhe (levelopiment of curricula
and establishment of pilot training programs for sul)l)rtlve personnel in hearing
and speech. At tills point there Is reasonable Indication that tile use of such
Individuals will considerably enhanee Ilie capability of the prof(msons by Increas-
ing tite number of persons to which they can extend services.

D. Delivery systems
Traditionally, hearing/s)eech/language services have been provided in a

variety of settings; free-standing non-profit clinics; clinics within hospitals or
rehabilitation (enters: state and local health or rehallillitatilon agencies: schools
for Ihe deaf: university elinis associated wi I training programs; Easter Seal
Centers,, school systems: physicians' offices ; such buslne,; establishh ment as hear-
tlg aid dealerships; and other setting. Many program unfortunately have been
isolated from the major health-related delivery systems. Other services also have
been provided without professional guidance.

Recognizing the need for development of comprehensive systems of care, in
which hearing/speech/language services would be only a part of those provided
the whole individual, NATISA through its progranis has been providing educa-
tional and informational experiences which have contributed to administrative
awareness of the need for affiliating witih major developing delivery systems in
health market areas.

Through this, the professionals within the field have begun to accept the con-
cept of coml)rehensive care, Including aii understanding that one of Its alms
is to provide each individual within as much or as little service as lie or she iiny
realistically need.

The delivery system has been inhibited in many communities by the failure
of the l)rofessions 'and businessess connected with the health field to establish
a meaningful teami approach that is reasonably devoid of a parochial or pro-
prietary attitude.

Perhalxs the most glaring deterrent to hearing/speech/language services involve-
mnent in comprehensive care is the absence of such systems to which we can
relate our programs. Despite federal assistance for comprehensive I)lannlng at
the state and regional levels in recent years, there is little to measure in terms
of accomplishment as one travels oil site visitation throughout the nation.

Mn. SUMMARY

Just as any other responsible movement within health and related fields,
we in hearing/speech/language have begun 'to identify and evaluate what we
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believe to be the vital issues affecting the delivery of services to those who need
them. Among these considerations presented here ate the problems of incidence,
manpower, finance and delivery systems.

However, it should be noted that we also are pursuit other subject areas
not only pertinent but similarly critical to Improving and increasing services
for those with disorders of human communication: continuing education; quality
(.ontrol ; concepts of comlrehensive care; research; and other timely considera-
tions such as how this field (an find the balance between maintaining the initiative
to grow and develop'on the one hand an(l, on the other, avoid isoltlag Itself
front the total care systems currently developing in the nation.

As the health system progresses and )ecomes increasingly refined, we would
like to see an extension of interest from the mero treatment and prevention of
diseasee or disability to interest and activity in the promotion and maintenance
of health. Like disease, health has its causes, and we are rapidly reaching the
tilie when health will be subJect to delilxrate evaluation and management.

As we( develop our concepts of ,omprehensive care, we would like to see included
in a delivery system the inter-related services of health, rehabilitation, sIxcial
education, welfare and other related endeavors.

RIECOM MENDA'TIONS

In view of the (1) Indicatel need for providing reasonable (ere for the
millions of Individuals with hearing/sMwech/language disorders, and (2) the
alternative negative impact on the individual as well as the nation when needed
services are unavailable, the following recommendations are offered to the Com-
mnittee as it coisiders the design of a national heialth insurance program :

1. That provisions be included in any proposed national health insurance
legislation for equitable payment for services provided to those, with hearing/
sl)eech/language disorders.

2. That consideration also be given to include appropriate provisions for
financing programs to alleviate the manpower shortages, to develop adequate
delivery systems, to provide continuing education, to assure quality control and
to provide for miscellaneous research and studies necessary for proper and
adequate development of the field as a lart of the comprehensive delivery
system.

ADDENDUM

A OGIMPSE OF NAXISA
Approximately five years ago, the Board of Directors and membership of the

50-yoar-old American Hearing Society took an histrical step toward improving the
l)light of the millions of communicatively handicapped persons by establishing
the National Association of Hearing and Speech Agencies. The new association,
NAHSA, was to be a non-profit forum where lay and professional individuals and
organizations could combine their interests and efforts toward solving the many
problems confronting those with hearing, speech and language disabilities.

The purpose of NATISA as simply stated wa%, "To assist and represent its
members in the promotion of high standards of professional service and of com-
munity organization in identification, diagnoss ,and assessment, treatment, educa-
tion and research in the various areas of communication disorders."

The following objectives -and functions were established for NAIISA:
Mobilizing the efforts of professional and lay personnel who share a common

concern for the welfare of the communioatively handicapped.
Promoting the interests of its member agencies and communicatively handi-

capled persons by maintaining liaison with government bodies including legis-
latures, Congress and other similarly concerned disciplines, organizations and
agencies.

Stimulating research and demonstration )roj(vets ,and representing and assisting
member agencies in the procurement of grants for such projects.

Strengthening and upgrading services through the sponsoring of institutes,
conferences and workshops.

Providing a clearinghouse for the preparation and disemination of informa-
tional and educational materials.

Providing consultant services in such areas as administration, financing, public
relations, etc.

Raising the status of "service to people" within the field, and stimulating
interest in working in member agencies, as well as orienting and recruiting
qualified personnel for placement in member agencies.
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Assisting In the extension of hearing and speech services to unserv d areas.
1Rcriliting, training and maintaining a staff to serve the unique needs of the

association.
Engaging iii both independent and cooperative endeavors in funding the

association and individual 4igencles.
SIuch other obJe(.tives and functions ,as are deemed neocss. ary by the Board of

1)iroActors, a volunteer t'ontrol group responsible for its policies and fiscal
performance of the staff.

Currently, NA11SA is composed of 165 member hearing taid spxeeh agencies
as well as hundreds of professional and lay members.

I)r. BitowN. We have a rather unique situation with our field of
hearing disorders. As idicated in a publication of (he NINDS a
coull)o of years ago, it, is a large disability area encompassing some
20 Ilillion people with s1)eCch and hearing disorders. At, the same
time, we have some conicerns about the visibility of our field. The
reasons for this are colijectural. Perlalps it has been the lack of direc-
tion and thrust in informing the public as to the nature of the dis-
ability aieit, and j)erhals it is also concerned with the fact that this
problems is nlot (,etMitely involved with life and death as are, some
other health areas. Regarhil'ss, we are concerned for a very large num1-
1)01 ol' 1)e01)1 who arev So a ll1ecte(1 and wve also am"e Concernled wVithl the
fatt that thie diisab~ility area involves at very basic aspect of the con-
dition of life.

I thinic it would Le very hard for anyone to disagree with the reali-
zittion that hearings su(ch as this would not, be )os'sil)ie if some indi-
viduals were u iale, to vocalize, afld other indvIiduals were unable
to hear what is being vocalized.

We havo great evidence. of this impact of hIunmai communications
(isoders. For example, children who are defective in hearing, if they
are allowed to ('onmiime wit bout early recogn t ion, lbecoune students
who have severe euilot ional and (dulcatiolial problems. Individuals who
have conilunications probhle(1S such as stuttering, of which we have
some 1.5 million people in the ,iiite(l States, become people who never
quite realize their human )otenIt ial for functioning.

Stuttering, as an example, l)reselit in a ersoii of obvious talents,
ma1y not pernlit, that individuals to achieve a position where he can
realize those talents. We have evidence of the fact that interference
with occupational ach ievemient by hearing and speech problems in
terms of actual salary loss cal) be, estimated at the, rather st ag(erini
figure of well over $1.75 billion. So we have occupational retarc'-1ation,
we have (ducatiolal ret ardation, and we have in an uncounted sense
a tremendous amount of human adjustmlnent retardation.

These are the areas with which we deal, the speech pathologist and
audioloists-and I would like, to take a moment to discuss the
profession.

I have great concerns with the visibility of our profession and
with fact that people really do not. know what speeo'h pathologists and
audiologists do. Mty 9-year-old son asked me what I did. I said I was
a_ speech pathologist and lie said, "What is that?" We get concerned
that there are a lot of1 "Whats that" around.

The speech pathologist and audiologist will be concerned with the
early hearing loss in babies. One of our prime examples is our concern
with the child who is the l)roduct of a rubella mother. If a mother
contracts Gerinan measles in the first 3 months of pregnancy there is
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a relative assurance that the baby will be defective, and one of the
major defects is the presence of a hearing loss. The audiologist has
been greatly involved in developing techniques for evaluating the
extent of the hearing loss in very early infancy. Then we become
involved in early management of the case, and, through this, possibly
preventing the exacerbation or the serious development and extension
of the various symptoms of this health disability into a severe learn-
ing disability.

In sofar as adult speech problems are concerned, we have a very
high incidence, of course , of cerebral vascular accident or stroke in
this country. Along with CVA's there is a condition known as aphasia
or the loss of the. power to use words. This is so )revalent that almost
everyone recognizes it as existing somewhere within his family or
among his friends. The speech pathologist is very definitely concerned
with the severity of this speech problem and in making recommenida-
tions for and in carrying out treatment. programs for the remediation
of this disability.

I give these again to you as examples of the kind of work that is
being done by audiologists and speech pathologists.

Insofar as adult speech problems are concerned, we have a very
for the care of these disability entities is concerned, we have a very
spotty kind of situation which exists in this country. As one travels
from State to State, lie finds that the effectiveness of treating these
disabilities is mediated largely by the availability of financial sup-port for services rendered in this area of the health establishment.

In the State of Wyoming for instance we may have certain forms
of support for hearing and speech problems. In North Carolina or
Arkansas, it will differ. In the light of the present fiscal situation,
with decreases in State aid, we find that service areas like ours are
suffering serious setbacks in terms of our ability to establish, improve,
or increase our assistance to the disabled )opulation. Families, simi-
larly, find it iml)ossible to depend upon the present support situation
and are very, very hard 1)ressed to acquire the resources to get the
proper treatment for their children or other members of the family.

We do have recommendations and our recommendations are as
follows:

In view of the (1) indicated need for providing reasonable care
for the millions of individuals with hearing/speech/language dis-
orders and (2), the alternative negative impact on the idividual as
well as the Nation when needed services are unavailable, the follow-
in recommendations are offered to the committee as it considers the
design of a national health insurance program.

1. That provisions be included in any proposed national health
insurance legislation for equitable payment for service provided to
those with hearing/speec.h/language disorders.

2. That consideration also be given to include appropriate provi-
sions for financing programs to alleviate the manpower shortage, to
develop adequate delivery systems, to provide continuing education,
to assure quality control and to provide for miscellaneous research
and studies necessary for proper and adequate development of the
field as a part of the comprehensive delivery system.

I will now turn to Mr. Coleman who will give you additional
testimony.
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Mr. COLEMAN. With your permission, I would like to take just a
couple of minutes here to speak to the whole problem that you are faced
with in blueprinting the future in terms of comprehensive care systems.

One of our great concerns has been the seeming lack of productivity
in recent years from the Federal grants made available to the States
initially for comprehensive planning in rehabilitation, later in health,
and I believe later in education. Unfortunately, as we travel to assist
communities to put their hearing and sl)eech and language service pro-
grams into some reasonable condition and perspective, we have thus
far found no result of this planning in terms of systems to which our
people can relate. We have been teaching through our education and
training programs-much of this, incidentally, supported by HEW-
concepts of comprehensive systems that provide full care for the whole
man or woman. This is quite an involved situation. Yet we think the
people in this field, the administrators and some of the professionals
who are providing direct clinical care, have become aware of their need
to relate to whole systems.

We believe we have developed an atmosphere where they want this.
In fact many of them seek it out, but we do not find tlis available
anywhere in the country. We know that some great thinking, some
great planning of comprehensive systems has been done by individuals
and groups around the country. Even in the literature are concepts of
programs that could be adopted or perhaps modified and adopted by
communities.

It would be our hope that you would build somewhere into your
recommendations early insistence that communities, regardless of'how
you describe a community, complete their planning, organization and
adoption of true comnprelhensive systems of care for people.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Thank you, Dr. Brown and Mr. Coleman.
Mr. Schneebeli?
Mr. SCINEEBELI. Regarding speech pathologists: Is any formal

education required or State licensing?
Dr. BROWN. Speech pathologists and audiologists generally pursue

a minimum of 5 years of education at. an accredited institution. So far
as licensing is concerned, there is at presen)ft only one State in the Union
which has a licensing program. Several others are considering licens-
ing. At the present time our only stature is that we are accredited with
a certificate of competence from American Speech and Hearing Asso-
ciation, which is our professional sister organization.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Dr. BROWN. Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSI. The next witness is Dr. Elizabeth Boggs.
Welcome to the committee, Dr. Boggs. If you will identify yourself

you may picked with your testimony.

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH M. BOGGS, Ph. D., VICE CHAIRMAN,
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR RETARDED CHILDREN; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN COURIC,
CHIEF OF LEGISLATIVE SERVICES

Dr. Boc.s. I am Elizabeth M. Boggs, and I am a member of the
government affairs committee for the National Association for Re-
tarded Children. I am accompanied by Mr. John Couric, who is chief
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of legislative services for our organization, and as such is in charge
of our small Washington office. Our main offices are in Arlington, Tex.

I don't propose to discuss at length the needs of the mentally re-
tarded or the kinds of services they require. I am happy to pay tribute
to this committee, which has in imany of its other areas of responsi-
bility, reflected in the various titles of the Social Security Act, done
much to advance the cause of a heretofore neglected group.

We are here primarily to express the sincere hope that the com-
muittee, in designing what we understand will be the committee's own
new health insurance proposal, will consider the special needs of the
mentally retar-ded, and assure that this new major social thrust for-
ward does not overlook these needs or omit them, either by design or byinadvertent oversight. The history of social programs developed to

date does indicate that there is a serious risk of such inattention.
Having heard Mrs. Lainborn's testimony earlier this morning, we

would like to express support for the principles that the National Re-
habilitation Association set forth, and also express a caveat exactly in
that context. It is easy to ,e. that those principles apply to conditions
such as stroke and quadraplegia and its is a little more difficult to see
that they also apply to the chronic mental handicap represented by
severe lnental retardation.

I trust that our statement may be introduced in the record.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Your statement in its entirety will be included

in the record.
(Dr. Boggs' statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH ,IM. BOGOS, PH. D., VICE CHAIRMAN, GOVERNMENTAL

AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CHILDREN, INC,

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman: The National Association for Retarded Children, a non-profit
organization with headquarters in Arlington, Texas, expresses appreciation for
this opportunity to testify on National Health Insurance as it affects the lives
of the mentally retarded children and adults of this country.

NARC represents some 200,000 parents, friends and professionals, nearly 100,-
000 young people serving in Youth-NARC, and 1,500 state and local associations
in all 50 of the United States. NARC exists to promote the welfare of the mentally
retarded of all ages-children and adults-by advancement of research, treat-
ment, prevention, stressing leadership and securing services, and gaining broader
public understanding and support.

I shall limit my testimony to the application of any na-donal health insurance
plan to the programs for the mentally retarded.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPLE ISSUES

NARC's concerns under the heading of national health insurance fall under
several general hearings:

1. Prevention of Mental Retardatiov.-Will there be incentives for the general
population to utilize preventive measures during pregnancy and early childhood,
and will the resources be provided in the most efficient manner?

2. Eqtal Access for the Mentally Rtarded.-Will the full range of needed
medical services be made available under the system to the mentally retarded
regardless of their source of income, or place of residence?

3. Coordination with Other Service Systems.-Will the necessary social serv-
ices, special education services, rehabilitation services and income maintenance
programs form a cohesive continuum for the individual and will the various
relevant financing mechanism be designed to leave no uncovered gaps or arbitrary
exclusions of needed links in this array?

4. Catastrophic Coverage.-Will coverage in this category really cover the
catastrophic consequences of Illness and disability or will limitations written
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into the act leave a few people, as now, with crushing burdens after the benefits
of the system have been exhausted?

5. Resource Development.-Will appropriate incentives and subsidies be pro-
vided (under NHI or other cognate legislation) for the development of fiscally
stable components of a truly comprehensive care system for persons with long-
term disabilities, and will incentives and disincentives for use of necessary but
costly services be appropriately balanced in the interest of the patient as well
as the taxpayer?

Surcharges
Will patients and families be adequately protected against .surcharges or

various kinds imposed by providers, especially when demand exceeds supl)ly?
(Such surcharges-i.e., charges to patients above the reimbursable rate con-
sidered reasonable-are sometimes collected now under medicare and would be
explicitly authorized under H.R. 1.)

In each of these areas situations can be cited in which the mentally retarded
and their families have suffered special burdens. For the convenience of the
Committee we have atteml)ted to organize our views on these points under one
of the nine headings used in the August Committee Print entitled Analysis
of Health, Insuranice Proposals Introduced in the 92nd Con grcss.

I. GENERAL CONCEPT AND APPROACH

We advocate a unified system covering the poor and non-poor alike. The gen-
eral scope of coverage, with emphasis on prevention of mental retardation, is
Indicated in Appendix A,' which is based on the deliberations of our Public
Health Committee. The )lan should include but not l)e limited to catastrol)hic
coverage, and should stimulate efficient resource development in all shortage
components.

We also advocate mandatory federalized coverage at least for the "cata-
strophic" coml)onent and for other unusual risks which pri,:ate insurors have
heretofore been unwilling to assume fully. Comprehensive plans for habilitation
or rehabilitation of persons with catastropic chronic impairments should be devel-
oped through multidisciplinary organizations responsible for coordinating and/or
providing services and subject to review by peers who are specialists in handling
these relatively unusual cases. Some thoughts on this subject, developed through
the deliberations of a group of specialists, are presented in Appendix B.

It is sometimes held that such coverage is "too costly". Too costly for whom?
Fortunately, severe chronic impairments which originate early in life and
which can have a devastating cumulative effect on the individual and his family
unit are relatively rare. Severe, continuing Impairment amnoig the mentally
retarded (which frequently entails some other complicating )hysical or mental
condition) probably affects something like 2 o percent of the population, for
example. It is therefore all the more Important that the financial risks associated
with these severe impairments be distributed through a social insurance system.
Many people are unwilling to pay the extra small )remium required to cover
an outside chance, yet. when disaster strikes them. part of their burden tends
to fall on others, through charity or taxation; thus, in a voluntary system,
the provident person must pay for the improvident as well as for himself;
the mandatory character of social security addresses itself to this issue. The
reduction in old age assistance is one of the sources of Its success.

Our position is confluent with that contained in the statement of the American
Academy of Pediatrics, covering insurance against medically induced financial
catastrophe: "Nearly all American families have a strongly felt need for pro-
tection against medically induced financial catastrophe defined is a iaximal
annual family expenditure, in proportion to income, beyond which medical
expenses cannot be met without a major alteration in that family's standard
of living. Therefore, the first step in a national health insurance plan should
be universally required insurance against medically induced financial catas-
trophe, with government financing the premiums of the poor."

What constitutes a medically induced financial catastrophe? Any extraor-
dinary and necessary cost which is regarded as a personal liability when incurred
on behalf of oneself or one's dependent and which is the consequence of a disease,
disorder or medically veriable condition such as mental retardation.

Comprehensive care will include medically induced costs for services other
than medical care. The operative words here relate to personal liability. Services
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such as special education for school age children, or vocational counseling and
training services offered without charge to the landicapped under federal-
state p)rograms, and, hopefully, certain social services under a new social services
title to the Social Security Act, would not constitute a personal liability. How-
ever major social services such as day care for disabled adults, costs of personal
care services above basic maintenance in sheltered living arrangements, and
the like, for which charges to consumers are contemplated, should either be
made available to all at nominal cost or considered for coverage under an
insurance mechanisn. Anticipating H.R. 1, which will federalize basic main-
tenance only, for the disabled, we fear a breakdown in delivery of such social
services which are an essential component of comprehensive health care, unless
some consistency is introduced between the two systems. In any case, a newly
structured federal grant-in-aid 1)rogram will be required to develop and maintain
the necessary resources of social-rehabilitative tyl)e.

An insurance policy is intended to protect one from an unpredictable major
loss or forced expenditure without regard to whether one "can afford" to sustain
the loss. A national health insurance program should incorporate this feature,
and in particular, should be structured so that no person or family not already
in poverty should find itself forced to resort to public assistance because of a
medically recognizable condition in one of its members.

Need for expanded public health service&
In addition to coverage for catastrophic events, we are interested in securing

inclusion of a suitable range of covered services, especially those related to
prevention, early detection and early treatment. Most mental retardation origi-
nates in the earliest years of life and its long-term effects are frequently aggra-
vated by early neglect. We have been very disappointed in HE W's failure to press
for Implementation of the medicaid provision initiated by this Committee in
1967 concerning inclusion of "screening, diagnosis and treatment" of eligible
children for mental and physical defects. According to one recent report, only
Mississippi took this nandate seriously, yet failure to implement this provision
is simply storing up health costs for the future.

This failure leads us to suggest that the Committee should consider carefully
whether some types of health care are not better handled under the rubric of
"public health" rather than on the personal liability-insurability basis. Mass
screening and immunizations seem to lend themselves to this interpretation. A flat
subsidy to one PKU testing lab in a state may be less costly than having that lab
charge $1.00 per test on a third party payment collection basis, for example.

Maternal and child health
Some forms of preventive care must be individually delivered. Prenatal care

is a case in point. The effectiveness of the maternity and infant care projects
is now accepted. Resource development in low-income areas is still a problem.
It is therefore especially important that the Committee act to prevent the demise
of any viable resources.

The Administration bill to provide subsidies for capital development and
startup costs for HMO's and other needed resources is not before this Committee;
therefore, it might appear irrelevant to elaborate on this point. However, we
believe that this Committee has an immediate obligation to consider the position
of the Maternity and Infant Care, and Children and Youth projects funded under
Title V, and also to consider restructuring the basic grants-in-aid to the states
under Title V, so as to complement more clearly the basic health insurance
program. With respect to the state aid programs, we urge that these be required
to move from a purchase of care, fee-for-service basis, where this exists, to a
resource development and maintenance objective. During this transition, we
believe it is particularly important to maintain the MIC and C. & Y. projects which
are now in operation as a result of the 1963 amendments. Authority for funding
under the present arrangements terminates with current fiscal year. We urge
the Committee to extend the present system of project funding at least until such
time as national health insurance goes into effect. We further wish to point
out that these programs are well adapted to become part of an lIMO or like
structure; their inclusion, where available, should be mandatory in the inter-
ests of coordination.
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II. COVERAGE OF POPULATION

We favor coverage of all U.S. residents, including all mentally retarded per-
sons. Such persons should be eligible to receive covered services even if they are
resident in an institution (public or private) which is not in itself providing a
covered form of "inpatient" care.

We take particular issue with the fragmentation and paTtial coverage in the
Byrnes bill. It is said to be "two part" but is, in fact, four part: the employed,
low income families with children, the Indigent aged, disabled and blind (who
are especially discriminated against) and a motley assortment of people (in-
eluding the nonindigent disabled) not eligible for any of the first three. The
latter will grope around for an insurance pool. We believe that the mentally
retarded, other than children living in their own homes, will be particularly
liable to fall between the cracks of these provisions.

III. BENEFIT STRUCTURE

We favor plans which emphasize preventive care, well baby care and maternity
care without deductibles. We Seek true catastrophic coverage, with major em-
phasis on resource development and distribution and with admission controlled
through an HMO or comprehensive service system. We favor the Inclusion of
psychiatric care on the same basis as other forms of health care. If the Com-
mittee is convinced that individual psychotherapy represents a possible run-
away risk, we suggest requiring some screening mechanisms through com-
munity mental health centers, HMO's or CHSS's.

With respect to deductibles, some plans graduate deductibles and/or coin-
surance according to the patient's ability to absorb additional expenses. This
is a basic departure from the principle of "insurance"-which is to protect the
insured from a given risk. Moreover, the problem of determining "ability to pay"
should be looked at carefully. Our membership has had a variety of unsatisfactory
experiences with state agencies mandated to determine the ability of parents to
pay for costs of care of children in state residential facilities or mental hospi-
tals. We strongly urge that where only a sliding scale (of deductibles and co-
insurance) can be made equitable, no new criteria for ability to pay be set up,
but rather that use be made of one of the three criteria which may already have
been established with respect to the individual; i.e., federal taxable Income,
payroll, or eligibility for welfare.

We also wish to express concern about the extent to which providers may be
able In practice to charge fees above the reimbursed rate, thus creating inequi-
ties between patients and defeating the intent to cover costs within prede-
termined limits for everyone. Such surcharges can be disguised as excessive
costs for "extras," or simply demanded as a condition of priority admission to a
facility or service for which demand exceeds supply. To the extent that "free
choice" is built into the system, such characteristics of the market place are
likely to manifest themselves.

IV. ADMINISTRATION

We cannot offer an opinion on the relative merits of using Intermediaries.
However, a national plan should have national standards and coverages; we,
therefore, do not recommend involving state governments, except as sponsors of
organized or institutional services where appropriate. Public agencies, both
state and local, should not be discouraged from developing resources where
these are scarce. Complete reliance on private providers leaves the system vul-
nerable to shortages, defiance of standards, etc.

V. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

We see medicare and medicaid absorbed into the new unified system. We see
other programs affected as follows:

Covered costs for physicians services, hospital care, and home health care will
be reimbursed under NHI, and not under MCH, Vocational Rehabilitation, or the
new Child Development Act. However, in each of these programs (and in social
services) direct grant-in-aid funds may, and should, be used to develop, and In
some instances, partially sustain organized -services especially components of
comprehensive service systems for handicapped and disabled individuals.
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Need for resource development aid mintena(Ie through direct subsidy
We endorse the premise found both in the Administration proposals and in the

Griffiths-Corman bill that direct subsidies independent of capitai-ion will be re-
quired to develop a(lditional resources in a planned manner. We suggest that this
principlee be extended to cover part of the ongoing operating costs of some types

of facilities.
In our field, organizational providers (in ad(lition to hosiptals and practicing

physicians) assume an important role and must frequently deliver ongoing serv-
ce to a given clientele for ,an extended period of time. To assure stability and
continuity, such providers need not only front-end money but some continuing
assured b udgetary support which is not entirely contingent on cal)itation or
fee for service. We would ask the Committee to examine the possibility of a
position intermediate between the Byrnes and Grifliths-Cornman bills, in that
soie block operating budgetary sul)port be provided for this type of providers
together with a per capita payment depending on numbers of persons actually
receiving service. This system might, be compared to the higher education system,
where tuition reflects only a fraction of actual per cal)ita ol)erative cost, and in-
come from tuitions is budgeted on top of a basic subsidy from endowment or
legislative apl)ropriation. Few universities would choose to become vulnerable to
the vicissitudes of varying enrollment s on a strictly l)roportional basis.

The experience to (late in the community mental health centers, which consti-
tute a special kind of experimental H.M), also indicates the need for this kind of
approach.

We believe this financing structure may compensate for what otherwise might
l)e a weakness In the HMO al)proach to "utilization". Under the current arrange-
ments there is admittedly some incentive for overutilization. Under the l)rOl)Osals
for health maintenance organizations or comprehensive health service systems
strong deterrents are incorporated to the use of institutional and other relatively
costly types of care. Under either Byrnes or Griffiths financing arrangements,
these organizations will be ol)erating under overall fiscal constraints which may
well result in shortchanging l)atients who do indeed require multiple modalities
of care and treatment over an extended period. Where the necessary facilities can
receive an underlying direct subsidy from federal or state sources, the per capita
fee or cost to l)e charged to or through the HlMO could be set at less than actual
per cal)itla and thus geared to provide ol)timun motivation to use or not to use in
the patients best interest. A "catastrophic" plan need not lack inducements for
improving the system.

VI. FINANCING

Wo see the need for multiple sources---e.g., payroll plus general revenues, but

cannot count ourselves experts on the details.

VII. STANDARDS

Nationwide standards are preferred. We call attention to the imrticipation of
NARC in a series of projects under the auspices of the Acc-editation Council on
Facilities for the Mentally Retarded (affiliated with the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals). These projects are designed to develop both stand-
ards and accreditation procedures for a wide range of programs serving the
mentally retarded. We believe this system will be largely in place by the time
NII becomes operational. Monitoring of standards must include appropriate
specialists in addition to physicians.

VIII. REIMBURSEMENT OF PROVIDERS

Two principles should be observed: steamlining of paper work, especially In
facilities not large enough to justify computerization, and financial stability
relative to cash flow and anticipated income for organizational providers.

IX. DELIVERY AND RESOURCES

As indicated under Relat ionsip to Other Government Programs, we favor
direct grant-in-aid programs to cover both start-up costs and part of operating
budgets on a continuing basis for organizational providers. The amount of the
ongoing subsidy would vary with the type and complexity of service being offered
and the level of capitation considered desirable in the light of the incentives and
disincentives to consumers, providers, case managers, and others in the total
system.
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CONCLUSION

The mentally retarded are part of our society. They have general needs and
special needs. Frequently in the past, social programs have been structured,
intentionally or unintentionally, so as to exclude them. We earnestly hope that
that mistake will not be repeated in the new national health initiatives.

APPENDIX A

HEALTH CARE SERVICES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN A NATIONAL HEALTH
INSURANCE PROGRAM

Health care services for the mentally retarded In a national health care pro-
gram should encompass comprehensive services in prevention, early detection,
and treatment.

Inadequate health services have been cited as one reason for the larger number
of mentally retarded in the underprivileged. Comprehensive health services
should be available and accessible for all in every geographical area.

PREVENTION

Special emphasis should be placed on the prevention of mental retardation.
Prevention begins with health education of the public, the mothers and expectant
mothers, and the family. Health education regarding prevention should begin at
the primary school level. Health education should be a part of every phase of the
health program, and each visit to a clinic should be regarded as an opportunity
for a learning exl)erience for the patient and the family. All health persotr': !
should be concerned with health education.

Immunization programs should be given high priority; planned and designed
so each person's immunizations are maintained current from early childhood
throughout his life span, particularly for rubella and measles.

Prenatal care beginning early in the first trimester is most important in reduc-
ing the incidence of mental retardation by preventing premature births. A
follow-up should be made to assure regular visits to the prenatal clinic or physi-
cian. The clinic should include a well planned health education program for
expectant mothers that would include the care of the child in early infancy
and childhood.

There should be limited use of x-ray for women of child bearing age and of the
fetus. A limited and judicious use of drugs should be administered during
pregnancy, labor and at delivery.

Nutrition should be stressed in the preventive l)hase of mental retardation-
during pregnancy, early infancy, and the growth and developmental years of
childhood. An adequate diet should be provided those with low incomes.

Testing and observations for lead and other heavy metals, and the presence
or effects of other environmental toxins should be an integral part of the national
health program, including provisions whereby information on the incidence and
prevalence on the above would be forwarded on to appropriate government agen-
cies. Programs for the prevention and treatment of lead poisoning should include
screening children one to six years of age and paint analysis for lead in old
maintained. homes, and other buildings such as schools and institutions. Children
exposed to other special local conditions involving lead hazards should be
screened.

Family planning clinics should be provided under the insurance program and
should include genetic counseling for parents and prospective parents.

EARLY DETECTION

The next important activity in mental retardation which should be included
in a national health care program is early detection. Early detection will pro-
vide early treatment, training and habilitation programs. In this activity the
health personnel involved should have special training in the tests and examina-
tions involved and recognition of the signs and symptoms of mental retarda-
tion; examples being:

1. PKU testing of new born infants and of expectant mothers.
2. Amino acid analysis of new born infants.
3. Testing for inborn metabolic defects.
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Regular visits to the pediatrician should be provided, which would include:
1. Periodic and thorough examination during the neonatal period.
2. Periodic assessment of growth and development during infancy and

early childhood (psychomotor skills, formation of teeth, eating habits, toi-
leting, speech and hearing and sleeping habits).

3. Periodic assessment for social adal)tation and behavior )atterns.
4. Frequent periodic follow-up for premature infants.
5. rests, e.g. urinalysis, blood work and screening for parasites should

be provided.

IIEALTIL RELATED SERVICES IN FACILITIES OFFERING COM PREHENSIVE PROGRAMS

Early and continuing treatment, education and training are essential to en-
able a maximum of the mentally retarded to function as members of society
and of their families. Comprehensive care is not limited to health care.

The national health insurance program should assure the provision of health
related services in:

1. Residential facilities for the seriously retarded and multi-handictpped,
whether l)ublic or private.

2. Special schools and classes.
3. Day care centers for children and adults.
4. Half-way houses.
5. Sheltered workshops.
6. Work training and rehabilitation programs.
7. Interim residential programs whereby the mentally retarded are ad-

mitted on a short term basis for evaluation, care and treatment, training
and rehabilitation.

The total program for the mentally retarded includes health, education,
social and rehabilitation services. These services should be available and ac-
cessible according to the individual needs and funded as such. For those In
residence all services should be the responsibiltiy of the residential facility
through its own or outside resources.

The insurance program should cover services provided by physicians, nurses,
dentists, pharmacists, social workers, physiotherapists, occupational therapists,
aides, and other ancillary personnel. Adequate staffing to provide the needed
services is essential.

An ongoing system of evaluation of the mental retardation programs, as it
relates to health services in general, should be funded by the national health
insurance program.

STANDARDS

Optimal standards for residential facilities should be established, with con-
tinuous improvement and raising of the standards. There should be optimal
standards for staffing with revisionss for speciality training and experience in
mental retardation for all health personnel providing services. The above
standards should be coordinated with those standards formulated by state de-
partments of education and rehabilitation, for health personnel considered an-
cillary to special education and vocational rehabilitation of the handicapped.

APPENDIX B

THE PROBLEM

Certain catastrophic impairments have been identified which do not re-
ceive sufficient or thorough attention by any of the health insurance proposals
now before congress. These iml)airmentbs include those caused by spinal cord
injury, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, cystic fibrosis, multiple devel-
opnental disabilities (epilepsy, mental retardation and cerebral palsy) end-
stage renal disease, drug addiction, alcoholism, stroke, cronic brain syndromes
and the disabilities of blindness, and multiple amputations.

Persons with these comparatively rare physical and/or mental impair-
ments may need expensive comprehensive services on a continuing coordinated
basis for a prolonged period, usually the lifetime of the individual. Evidence
has accumulated which shows that carefully prepared inter-disciplinary tailor-
made regimens, using a variety of medical-social-rehal)ilitative resources, can
assist individuals disabled )y these impairments to attain and maintain a
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level of physical, economic, social functioning which would otherwise not
be possible.

Services may include Immediate management at the place and time of in-
jury or onset of disorder, diagnostic, evaluative, therapeutic, restorative, health
maintenance or secondary prevention and goal-oriented counseling, guidance
and training. Restorative services should be family or community-oriented,
but they are often best provided on a Regional or catchmtnt area basis as
special facilities or rehabilitation centers. Health and social maintenance serv-
ices and follow-up permit the individual to live as nearly independently as
possible.

In the USA today, such care is provided at best as an assembly of components
involving a variety of independent professional persons, voluntary and official
facilities and agencies. CASE coordinators rarely have the power to command
the resources needed to be effective in carrying to conclusion the optimal plan
for the individual.

Payment for health and related social and rehabilitation services are unneces-
sarily expensive when fragmented uncoordinated care is provided. Present health
Insurance provisions reinforce the continuing provision of episodic versus goal-
oriented management. Arbitrary discontinuities in contingencies for funding, as
between health services and social services components aggravate these inefficien-
cies. Disabled individuals are less likely to obtain levels of adjustment to their
impairment which are satisfactory to the individual, his family and society.

THE SOLUTION

Payment for the continuing comprehensive care of Individuals with major
catastrophic impairments should be covered by any new Federal health insur-
ance or health security program.

Authorization for the initiation of comprehensive care should be based on
approval by a regional panel of exports of a long-range manzagement plan
developed by appropriate professional persons together with the patient and his
family, as appropriate. Panels would be established on a regional basis. The
panel membership should include professional persons who are knowledgeable
about the needs for services of individuals with catastrophic impairments and
about the resources of the State or Region (Catchment area). The plan would
Include specific objectives for the management of the patient and the steps
necessary to reach the agreed upon objective and the resources to be utilized.
The individual's plan would be reviewed regularly and modified as Indicated.

Dr. BOGOS. The statement has been organized, in i's main body, to
reflect the system of analysis that you yourself used in the publication
Analysis of Health Insurance Proposals in the 92d Congress and we
hope this will facilitate your consideration of our proposals. I would
like to speak particularly on the issues set forth on the first two pages.

In introducing this, I might say that we differentiate in our minds
among (1) comprehensive care and (2) health care systems and (3)
national health insurance. We believe that the health care component
is an important part of but not the totality of comprehensive care and
rehabilitation, as required by the mentally retarded.

On the other hand, national health insurance, properly speaking,
should be considered as one of several vehicles to producing a health
care system and assuring its accessibility to all, but, by its very nature,
an insurance program is primarily addressed to protecting people
against extraordinary financial risks for which they would otherwise
have personal liability.

This is important in our conceptualization of the problem because
the question of what one is personally liable for is at the crux of the
issue of benefit structure. If there are services which are available
without charge, for example, under a public utility system, these do
not need to be covered under insurance.
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In the President's plans for executive reorganization he has pro-
posed a Department of Human Resources, in which health insurance
is subsumed under the income maintenance component. No other kinds
of services are included under the income maintenance portion of the
reorganization. le proposes two other components: health services
and human development services, along with the income maintenance
com)onent which includes present social security and public assistance,
plus health insurance.

I think this is quite significant in indicating that the administration
somehow has not addressed itself to issues which arise when there is
a personal liability for the cost of a service which is not defined as a
"health" service, and yet is, in fact, health-related or medically induced
in the sense that it is an extraordinary cost which is the consequence
of a disability.
Wei like many other people who have testified before us, stress the

importance of l;revention, and would agree that any insurance system
should facilitate prevention of mentally retardation, which is an
extremely costly disability in a social as well as personal sense.

We would like to call your attention particularly, in that connection,
to the recognized effectiveness of the maternity and infant care proj-
ects which this committee has had the responsibility for sponsoring
through title IV legislation, and to point out that the 'legislation under
which these are presently financed will expire next June 30. We hope,
as part of Your consideration of the health care resources system, you
will address yourselves to the continuation of the present authority,
for the MIC "and C. & Y. projects, because the proposed transition to
State financing that was expected to take place next June now seems
premature. It was proposed to transfer the responsibility for support
to the States, and yet, that transfer will not at present provide effec-
tive support in States with large metropolitan areas such as your own.

We would like to stress equal access for retarded. We feel the
administration proposal will allow many of the adult mentally
retarded to fall between the cracks because it proposes to continue the
medicaid system for the disabled, blind, and aged, and this does not
provide adequate insurance coverage for persons who do not happen
to qualify for medicaid on the basis of very low income. Furthermore,
it continues the lowest income groups under the present quite inade-
quate and inequitable State medicaid system, rather than bringing
them into NHI.

In other words, it leaves until later a group of people who should
be among the first to be considered for something called national
health insurance.

We are also concerned that previous history not be repeated in that
there not be any exclusion of mentally retarded individuals because
they happen to be resident in an institution which is not itself a medical
institution.

I call your attention, for example, to the provision in the Griffiths
bill which appears to say that if a person in a psychiatric hospital,
has outrun his days in that hospital, he is not covered for any kind
of medical care. ITe is not even covered for having his appendix out.
We have had this 1)roblelu over and over again with the mentally
retarded when they are enrolled in an institutional program which,
in itself is not an eligible inpatient facility.
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We are strongly in favor of universal coverage. However, in the
absence of universal coverage, we would at least say that the adult
dependent family member who is disabled ought to have the same
coverage as a dependent child and ought to be included in any "family
plan." These disabled adults are the people who get left out if they
have to seek private insurance on an individual basis. A number of
States have moved recently into legislation to require the inclusion
of adult disabled dependent members of the family in group family
coverages.

Very important-and I come back now to my remarks about the
related "nonmedical" service systemns-very important in our view is
the way in which the health deliverers who are unequivocally recog-
nized as health professionals and their services are related to the social
educational, and rehabilitational services which frequently are de-
fined as not "medical."

As the NRA tetsimony indicated, a comprehensive system of serv-
ices is necessary for people with major chronic disabilities. Unless
these two systems-health and social rehabilitation-interdigitate ef-
fectively we are going to have inefficiencies and greater disabilities
which again is socially costly. This is, in turn, related to the issue
of personal reliability.

The tendency in the administration's posture seems to be to hold
peoplee personally liable for the cost of social services above the very

low-income level. We understand the administration is also going to
propose that vocational rehabilitation services be means tested or be
set on a fee schedule. These things mean that people above the very
lowest income levels are going to be liable for personal costs, and if, in
addition, a, health insurance program is initiated which only covers
the cost of so-called health services, these people are going to be sub-
ject to costs for essential social and rehabilitation services that are
not covered; by the very fact that they are not covered and that the
disabled are already paying taxes to support the health care system,
it is going to be even more difficult for middle income people to accom-
modate these costs for noncovered "nonmedical" services. There will
be undesirable disincentives to use of appropriate nonmedical service.

In that connection, I would like to encourage the committee to really
come to grips with the issue of so-called custodial care. Custodial care
is sometimes used as a word of opprobium, meaning something we
don't want anybody to have. It follows that it should not be supported
with Federal funds. If you are talking about the type of care no one
should have, it should not be allowed, let alone supported; if you are
talking about necessary care other than skilled nursing home care,
care which is more than board and lodging and which is worthwhile
and appropriate to some human beings then the extraordinary costs
of this care-above board and lodging-should be covered under a
truly catastrophic insurance system, without gross limit.

Finally, we are concerned, as everybody else is, with the need to
develop the resources to do all of this. We particularly refer to the
organizational resources, the provider organizations which involve a
number of professional people, often representing g different disciplines
working together. We believe that if we are really to have a compre-
hensive system which necessarily includes organizational procedures,
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it will probably be. necessary not only to provide the initial capital
funding and startup costs. )ut also some basic continuing direct sub-
sidy in addition to or instead of a fee-for-service or capitation pay-
nient in order that the providers of the more coml)lex services w'ill
be in business and in place when and where they are required by the
consumers.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Rh)s'VENK(wSKi. Thank you very much.
Mr. Schneebeli will inquire.
M1r. SCI1NFEBI'. IS 'ours the organization which represents all of

the associations in the I'nited States in the area of retarded children?
l)r. Boca's. lost of them.
Mr. S(cIIN1m,'1. Through you I would like. to extend to your orga-

nization the gratitude of many members of this committee for the
great work you are doing. This is an area of very great sensitivity.

In my area in l ennsyvIvania we have a school of hope in WVilli-ams-
)ort, anid they are doing a wonderful job.

I)r. Bo(os. We appireciate the interest you have taken in our con-
cerns over the years and we know you have )een very helpful, as has
Mr. Rostenkowski.

Mr. ScuNxm:LI. I hope you will tell the association we are very
concerned about your work. And congratulate your group on your
great and important progress.

Mr. ROSTENIOWSKT.l The Chair recognizes Miss Frances Fischer.
Welcome to the committee.
If you will identify yourself for the record, you may proceed into

your testimony.

STATEMENT OF FRANCES E. FISCHER, CHAIRMAN, ADVISORY COM-
MITTEE ON LEGISLATION AND PUBLIC POLICY, AMERICAN DI-
ETETIC ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. ISABELLE A.
HALLAHAN, PRESIDENT-ELECT

SUMMARY

1. Public awareness of the importance of nutrition to health is increasing.
2. Public and private health insurance programs place too much emphasis

on hospitalization and the curative aspects of health care as opposed to nutri-
tion 'and other preventive health care services.

3. As Dr. Jean Meyer, Chairman of the Wlhite House Conference on Food,
Nutrition and Health recently stated: "In terms of human suffering-one can
well argue that every dollar spent on nutrition instruction may save tens of
dollars in later medical care."

4. Nutrition should be a "covered" service in the national health insurance
measure approved by the Committee on Ways and Means.

Miss FIsCIER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Frances E.

Fischer, and I serve as an associate professor at Case Western Reserve
University. I am also chairman of the advisory committee on legis-
lation and public policy of the association, and it is in that capacity
that I am presenting testimony today. I am accompanied by Mrs.
Isabelle A. Ifallahan, who is president-elect of the association.
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NUTRITION

In the past the importance of nutrition to heath was largely neg-
lected. In recent years, however, this neglect has been replaced by
concern. In 1967, the Congress approved the Health Amendments
Act that authorized at national nutrition survey. Subsequently, the
Senate established a Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs
and in 1969, President, Nixon sponsored the first Wrhite House Con-
ference on Food, Nutrition, and Health. We are gratified, too, by the
actions of Congress in expanding and improving the food stamp
program and the national school hnch program. But much more
needs to be done and that is why I am here today.

Although we have established the importance of nutrition to health,
we do not provide adequately for nutrition services under public or
private, health insurance programs. The same situation obtains with
othcr preventive health services. The net result, as stated by President
Nixon in his health message is:

Because we pay so little attention to preventing disease and treating It early,
too many people get sick and need intensive treatment.

PREVENTIVE 31EDICINE

There seems to be general agreement that some form of national
health insurance is needed at this time. Although America is the
wealthiest country, we are not the healthiest Nation in the world.
It is our hope, therefore, that the national health insurance program
that is adopted by the Congress will give adequate recognition to
nutrition and other preventive health services. We believe that exist-
ing public and private health insurance programs place too much
emphasis on hospitalization. Since 1960 hospital costs have risen five
times as fast as the cost of living.

Under medicare, for example, there are restrictions on the role of
the nutritionist as a member of the health care team. A home health
agency cannot claim reimbursement for the home visits of a nutri-
tionist no matter how essential those visits might be to the medicare
patient. Such services would be available only if the patient were hos-
pitalized. The same situation exists in the overwhelming majority
of private health insurance programs.

Under medicaid the preventive aspects of health care are also ne-
glected. An article in the Washington Post of October 24, 1971, pointed
out that the 1967 amendments to medicaid that authorized "early and
periodic screening and diagnosis" of children in families on public
assistance has never been implemented by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. The article also reported that only five States
are doing such screening. One of them, Mississippi, showed "the exam-
ination of 1,178 children revealed 1,301 medical abnormalities, includ-
ing 305 cases of multiple cavities, 241 cases of anemia, 97 cases of faulty
vision, 217 cases of enlarged tonsils, 51 cases of hernia, 48 cases of
intestinal parasites, 53 cases of poor hearing, and 32 other medical
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conditions requiring immediate treatment." Many of these abnormal-
ities are closely related to nialnutrition.

Dr. Jean Mayer, professor of nutrition at the Harvard School of
Public Health and ciairmaii of the White House Conference ol Food,
Nutrition, and Health, recently commented on the economic aspects
of providing for nutrition in health programs. Le said:

'With government at all leve's resl)onsile for an ever increasing proportion
of health expenditures, with these expenditures mounting without appreciable
(vff('t on the health statistics of the nation, it is becoming obvious that emphasis
must he shifted froim pIe'ely curative to l)revention and rehabilitation. This
means that nutrition should assume even more iml)ortn('e than in the past. In
terms of money-as in terms of luman stiffering--one (an well argue that every
dollar spent on nutrition instruction may save tens of dollars in later medical
(' re.

NATIONAL I1EAITII INSURANCE

lI.R. 22, the Tleailth. Security Act, that was introduced by Mrs.
Grifliths, specifies "nutrition" as a covered sei'wice as a, part of insti-
tutional services or when furnished 1)y a comprehensive health service
organization. TIhe American I)etetic Association urges the committee
to approve this provision or a similar provision as a 1)art of the
national health insurance bill that is reported to the I-louse of
Representatives.

W'Ve also endorse the concept of the health maintenance organization
that, is a part. of President. Nixon's proposal. As he stated in his health
message:

HMO's therefore have a strong financial interest in l)reventing illness, or, fail-
ing that, in treating it in its early stages, promoting a thorough recovery. nni
prevent ing any recurrences.

TI11 E NUTRITION COMPONENT OF HIEALTI I)ELIVERY SYSTEm0

The American Dietetic Association's position is that inclusion of
nutrition as a component of health care will sig-nificantly reduce the
number of people requiring sick-care service and therefore, contribute
directly to:

(a) A relief of strain on the Nation's health-care delivery system;
(b) A decrease in the escalating rate of health-care costs;
(c) An increase in physical, mental, and social well-being of people

so that they may achieve and maintain productive and independent
1i Ves.

Nutrition is a critical factor in the promotion of health and preven-
tion of disease and in recovery and rehabilitation from illness or injury.
Evidence mounts that Americans who fail to attain a diet optimal for
health can be found at every socioeconomic level. The, reasons are
many and complex, but the iml)act on the health of the Nation is
seen in the increased risk of ,onl)lications of pregnancy in the poorly
nourished woman, in the chance that her infant may be of low birth
weight with accompanying risk of retarded physical and mental devel-
opinent; in the high'incidence of overweight and underweight in
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school-age children and in adults; in the debilitation of the mal-
nourished elderly; in dental disease, widespread in the total poiula-
tion; and in the high incidence of chronic illnesses that require dietary
treatment, monitoring, and followup. It is apparent that improve-
ments in the nutrition of people will have a direct effect on the level
of health and the resulting need for health services.

Appendix A that is attached to this statement includes a position
paper on the nutrition component of health services delivery systems
as adopted by The American Dietetic Association.

In concluding, The American Dietetic Association endorses the con-
cept of national health insurance. The Association does not favor any
specific bill but does urge that adequate recognition be given to nutri-
tion and other preventive health services in the measure approved by
this committee.

(Appendix A follows:)
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APPFNDIX A

Position Paper on
The Nutrition Component of
Health Services Delivery Systems

"Nutrition services under the supervision of qualified
nutrition personnel should be a component of all health of on train in the natin miealackand eah-reltedprogamsandshoud b desgne to of nutrition training in the nation's medical schools
and health-related programs and should be designed to is that however much individual physicians in the
reach the total population with priority given to such federal or mua h indiesuay p s t the
nutritionally vulnerable groups as infants, children, and federal or state planning agencies may protest their
youth in the growing years, women in the child-bearing interest, nutrition almost Invariably ends up being leftyears, and the older age population." (1). The need for out as a component of health-care delivery systems.
the Association to interpret and expand this policy state- Indeed, less than two years after the White Housement Is based on a recognition and concern that: Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health, the two

(a)t The ned onareognd tion d and o cen q thare b strongest nutrition bureaus at the state health level(a) The need and demand for quality health care by (NworanCairiaaethaeedwhe-
the population is not being met by, and is critically (N York and California) are threatened with ex-
straining, the current health care delivery system. tinction.

(b) The alarming increase in the cost of medical care With government at all levels responsible for an
mandates a review and evaluation of the present health ever increasing proportion of health expenditures,
care delivery system. with these expenditures mounting without appreciable

The American Dietetic Association's position is that effect on the health statistics of the nation, it is be-
inclusion of nutrition as a component of health care will coming obvious that emphasis must be shifted from
significantly reduce the number of people requiring sick purely curative to prevention and rehabilitation.
care service and, therefore, contribute directly to: This means that nutrition should assume even more

(a) A relief of strain on the nation's health care de- importance than in the past. In terms of money-as
livery system; in terms of human suffering-one can well argue that

(b) A decrease in the escalating rate of health care every dollar spent on nutrition instruction may save
costs; tens of dollars in later medical care.

(c) An increase in physical, mental, and social well- I am delighted to see that The American Dietetic
being of people so that they may achieve and maintain Association has once again asserted its leadership in
productive and Independent lives, human nutrition by preparing and endorsing a posi-

Notrition Is a critical factor in the promotion of health tion paper which outlines clearly the necessary nu-
and prevention of disease and in recovery and rehabilita- trition services to be included in comprehensive
tion from illness or injury. Evidence mounts that Ameri- health schemes. The paper also clearly describes the
cans who fail to attain a diet optimal for health can be need for nutrition input at the planning stages if nu-
found at every socio-economic level. The reasons are trition services are to be properly structured. At
many and complex, but the impact on the health of the present, the United States Department of Agriculture
nation is seen in the increased risk of complications of is operating a gigantic (over $3 billion) food pro-
pregnancy in the poorly nourished woman, in the chance gram with what many think is much too small a nu-
that her infant may be of low birth weight with accom- trition component. Present indications are that the
panying risk of retarded physical and mental develop- Department of Health, Education and Welfare is
ment; in the high incidence of overweight and under- similarly casual about nutrition, I commend this posi.
weight in school-age children and in adults; in the tion paper to health planners at all levels.-Jean
debilitation of the malnourished elderly; in dental dis- Mayer, Ph.D., D.Sc., A.M. (hon), M.D. (hon), Pro-
ease, widespread in the total population; and In the high tessor of Nutrition, Harvard School of Public Health,

and Chairman, White House Conference on Food,
'Approved by the Executive Board, February 12, 1071, Nutrition and Health.

as Position Paper Number OOOOE.

Reprinted from JOURNAL OF TIlE AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSOCIATION
Vol. 58, No. 6. June, 1971

(D The American Dieteti- Association
Printed In U.S.A.
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incidence of chronic illiesses that icquire dietary treat-
Iieit, monitoring, and follow-up. Since it is apparent
that improvements in the nutrition of people will have a
direct -fleet on the level of health and the resulting need
for health services The Anieriau Dictetic Association
ie,'ommends that:

I. Nutritional care, as a component of health caoe,
be available to all people on a continuing and co-
ordinated basis. Nutritional care is the application
of nutrition science to the health ca, of people.
In its broadest sense, nutitional case is provided
to the gent-al population through studies of food
coisumption and nutritional health, mass educa-
tion, and food assistance programs. As applied to
patient cale, it has the same components (assess-
ment of food practices and nutritional status, nu-
tritions education, and food assistance) plus die-
taiy counseling and the service of appipriate
food. These sotiitional care sei ices must be com-
bied and coon dinated to meet individual needs.

II. Nutritional care be integiated into preventive,
diagnostic, curative, and iestorative health serv-
ices. Ansy contemplated health services dlivery
system should include a nutiitions coimp~nent ils its
preventive as well as iiedial services, if the
maximum benefits to bis.alth are to be achieved.
The following example illustrates the application
of this recommendation;

HIEALTHr SERVICES

Public health serv.
ice-health pro-
motion

NWfI RITIONAL CARE

rysiss nutrition education; sup-
plcnental food assistance

Health-testing serv- assessaicit of food intake and
ice 17) other indexes of nutritional

status
Health care service nutrition educattcis and coun-

seling, food assistance, ap-
propriate food service

Preventive, mainte- dietary counseling, food assist-
Rance service ance, appropriate fco,l service

Sick-care service for all levels of in-patient care,
appropriate food service, diet
therapy, dietary counseling

I1. The planning and supervision of nutritional care
be under the direction of persons professionally
educated its nutrition as it relates to human health
needs. Dietitians and public health nutritionists,
with tseir educated knowledge of foods and nutri-
tion, ie the health professionals who are pre-
pared specifically to help individuals and groups
improve their diets and their nutritional status.
(In this paper, the term dietitian shall be inter-
preted to mean either a public health nutritionist
or a dietitian who is qualified for registration in
The American Dietetic Association.) Supportive
personnel (dietetic technicians, dietetic assistants)
extend the knowledge and skills of dietitians to
greater numbers of people.

IV, Dietitians function at the planning and policy-mak-
ing level of federal, regional, state, and local con-

prehensive health planning bodies to assure that
ans appropriate nutritional care component is in-
corporated into all comprehensive health care
planning.

V. Comprehensive health care plans include apl-
propriate administrative placement of the nutrition
care component; staffing patterns and qualifita-
tions for personnel; identification of nature and ex-
tent of nutrition problems; standards of nutritional
care; methods to be used for delivery of nutrition
services; and evaluation.

VI. To assure that a supply of dietitians is available
and accessible to those in need of nutritional care,
steps should be taken to:
A. Support the expansion of existing education

and training facilities in nutrition and dietetics
and the development of new facilities.

B. Increase support available to students of edu-
cation and training in nutrition by means of
scholarships, loans, and other financial
mechanisms.

C. Explore and establish new approaches to
undergraduate, graduate, and technical edu-
cation.

I). Utilize supportive dietetic personnel and im-
prove their career development and status in
the health care system.

E. Explore other means to increase the dietetic
manpower supply through such mechanisms as
proficiency and equivalency examinations and
other recruiting efforts.

VII. Dietitians be eligible for payments as providers of
health care services. Future health care legislation
should stipulate dietary counseling services as an
eligible service for third party payment.

VIII. Adequate funding for preventive as well as curative
nutritional care services be provided. Until such
time as the nation is geared to driver compre-
hensive family health care, nutrition services
should be supported in existing specialized pro-
grams and services, such as: health services for
mothers and children; the elderly; special groups,
such as migrant agricultural workers and low-in-
come families; family planning programs; chronic
disease control services; home health services, re-
habilitation services for drug and alcohol addicts;
and group care services in facilities such as hos-
pitals, nursing homes, extended care facilities, day-
care centers, and residential institutions; detention.
centers, detoxification centers, and prisons.

XI. A careful appraisal be made of the economic bene-
fits of nutritional care in a comprehensive medical
care system. Such an appraisal should also include
evaluation of the effectiveness of preventive nu-
tritional care, as well as remedial services, on such
variables as cost, absenteeism, worker productivity,
and so on.

X. Any national health insurance program adopted

JUNE 1971]
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include incentives for the development of preven-
tive health services. Nutritional care should be
identified in the legislation as an essential com-
pol-uit of preventive health care service.

XI. Standards for nutritional care services be included
iI nil federal and state guidelines and regulations
for heal-h (arc.
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Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Thank you, Miss Fischer, for a very informa-
tive statement.

Are there any questions?
M.Nr. SCIHNEEBELI. You referred to the White Hlouse Conference on

Nutrition and Health. Has this action made any impact?
I realize in asking for your reaction I may be putting some in-

dividuals on the spot. I realize I)r. Mayer has been working very hard
trying 'to make an impact. L)oes your group feel he has the, proper
support from the administ rat ion

Miss FisciEm. I think one thing that has been the result of the White
House Conference on Nutrition and he, alth, it has made the Nation as
a whole much more aware of the problem of nutrition and malnutrition.
I think that is probably a first step in developing support and in finding
some solutions.

Mr. SCHNEE1ELI. I judge in our present Medicare and Medicaid
programs there is not munch recogitio of nutrition, is that correct ?

Miss FiscElL That is correct. Nutrition is not a reimbursed service
under Medicare at, this time.

The nutritionist-physicians cannot ask a nutritionist, let. us say, or
a dietitian to go to a person's home and to counsel a. patient on a
dietary problem.

Mlr. ScII.NEEBELL I judge also your reaction is the food stall) pro-
gram does not help with nutrit-ion because it lacks guidelines and
direction.

Miss FIscIER. It helps someone because it )rovides people with more
food than they would otherwise have, but there is more need.

MAr. SCIINEEBELI. Better guidelines?
Miss FISCInEm. Better guidelines and more mnitrition education. It,

is not just for the recipients of food stamps, but people all up and down
the economic levels.

Mr. SCILNEEBELi. Can't strides be made in the schools?
Miss FIschiER. Yes; but there is very little education in the schools.
Our association is supporting nutrition education in the schools, but

presently there is very little.
Mr. SCIINEEBELI. \8rould that be done federally or through the

State?
Miss FIscHEn. There is money available through the school lunch

program.
Mr. SCITNEEBELT. Is that ii education?
Miss FiscmnR. For nutrition education, 1 percent of the hunds for

school hnch have been designated for nutrition e(lu('ation. It, is dif-
ficult to get a string on those funds. It is not much, but, it, is some.
School lunch programs have not, included nuch education.

Mr. SCHNEEBELI. They have all been pretty haphazard ?
Miss Fiscin,,mm. That is correct.
Mr. SCHNEE.BI ,.. Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Thank you, Dr. Fischer.
Mr. Durward McDaniel?
Dr. Hayes Newby?
Doctor, would you identify yourself for the record aid tleit proceed

into your statement.
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STATEMENT 'OF DR. HAYES A. NEWBY, ON BEHALF OF THE AMER-
ICAN SPEECH AND HEARING ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
RICHARD 3. DOWLING, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
PROGRAM

Dr. NEWBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Hayes Newby, director of the University of Maryland's Divi-

sion of Speech and Hlearing Science, and today I am representing the
American Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA), of which i am
a past president. Accompanying me is Mr. Richard J. Dowling, direc-
tor of the association's governmental affairs program.

We had prepared a statement which you have. I would like to
request that at the conclusion of my testimony I give an amended ver-
sion of that statement to go into the record.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKT. Without objection, that may be done.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF DR. HAYES A. NEWBY, ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN SPEECH AND
HEARING ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Dr. Hayes A. Newby,
Director of the University of Maryland's Division of Speech and Hearing Science,
and today representing the American Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA),
of which I am a past president. Accompanying me is Mr. Richard J. Dowling,
director of the Association's Governmental Affairs Program.

ASHA is a scientific and professional association of more than 14,000 members
which lists these as its major objectives: The encouragement of basic scientific
study of the processes of human hearing, speech, and language; the promotion
of the investigation of hearing, speech, and language disorders; and the promo-
tion of improved therapeutic procedures related to such disorders.

The work of ASHA members-speech pathologists and audiologists located in
a wide variety of professional settings--is consumer-oriented. And the consumer
market is a very large one indeed. Research completed in 1969 termed a popula-
tion of 236,000 deaf Americans "a conservative total." ' The same study esti-
mated that some 8,500,000 Americans have "auditory problems of one type or
another which are less severe than deafness but which impair communication
and hence social efficiency."-" Americans plagued by central communicative dis-
orders (i.e., those caused by central nervous system dysfunctions or acquired
neurological anomalies) were estimated at 2,100,000, and those with other kinds
or speech disorders at an astonishing 10 million.'

It is true that some of these disorders are so mild as to go unperceived, and
that many which are perceived go untreated. It is also true that the treatment of
some of these disorders is administered by health professionals other than speech
pathologists or audiologists. But 'the fact remains that close to 21 million Ameri-
cans, about one-tenth of our national population, are in some way and to some
degree communicatively handicapped. And service to these Americans is the
primary mission of ASHA and its membership.

For this reason, the ASHA membership and the public it serves have a very clear
stake in the development of a mechanism designed to provide increased health
services of the highest possible quality to all who need them. Such a development
is the purpose of this Committee's hearings. We are grateful for your concern
in this important area and for the opportunity to participate in your initial
deliberations.

Mr. Chairman, the American Speech and Hearing Association believes that
comprehensive health care is a fundamental right in a progressive society, and
that official national policy should recognize both that right and the correlative

'Report of the Subcommittee on Human Communication and Its Disorders, National
Advisory Neurological Diseases and Stroke Council (NIH), Human Communication and
Its Disorders-An Overview, Bethesda, Md. (1969), p. 11.

2 Ibid., p. 13.
3 Ibid., pp. 16-17.
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duty of government to see that the means for realizing that right are provided
for all. ASHA strongly endorses the development of a health-care program that

is "national" in the sense that standard and uniform guidelines determine the type

and degree of available services, and that these services are rendered on the
basis of need and not on the accident of geography. The type program ASHA

envisions will also be sufficiently broad-based to encompass all available health-
care services, including the efficient and effective delivery of the full range
of speech and hearing services to America's communicatively impaired.

Earlier this year, ASIIA developed and adopted a position statement con-
taining the Association's general views on the subject of national health care.
I should like now to elaborate several of the principles enunciated in that

statement, summarize those that remain, and request that the position statement
itself be included in the record of these hearings at the conclusion of my remarks.
ASIIA believes that productive policy planning necessitates the recognition thialt

health care based only on the treatment of medical disease is, at this point in
our national development, incapable of meeting the needs of our citizens, and

that the unaltered perpetuation of this medical treatment model in any new
health-care enactments will predictably result in the maintenance of our present
inadequate system on a larger scale.

It is ,medically unsound to treat only part of a problem. Yet, in recent years,
this has been the effect of the medical model. In its traditional sense, the
medical model fails to respond to the realization that health problems are ex-
perienced in a social-emotional-mental sphere, as well as in a physical sphere.
We can point with justifiable pride to the continuous increase in the physical
life span and physical well-being of our citizens. Unfortunately, however, we
cannot point with the same degree of pride to an increase in our ability to meet
the social-emotional-mental health problems which can occur with, or independent
of, medical disease.

ASHA contends that any definition of health care should include consumer
access to all preventive, diagnostic, remedial, and rehabilitative services that
contribute to the maintenance of physical, social, emotional, and mental well-
being. The Association urges a reorganiaation of our health delivery system in a
way that will be responsive to the broad spectrum of health concerns.

Perpetuation of the traditional medical model in any new health-care enact-
ments would mean continuation of a national health system which awards
virtually all the positions of health-care responsibility for administration, deci-
slonmaking, program development, and program implementation to a select group
of professionals representing but one aspect of total health care.

A number of the proposed health-care plans pending consideration by this
Congress provide for only one point of entry into health-care participation, and
that way is through a physician. These proposals often specify that a physician,
and only a physician, shall refer patients, prescribe treatment, approve plans
for treatment, and review reports for non-medical treatment administered by
non-medical professionals. Such proposals would severely restrict the delivery
of total health-care services to consumers.

It may well be assumed by the proponents of these single-entry kinds of
proposals that physicians are, after all, the true and perhaps even sole providers
of health care. If so, these proponents should be made aware of the fact that
only one-tenth of America's health-care providers are physicians. It may be
that they think only physicians possess an in-depth, comprehensive knowledge
of all facets of health care. If so, they should be made aware of the fact that
there are more than 20 independent non-medical health-care professions, each
with its own core of scientific and clinical knowledge.

Under present Medicare regulations, 'Mr. Cliairnian, speech pathology services
required by elderly Americans with spial problems in communication as an
aft er prestrMedicaer of the larynx, Parkinsonism, and other diase

process es that have run their course a nd are no longer medically treatable are

not now covered unless they are provided in an organized institutional setting
that is directed by a )hysician. It matters not that the community speech and
hearing center to which an elderly speech-impaired citizen takes his problem is
accredited by a recognized national accrediting organization, or that its staff
is professionally certified by their national professional association, or that
a privately practicing speech pathologist may have a wall full of professional
diplomas and certifications and be recognized as one of the leaders of his pro-
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fession. Unless these institutions and practitioners are physician-directed, Medi-
care coverage is simply not available.

ASHA believes that this and similar examples of patients denied care from
tile non-medical health I)rofessions strongly commend to health-care policy
planners a system that avoids the erroneous assumption of medical supremacy
in all areas of health care. At the same time, they call for our adoption of a
new "health-care model," one which, in addition to redefining health care as
a broad and Inclusive field, recognizes the need for multiple points of entry
into its delivery system for both the people who need health care and the pro-
fessionals who render health services; one which recognizes that more than
traditional medical Inte'rests are involved; and one which makes appropriate
provisions for maximizing the potential contributions of health professions
which have evolved independently of medicine. Only through this model, in our
opinion, can be appropriately, expeditiously, and economically dispense the
quality and quantity of health care that is relevant to the broad spectrum of
our nation's health needs.

Permit me, at this point, Mr. Chairman, to summarize the remaining prin-
ciples recommended by ASHA for inclusion in national health-care legislation.

The Association advocates first, consumer participation in the development,
implementation, and governance of health-care programs; second, protection
of consumer rights regarding human dignity, privacy, confidentiality, and free-
dom of choice among available health-care services; third, consultation with
representatives of all health-care professions, prior to the promulgation of
health-care administrative regulations; and fourth, the approval of sufficient
funds to provide the manpower training, public education, and research which
an effective national health-care system will require.

Let me conclude my remarks, Mr. Chairman, by saying once more that the
American Speech and Hearing Association gives the full support of its member-
ship to the concept of a national health-care program that is comprehensive in
scope. We urge that the primary responsibility for the delivery of the non-
medical health services provided by the program be assumed by the particular
profession established to manage a specific health problem, and that this respon-
sibility begin at the formative stages of the program and continue through
the final review process.

It is the Association's sincere hope that the combined creative and cooperative
efforts of consumers, providers, and government w*ill result In the development
of a national health-care program that can meaningfully and efficiently meet
the total health-care needs of our nation.

Thank you, gentlemen.

Dr. NEWBY. The American Speech and Hearing Association is a
scientific and professional organization of more than 14,000 members,
people who are working professionally in the field of speech pathology
and audiology.

The gentleman who testified previously, Dr. Brown, is representing
an association of agencies that provide speech and hearing services,
but the individual members of those agencies are affiliatect with the
American Speech and Hearing Association. We are an organization
of individuals rather than of agencies.

I won't bore you with all of the statistics that are in the report
about the numbers of communicative handicaps that we find among
our population today, except that I will say that some estimates are
as high as 10 percent of the population-something on the order of
21 million individuals in our country have some form or degree of
communicative difficulty.

It is with these individuals who have problems of speech, hearing,
language development that we individuals in the association are
concerned.
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The ASHA membership and the public it serves have a very clear
stake in the development of a mechanism designed to provide compre-
hensive health services of the highest possible quality to all who need
them.

This is the reason you are having your hearings now, to develop this
mechanism, and we are very grateful to have the opportunity to par-
ticipate in your deliberations here.

Earlier this year, the association I am representing developed and
adopted a position statement that contains the association's official
point of view on health insurance.

If I may have your permission to have this statement included in
the record, I will make sure that the rel)orter gets a copy.

Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Without objection, it may be included.
(The position statement referred to follows:)

POSITION STATEMENT ON NATIONAL HEALTH CARE

With strong concern for the needs of individuals with speech, language and
hearing impairments, the American Speech and Hearing Association believes that
comprehensive health care is a right to which the citizens of our nation are en-
titled. The Association advocates a definition of health care that is broadly based
to include all available health care services. The Association supl)orts the devel-
opment of a national health care program. To this end, the American Speech and
Hearing Association endorses the following principles as necessary to an effective
and comprehensive health care program, including the delivery of speech and
hearing services to the communicatively impaired.

1. Comprehensive health, care, by definition, includes access to all prcventirc,
diagnostic, rem edial, and rehabilitative services that contribute to the mainnt,
nance of an individual's physical, mental, and social well-being.
remedial, and rehabilitative services that co

In this principle, the definition of health care is extended to include medical
treatment and all other health care services necessary to meet the total needs of
the consumer. The principle also incorporates the concept of equal access to all
health services. The establishment of priority rankings for health services is
contradictory to the stated purl)oses of a comprehenisive health program.

2. The system of health delivery must be. reorganized in a manner that will
reduce fragmentation in the delivery of health services and that will be relevant
to the broad spectrum of health concerns.

Historically, health care has been conceived )rimarily as the treatment of
pathology. Disproportionate attention has been placed upon prevention of pathol-
ogy. Equally as important, only token support has been given to meeting the
social and mental health needs of our citizens. Health is not merely the absence
of pathology but is the state of total physical, social and mental well-being.
Therefore, a health care program must provide apl)ropriate emI)hasis to physical,
mental and social health problems.

3. A comprehensive health care program, should be under national governance.
Standard and uniform guidelines must be developed relative to the type and

degree of health care services available under a health care program. Services
must be rendered on the basis of need and not on the accident of geography.
Even a cursory review of the state Medicaid regulations will quickly demonstrate
that the scope of health care services prvided varies widely from state to state,

4. Providers of health care services must have full opportunity to participate
in a national health care plan.

Many proposed health care plans provide for a single Point of entry into the
health care system through the physician. A regulation of this type restricts the
delivery of health care services to the consumer'. Furthermore, the proposed reg-
ulations often specify that a physician shall refer, prescribe treatment, approve
plan for treatment, and review reports following treatment in the delivery of
nonmedical health care services. The assumptions underlying the concept.s of
single entry and physician governance of health care are three-fold: (1) that
the physician is the sole provider of health care; (2) that physicians possess
in-depth knowledge concerning treatment processes relative to nonmedical health
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care; and, (3) that physician manpower is in sufficient supply to allow physicians
to engage in extensive administrative activities. First, only 10% of all health care
providers are physicians. Second, there are more than 20 independent nonmedical
health care professions, each having its own core of scientific and clinical knowl-
edge. Third, factors of critical physician shortage and over-demands on available
physician care have been constantly cited in the current studies. Thus, a compre-
hensive health care plan cannot be based upon questionable assumptions that
perpetuate the recognized deficiencies in the present health care system.

5. Direct participation by consumers of health services is necessary in the
governance of a health care program, including review bodies.

In order to reflect consumer interests, consumer participation is necessary
during the development, Implementation and governance of health care programs.

6. A health care program should protect the individual's rights in regard to
human dignity, privacy, and confidentiality. Access to health care should provide
the consumer with freedom of choice among the available health care services.

7. Prior to the passage of legislative and administrative regultions concern-
ing the delivery of health care services, representatives of all health care providers
should be consulted as to the type and mode of services rendered in order to maxi-
mize the extent and quality of health care services available to the consumer.

Current and proposed regulations often unduly prevent the actual rendering
of health care services to the consumer. For example, one proposed health care
plan provides for the rendering of speech services when the service Is given In
a physician's office or prescribed by the physician. Since less than 0.5% of the
nation's speech pathologists are employed in a physician's office and speech serv-
ices are not ordinarily obtainable through physician prescription, only a small
percentage of the speech handicapped population could receive speech services
under such regulations.

8. Manpower training, public education and research are necessary adjuncts
to a health care program.

Support of manpower training is mandatory in order to ensure high quality
services and the continued availability of such services to the consumer. A pro-
grain of public education must be instituted to inform the consumer of the avail-
ability of the vast array of health care services and the processes necessary to
obtain the services. Continued improvement of health care requires support for
research programs in prevention, diagnosis, remnediation, and rehabilitation.

In summary, the American Speech and Hearing Association gives full support
to the concept of a national health care program and emphasizes the need for such
a program to be comprehensive in scope. The primary responsibility for the
delivery of nonmedical health services within the plan must be assumed by the
particular profession established to manage a specific health problem. This re-
sponsibility should begin at the Initial planning level and be maintained through
the final review process.

The combined creative and cooperative efforts of the consumer, provider and
government can result in the development of a national health care program that
will meaningfully and efficiently meet the total health care needs of our nation.

Dr. NEwBvY. We in ASHA believe that productive policy planning
necessitates the recognition that health care based only on the treat-
ment of medical disease is at this point in our national development in-
capable of meeting the needs of our citizens a nd that the unaltered per-
petuation of this medical treatment model in any new health care bills
or enactments will predictably result in the n maintenance of our present
inadequate system but on a larger scale.

We believe it is medically unsound to treat only part of the problem,
and the disease which the physician treats is only part of the problem.

We can, of course, point with pride to the accomplishments that have
been made in increasing the lifespan and the physical well-being of
our citizens, but we are not able to point with the same degree of pride
to an increase in our ability to meet social, emotional, and mental
health problems which can occur with physical disease or independent
of it.
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A number of the proposed health care plans that are pending con-
sideration by this Congress provide for only one point of entry into
health care participation and that is through a phys .ician

These proposals often specify that a physician and only a physician
shall refer patients, prescribe treatments, approve plans for treatment
and review reports for nonmedical treatment which have been admin-
istered by nonmedical professional personnel.

These proposals would, in ou.r opinion, therefore, severely restrict
the delivery of total health care services to consumers.

Under present medical care regulations, for example, speech pathol-
ogy services required by elderly Americans who have special problems
in communication as an aftermath of such physical conditions as
stroke, cancer of the larynx, Parkinsonisin, or other disease processes
that have run their course and are no longer benefited by medical
treatment are not, now covered unless they are provided in an orga-
nized institutiomil setting that is under the direction of a physician.

It matters not that community speech and hearing centers to which
the elderly might go seeking help are accredited by national accredit-
ing agencies and that the staffs of these centers are individually cer-
tifiedby the American Speech and Hearing Association, or that a pri..
vately practicing speech pathologist might have his walls plastered
with certifications and degrees.

Unless the institutions to which the individual under medicare goes
for help are under the direction of a phyisician, then they are not
covered.

We believe that this and similar examples of patients denied care
from the nonmedical health professions strongly commend to health
care policy planners a system which avoids the erroneous assumption
of medical supremacy in all areas of health care.

Actually there are only about 10 percent engaged in the health pro-
fessions who are physicians. We feel, therefore, that the continuation
of the model that the physician must be the point of entry into the.
delivery system would be a mistake.

We feel that there should be participation in the planning and in
the administration of any health care program, there should be par-
ticipation by representatives of the various health agencies that are
independent of the medical profession, but are playing perhaps not
as important a role, but an important role in the total health care of
the person who has handicaps.

I shall conclude my remarks, Mr. Chairman, by saying once more
that we in the American Speech and Hearing Association do support
the concept of a national health care program that is comprehensive
in scope, and we urge that the primary responsibility for the delivery
of the nonmedical health services provided through the program be
assumed by the particular profession that has been established to
manage a specific health problem.

In other words, speech problems should be managed by speech
pathologists.

It is our association's sincere hope that the combined creative and
cooperative efforts of consumers, providers, and developers will result
in the development of a, national health care program that can mean-
ingfully and sufficiently meet the health care needs of the Nation.
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Thank you.
Mr. ROSTENKowsli. Thank you, Doctor.
Mr. Sclneebeli?
Mr. SCIINEEBELI. Are there any professional guidelines that must

be met to qualify a speech therapist or speech pathologist?
Dr. NEwBY. At present our association, the American Speech and

Hearing Association, is the only means of accrediting individuals as
speech pathologists or audiologists.

Mr. SCIINEEBELI. The association qualifies them on what basis? Cer-
tain educational standards?

Dr. NEWiY. There are academic requirements.
Mr. SCILNEEBELI. Do you have graduate requirements?
Dr. NEI VY. A master's degree or equivalent amount of graduate

work is one requirement.
Mr. SCHNEEBELI. I wondered if there were any scholastic require-

ments wt all.
Dr. NEWBY. Yes, there are.
Mr. ROSTENiowsIu. Thank you, Dr. Newby.
This concludes the list of witnesses who were, scheduled to testify

before us today.
The committee stands adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, November 4, 1971.)



NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE PROPOSALS

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1971

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMI'TTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in the committee

room, Longworth House Office Building, lon. Al Ulhnan, presiding.
Mr. ULLMAN. The committee will be in order. Our first witness this

morning is Mr. L. B. Knecht.
Will you further identify yourself and your colleagues for the record

and we will be happy to recognize you.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS B. KNECHT, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
COMMUNICATIONS WORKERS OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO; ACCOMPA-
NIED BY IVAN SWIFT, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE
PRESIDENT; AND RON STRAW, DIRECTOR, DEVELOPMENT AND
RESEARCH

Mr. KNECHT. Thank you, Mr. Ullman.
On my left is Mr. Swift, administrative assistant to President Beirne

of our association.
On my right is Mr. Straw, who is director of our development and

research department.
My name is Louis B. Knecht, and I am an executive vice president

of the Communications Workers of America, a union which rep-
resents ap proxima'ely a half-million communications and other work-
ers. Joseph A. Beirne, our president, has asked me to appear on the
union's behalf, and we appreciate being allowed to give our views to
the committee.

I think we all agree that health care delivery in America today is
poor. In some areas-and for some people-it is miserably poor.

President Nixon has said so.
Experts have said so.
And our members-in big cities, as well as in little towns and vil-

lages all across the country-tell us so.
Methods which would provide real improvement in health care

delivery are available in pending legislation. But spokesmen for major
components of the health industry-the practitioners and the in-
surors-are locked in an alliance to thwart legislation which would
produce a health care delivery system that meets the needs of the time
and the needs of the future.

1 (1467)
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The opposition is inciting a confrontation which concerns the Com-
munications Workers of America deeply.

That confrontation is between the narrow, special interest of the
health industry, and the broad, general interests of the average
American.

We feel that if the narrow, special but powerful, interest is allowed
to dominate the needs of the vast, working American public, a situa-
tion will result which can be even more serious than abysmal health
care delivery.

That situation would be the conscious decision by American workers
that whenever the worker-citizen's interest comes up against a special
interest-the special interest wins. Consequently, representative gov-
ernment as they know it, and wish to preserve it, will not work.

The average workingman's frustration about government's ability
to solve problems-and his anxiety about getting good health care de-
livery for himself and his family-are combining now to produce this
attitude which I have described. It is the attitude Chairman Mills
called "increasingly resentful," on the day that these hearings started.

Because of this attitude, and because of the merits of H.R. 22, the
Communications Worker, of America urges the committee and the
Congress to support the Griffiths-Corman bill.

We believe that H.R. 22's concept of what health care should be-
its benefit structure-its administrative procedures-its financing-its
provisions concerning providers of health services-its programs for
building resources to deliver health care-all answer the need which
exists in America.

We also believe that it would be a serious mistake if Congress adopts
half steps in the right direction.

The problem has reached the point where half steps would be little
better than no steps at all.

To the people, to the workers who discuss this with us, half steps
would be only another example of government generating an expecta-
tion of performance, without delivering it.

HEW Secretary Elliot L. Richardson's testimony here,, on behalf of
the Nixon administration, looked to us like a clear example of the
erroneous idea that a new facade of health care delivery is accepta-
ble-but we know that a facade won't do. A new health care delivery
structure is needed.

He told this committee that improvements can be made without dis-
turbing the historic division that finds Government taking care of the
health needs of the elderly and the indigent, while the private sector
takes care of the rest of the people.

That just isn't working now, and it won't work anymore. We would
like to ask the committee to give special attention to this comment by
the Secretary, and I quote:

We believe the comprehensive health care services should be provided as rap-
idly as possible for the entire population. However, it will take time to develop
sufficient manpower, facilities and managerial skills to fulfill this goal.

Medical and health manpower training should be expanded and
streamlined, but we will fool ourselves if we think that is the way to
solve the country's health care del ivery problem.

The way to solve it is to pass H.R. 22, which recognizes the needs in
manpower and planning and facilities, as well as the need to change
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a cottage industry to a technologically efficient system and provides
the methods for solutions.

The president of our union, Joseph A. Beirne, served on the Na-
tional Advisory Committee on Health Manpower, and I would like
to mention a recommendation made by the committee, because it helps
illustrate a current aspect of the problem.

In 1967, the Advisory Committee said, and I quote:

The productivity of physicians should be increased beyond presently planned
levels by a substantial expansion in the existing medical schools, and by con-
tinued expansion of new schools.

But, as recently as October of 1971, the American Medical Asso-
ciation testified before the House Armed Services Committee against
a bill to set up a militar y medical academy, which would provide a
supply of physicians for the military.

The AMA did not prevail-the Armed Services Committee re-
ported the bill out unanimously.

But the AMA attitude has made it plainly obvious that this orga-
nization should no longer influence vital health legislation.

The real demands and needs of Americans should prevail.
We are aware of the fact that a national advertising campaign has

been inaugurated to beat H.R. 29 and we do not question the right of
any interest group to try to sell its message.

But we do not believe that the campaign will be successful.
The aver-ge workbig American we meet knows that something

is wrong with the health delivery system, and the average working
American knows those who control that system have created the
problem.

They are looking to Congress to enact the solution, and Congress
should enact it, in the form of H.R. 22.

Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. We are very pleased to have your views and those

of Mr. Beirne before this committee.
Are there any questions?
Mr. Vanik?
Mr. VANIK. I would like to ask what is the present health pro-

gram of the Coinmuications Workers Union?
Mr. KNECHT. Do you mean contractually between the union and

our employer?
Mr. VANIK. Yes.
Mr. KNECHT. The rates are running for an individual $8 to $14 a

month. For two persons coverage it is $18 to $30. If there are two
persons the rate is running $18 to $30. For more than two, in other
words, family coverage, the rate is running $24 to $30 a month.

Mr. VANIK. That is almost a dollar per day for each member of
the family?

Mr. KNECHT. Yes.
I would like to add one other fact. For the Bell System now and,

of course, we represent many people who are not employees of the
Bell System, but for the Bell System it is costing them about $110
million a year.

Mr. VANIK. For supervisory personnel, also?
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Mr. KNECHT. Yes.
Mr. VANIK. This is a total obligation of the employer as a result

of the contract you have been able to develop with the companies?
Mr. KNECIT. Yes, sir.
I gave a wrong answer a minute ago, my colleagues tell me. The

$110 million is only for those people we represent, not for supervisors.
Mr. VANJK. Can you tell me what the coinsurance feature is?
Mr. KNECIHT. It is 80 percent.
Mr. VANIK. In other words, the employee pays 20 percent of the

medical, doctor's expenses and hospital expenses.
Mr. KNECIHT. If you are talking about the catastrophic coverage;

yes, sir.
Mr. VANIK. What about regular services in hospitals or noncata-

strophic coverage?
Suppose a person is hospitalized for 28 days. Does he have to pay

28 percent of that cost?
Mr. KNECHT. No, sir; that is completely covered.
Mr. VANIK. For how many days?
Mr. KNECHT. I believe it is 120.
Mr. VANIK. That would be the normal Blue Cross coverage. That is

120 days of hospital care and then 80 percent of the coverage would
cover that part of medical services such as doctors' bills.

Would it include outpatient services and X-rays?
Mr. KNECIHT. Are you talking now about the catastrophic portion?
Mr. VANIK. I am talking about the regular noncatastrophic coverage.
Mr. KNECIHT. It would include some kind of X-rays, yes, provided

it was not a diagnostic thing.
Mr. VANI1. Does your plan provide for annual examinations?
Mr. KNECIHT. No, sir; it does not.
Mr. VANIK. What is done under your plan to provide for preventive

care ?
Mr. KNECiLT. Our present program is one in which the company pays

the premium for what we call basic medical insurance and the com-
pany pays the premiunim for what we call extraordinary medical ex-
penses, the catastrol)hic type of expenses.

I should say the carriers are the blues. This year we were success-
fully able to negotiate a change in the plan which removed the fixed fee
schedules and provides for usual customary and reasonable in place
of those schedules.

Does that answer your question, sir?
Mr. VANIK. I want to ask whether under your plan you cover hos-

pital stay and doctors' services?
Mr. KNECIHT. Yes.
Mr. VANIK. What doctors' services are provided?
Is there a coinsurance feature provided or is it entirely paid by the

carrier?
Mr. KNEOIIT. I am trying to remember, sir. I don't have that with

me. I believe that there is a corridor. A visit in a, doctor's office. is not
covered.

Mr. VANIR. Does it cover psychiatric services?
Mr. KNECHT. We got that this year.
Mr. VANIK. In what form does it cover catastrophic illnesses?
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Mr. KNECHT. There is a corridor of 2 percent of the ,annual salary
of the individual involved that the individual pays.

When that corridor is pierced, then with very few exceptions it
covers whatever is wrong, but it happens after the other major bene-
fits or the basic benefits are used up.

Mr. VANIK. How would you sa-y that program is working?
Mr. KNECHT. I should have said it is at coinsurance type of thing
I think it is working well.
Mr. VANIK. Do you feel it is the sort of thing that. should be ex-

tended more broadly? As far as you can determine do the Comiuni-
cations Workers Union have a good plan ?

Mr. KNECIr. We have what we call an average plan. We don't have
a, Cadillac-type plan but it is certainly better than most Americans
have available to them.

Mr. VANIK. How many employees are covered by that?
Mr. KNEClrH. I would guess that approximately 700-some-odd thou-

sand but then the management is also covered.
The last time Mr. Romnney spoke publicly, he indicated there were

more than a million employees.
Mr. VANIK. 700,000 in your organization?
Mr. KNECIHT. That is right.
Mr. VANIK. So we have a million people having a rather established

program of delivery of health services and it has been working very
satisfactory?

Mr. KNECIHT. That is right.
Mr. VANIK. Do you have any estimate as to what the value of this

program is for each one of the million employees or what it would
cost for each of the million employees?

Mr. KNECHT. There are no preventive features.
Mr. VAN-K. I want to compliment you on your testimony and the

success you have achieved ln developing a rather fine plan. It gives
us a great deal of basis for developing a national program and we ap-
preciate your testimony.

Mr. KNECHT. Thank you, sir.
I realize you have many, many witnesses, but I failed to mention that

w-e also obtained in our negotiations this vear the opportunity or the
right for the employee to choose a group plan such as Kaiser for

example.
Mr. VANIK. That is his option ?
Mr. KNECIIT. Yes, sir.
Mr. ULLMAN. Are there further questions, Mr. Corman?
Mr. CORMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What happens, Mr. Knecht, to an employee once he leaves employ-

ment, so far as his medical coverage is concerned?
Mr. KNECTIT. He loses it.
Mr. CORMAN. Then lie has nothing?
Mr. KNECHT. That is right.
Mr. CORMAN. How about his dependents when they reach age 22?

Are they also pushed out of the system?
Mr. KNECHT. They are dropped.
Mr. CORAMAN. Do you have any idea what it would cost an employee

or an adult child of an employee to buy comparable coverage if they
were not a part of the acceptable group?
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Mr. KNECHT. Between age 19 and 23, it runs $8 to $14.
Mr. CORMAN. After age 23
Mr. KNECHT. They are not eligible.
Mr. CORMAN. Suppose an employee severed his employment but wants

to continue to have the same coverage that he has under the group plan.
Do you have any idea what that would cost him?
Mr. KNECHT. I am not sure but I am advised, sir, that it would

probably double the rate.
Mr. CORMAN. I am wondering if at that point they would make him

ineligible for treating existing conditions?
Mr. KNECHT. Yes.
Mr. CORAIAN. We heard from the Secretary that we must be very

careful about extending medical care to too many people because of the
shortage of resources.

It seems to me that when we say that we admit there are people who
need medical care but we are not going to distribute these limited re-
sources based on how badly you need the care but on whether or not you
and the insurance company have the money to pay for it.

H.R. 22 likewise admits we have a shortage of resources.
But, under it we would apply those resources at the point where the

medical need is the greatest and ignore the factor of ability to pay.
It seems to me that that may be a little more humane and make a lot

more sense.
If we have limited resources we apply them where the medical need

is greatest and not combine medical need plus financial ability.
Is that a reasonable ,approach to a delivery system?
Mr. KNECIHT. I think so. Of course, really, when we talk about a de-

livery system, I don't think there is one today so we are, in my opinion,
if you will forgive me, talking about something which is not now in
existence.

Mr. CORMAN. There is a lot of evidence that if you change the method
of delivery you can treat a lot more people with the same resources.

I would also assume that if sudenly everybody in the country had
equal access to doctors there would be a shortage of doctors no matter
how efficient they were.

If we make the criteria that of sickness or that of which groups
would benefit most from good care rather than giving top priority to
those who can afford it, then we would make better use of our health
resources.

I thank you for your statement and your support of H.R. 22.
Mr. ULLMAN. Mr. Gibbons?
Mr. GiBBONs. I am not really impressed about there being a short-

age of medical care.
There are unfunded applications amounting to $800 million from

medical schools all over the country at HEW now and there are only
$9 million to fund all of those applications and that $9 million has
been frozen by the Budget Bureau for a long time.

I think what it all 'adds up to is that the administration is not re-
questing sufficient money to train doctors and not even using the funds
appropriated.

I want to'get a little more of the parameters in your medical program.
You say there are about 1 million people in the Bell System covered
by your plan. Is that all employees?
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Mr. KNECIIT. If I said 1 million people were covered, I should not
have limited flat to 1 million because there are over 't million employ-
ees anod most of those have families who are also covered, so the figure
would go higher than 1 million.

Mr. GIBBoNs. So it would be about 3 or 4 million ?
Mr. KNECIHT. I would think so, yes, sir.
Mr. GIBBONS. You say it costs how much?
Mr. KNECHT. For the people we represent, it costs approximately

$110 million a year.
Mr. GIBBoNs. Those are all the questions I havhe. Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Are there further questions?
If not, we very much appreciate your testimony, Mr. Knecht.
You have lbeen vcry helpful to the committee.
Our next witness this morning is our colleague, the Honorable Sam

Devine from Ohio and Dr. James L. Ienry. T he (hair recognizes
Mr. Betts for an introduction.

Mr. BE-rs. I would like to take this opportunity to welcome Dr.
Henry from the Ohio State Medical Association. Ile and my colleague
from Ohio? Mr. )evine, have collaborated on a program or proposal
which I think merits the attention of the. committee.

I understand from 1)r. Henry that Mr. Devine 1)lans to be here any
minute, but he feels in order to expedite the hearings it might be well
for him to continue without Mr. Devine.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE WOLF, LEGAL ASSISTANT TO HON. SAMUEL
L. DEVINE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE
OF OHIO

Mr. WOLF. I am George Wolf, legal assistant to Congressman De-
vine. He was to be here at 10:10. He has a prepared statement about
the background of this particular bill which is in essence a profes-
sional standards review organization structure.

In order to save the committee's time, we would like to have Dr.
Henry describe the results of a study that was prepared in Ohio show-
ing how this particularr structure would work statistically and with the
exhibits we have. If the committee will go along with us we would like
to proceed on that basis.

Mr. ULEmL AN. 1)o you want Congressman I)evinms statement in the
record ?

Mr. WVO~. I expect him here any moment and lie would like to pre-
sent the statement when lie arrives.

Mr. ULLMINAN. We will be very happy to hear your testimony this
morning.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES L. HENRY, TREASURER, OHIO STATE
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. HENRY. Mr. Chairman, in the prepared statement submitted
for the record I have described and outlined the structure of a pro-
fessional standards review organization, how the review councils will
be c-hosen, and how the information gets back to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare. The key to the question is the review
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function itself, the use of computer data as a tool to make reasoned
decisions.

The best way I can explain this function is by citing examples of
how it would work. To facilitate this, we have included exhibits with
our testimony that will show actual studies of disease entitled-the
computer read-out phase-and how this data can be used for evalu-
ating the quality-quantity and cost of medical care.

Let's take an obvious example to start with. If you will refer to
exhibit No. 1, the exhibit reflects 1 year's experience for 41 hospi-
tals reporting on the disease entity of cataract. You will note that only
13 hospitals have more than 20 cases per year-under medicare-and
of these 13, the range of covered charges is from $279 to $822. The
distinction is, however, that 12 are in a relative range $500 and an
average of 7 to 8 days. One hospital has an experience of $822 and a
stay of 12 days.

The obvious conclusion might be to "limit" the coverage for cataract
treatment to a dollar figure of $500 or a maximum stay of 8 days. This
might be a predetermined guideline for preadmission for the disease
entity, subject of course to individual review for exceptional cases. But
further than this, can we establish a standard of care for abstract treat-
ment? Look again at this exhibit and study columns No. 3, "Pharmacy,"
and No. 5, "Laboratory Charges."

Again, hospital No. 27 is substantially higher in each instance than
the remaining hospitals. Is its "standard of care" overcare--or, in the
alternative-are the remaining hospitals "under providers?" The de-
cision then becomes a medical judgment based upon the best infor-
mation about the facilities, the treatment and the results. What should
the standard of care be in the case and under the circumstances? It
becomes a true medical judgment. This exhibit is the tool to be used
by the PSRO to point out the areas that should be reviewed initially
to evaluate the quality-cost of health care.

Now let's look at exhibit No. 2, the disease entity of diabetes mel-
litus. This exhibit represents a greater scope of patient experience
over more hospitals. Frankly, it represents a common ailment in this
age group and would provide an excellent basis for standards review.
It also indicates a number of areas where cost control might be a factor.
For example, look at the "length of stay" column and notice hospital
No. 38-a 31-day length of stay average compared with a 13-day
overall average length of stay. By the same token it is not exactly
fair to use length of stay as the sole criteria as hospital No. 1, showing
13 days of length of stay, and hospital No. 19, showing 13 days length
of stay. Yet covered charges in hospital No. 1 are $742 and covered
charges in hospital No. 19 are $1,244. Again, look at the pharmacy
charges for hospital No. 1 at $50 versus pharmacy charges for hospital
No. 19 at $180, or laboratory charges for hospital No. 1 at $80 versus
laboratory charges for hospital No. 19 at $282. What should constitute
a standard of care in diabetes cases for pharmacy and laboratory costs?
This is a medical determination and again merely points up the areas to
be examined. In both of these cases the hospitals are comparable
institutions in a large metropolitan city.

Now, let's examine a small hospital, No. 14-with an average length
of stay of 10 days and total covered charges of $448. Without know-
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ing the circumstances, it might be easy to conclude that this hospital
is giving less than standard care and yet this is not the case. The
standard of care in this institution is excellent, the cost factor is much
less because of the area, help factor, income level. It cannot be com-
pared costwise with the larger metropolitan hospitals, and yet it can
be compared qualitywise. Since our purpose is to l)rovide the best
quality care at reasonable cost, the first medical determination should
be directed to quality evaluation. But the quality evaluation must nec-
essarily include cost, and length of stay factors.

To illustrate the effectiveness of professional review, please refer to
exhibits Nos. 3 through 17. These charts represent the average length
of stay for medicare patients in extended care facilities in 29 of Ohio's
88 counties. Exhibit No. 3 is the overall length of stay average and
exhibits Nos. 4 through 17 are for specific disease entities.

Notice the decline in the average length of stay in ECF's between
1967 and 1970. Exhibit No. 3 shows the overall average declined from
58 days in 1967 to 26 days in 1970. This was accomplished by the use
of a professional review system understood and accepted by doctors.

In this connection, it is important to note that the quality of care
has not been reduced yet substantial savings have been made in the cost
of care. If the 824 patients in 1970 would have averaged 58 days as
did the 333 patients in 1967 the cost in this small group alone would
have over twice as much.

If we have a coordinated program statewide, the results would be
even more impressive.

Medicine is not an exact science and it is not possible to treat indi-
viduals according to a. given program. Certain guidelines can be estab-
lished but, when we are dealing with individual problems with indi-
vidual responses, we must utilize professional standards of quality to
assure the purpose of health care is achieved. The medical profession
can perform a valuable service in assuring the Federal Government
that the beneficiaries receive the best care at the most reasonable cost.

Thank you.
Mr. ULLMAN. Without objection your statement will be inserted in

the record at this point.
(Statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMEs L. HENRY, OiIHO STATE MEDICAL AssocrTIoN

Mr. Chairman, Medicare and Medicaid programs-Title XVIII and XIX-have
to some extent fulfilled the intent of Congress. The participants in these programs
have received necessary and adequate health care. If cost is the criterion, then
the quality and quantity of health care have been superlative.

The specter of abuse has been raised often. It would be fair to assume that such
incidents of willful, fraudulent abuse are very minimal, but they are not nor
can they be ignored. It seems more reasonable to judge that costs so exceeded
anticipation because of over-utilization, which is a result of the health care
providers adding religiously to the stated purpose of the legislation-adequate
health care for these participants of the programs.

The Medicare-Medicaid Act recognized the need for peer review but, unfor-
tunately, specific guidelines and policies were not delineated and activated ef-
ficiently. As a result, many utilization of peer review committees were formed
for the express purpose of qualifying for Titles XVIII and XIX programs. In all
candor, a significant percentage of these committees have not functioned effec-
tively. Attempts to up-grade these committees by regulations have not been overly
successful because of reluctance, ignorance and even apathy ,n the parts of some
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providers of health care. All of these factors have caused great discomfort to
beneficiaries and providers alike with retro-active denials and reduction in
reimbursements.

Most of the confusion, resistance and reluctance could be eliminated by estab-
lishing a uniform system of medically directed utilization review. This Congress,
and particularly this Committee, recognizes the necessity of efficient, effective
peer review. The establishment of professional standards review organizations
is to be recommended. Such an organization must, by constitution, create a more
effective and uniform method of evaluating the quality, quantity, and cost of
health care delivery. The present variances inl procedure, composition and actions
of peer (utilization) review programs can be eliminated by establishing regional
methods based upon lengths of stay by disease entity with breakouts of charges,
i.e., X-ray, radiology, laboratory, cardio-pulmonary, and other categories of physi-
cian generated charges.

Peer review, per se, deserves considerate explanation, but its basic limitations
must be considered in the scope of possibilities of a professional standards review
organization. Primary peer review is as old as mankind. "Johnny, wash behind
your ears; stand in the corner; eat your vegetables." That is peer review-
truly, but with a predictable degree of effectiveness.

Physicians have had a peer review mechanism for centuries. Individual physi-
cians are subjected throughout their careers to stringent peer review.

Tissue, audit, review, grievance, ethics, record and many other committees
concern themselves with a physician's capacity to practice medicine ethically.,
effectively and properly. No profession, in this country, subjects itself voluntarily
to a more stringent introspective scrutiny than the medical profession. Such
experienced exposure to surveillance has made the medical profession cognizant
of the value of scrutiny and aware of the most effective methods of peer review.

Peer review, in itself, has been effective in areas where comprehensive coordi-
nation has been achieved. In many areas of this country, peer review has suc-
ceeded in parallel fashion to Johnny's peer review. There are many reasons for
such instances of inconsistent effectiveness. Basically, the reasons seem to be
predicated upon a lack of correlation; a lack of uniformity in methodology and
legal limitations imposed upon hospital staffs and medical societies who attempt
to act against a wayward physician. Legal agencies have reversed, untold times,
actions taken by a medical group against transgressive physicians. As a result,
responsible physicians are reluctant and extremely cautious in proceeding against
an offending practitioner. Legal limitations have caused -he labels of "white-
wash" or "foxes in the henhouse" to be attached to the medical profession. Such
charges are inaccurate and unfair for the most part.

Given statutory responsibility the medical profession can prove that its mem-
bers are as competent in peer review as they are as medical practitioners. A
professional standards review organization establishment has been proposed in
many bills before Congress. As noted previously this type of legislation will cre-
ate a specific correlation of all types of existing peer review programs. It is
readily apparent that a professional standards review organization has great
advantage over the limited, uncoordinated professional peer review committees.

In brief, the following is a prototype for the structuring of a professional
standards review organization:

The entire structure of the organization should be developed within the con-
fines of a non-profit corporation. The corporate board of directors should be com-
posed of licensed practicing physicians, representatives of the Blue plans, In-
surance organizations, labor, hospitals, state health agencies, consumers and
management.

This Board of Directors shall serve in an overall supervisory role, with the
responsibility of fiscal management and It must serve as an appeal board to hear
and adjudicate controversy. The Board shall act to carry out the chartered pur-
poses of said corporation. The Board of Directors shall establish a Professional
Standards Review Council for the express purpose of developing standards that
will effectuate a professional appraisal of the quality, quantity and cost of
health care.

The Professional Standards Review Council shall be composed of licensed
practicing physicians who are selected from geographic-economic sectors of the
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concerned area (state). Council members shall be nominated l)y local area medical
organizations and appointed by the corl)orate president with the approval of
the Board of Directors. The effective minimum number of councilors in an area
(state) shall be eleven.

The corporate Board shall have the additional responsibility, through its presi-
dent, of establishing a panel of the several medical disciplines. This panel of
physicians will serve as resource and advisory personnel to the PSRO council
of physicians, and, ultimately, to the corporate Board, especially in the area of ap-
propriate scientific and financial data.

The Professional Standards Review Council shall have the primary duty of
establishing the required policy guidelines to evaluate the quality, quantity and
cost of medical care being delivered in the area (state). Quantity and cost could
be appraised by qualified experts in the socio-economic field of care. A total coin-
I)rehensive evaluation, however, must have a determination of the quality of
care delivered. The interpretative analysis of related and relative scientific
data-in short, quality control-is the educated responsible mission of the pro-
fessional standards review council of practicing )hysicians. No other group is
qualified to provide the necessary, meaningful back-ground to determine the
scientific standards required to assure high quality health care.

The PSRO council will determine quality professional standards of health
care by disease entity. These standards will eventually be expended to include
the spell of illness from hospital, ECF, out-patient and auxiliary services. This
evaluation, at least at inception, must concern itself with an accurate appraisal
of in-patient care provided to government subsidized health care recipients. X
common knowledgeable approach is length of stay by disease entity. Within
this in-patient stay physician generated charges such as laboratory, radiology,
cardiology, pharmacy, must be evaluated by the council. Standards correlating
length of stay, cost factors and acceptable medical scientific care must be devel-
oped by this council.

The Professional Standards Review Council will assure that a uniform data
collection system is developed in all regions of the state (area). In addition, the
council will develop uniform operating procedures for the several regions, in-
cluding a common computerized operation. This uniformity will assure ef-
ficient operation and objective evaluation of comparative performance of the
regional programs. The PSRO Council in these manners will coordinate the ac-
tivities of, disseminate data and information among the several regional com-
ponent organizations and other concerned organizations.

The PSRO Council, directly and through the Board of Directors, shall assist the
Secretary of HEW in evaluating the performance of the component review or-
ganizations and shall make objective recommendations in the event that a quali-
fied PSRO must be engaged to replace another component organization.

The council will further act to advise, counsel and cooperate with intermedl-
aries and carriers in all pertinent matters. Guidelines for payment of claims may
properly be established by this council in all areas relative to the professional
and scientific matters.

The individual member of this PSRO council, in close cooperation with the
council and corporate Board, will be responsible for the institution and opera-
tion of his regional program. It shall be his duty to involve, inform, educate,
organize and assist the medical societies and hospital staffs in his region in the
development of viable efficient programs of professional standards review. The
councilor shall institute a uniform system with acceptable local variables under
the guidelines and policies established by the area (state) council.

In the event that a hospital staff or medical society does not choose to par-
ticipate, the councilor shall, through his regional resources, provide a review
function for this particular territory.

The regional councilor shall serve as chairman and coordinator of the regional
council or committee empowered to administer the program regionally. He shall
submit periodic reports of performance of all programs and his evaluation of
these programs to the area (state) PSRO Council and) ultimately to the cor-
porate board. All such reports shall be transmitted as required to the Secretary
of HEW.
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Because of limitations of time, only a broad outline of a PSRO has been in-

cluded in this presentation. More detailed information will be made available
upon request.

H.R. 7182-Devine, Betts-provides that physicians through already estab-

lished methods will conduct professional standards review organizations to

insure that an adequate control of the quality, quantity and cost of health care

is effected. Any legislation that can )ermit multiple PSRO contracts within an

area (state) must be considered very carefully. Multiple organizations dealing

directly with the Secretary of HEW might well destroy unanimity and uni-

formity which could lead to an ineffective program in a designated area.
Area (state) wide experimental professional standard review organizations

have been established in New Mexico, Colorado, Georgia, and possibly Illinois.
Such action would indicate the merits of dealing within the established and
familiar patterns of medical organizations. Responsible, far-sightedl medical
societies recognize the need and challenge of effective, successul professional
review. Those that are willing to accept such responsibility should be given the
opportunity. H.R. 7182 provides the opportunity for an area (state) medical
society to perform PSRO functions. Then, if medicine cannot or does not per.
form satisfactorily, perhaps it will deserve whatever its fate may be.

This Committee has considered and enacted many historic pieces of legislation,
H.R. 7182 is another historic step whereby the medical profession is enabled
to establish with the Federal government a new and professional partnership
unequalled in the nation's history. And the beneficiaries are the citizens you serve.

Thank you.
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FXHIBIT NO. 1

Hospital Cases Pharm. Rad. Lab. Ph. Th. EKG EEG Cov. chg. Ave. stay

1 ---------------- 90 31 4 17 ------- 4 ----------- 491 10
2 ---------------- 9 28 5 52 ----------------------------- 496 10
3 ---------------- 77 32 14 45 ------------------------- - 378 5
4 --------------------------------.----------------------------------------------------
5 .....................................................................................................
6 ---------------- 268 18 ---------- 23 6 ------------- 459 7
7 ---------------- 29 50 14 48 2 8 -------- 504 8
8 ---------------- 12 25 1 18 ---------- 3 368 7
9 ---------------- 2 17 48 44 --------- 26 448 8
10 -------------- - 179 29 5 22 - -.. .. . 8 ----------- 563 8
11 --------------- 100 31 3 18 -------- 3 ---------- - 415 9
12 --------------- 3 36 10 42 ---------- 26 ---------- 529 8
1 3 --------------------
14 ---- ---- ---
15 --------------- 30 72 23 31 ----------------.... 514 8
16 --------------- 55 49 9 21 ----------- - 11 -------- 515 7
17 --------------- 1 6 45 17 ---------- 15 ---------- 249 5
18 --------------- 19 47 6 25 --------- 4 ----------- 392 8
19--- ---------- 203 48 6 19 -----... 5 .---------- - 494 5
20
21................................................
22 ------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23 ----------------------------------------
24 ---- ------ - --- - 1 297 45 132 .......43 463 --------- 1,957 30
25 --------------- 2 36 10 23 ----------------------------- 504 11
2 6 ----------------------------------
27 --------------- 69 92 24 106 ---------- 17 ---------- 822 12
28.....................................
29 --------------- 109 11- 0 12 ----------------------------- 446 5
30
31 --------------- 2 77 ---------- 27 ---------------------------- -375- 6
32 --------------- 3 34 --------- 12 ----------------------------- 314 8
33 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
34 -------------------------------------------------------------.-----------------------------------------
35 --------------- 97 58 2 16 1 1---------- 383 8
36 ---------------------------------------------
37 --------------- 17 80 10 4 ------------- 19 ------------- 500
38.....................................
39 --------------- 1 3 ---------- 78 ----------------------------- 195 3
40 --------------- 20 10 ---------- 21 --------------- -------------- 279 5
41 --------------- 80 37 86 29 --------- 6 ----------- 462 9

EXHIBIT NO. 2

Hospital Cases Pharm. Rad. Lab. Ph. Th. EKG EEG Cov. chg. Ave. stay

1 ---------------- 86 50 42 80 4 28 12 742 13
2 ---------------- 37 63 20 84 -------. 2 ----------- 483 11
3 ---------------- 47 54 50 89 7 4 ---------- 800 16
4 ----------------- 42 181 170 ---------- 15 ---------- 735 10
5 ---------------- 31 56 38 50 ---------- 22 ---------- 598 11
6 ---------------- 68 48 ------- 119 4 23 8 765 14
7 ---------------- 11 29 94 3 8 3 486 8
8 ---------------- 21 67 18 90 7 13 ---------- 723 16
9 ---------------- 19 86 47 94 ---------- 19 6 854 15
10 --------------- 49 49 59 147 4 24 ---------- 848 11
11 --------------- 69 50 29 48 7 28 ---------- 600 14
12 --------------- 20 33 56 88 ---------- 22 2 446 7
13 --------------- 10 46 19 39 ---------- 14 ---------- 464 13
14 --------------- 27 65 29 63 ---------- 6 1 448 10
15 --------------- 58 68 40 73 3 1 ---------- 619 12
16--------------- 52 106 48 133 9 17 3 976 16
17 --------------- 32 36 22 30 7 14 ---------- 496 11
18 --------------- 28 81 15 100 ---------- 10 2 642 13
19 --------------- 60 180 76 232 11 30 ---------- 1,244 13
20 --------------- 12 98 13 118 25 65 ---------- 891 16
21 --------------- 25 59 23 125 6 24 ---------- 611 11
22 --------------- 19 96 33 118 ---------- 14 ---------- 934 19
23 --------------- 11 103 13 57 --------- 54 ---------- 561 11
24 --------------- 35 77 20 126 ---------- 25 ---------- 622 15
25 --------------- 21 81 59 160 39 36 6 934 15
26 --------------- 23 33 17 75 7 10 ---------- 422 8
27 --------------- 48 105 145 190 ---------- 24 ---------- 1,020 13
28 --------------- 16 51 47 130 -------- 20 ---------- 624 15
29 --------------- 50 70 35 79 3 4 1 621 11
30 --------------- 11 37 25 86 --------- 2 ----------- 419 9
31 --------------- 10 38 31 46 ------- 9 ----------- 443 10
32 --------------- 30 76 28 68 ---------- 12 2 523 12
33 --------------- 35 125 22 99 --------- I ---------- 626 14
34 --------------- 11 39 69 72 ---------- 29 6 603 12
35 --------------- 84 80 25 51 7 16 ---------- 566 13
36 --------------- 17 51 52 81 ---------- 10 ---------- 554 12
37 --------------- 15 41 10 70 1 5 ---------- 326 2
38 --------------- 8 256 29 100 ---------- 19 ---------- 1,233 31
39 --------------- 36 192 33 132 14 5 ----------- 926 17
40 --------------- 24 48 20 67 3 12 ---------- 507 10
41 --------------- 59 42 45 76 10 18 4 628 12



EXHIBIT

Overall Average Length of Stay in Extended Care Facilities through 1970,

based on 1,975 live discharges:

Year 1967 1968 1969 1970
Live
Dis. 333 349 469 824

0 Days

EXHIBIT

Average Length of stay for Veoplasms, based on 168 live discharges:

Year 1967 1968 1969 1970

Live
Dis. 27 19 35 87

0 Days



EXHIBIT 5

Average Length of Stay for Diseases of the Circulatory Svstem, based

on 343 live discharges;

Average Length of Stay for Diseascs of the Resoiratorv System, based on

56 live discharges:

YCar 1967 i 06
Live
Dis. 13 520 Days

*--.'- 0 Days

26
Year 1967 1968 1969 1970
Live
Dis. 139 149 • 224 331
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Average Lcn~th of Stay for Disczses Of the Dir,.Stive Systemi, bWes or.

93 live dischar.-cs:

-37*8

30.
-27.6

-21.3

'Ycr 167 .96 19 17

17 10 23 43

M>2113T 8

Aveace Lonath of Stay for Diseases of the Cecnitourinary System, bused

on~ 64 )4VO discharges:

-29.0
27.8

0 Days
-14.3

Live
Dis. 21 13 6 24

Live
Dis.
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Average Length of Stay for Diseases of the M'seuloskeleta. Svstem, Average Length of Stay for Iniuries and Adverse Effects of Chemical and

based on 91 live discharges: Other External Caunes., based on 415 live discharges:

-67.3

53.5 -64.6 -

44.9
F ' "

36.1 46.8

J-33.6 T M

20.5 i .

Y ear 1967 1 o6 1 1 5"]0 
, -

Dis. 7 13 19 52
0 Days

Year 1967 1968 1969 1970
Live
Dir. 6S 106 83 153

mm= . 9



EMI~IBIT *:LU

Average Length of Stay for Frncture of Ferur other than Neck, based

on 209 live discharges:

797
i..:*I!-68.6 ,<- :

[ !: i !
49.7 .

Yer 16 196 19917

L i
"' 7

I i '

*" .

If

Yecr 1967 196S 1969 1970
Live
Dis. 49 74 29 57

En1IBIT 12

Average Ler.Zth of Stay for Fracture of Neck of Fenur (i1p Fracture),

based on 87 live discharges:

-o.3 !

41.4

Aq

I .g

.. 1 ,- *

Year 1967 19GS 1969 1 10
Live

0 Days Dis. 3 4 29 51

0 Days



E2iIBIT 3

Average Length of Stay

115 live discharges:

for Generalized Arterio Sclerosis, based on
Average Length of Stay for Cerebrovascular DIsease, based on 356

live discharges:

-67.1
-64.5

129.4

:)

f.:I , ; 1.

I. I : ii

1' .-~

. -'"

Year 1967 196& 1959 1970
Live
Dis. 28 31 28 26

-69.7

46.6

--25.8 *

1* . . A .

. .. .. .4 " 40 ays'-

Year 1967 1966 19o9 1970
Liv 5
Dis. 57 57 110 13Z

0 DAYS

EIBT14
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Average Length of Stay for ArterLosclerotic ifeart Diseases, based on

158 live discharges:

S-58.1

4S.4 !".:

.; I ..
1 35.2 i' ".

h :!,+. .. . 1242-. 1 2 4 7

yea G97 96 691970

Live
Dis. 19 24 45 70

Average Length of Stay for Acute CUronarv Occlusion, based on 59

live discharges:

38.3
7..

I t21.2 '

I' ii 'i
IIA

I~ ODays
Year 1967 1968 16u i970a0 y
Live
Dis. 9 8 7 35

EMI 16.
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EXHIBIT 17

Average Length of Stay for Diabetes xellitus , based on 71 live

discharges:

- 80.7

- 62.4

- 25.3

0 Days
yaar 1967 1-968 1969 1970
Live
Dis. 11 5 20 35

70-174 0 - 72 - pt. 7 -- 11
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Mr. ULLMAN. We thank you. We understand our colleague from
Ohio would like to make a statement at this point. We appreciate
having you with us. The Honorable Samuel Devine.

STATEMENT OF HOl. SAMUEL DEVINE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Chairman, when this committee indicated it would
consider the various proposals on health care sometime ago, I began to
review the bills then pending in Congress to see if I could arrive at a
reasoned decision as far as an overall program was concerned. During
this preliminary phase, I began to get suspicious of the statistics being
used, the terms bandied about and the general impression that we had
a "cottage-type industry" in operation. I also began asking the same
questions many of you are asking about the, quality, quantity, and cost
of existing Federal programs, mainly, medicare and medicaid. The
answers were somewhat vague.

My study convinced me that all the rhetoric and catchy phrases were
not exactly accurate: we do not have a "second-rate system"; "cottage-
type industry" is not an 'accurate nor fair description; and what we
need most of all are facts. Specifically, what are we getting in the way
of health care for the Federal expenditures?

Since the medical profession is providing a great majority of the
health care in this country, I asked some doctors for their opinions on
several of the pending proposals. I received a number of varied opin-
ions, and concluded the first thing for me to do was to try to establish
a basis for determining the quality, quantity, and cost of medical care
under the existing system.

Among the various proposals studied was Senator Wallace Ben-
nett's amendment to the social security bill of last year. This amend-
ment created a program of professional standard review organization
and proposed a cooperative effort between the medical profession and
the Federal Government and State government. Using this amend-
ment as a basis, we drafted H.R. 7182. To prove out the effectiveness
of our concept, we decided to accumulate meaningful data for medical
review using a PSRO structure.

Accordingly, a test-type computer program was developed by the
local service agent for medicare and after some extensive correspond-
ence with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, a
modest funding grant ($20 million) was provided. This will give us
a 2-year experience for 21 disease entities covering 42 hospitals in the
central Ohio -area. This program was developed through efforts of Dr.
James L. Henry, Who is with me today. The program created a means
of evaluating medical care through dollar costs per disease entity for
seven major subgroups. I will let Dr. Henry describe the manner in
which this data can be interpreted.

After the introduction of II.R. 7182, the changes from the Bennett
amend ment became the subject of constructive discussion. These dif-
ferences were analyzed and discussed l)etween staff members, and
through correspondence with Senator Bennett. Briefly, they now con-
sist of the structure of the organization and the use of statewide
groups as opposed to area groups designated by the Federal Govern-
ment through the Secretary of HEW.
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In I.R. 7182, we contemplate using the existing structures of the
medical profession as a guide and reTy on statewide PSRO's as the
first and preferred structure. This concept has been used in several test
programs now in being-New Mexico, Colorado, Georgia, and recently
Illinois-and appears to be working very well. However, our bill does
create an effective program of professional standards review organiza-
tions flexible enough to accommodate the needs of specific areas. It
uses the medical profession and the practicing physicians to the maxi-
mum degree. It also places the, responsibility on the medical profession
and organized medicine to cooperate wit] the Federal authorities, or
in the alternative, to be subject, to standards review by other agencies.
Obviously, it is the responsibility of the medical profession to meet
this challenge.

It is obvious to me that medical data has to be interpreted by medical
personnel, ai)d if the Government is going to get meaningful informa-
tion from the computer read-out, it has to be professionally "read." A
professional standards review organization composed of practicing
physicians is the most practical method of accomplishing this purpose.

H.R. 7182, would provided a program whereby the Federal Govern-
ment would get the best advice possible about the programs it finances;
the bill would enable savings to be made in excess care cases, improve-
ments to be made in inferior care cases, and reasoned medical judg-
ment applied in all cases.

It will create a basis for sound judgment by Congress in considering
any overall health program, by giving a comprehensive picture of the
existing Federal programs andhow they are working. It can be used as
a basis for professional review of any newly enacted Federal health
programs and provide a valid statistical base for projecting program
costs. It will create a program of cooperation between the medical
profession and the Federal Government.

If I can conclude and risk in oversimplifying, if we are going to
have a review of the overall program, it seems to me physicians are
the most logical persons to do it because they are best qualified and in
a better position to give a review than a bunch of bureaucrats down in
a department of the Government.

Thank you very much, gentlemen, for permitting us to testify.
Mr. ULLMIAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Devine. This has been very

challenging testimony. May I ask a. question or two?
First, this special study was limited to medicare patients; is that

right?
Dr. HENRY. Yes, sir.
Mr. ULLMAN. Under the management of whom?
Dr. HENRY. Blue Cross of central Ohio had the computer and the

medical profession put in the guidelines and they broke out the medi-
care billing costs the way we asked them to do it.

Mr. ULLMIAN. It involved computerization of all of the service and
cost elements?

Dr. HENRY. We use the term doctor-generated charges, X-ray, labo-
ratory, pharmacy, all of the things that a doctor in fact causes to be
a charge factor at the billing period. We did not use per diem costs, et
cetera.

Mr. ULLMAN. Did it go primarily to the length of stay in hospitals?
Was this the primary point of the study?
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Dr. HENRY. In the beginning we involved ourselves in length of stay
with disease entity, but we found this was not a fair factor in evaluat-
ing quality and quantity. I think you have to get the breakdown as to
how much pharmacy was used, how much laboratory, how much X-ray.

In the beginning, we had studies by lengths of disease entity and we
refined it. Thalnks to the grant, we were able to break out the various
charges and we believe that is a more valuable tool.

Mr. ULJMAN. Your charts are very interesting. They present quite
a challenge.

What would be your answer then to the problem ?
Dr. HENRY. How, for instance, do you think we would handle the

hospital with a 12-day stay charges against other hospitals that iad
an 8-day stay?

Mr. ULLMrAN. That, of course, is the $64 question, and you did not
quite hit it head on in your testimony. You referred to it.

Dr. HiE.NRY. I think the way you hit it head on is through a PSRO
council of physicians. You get to the members of the staff of this hos-
pital and you show them directly the computer run and you ask them
two questions: -Why? And do you have something nobody else 1)as and
are your results better than anybody?

Otherwise, don't you think you should conform to the standards of
medical care that proved to be adequate in 11 out of the other 12 hos-
pitals? I think there are lots of things you can say probably "in
cathedral."

Mr. ULLMANi. Did you find difference in management efficiency was
one of the basic differentials?

Dr. HENRY. I am sure I will probably get clobbered from behind
here, but I think one of the things is you do note is that there are differ-
ent techniques in administering different hospitals. Is that a very dip-
lomatic way of saying it?

Mr. ULLMIIAN. I think you are being overdiplomatic.
Are there further questions?
Mr. Vanik?
Mr. VAN K. I would like to ask whether or not the Ohio Medical

Association supports the inclusion of psychiatric services in its pro-
posals for a national health plan or in the medicredit plan?

Dr. HENRY. I can't speak to the medicredit plan.
Mr. VANin. Do you advocate the inclusion of psychiatric services?
Dr. HENRY. I think, in the programs, we are attempting to devise

broad guidelines for evaluating psychiatric care.
Mr. VANIK. I understand what you have done in your plan and in

your proposal which has a lot of merit and which certainly should be
carefully considered by this committee as a cost control device and bet-
ter utilization. I want now to ask you in your capacity as a representa-
tive of the Ohio State Medical Association whether you advocate a
plan of coverage which will include in a health insurance program psy-
chi atric services?

Dr. HENRY. I think I can answer yes to that, sir.
Mr. VANIK. And nursing home care?
Dr. HENRY. Yes.
Mr. BYRNES. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. VANiK. I yield.
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Mr. BYRNES. I think we should make clear whether the doctor is
representing the Ohio Medical Association or representing himself
in conjunction with this particular study.

Mr. VANIK. You are a treasurer of the inedical association; are you
not ?

Dr. HENRY. I am treasurer of the medical association.
Mr. BYRNES. Could I find out just for my own information the

capacity in which the doctor appears?
Dr. HENRY. I am really appearing here because I have been involved

in creating this type of a review. I am not here as treasurer of the Ohio
State Medical Association. That just happens to be one of my titles
but I am trying to address myself to Mr. Vanik.

Yes, we are concerned, and yes, knowing from my position of having
heard the council's deliberationss, yes, we are trying to involve our-
selves and it involves some very eminent psychiatrists in the State of
Ohio to the problem I think le is asking about.

Mr. VA7Nm. Now I would like to ask you inder the action taken by
the Ohio State Medical Association wht 1 er the association has advo-
cated a coinsurance feature? Can you tell me. that?

Dr. HENRY. We have not at this time. We have not gotten into any
of this. WO are trying to form an organization for the review of medi-
cal care at which time then we can be in a position to make advice
available to Government and people like that.

Mir. VANIK. I amn here as an Ohio representative on this committee
and I would like to be guided by what the Ohio Medical Association
is recommending. I hiave the recommendation cf the AMA. I would
like to know now what kind of proposal you are suggesting to the Con-
gress in our deliberations on tihe great problem of a national health
program.

I appreciate your suggestion as to an approach to the better utiliza.-
tion of hospitals. But I would like to a-sk you just what are you pro-
posing with respect to a health plan for America ?

Are you proposing catast.rophic coverage? Do you propose out-
patient care?

Mr. DEVINE. The gentleman is directing his remarks to anyone out
here. He is appearing as Dr. Henry and not for or on behalf of the
Ohio Medical Association nor do I feel lie can state a position for them.
I don't think they have taken an official position.

Mr. VANiK. I am tr-,ing to find out what my medical association is
recommending ol this awesome problem we have before us on the
establishment of a medical program for America. I thought the treas-
urer of the association might have some recomendation to make or
tell me onl what the Ohio association is slp)orting, so that we can be.
guided in our deliberations.

Dr. HENRY. I am certainly not trying to be evasive, sir, but I can't
speak to the point. I ant sorry.

Mr. VANic. You have recommended a, plan for the proper utilization
and peer review of hospital services.

Dr. HENRY. And ECS and a logical extension goes on into the physi-
cians offices and outpatient services but, sir, the only data base you have
that can be developed a.t the present time that is ;meaningful is the in-
patient care of patients.
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Mr. VANIK. Do you recommend that, this be, extended into a peer
review of all doctors charges?

Dr. HENRY. I think this would be a, logical conclusion at some time.
Mr. V,,N1i. Your present study only goes to hospital utilization.
Dr. HENRY. Hospital and ECS.
Mr. VxNIK. That would be under l)art 13 and it would apply ouly to

the medicare cases rather than to other insurance covered cases.
Dr. HENRY. Once you develop this, starting with the medic ire data,

you cal go to all all-patient review. Many of the hospitals in central
Ohio have a review now that extends to all patients regardless, of their
financial coverage in the hospital.

In other words, we have about 15 hospitals that use all patients,
and even newborns are evaluated as to how much they stay aild why
they are overstaying.

Mr. VANIK. In Ohio, and under the canons of ethics of the medical
associations, is the doctor ethically permitted to include in his bill

the cost of services rendered by others, such as laboratory services,
X-ray, or the consulting phase of other doctors?

Dr. HENRY. Sir, I don't think this is the normal practice. I think
doctors bill for their own services and do not bill for the ancillary
services.

Mr. VANIK. Is there any rule or restriction that you know of in the
association which would preclude a doctor from retailing) out the serv-
ices rendered by a laboratory or by X-ray technicians or by any other
health aid organization?

Dr. HENRY. I know in Ohio a doctor is considered highly unethical
if he is involved with a pharmacy and it is frowned upon and he is
slapped oil the wrist. I think in laboratories they like to have the pathol-
ogist running the laboratory, to bill independently and to so recoin-
mend this as the accepted procedure.

Mr. VANIK. Is that the directive of the organization?
Dr. HENRY. It is certainly a recommendation of the organization;

yes.
Mr. VANIK. Can you give me any examples of any peer review of

medical fees in which any action was taken by the Ohio association?
Dr. HENRY. There is a very specific technique for reviewing fees.

It is done through the local medical societies. It is done then through
the State medical association in areas in which some doctors, some
organizations will not review fees.

Yes, having sat on the council and having listened to the delibera-
tions, I can tell you there are many instances in which the fee is re-
duced by recommendation of the Council of the Ohio State Medical
Association.

The local medical societies will cause a doctor's fee to be reduced be-
cause, in their words, it is unethical to charge a fee of that proportion.

Mr. VANIK. Are there any specific examples or cases that you can
refer to in which action has been taken by a State or local association ?

Dr. HENRY. I could provide that for you.
Mr. VANIK. I do not need the name or specific detail, but are these

proceedings public or private? Does anyone have access to such
proceedings or know that they are going on ?
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Dr. HENRY. Yes. We have a relationship in Ohio, for instance, with
the industrial commission and for many years now have been adjudi-
cating, the fees, have been considering cases in which the industrial
commission considers it to be an overcharge or wants an explanation
of why tlv fee was a given amount.

Mr. VANIK. Do you know of any single case in which a doctor in
Ohio has testified in open court against another doctor on that fee
issue?

Dr. htENRY. To nv own knowledge, yes.
Mr. VANIK. Coufd you provide that for the record? That would be

a public record, I presume. I have been searching and I have not been
able to find a single situation in which a doctor as a professional has
taken the stand to make a professional statement or give an opinion
about the fee that was charged by another doctor.

(The court cases referred to follow:)

WRIGHT, HARLOR, MORRIS & ARNOLD,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,

Columbus, Ohio, January 17,1972.
Mr. HERBERT GILLEN,
Assistant Director of Pablic Relations,
01io State Medical Association, Columbus, Ohio.

DEAR HERB: Chuck Edgar and you have asked me to submit to you a list of
cases of which I had knowledge wherein there was testimony by physicians on
behalf of plaintiffs in malpractice actions against other physicians and/or
hospitals.

Listed below are eight such cases in which I have, as counsel for one or more
of the defendants, participated. All were tried in Franklin County Common Pleas
Court and the number shown in connection with each case is the file number of
the case. The cases are as follows:

(1) Piccione v. Smith, No. 224,873.
(2) Hays v. Slager, No. 226,530.
(3) Soller v. St. Anthony, No. 203,071.
(4) Klema v. St. Anthony, No. 216,161.
(5) Calloway v. St. Anthony, No. 228,593.
(6) Gibbs v. Sanor, No. 210,861.
(7) Callahan v. Sanor, No. 208,631.
(8) Jackson v. St. Anthony, No. 216,725.

In my personal experience there have, of course, been many other cases in
which there was testimony by physicians in similar malpractice cases given by
way of deposition before trial, but I have not included them. Also, I have limited
the list above to those cases in which I was personally involved in recent years
and have made no effort to list similar cases which have been handled by other
defense lawyers in town handling the defense of malpractice cases on behalf of
their clients.

If you desire additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely yours,

JAMES E. POHLMAN.
Enclosures.

[From the Plain Dealer (Cleveland, Ohio) Nov. 7, 1963]

EYE SURGEON SUEs 30 ACADEMY DOCTORS HERE

A dispute between a Shaker Heights eye surgeon and the Cleveland Academy
of Medicine has landed in Common Pleas Court.

Dr. Samuel M. Kamellin, 19201 Van Aken Boulevard, with offices in the Osborn
Building, 1021 Prospect Avenue S. E., is asking $1.1 million from 30 doctors, all
former officers of the academy, for alleged damages to his reputation and income.

The dispute arose in 1961, the lawsuit said, when Dr. Kamellin sued a patient
for payment of a bill. The academy's mediation committee ruled that Dr.
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Kamellin's charges for the patient's operation had been excessive, the latest
lawsuit asserted.

The committee and Dr. John D. Osmond, Jr., then president of the academy,
asked Dr. Kamellin to drop the action. He refused.

The mediation committee then referred the compliant to the academy's com-
mitte on ethics, according to the $1.1-million lawsuit.

Dr. Kamellin contends the proceedings, which stretched from January 1961, to
March, 1962, hurt his professional standing. As a result, he contends, he lost
potential patients that would have been referred to him by general )ractitioners.

The academy released a statement yesterday saying it regretted that the law-
suit resulte(l froin its "attempts to maintain high ethical standards for the
medical profession and to arbitrate complaints of excessive fees for medical
service."

The statement also said:
"In this case the medication committee of the Academy of Medicine received a

complaint which it subsequently decided was justified. In the best interest of
the )atient, the medical profession, and the community, the committee, with
the knowledge and approval of the board of directors of the academy, felt it had
a duty to make its decision known to both physician and )atient.

[From the Columbus (Ohio) Citizen-Journal, Nov. 6, 1963]

DOCTOR SUES ACADEMY FOR $1.1 MILLION

CLEVELANI---An eye doctor Tuesday sued 30 former officers of the Cleveland
Academy of Medicine for $1.1 million inl damages as the outgrowth of a (lisl)ute
over a surgery fee.

I)r. Samuel M. Kamellin charged the Academy officers had damaged his repu-
tation, standing in the community and power to earn by their actions in cominec-
tion with the fee.

The suit, filed in Common Pleas Court by I)r. Kamellin's attorney. 'Maurice
M. Waltman, named )r. John I). ()smond, who was president of the Academy
when the dispute arose in 1961, and all others who held office at the time.

The fee was one I)r. Kamellin charged for an operation on Kenneth Cottrell,
minor son of Charles Cottrell Jr. The father challenged the ailmount of the fee
and Dr. Kamellin went to court to collect.
The suit accused I)r. Osmond of threatening retaliation by the Academy if Dr.

Kamellin continued to press his claim. The suit also disputed the right of the
Academy's mediation committee to intervene.

[From the Youngstown (Ohio) Vindicator, Nov. 6, 1963]

DocTomRs ARE SUED) IN FIviT OVER FEE

(LEVELANi), Nov. (i-An eye doctorr Tues(lay sued 30 former officers of the
Cleveland Academy of Medicine for $1,100,000 in damages as the outgrowth of
a -.'spute over a surgery fee.

Dr. Samuel M. Kamellin charged the academy officers had damaged his relu-
tation, standing in the community and power to earn by their actions in connec-
tion with the fee.
The suit, filed in Common Pleas Court by Dr. Kamellin's attorney, Maurice

M. Waltman, named Dr. John D. Osmnond, who was president of the academy
when the dispute arose in 1961 and all others who held office at the time.
The fee was one Dr. Kamellin charged for all operation oil Kenneth Cottrell,

minor son of Charles Cottrell Jr. The father challenged the aimount and Dr.
Kamnellin went to court to collect.

The suit accused Dr. Osmond of threatening retaliation by the academy if Dr.
Kamnellin continued to press his claim. The suit also disputed the right of tile
academy's mediation committee to intervene.
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MEMORANDUM OF REVIEW OF DR. S. M. KAMELLIN CASE-MARCI 10, 1963

NATURE AND HISTORY OF CASE

1. Under date of May 7, 1962 Dr. S. M. Kaniellin, an ophthalmologist, with of-
fices at 206 Osborn Building, Cleveland, Ohio, wrote a letter to OSMA claiming
that the Chairman of the Ethics Committee of the Academy of Medicine
had been guilty of an act of discourtesy in failing to answer Dr. Kamellin's
letter of April 23, 1962 addressed to Dr. Middleton M. Lambright, Chairman of
the Ethics Committee. Dr. Kamellin also alleged in this letter of May 7 that cer-
tain members of the Board of Directors of the Academy of Medicine of Cleveland
ha(d been guilty of certain unethical acts, to-wit: (1) The Board of Directors
"with apparent malicious intent" sent a representative on November 27, 1961 to
the Garfield Heights, Ohio Municipal Court to testify in a certain lawsuit brought
by Dr. Kamellin to collect a fee from a Mr. Cottrell for professional services
rendered by Dr. Kamellin to Mr. Cottrell's son in December, 1960; (2) Such
Board of Directors "did fabricate a charge to force me to appear before the
Ethics Committee for questioning about: (a) matters which had no basis in fact
or evidence, but were based upon assumption only, and, (b) matters which were
of no proper concern to them but were of a private nature between my patient
and me". Dr. Kamellin's letter requests an investigation, "in accordance with
paragraph 5, Section 4, Chapter 8 of the Constitution" of OSMA, "in order to
determine which physician or physicians are guilty of the conduct" described by
Dr. Kamellin. (No reference was made by Dr. Kamellin with respect to disci-
plinary action pursuant to Section 6 of Chapter 11 of the OSMA Bylaws; Sec-
tion 6 provides for the filing and hearing by the Council of OSMA of original
charges against a member of a component society in the same manner as pro-
vided in Section 4 of Chapter 11 for disciplinary procedure by a component so-
ciety). This letter of May 7 is attached.

2. Enclosed with Dr. Kamellin's letter of May 7 was a copy of his letter to the
Chairman of the Ethics Committee of the Academy of Medicine, dated April 23,
1962. After setting forth his answers or contentions to certain charges allegedly
made by the Board of Directors against Dr. Kamellin, and which were allegedly
discussed at a meeting of tile Ethics Conmitteee held on Marci 7, 1962, at wilich
Dr. Kamellin and his attorney, Mr. Maurice Weltman, were present, Dr. Kamel-
lin requested that Dr. Lanbright advise hinl as to "the conclusions of the Com-
mittee regarding the charges of the Board of Directors, namely if I did, or did
not in any way commit an unethical act as laid down by the Constitution of the
Academy of Medicine of Cleveland or of any of the Principles of Medical Ethics
of the American Medical Association, in the case under discussion, namely the
Cottrell case." (See last paragraph on page 3 of April 23 letter, a copy of which
is attached.)

3. The Council referred 1)r. Kamlellin's compaint to the J & P R Committee for
investigation, consideration and report. Under date of August 1, 1962 Dr. Kamel-
lin wrote to tile J & P1 R Committee and requested an investigation of certain
other allegedly unethical acts which Dr. Kamellin claims were committed by
certain members of the Cleveland Academy of Medicine, as follows:

(1) Certain physicians who are members of the Ethics Committee of the
Academy of Medicine of Cleveland did repeatedly fail to answer certain ques-
tions repeatedly addressed to them by me.

(2) Certain officers of the Academy of Medicine of Cleveland, acting for the
Board of Directors failed to answer certain pertinent and proper questions ad-
dressed to them by me.

(3) Certain physicians, who are members of the governing body or of the com-
mittees of the Academy of Medicine of Cleveland, did in a surreptitious manner,
without my knowledge and consent, and with what appears to be an attempt to
delude, obtain certain private medical information in the Cottrell case.

Dr. Kamellin also requested in this letter that there be included in this supple-
mental investigation requested by him the act of Dr. Henry Crawford, President
of the Academy of Medicine, in stating (in Dr. Crawford's letter of July 25, 1962
in reply to Dr. Kamellin's letter to Dr. Crawford of July 23, 1962) that he, Dr.
Crawford, does not feel authorized to respond until the matter already before
the State Association is resolved. Dr. Kamellin enclosed with his letter of
August 1, 1962 copies of the following letters:

Dr. Kamellin to Dr. Lambright, June 27, 1962.
Dr. Kamellin to Board of Directors, July 11, 1962.
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Dr. Kamellin to I)r. Crawford, July 23, 1962.
l)r. Crawford to 1)r. Kamellin, July 25, 1962.
I)r. Kaniellin to l)r. (rawford, August 1, 19(62.

This supplemental comlhint letter of D)r. Kamellin to the . & 1) It Committee,
date(l August 1, 1962, is attached.

4. The ,I & P 1, committee e scheduled its first hearing oil this matter for
October 7 but the matter was l)ostl)oned by reason of the inability of I)r.
Kainell in to )e in attendance oit that (late (see I)r. Kanellin's letter to Dr.
Itawling of September 21 19(12). The matter was then reassigned for Sunday,
January 13, 1963. On the morning of January 13 the .1 & 1) It Committee met with
l)r. Kamellin, Mrs. Kamellin and( Mr. Maurice Weltman, attorney for Dr.
Kamellin ; no representatives of the Cleveland Academy were in attendance : the
Chairman permitted l)r. Kamellin t) make a full statement of his (nplaint,
which Dr. Kamellin lid, consuming about two hours in the process; iii the course
of his presentation he read from a number of letters and documents and prom-
ised to furnish the J & P It Committee copies of all letters in his possession re-
lating to this matter, excepting such as had already been furnished to the Com-
mittee by I)r. Kamellin or by the Academy. On Sunday afternoon, January 13,
1963, the J & P It Comamittee met with representatives of the Cleveland Academy:
neither Dr. Kamellin nor any of his advisers or representatives were in attend-
an(e; the Academy representatives were ipermitted to make full presentation of
their case, in the course of which they made reference to certain documents, most
of which had already been furnished to the .1 & P It Committee months before,
and a few of which they promised to furnish to the Committee.

5. Subsequently, the Committee received from Dr. Kamellin and the Cleveland
Acadeniy some additl,.,,.. :locImnients referred to at the Sunday, January 13, hear-
ings. The Committ,!e feels that it has now received the originals or copies of all,
or nearly all, the documents bearing Uipon the matter in dispute and copies of
all these documents have been furnished to each member of the 1 & P It
Committee.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

6. Inasmuch as the complaint tiled with the Ohio State Medical Association on
May 7, 1962, as supplemented1 by I)r. Kantellin's complaint filed with the J & I R
Committee, dated August 1, 1962, attacks the coniluct of certain members of the
Cleveland Academy of Medicine in connection with certain proceedings of the
Academy involving certain complaints against J)r. Kamellin growing out of his
professional treatment of Kenneth Cottrell, son of Charles It. Cottrell, it becomes
necessary and advisable to examine and suinmarize the evidence relating to the
disl)ute between l)r. Kamellin and Charles Cottrell and that relating to the
proceedings of the Academy iu connection with its handling of the complaint
against Dr. Kanellin lodged with it by -Mr. Cottrell.

7. Under date of April G, 1961 Charles It. Cottrell, of 11406 McCracken, Gar-
fiel Ileights, Ohio, wrote a letter to the Mediation Committee of the Cleveland
Academy, stating that lie thought that lie had been presented with ain unjust
medical fee and had been treated it an unprofessional manner by Dr. Kamellin
in connection with Dr. Kamellin's professional services rendered to Mr. Cottrell's
fourteen month old Son on 1)ecember 3, 190. Mr. Cottrell states in this letter
that the amount of the fee to be charged by Dr. Kamellin was not discussed at
the time of the operation nor at the time of Kenneth Cottrell's discharge from
the Marymount Hospital on December 15, 1960, nor at any time until Mrs. Cottrell
visited l)r. Kamellin at his office on January 10; that Dr. Kamellin informed
Mrs. Cottrell at that time that lie would not set a definite fee until Dr. Kamellin
had received payment from the hospitalization insurance that Mr. Cottrell car-
ried: that Mrs. Cottrell then informed Dr. Kamellin that the Cottrells needed a
bill to submit to Connecticut General with their notice of claim but Dr. Kamellin
stated he could not give her such a bill without studying the records further and
would mail a bill to the Cottrells; that the Blue Cross subsequently sent a check
directly to T)r. Kamellin for the amount of $225.00; that the last week in Febru-
ary Dr. Kammellin inquired of Mrs. Cottrell if the Cottrells had received payment
from Connecticut General and, when informed that Connecticut General had
made nc payment as yet, lie stated that he would perhaps temper his bill when
the Cottrells brought the Connecticut General check in to his office; that Con-
necticut General paid Mr. Cottrell $150.00 on March 3 in satisfaction of the
claini, which sum Mr. Cottrell retained and still retained at the time of the
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April 6, 1961 letter; that the Cottrells feel that Dr. Kamellin's bill of $500.00,
sent by Dr. Kamellin by registered mail on March 29, 1961, is excessive and that
J)r. Kamellin is guilty of unprofessional conduct because of "his tactics in
maneuvering for double insurance payment".

8. Enclosed with Mr. Cottrell's letter of April 6, 1961 were purported type-
written copies of three letters, as follows:
Dr. Kamellin to Mr. Cottrell, dated March 24, 1961, stating that lie was re-

liably informed that Mr. Cottrell had received a check from Connecticut General
for the services rendered by Dr. Kamellin ; tlt, according to his agreement with
Mr. C(ottrell, this check should have been forwarded to T)r. Kamellin and that lie,
1)r. Kanmellin, expects such check, or Mr. Cottrell's personal cheek for an equiva-
lent amount, to be in his office no later than Tuesday, March 28; that if lie should
not hear from Mr. Cottrell by that time "I will proceed to bill you for the serv-
ices which I rendered to you, in an amount which I will then consider to be due
me'

1)r. Kamellin to Mr. Cottrell, dated March 28, 1961, enclosing statement for
services in the amount of $500.00, less a credit of $225,00, rel)resenting the pay-
ment by Medical Mutual, together with a cognovit note, and advising that eithera check in the amount of $275.00 "or the signed note must be in my office no later
than 24 hours after you receive this letter. If not received by that time, I shall
turn the matter over to my attorney for collection."

Attorney Weltmuan to Mr. Cottrell, dated April 5, 1961, advising that unless
)ayment in the amount of $275.00, or arrangement for such payment, is made

within five days, legal action will be instituted by Dr. Kamellin against Mr.
Cottrell for collection.

9. (At the hearing on January 13, 193 Dr. Kamellin was requested to furnish
to the Committee copies of all correspondence passing between him and Mr. and
Mrs. Cottrell, and at that time lie made reference to correspondence passing be-
tween him and the Cottrells bearing dates of December 18, 1960, March 24, 1961
and March 27, 1961 ; however, Dr. Kamellin has not furnished the December,
1960 and March, 1961 correspondence, notwithstanding that a written request for
the same was made by Mr. Stichter to Attorney Weltman under date of Janu-
ary 18, 1963. However, in Dr. Kamellin's letter to Dr. Myron Pardee, dated April
12, 1961, Dr. Kamnellin states that lie wrote Mr. Cottrell insisting that lie send
Dr. Kamnellin a check from the insurance company or his personal check and gave
Mr. Cottrell several days to respond and, having received no response from Mr.
Cottrell, 1)r. Kamellin then billed him for his services and gave Mr. Cottrell a
definite date within which to respond ; Dr. Kamellin further stated in this April
12 letter that he had had no response from Mr. Cottrell and so had turned the
account over to his attorney for collection. It would thus appear that the pur-
ported copies of the correspondence furnished by Mr. Cottrell to the Mediation
Committee and enclosed in Mr. Cottrell's letter of April 6, 1961 are true and cor-
rect copies.)

1Q. On April 7, 1961 Dr. Myron L. Pardee, Chairman of the Mediation Com-
mnittee, wrote to Dr. Kamellin, enclosing a copy of Mr. Cottrell's letter of April
6, and requested Dr. Kamellin to submit a written statement regarding his com-
plaint and regarding all details of the medical care rendered to the patient.

11. On April 12, 1961 Dr. Kamellin replied to Dr. Pardee's letter of April 7;
in this letter Dr. Kamellin states that subsequent to the child's discharge from
the hospital the Cottrells

"* * * requested a fee before the case was completed and after the second
request I quoted the fee to them. They gave me the insurance papers to sign,
which I did. The Medical Mutual papers which had an assignment they readily
signed, and I received the money from the Medical Mutual at a later date. The
other insurance paper had no printed assignment, and I told them that I would
not sign the paper unless they agreed that when they received the check that they
would turn it directly over to me. This they agreed also to do, without any
question."

However, Dr. Kamnellin does not fix the (late of the "second request" or the
date when lie quoted the fee to them, nor does he mention the amount of the
fee which lie allegedly quoted. Dr. Kamellin further stated in this letter that
after the lapse of more than a month following the last office visit by the Cottrells
he wrote the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company and was advised that
it had paid the Cottrell claim a month before, whereupon "I then wrote Mr.
Cottrell that I insisted that he se-nd me the check from the insurance company
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or his personal check for the equivalent aniount and gave him several days to
respond. I had no resl)onse from lain, so 1 billed hini for the services rendered
and gave hil a deinite (late within which to respond." ()r. Kaniellin apl)arently
was referring to his letters of March 24 and 28 mentioned above in )aragral)h
8.) Dr. Kamellin's letter of April 12 contains some discription of the injury to
Kemmeth Cottrell and of the professional servic(c which Dr. Kainellin rendered
but contains no comimient oin Mr. Cottrell's complaint of an excessive fee-; nor
does Dr. Kamellin make any claim in this letter that the Cottrells were agreeable
to paying lifii any suiii ill excess of tile insurance )rOceeds to be received from
Medical Mutual and Connecticut General.

12. On April 15, 1961 Mr. Cottrell wrote to the Mediation Committee. stating
that lie was enclosing copies of two other pieces of corresl)on(lence relative to
the case but we are unable to identify any such correspondence. Mr. Cottrell
goes on to say that "Ii his letter )r. Kaniellin (lid not acknowledge my letter
of March 26" ; we are unable to identify either )r. Kamellin's letter or Mr.
Cottrell's letter of March 26. None of the documents submittedd to the Coimmittee
by the Academy and Dr. Kamnellin answer the description given by Mr. Cottrell
in his April 15 letter.

13. On May 3, 1961 Mr. Cottrell wrote the Mediation Committee advising that
on April 22 lie had been served with a petition filed by 1)r. Kamellin, asking
judginent in the amount of $275.00.

15. On May 5, 1961 Dr. Pardee wrote to Dr. Kamellin, advising that the
Mediation Conimittee had colipleted its investigation "a d tlt

"The Committee feels that your failure to establish a fee prior to learning the
extent of insurance coverage was extremely poor public rehtions. In viewv of
this, we feel that some revision of your fee is indicated and that you should
contact Mr. Cottrell."

Oil the same (lay the Assistant Exe(utive Secretary of the Academy wrote
Mr. Cottrell, advising that the Mediation Committee had investigated ills coin-
plaint and suggested that lie contact J)r. Kamnellin to discuss further the fee
question.

15. On May 8, 1961 Dr. Kamellin wrote to Dr. Pardee stating "The fee had
been established, the only question wvas the terms of payment, since the patient
had explained to ine that there was a possibility of coil)lete insurance coverage.
I was willing to wait for complete payment of miy fee until after lie had received
the money from the insurance company. It was only after lie had received the
money from the company, that I 'billed him for the balance due me * * * *"
(See also paragraphs 48 and 49 belov with respect to the activities and pro-
cedings of the Mediation Comnmittee.)

16. On May 12, 1961 Mr. Cottrell wrote the Mediation Comminittee acknowl-
edging receipt of the Mediation Committee's letter to him on May 5 and stating
that he, Mr. Cottrell, had called J)r. Kamnellin, who refused to discuss the matter
with Mr. Cottrell except to inquire as to who advised Mr. Cottrell to write
to Marymount Hospital and to tell Mr. Cottrell to discuss the case with Dr.
Kamellin's lawyer. Mr. Cottrell also stated in his letter that lie felt that "I
have been abandoned in the midst of a stormi.

17. On May 17, 1961 the Assistant Executive Secretary replied to Mr. Cottrell's
letter of May 12. stating that the Conimmiittee desired to inform lim that "you
have not been abandoned by any means" and stating that the next meeting of
the Committee would be on June 1, 1961.

18. On May 25, 1961 the Mediation Committee wrote Mr. Cottrell advising
that it had completed its investigation of his complaint and that the Commnittee
had suggested to Dr. Kaniellin in a letter to him dated May 5 that "some revision
of your fee is indicated and that you should contact Mr. Cottrell".

19. In a memorandum from L. Paris to the Mediation Committee dated June 7,
1961 it is recited that Mr. Cottrell's attorney and Dr. Kamellin's attorney are
to meet to discuss settlement out of court, after which Mr. Cottrell will notify
the Mediation Committee of the outcome.

20. On August 31, 1961 Mr. Cottrell wrote to Mr. Mortimer of the Cleveland
Academy, advising that his attorney had filed an answer to Dr. Kamellin's
petition and that the trial would probably not come up until October or
November.

20(a). There appears in the file submitted by the Cleveland Academy a mem-
oraudumn indicating that the Mediation Committee case No. 213-the Kamellin
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case-had been referred to the Ethics Committee on November 13, 1961 by direc-
tion of the Board of )irectors; there is also in the Cleveland Academy file a
menorandun dated November 14, 1961 and labeled "Extracted From the Minutes
of the Board of 1)irectors" and reading as follows:

"V. COMMITTEE REPORTS

A. Mediation Comnittee-Dr. William Boukalik, Chairman requested a direc-
tive as to whether the Mediation Committee had a responsibility to determine
whether and when fees in cases referred to the Mediation Committee were ex-
cessive and if the committeee did so determine, wither members of the Commit-
tee ought to I)e available to so testify in court if required. Mr. George Meisel of
Squire, Sanders & )empsey noted that a doctor'.; patient had an implied con-
tract to pay "a reasonable fee." Whether a fee was or was not reasonable is a
matter of opinion, indicated Mr. Meisel, and the opinion of the members of the
Mediation Committee would certainly carry great weight in the event that a case
concerning fees were referred to litigation. Motion was made that the Mediation
Committee should, when possible, take a clear cut stand that a fee is or is not
excessive and that members of the Mediation Committee should be willing to
testify in court regarding this opinion if required. The motion being duly
seconded, was passed.

In the present case now before the Mediation Committee in which a member of
the Academy is in court suing for payment of a fee which the Mediation Com-
mittee had previously determined to be excessive, the Mediation Committee noted
that the doctor had refused to accept the (decision of the Mediation Committee.
Upon motion duly seconded, the Board directed that the case be referred to the
Ethics Comamittee."

21. Between May 8, 1961, the (late of Dr. Kamnellin's letter to Dr. Pardee,
and February 15, 1962, the date of the letter of Dr. Lalnbright, Chairman of
the Ethics Committee, to Dr. Kamellin, there was no communication, oral or
written, between the Academy of Medicine (or the members of the Mediation
Committee, the Ethics Committee or the Board of Directors) and Dr. Kamnellin
other than the following: An oral communication by Dr. John D. Osmond to
l)r. Kamellin on the day of the trial of the case of Dr. Kemallin vs. Cottrell-
Nov ember 27, 1961-and an oral communication by someone else to I)r. Kamnellin
to tlae effect that the Academy would not aid Dr. Kamellin in the case but would
sen(l a witness to testify on Mr. Cottrell's behalf. (The statements of Dr. Kamel-
lin and of the representatives of the Cleveland Academy at the January 13, 1963
hearing support the foregoing statement.) At this hearing, Dr. Kamellin stated
that the trial took place on November 10, 1961, that judgment was rendered for
the full amount prayed for and that the judgment was paid in November of 1961.
In his letter to ()SMA of May 7, 1962 he states that the trial occurred on Novem-
ber 27, 1961. In any event, it is not clear whether the conservation between
I)r. Kamellin and I)r. Osmond took place on the (lay on which the trial actually
took place or at an earlier date when the case was called for trial but was con-
tinued because of the absence of the Academy's witness.

21(a). At the trial on November 27, 1961, an obstetrician who was a member
of the Mediation Committee appeared as a witness for Mr. Cottrell and offered
testimony that l)r. Kamellin's fee of $500 was unreasonable but the court refused
to accept his testimony oil the grounds that he was not qualified to testify as to
the reasonable value of services performed by Dr. Kamellin, an ophthalmologist.

22. On February 15, 1962 Dr. Middleton II. Lambright, Chairman of the Ethics
Committee, wrote to Dr. Kamnellin, advising that the Dr. Kamellin-Cottrell matter
had been referred to the Ethics Committee "concerning your lack of cooperation
with the Mediation Committee" and requested I)r. Kamellin's attendance at the
next meeting of the Ethics Committee to be held oi March 7, 1962.

23. On February 23, 19622 Dr. Kamnellin wrote Dr. Lambright, advising that
lie would attend the meeting of the Ethics Committee on March 7 and requesting
that there be sent to him immediately "further specific information as to the
matter concerning the alleged lack of cooperation with tile Mediation Committee".

24. Oin February 26, 1962 Dr. Lanbright wrote Dr. Kamellin, stating that the
specific information concerning Dr. Kamellin's lack of cooperation could be found
in the Mediation Committee's letter to Dr. Kamellin of May 5, 1961 and Dr.
Kamellin's letter of May 8, 1961, addressed to Dr. Pardee, and stating further
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'that "It probably would be best to review all of the facts of this case at this
time".

25. In the Cleveland Academy file appears a memorandum labeled "Ethics
Committee Meeting March 7, 1962". This memorandum recites the various persons
present, including Dr. Kaniellin and his attorney, Mr. Weltman; it further
recites that a portion of the minutes of such meeting is as follows:

"Upon motion duly made and seconded the Committee determined that formal
procedures involving S. M. Kamellin, M.D. be terminated at this time and within
this Committee. In a separate motion duly made and passed the Chairman was
instructed to write a letter to Dr. Kamellin indicating the displeasure of the
Committee with his handling of the situation involving Mr. Charles Cottrell and
his lack of cooperation with the Mediation Committee. This letter is to be cir-
culated among the Committee for complete agreement and to carry the means
of the entire Committee".

This menmorandumn does not disclose whether Dr. Kamellin or his attorney
was or was not present when the foregoing motions were passed; nor does this
memorandum indicate what witnesses were heard or what documents were
offered and considered at the hearing. (See also paragraphs 48 and 49 below with
respect to the activities and proceedings of the Ethics Committee.)

26. There is also a memorandum in the file of the Cleveland Academy purport-
ing to be an excerpt from the minutes of the Board meeting of March 13, 1962
and reading as follows:

"B. Ethics Conmmittee-Dr. Middleton II. Lambright, Chairman, reported action
in a case referred from the Mediation Committee in which the Mediation Com-
imittee has ruled a fee excessive and the doctor involved had refused to alter his
fee, but had taken the patient to court and won a suit for collection of the fee.
Upon motion only seconded, the Board directed that the name of the doctor in-
volv d be revealed to the Board. Dr. Lambright thereupon announced the name
of the doctor involved. Dr. Lambright indicated that the Ethics Committee
wished to send a letter to the doctor criticizing his handling of this particular
case and refusal to reduce fee changes. Mr. George Meisel indicated that from
a legal point of view, the Ethics Committee was within its rights in so writing.

"Dr. Lambright then proposed that the By-Laws be amended by adding a
provision under "discipline of Members, Article I, Section 5 of the By-Laws,
stating that failure to cooperate with a Committee of the Academy of Medicine
is contrary to the spirit of the Principles of Medical Ethics, it is a violation of
the Provisions of the Constitution and By-Laws of the Academy of Medicine, and
constitutes grounds for disciplinary action. This suggestion is referred to the
Committee on Constitution and By-Laws for consideration and recommendation."

27. On April 11, 1962 the Ethics Committee wrote to Dr. Kamellin, advising of
the decision of the Ethics Committee; this letter bears the signature of Middleton
H. Lambright and lists the names of the members of the Ethics Committee. This
letter reads as follows:

"The Ethics Committee wishes to thank you for your courtesy in appearing
with your counsel at the last meeting of the Committee in an effort to bring
forth the facts in this case necessary to properly adjudicate it. There were several
of these facts which were brought out to indicate that inconsistencies were
noted.

"First of all, the total income of the family of the patient as reported by the
father and as judged by you showed a considerable variation.

"Second, there is no proof that you billed this patient before taking the action
which you did. According to the records, your bill was not sent out until after
the insurance benefit, were discovered by you. Furthermore, the amount of the
bill was also changed.

"The Committee felt that your action in ignoring the recommendations of the
Mediation Committee was not in keeping with the high standards of the Acad-
emy of Medicine of Cleveland.

"Based on the consideration of the services rendered and the ability of the
patient to pay, the Committee has considerable doubt as to the reasonableness of
the fee charged.

"Furthermore, the Ethics Committee wishes to endorse the principle that all
members of the Academy of Medicine must stand firm oi proper ethical be-
havior without deviation in any direction."

(There is also in the Cleveland Academy file what purports to be an earlier
draft of the Ethics Committee's report and which bears the following notation
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at the top: "This is the letter that will be sent to S. M. Kamellin, M.D. from the
Ethics Committee. If you approve of the letter in its present form please call
Miss Paris by Tuesday, March 13th. If you do not approve of It and wish to make
changes, make them on this copy and return it to Miss Paris by March 13th.")

(The circularizing of this draft may account, in part at least, for the delay in
communicating o Dr. Kamellin the results of the action taken by the Ethics
Committee on March 7 and the action taken by the Board of Directors on
March 13.)

(While the letter of the Ethics Committee is dated April 11, 1962, Dr. Kamel-
lin stated at the hearing on January 13, 1963 that he did not receive it until after
May 8 and that the envelope containing the April 11 letter also contained an-
other letter from Dr. Lambright, dated May 8, referred to below.)

28. On April 23, 1962 Dr. Kamellin, not having received the Ethics Commit-
tee's letter of April 11, wrote to Dr. Lambright requesting that he be advised of
the conclusions of the Ethics Committee. In this letter Dr. Kamellin details the
discussions which le claims took place at the March 7 hearing on the charges
that (1) he failed to cooperate with the Mediation Committee, (2) that his fee
was too high, and (3) that he predicated his fee on the basis of the insurance
payments. This is the letter that Dr. Kamellin enclosed with his original com-
plaint of May 7, 1962, addressed to the Ohio State Medical Association. A copy
of Dr. Kamellin's letter of April 23, 1962 is attached. It will be noted that the
sole request made in this letter is contained in the next to the last paragraph of
the letter; it is also set forth in paragraph 2 of this memorandum.

29. On April 25, 1962 Dr. Kamellin wrote OSMA requesting a copy of the
Constitution of OSMA.

30. On May 3, 1962 Dr. Kamellin wrote to Dr. John D. Osmond, President of
the Cleveland Academy, requesting that the Academy office make available for
his inspection at the office the minutes of the Board meetings held in the 13-
month period from April, 1961 to April, 1962, both inclusive. .

31. On May 7, 1962 Dr. Kamellin wrote his complaint letter to OSMA and
on the same date sent a copy thereof to the Board of Directors of the Cleveland
Academy. A copy of the May 7, 1962 complaint letter is hereto attached.

32. On May 8, 1962 Dr. Lambright, Chairman of the Ethics Committee, wrote
Dr. Kamellin as follows:

"The Ethics Committee is aware that there has been some delay in writing
you after your appearance at the March 7, 1962 meeting.

"This is because the enclosed letter was referred to the Academy Counsel for
a recommendation prior to sending it to you."

(The "enclosed letter" mentioned in the May 8 letter is no doubt the April 11,
1962 letter mentioned in paragraph 27 above.)

33. On May 14, 1962. Dr. Kamellin wrote Dr. Lambright, acknowledging re-
celpt of an envelope enclosing the April 11, 1962 letter and the May 8, 1962
letter mentioned in )aragraphs 27 and 32 above, and posing a number of ques-
tions as to who dictated the April 11 and May 8 letters, whether the signatures
thereon are those of Dr. Lambright or someone else duly authorized to sign the
same, as to whether the other members of the Ethics Committee concur in the
statements set forth in the April 11 letter and as to who typed each of such
letters.

34. On June 1, 1962 Dr. Kamellin wrote a three-page letter to Dr. Lamb-ight,
complaining of Dr. Lambright's failure to reply to Dr. Kamellin's lett,,rs of
April 23 and May 14 and making a number of comments regarding the April 11,
1962 letter sent by the Ethics Committee to Dr. Kamellin (see paragraph 27
above) and questioning the correctness of the action taken by the Ethics Com-
mittee, and criticizing the attitude manifested by the members of the Ethics
Committee. Dr. Kamuellin again demanded "a straight-forward communication
answering the questions which I have asked In my previous letters to you".

35. Among the papers in the Academy's file is an undated memorandum from
Mr. Donald A. Mortimer to Attorney George Meisel, reading as follows:

"The Ethics Committee has decided to ignore the enclosed letter.
"If you have any comments about this decision or questions about anything

in the file, call me."
There is no indication as to whether the letter referred to is the April 23 or

the May 14 or the June 1 letters written by Dr. Kamellin, or some other letter.
36. On June 11, 1962 Dr. Kamellin wrote to Robert Lang, Executive Secretary,

requesting a copy of Mr. Cottrell's original complaint to the Mediation Com-
mittee and on June 13 Mr. Lang sent such copy to Dr. Kamellin.
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37. On Julie 15, 1962 Dr Kamellin wrote the Board of Directors, complaining
of the failure of Dr. Lambright, Chairman of the Ethics Committee, to answer
Dr. Kaiellin's communications of April 23, May 14 and June 1 and charging
that this wits an "inexcusable discourtesy" and failure on the part of Dr. Lam-
bright to perform his official duties; Dr. Kaiellin concludes this letter as follows:

"1 an therefore at this time requesting that you direct Doctor Lambright to
answer the questions in my letters described above, answer them yourselves, or,
preferably request Dr. John Osmond Jr. the former president of the Academy of
Medicine, to answer then, by mail, to me, since the matter under discussion
represents unfinished business during his term of office.

"Failure of a response by either of the above mentioned sources will leave me
with but one conclusion ; and that is that the Board of Directors of the Academy
of Medicine of Clevelnd, do not intend to extend to me the courtesy and co-
operation which they expect and require from me and the other general members
of the Academy of Medicine of Cleveland."

38. On June 19, 1962 Dr. Lambright wrote to Dr. Kamellin a letter of explana-
tion for the delay in answering Dr. Kamellin's letters of April 23, May 14 and
June 1 ; in this letter I)r. Lanibright answered certain questions posed by Dr.
Kamellin i the three letters already mentioned. A copy is attached.

39. On Julie 27, 1962 Dr. Kamnellin wrote to Dr. Lambright again charging him
with "gross discourtesy" and complaining that Dr. Lambright has not fully
answered the viirious questions posed in Dr. Kamnellin's letters of April 23,
May 14 and June 1 and demanding "specific, concise, straightforward answers"
to eight questions, as follows:

"(1) Did the Ethics Committee which met on June 13, 1962 consist of the
same persons as those who were members of the Committee on March 7, 1962?
If not, please nalme the full committee as of June 13, 1962 and designate those
who were present at, and those w'ho were absent from the meeting.

"(2) On what (late following the meeting of the Ethics Committee on June 13,
1962 did you write the contents of the letter dated and typed June 19, 1962 and
why was it not typewritten and forwarded to me until after the Board of Di-
rectors received my letter to them dated June 15, 1962?

"(3) Are you now acting in this matter for the present Ethics Committee and
the present Board of Directors or for the Ethics Committee and the Board of
Directors as constituted on March 7, 1962?

"(4) On what date did the members of the Ethics Committee read and ap-
prove the letter dated April 11, 1962?

"(5) In your letter of June 19, 1962 you stated that you signed one of the let-
ters mailed May 8, 1962, but you did not specify which letter. Please do so. What
is the name of the person who signed the other letter for you and was this person
specifically authorized by you to do so?

"(6) Did or did not Miss Laurel Paris type the letter dated April 11, 1962 and
the letter dated May 8, 1962?

"(7) What is the conclusion of the Ethics Committee regarding the charges
by the Board of Directors; namely, did I or did I not in any way commit all
unethical act as laid down by the Constitution of the Academy of Medicine of
Cleveland or by the Principles of the American Medical Association, Code of
Ethics, in the case under discussion, namely the Cottrell case?

"(8) Do the Ethics Committee and the Board of Directors wish to arrive at
the truth in this case, regardless of who is involved in it? Or do they wish to
leave it in its present unresolved state, in spite of the evidence which I gave to
the Ethics Committee oi March 7, 1962 and information in my letter of June 1,
1962, that further conclusive proof of my statements is available in my files, if
and whenever it is wished?"

40. On July 5, 1962 Mr. Mortimer wrote Dr. Kamellin, advising that copies of
his letter of June 27 had been mailed to members of the Ethics Committee and
that Dr. Lambright, Chairman, was out of town and would return about July 9.

41. On July 11, 1962 Dr. Kamellin wrote the Board of Directors coml)laining
that oi July 10, 1962 Mr. Mortimer, Assistant Executive Secretary of the Acad-
emy, had obtained from the Marymount Hospital a photostatic copy of a portion
of the medical record of Kenneth Cottrell, this data having been released by the
hospital pursuant to the written consent of Mr. Charles Cottrell but without the
consent of Dr. Kamellin; Dr. Kamellin characterized this action of Mr. Mortimer
as a "surreptitious method of obtaining private medical information which was
desired by certain officers of the Academy of Medicine is highly unethical and I
believe it to be illegal".
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42. On July 12, 1962 Mr. Mortimer advised I)r. Kainellin that Dr. Kamellin's
letter of July 11 had been received and distributed to the officers of the Board
and the Committee involved.

43. On July 16, 1962 Attorney George Meisel of the firm of Squire, Sanders &
I)empsey in Cleveland wrote 1)r. Kaiellin expressing the legal ol)inion that in-
asinuch as Mr. Cottrell had properlyy authorized Mr. Mortimer to inspect the
hospital records of Kenneth Cottrell, the release of these records by the hospi-
tal is not illegal.

44. On July 23, 1962 Dr. Kamellin wrote to Dr. Henry A. Crawford, President
of the Cleveland Academy, complaining that Dr. Kaniellin had had no answer
from Dr. Lambright to Dr. Kamellin's letter of June 27 and complaining again
of the action of the Academy of Medicine in securing a copy of the medical rec-
ord of Kenneth Cottrell with Dr. Kamellin's consent. Dr. Kamellin then poses
fourteen questions to which answers are requested of Dr. Crawford. Copy of
this July 23 letter is attached.

45. On July 25, 1962 Dr. Crawford, President of the Cleveland Academy, wrote
Dr. Kamellin as follows:

"This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of July 23, 1962. As of May 7,
1962, charges were preferred by you to the Ohio State Medical Association alleg-
ing unethical conduct on the part of the Board of Directors of the Academy of
Medicine of Cleveland and Cuyahoga County Medical Society. Until this case
is resolved, I do not feel authorized to enter into any further discussion of these
matters with you."

46. On August 1, 1962 Dr. Kamellin wrote to the J & P R Committee of OSMA
his supplemental letter of complaint, copy of which is attached. On this same
(late he wrote to Dr. Crawford, enclosing a copy of his, Dr. Kamellin's, letter to
the J & P R Committee.

47. There is also in the file submitted to the J & P R Committee certain hospital
records on the Kenneth Cottrell case. There is also in the file a number of letters
written by Dr. Kamellin to OSMA subsequent to the lodging of Dr. Kamellin's
supplemental complaint of August 1, which need not be commented on here for the
reason that they contain little, if any, pertinent factual matter bearing upon
the charges of unethical and discourteous acts set forth in Dr. Kamellin's letters
of complaint of May 7 and August 1. These subsequent letters consist in the main
of arguments advanced by Dr. Kamnellin in previous letters to the Academy, of
suggestions as to how the J & P R Committee and the Council of OSMA should
conduct the investigation and hearing of the charges and listing numerous ques-
tions which Dr. Kamnellin desires answered by OSMA.

48. At the hearing on January 13, 1963 Dr. Kamellin, in presenting his case,
devoted most of his time to the reading of correspondence. With perhaps two
or three exceptions, copies of all the letters read by Dr. Kamellin or referred
to by him at the hearing have been furnished to the J & P R Committee by either
Dr. Kamellin or the Cleveland Academy. At the hearing on January 13 Dr.
Kaiellin stated that he had put a "stopper" on Kenneth Cottrell's hospital records
because of a statement that Mr. Cottrell allegedly made some months prior
to July 10, 1962 (the date on which Mr. Mortimer secured a photostatic copy of
Kenneth Cottrell's hospital record), which statement of Mr. Cottrell was to the
effect that lie was going to sue Dr. Kamellin for malpractice. Dr. Kamellin fur-
ther stated that the written authorization by Mr. Cottrell was dated July 9, 1962
and directed the hospital to furnish a copy of the records to he Mediaion Com-
mittee. This authorization was presented to the hospital on July 10, 1962. Dr.
Kainellin also stated at the hearing that he had not treated Kenneth Cottrell
after the month of January, 1961 ; that lie, Dr. Kamellin, never met the Mediation
Committee, all communication with it being solely by telephone or by correspond-
ence; that in August, September or October of 1961 Dr. Kamellin's lawyer and
Mr. Cottrell's lawyer reached an agreement as to the amount of the fee at a
total figure somewhat less than $500.00, but Mr. Cottrell refused to go through with
a settlement on this basis; that he met with the Ethics Committee on March 7,
1962, this being the only meeting with that Committee or any other committee
or body of the Academy; that he submitted to the Ethics Committee at the
hearing on March 7 opinions by Dr. M. Paul Motto and Dr. M. E. Gans that the
fee of $500.00 charged by Dr. Kamellin was reasonable and not excessive and that
he was quizzed at the Ethics Committee meeting on March 7 as to certain pre-
vious statements he had reportedly made, indicating that his fee might be $450.00
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and that he had admitted making these statements. Near the end of his presen-
tation Dr. Kamellin stated he wants to have the "air cleared"; that he wants
to know if he was unethical or if the Academy members were unethical.

49. At the afternoon hearing on January 13, 1963 the representatives of the
Cleveland Academy stated that the Mediation Committee had information that
Mr. Cottrell was "brushed off" by Dr. Kamellin on several occasions when inquiry
was made by Mr. Cottrell as to what his fee would be; that the Mediation Com-
mittee consider but one question, namely: Was the $500.00 fee charged by Dr.
Kamellin excessive?; that the Mediation Committee, on the basis of the de-
scription of the surgery given by Dr. Kamellin, the financial standing of Mr.
Cottrell, the letter of Mr. Cottrell of April 6, 1961 (and its enclosures), Dr.
Kamellin's letter to Dr. Pardee of April 12, 1961, and the opinion of an ophthal-
mologist, concluded that the $500.00 fee was excessive; that despite repeated
efforts by the Mediation Committee and Mr. Cottrell to effect a revision of Dr.
Kamellin's bill, Dr. Kamellin sued and secured judgment; that the Mediation
Committee took up with the Board of Directors the matter of testifying for Mr.
Cottrell and securing the necessary authorization to do so and that a Mediation
Committee member, who is an obstetrician, volunteered as a witness but was
not permitted by the court to give an opinion; and that following the trial the
matter of Mr. Cottrell's complaint was referred to the Ethics Committee. They
further stated that Dr. Motto had repudiated, or was willing to repudiate, his
opinion referred to in his opinion letter (referred to in paragraph 48 above) as
to the reasonableness of Dr. Kamellin's fee and also that the Academy has no
record or documentation of the happenings or proceedings before the Mediation
Committee or the Ethics Committee except the partial minutes already furnished
to the J & P R Committee.

WAYNE STICIHTER,
Legal Counsel, Ohio State Medical Association.

OSMA STAFF ADDENDUM

NOTE.-Dr. Kamellin's suit never came to trial. He moved to California where
lie died in 1969. Also, he never substantiated before the Judicial and Professional
Relations Committee, OSMA, his complaint against the Academy of Medicine
of Greater Cleveland.

Dr. HENRY. I can think of a specific case in which there was a doctor
in a town near you, sir, who had one of the greatest systems of fee
billing I have ever seen. He had a stable of patients in which one day
he treated them on the industrial commission charge, the next day
on a medicare charge and the next day on a welfare charge. I am sure
he had all types of systems of billing, and it was brought to the atten-
tion of the local medical society that acted. it was brought to the
attention of the State that acted, and I can only tell you that this
gentleman is no longer practicing in the State of Ohio.

We had prepared testimony, and when we came to the point of go-
ing into court, the gentleman 'decided to withdraw from the practice
of medicine so we never really got into court, but there is a case where
it happened.

Mr. VANIK. If I remember the case you refer to, that would be a
public-related case in which the compensation was paid by the State
or Social Security Administration so the development of the informa-
tion on the man came not through private sources, but through the
public records which were searched to discover these activities.

Dr. HENRY. I think in this particular situation the Government
agencies came to the medical profession and asked them to make judg-
ments and we did, in fact, make judgments, sir.

Mr. VANIK. Let me ask you this: If a citizen of my community or
any community in Ohio should have a disagreement with the billing
charge that is made by his doctor, what procedure could he follow,
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legitimately and properly, in order to have the matter directed to the
attention of the pr'oper authorities in the medical )ureaucracy ?

Dr. hI,ENRY. You are from Cuyahoga County?
Mr. VANIK. Yes.
Dr. ItNRNy. Trhe way it is done in Cuyahoga, County, it is referred

either directly from the patient or it can be from the third-party
carrier. I think there is a fee review organization in Cuyahoga County
through their medical society that does in fact review all of these
cases. They then, if there is an appeal, they then refer to the Ohio
State Medical Association and we hear the case. In fact, I think our
next docket does have in fact several cases front your county right
now in which we are reviewing the fees, and the reduction in fee as
was recommended by your local medical society.

Mr. VANIK. As a matter of physical utilization of , doctor's time,
how much of a professional's time or how many medical man-hoursare used in this kind of work, in peer review, in hearing these com-

plaints ? 1)o you have any estimate of that? You say doctors ought
to do it, but every time we put a doctor on a job like this he is not able
to look at patients.

Dr. HENRY. I am not sure most doctors consider it a loss or waste
of time. I have done it for many years and I think of it, as an obliga-
tion not only to my profession but to my community.

Mr. VANIK. You feel you want to do it?
Dr. HENRY. I think most doctors feel the same way.
Mr. VANIK. I am very disturbed about the delivery of health serv-

ices to our senior citizens in Ohio. Ohio's life expectancy at age 65
is lower than the average in the United States. Is there any explana-
tion for that? Why do we die sooner? I am talking about all of Ohio.
The national average life expectancy at age 65 is 14.59 years and the
Ohio average is 14.18. It is even lower in the nonwhite areas.

Dr. HIENRY. Sir, I do not know anything about these figures. That is
the first time I have ever heard them.

Mr. VANIK. They come out of the NIH records. It is for the period
1959 to 1961-the latest, figures available. I am quoting directly from
the NIH records. Given these figures, is it possible we don't have
enough doctors and health personnel in the State to provide adequate
health services?

l)r. tIJENIzy. I am sure we need more doctors and more health per-
sonnel in the State of Ohio. As you know, in Ohio there is another
medical school in Toledo, classes at. Ohio State 'University have been
increased, and there is a contemplated medical school in northeastern
Ohio to be in addition to Western Reserve, so I think we are directing
ourselves to the shortage of medical personnel in the State of Ohio.

Mr. VANiK. Ve have 10 less doctors per 100,000 people than the
U.S. average. Is there any reason why our climate for doctors can
not be improved other than by programs before the Ways and Means
Committee?

1)r. HENRY. I know, being a general practitioner and still trying
to do all of this, I see more patients now than I did 20 years ago. I
don't know if I am better or the patients are worse, but I a.m still
seeing a heck of a lot of patients.

MIr. VANIK. We have only three of the 108 medical schools, not
counting-
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Dr. HENRY. W¥e have four schools now.
Mr. VANIK. Yes; a new one. I think there are more than 108 in the

country. That was the latest figure I have. We have 5 percent of the
Nation's population and 207 percent of the medical schools, and only
3.7 percent of the students.

What is the Ohio Medical Association doing to stimulate the de-
velopment of more doctors in the State?

Dr. HENRY. We are working with a manpower group out at Ohio
State University. We are deeply involved with the Toledo Medical
School. We are working with the deans of all medical schools. We
have several high-level study committees in trying to improve the
efficiency of the program.

As you know well, the programs have been reduced to 3 instead of
4 years. We have given them a, lot of advice which they have accepted,
and some which they have rejected.

Mr. VANIK. In my community of Cleveland the average consumer
price index for medical care is 143.5; whereas for the United States
it is 130.4. It is 13 points above the national average.

Could you give me any reason why there might be this discrepancy
in costs in our community? We feel very much burdened by these
escalating costs which are 13 percent above the national average.

Dr. HENRY. I do not know the reasons because I (1o not have the
figures, and have not studied them. I think one, of the answers in your
community, Congressman, you have a very progressive medical orga-
nization which is involved in this type of thing, and I think possibly
we can have a more in-depth evaluation of your problems if we can
get uniform data.

One of your problems is no place in the United States reports
things the same way, so, if we can get some uniformity, I think we
can develop some statistics that, maybe, will give you answers that
you are looking for. Right now I can give you answers, maybe, in
Van Wert County but I can't for Cuyahoga County.

Mr. VANIK. What about the problem of assignments? How many
doctors in your association refuse to take medicare assignments?

Dr. HENRY. At one time I think the number was as high as 87,
but I think it has dropped considerable in the last 4 years. I don't
know what the number is. I have heard it but I don't remember, but
I think it is a tremendously less amount now.

Mr. VANIK. The figure I have is that 31.2 percent of Ohio's doc-
tors accept medicare assignments. Nationally it is almost double that
rate. I was wondering what there was about the State of Ohio that
made medical assignments so much out of line with the natiofial
practice, because if this is true, the studies which you have made
are really not complete. This goes to one of the really critical prob-
lems of our community. We can't get doctors to handle the medicare
assigomments.

Now, why is it that Ohio should have one of the poorest records
among the 50 States in medicare assignments?

Dr. HENRY. The beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Maybe those
doctors think because they have 31 percent they are more effective and
doing a better job. I doi't have your source of statistics so you have
me at a disadvantage. Ohio State traditionally was a direct-billing or-
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ganization. We tried to maintain a direct doctor-patient relationshipand one of the ways was on the billing thing, so we spent a lot of time
and energy trying to maintain a direct, billing. In Ohio this is why you
have a lower percentage.

Mr. VANIK. Didn't the association take some aggressive action in
urging its members not to take assignments?

Mr. HENRY. Yes.
Mr. VANIK. When was that?
Dr. HENRY. Possibly 1966.
Mr. VANIK. Does that mandate still continue today?
Dr. HENRY. It was not a mandate; it was a recommendation.
Mr. VANHIC. Here was a State association recommending to its mem-

bers that they do not take medicare assignments upon which so many
of our senior'citizens depend for their health care. What have you done
to change that position, if you have changed it?

Dr. HENRY. At one time it was 87 percent that did not and now
31 percent are. There is one little problem here. At no time did the
Ohio State Medical Association's members refuse to take care of those
patients. They took care of them strictly as though they were one on
one. It was not a question of not taking care of the patient. This was
merely a billing technique. I don't see that this reduces the quality of
medical care one iota..

Mr. VANIK. Here is what has hal)pened: Patients have little to do
about who the doctor is when they have a grave illness. They go to a
doctor and get cared for. Then they get a bill and pay the bill, and then
they can't collect their money because the doctors refuse to say any-
thing more on the bill than "$185 medical services." That does not
satisfy medicare, so we have millions and millions and millions of dol-
lars of bills that have been paid by the patient that are not readily
recoverable through medicare, because of the refusal of the physician
to fill out the application for the patient after he has received his
money.

Dr. IENRY. I am sure what you say is true, but I do not have any
knowledge nor have we officially had any knowledge, and we have
committees working with Blue (ross in al of the Ohio and certainly
with Nationwide and OMI. If this is a problem, it has not been brought
to the attention of the medical society.

Mr. VANIK. If almost 70 percent t of your doctors are not taking
medicare assignments, have you endeavored to at least make available
to the public the list of doctors who do not take medicare assignments
so the public can be guided as to who does and who does not take medi-
care assignments?

Dr. HENRY. No, sir.
Mr. VANIK. The patient who has to rely on medicare could then

pick a doctor who is going to take an assignment rather than one
who is not. He might have a chance to exercise some discretion in
selecting a doctor and avoiding one who does not take a medicare claim.
This would eliminate tlat doctor from having a case which he does
not want anyway. It would save the patient the money that lie other-
wise would be paying for his own medical services under a covered
program.
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Dr. HENri Y. I will report this back to the medical society and I am
sure through President Robichek you will get an answer and maybe
we oan satisfy your problem.

,Mr. VANIRi It is a serious thing. We have almost 200,000 people in
my' community who are depending on medicare services. Tiis gives
me as many problems as anything else in my community. Somehow
the Congressman, as Mr. Devine knows, gets all of the complaints
and these complaints keep coming back about the failure or the re-
fusal to take asignments.

Mr. Chairman, I would like, at this point, to place in the record a
specific 'problem that occured in my community in August, and, after
the record is printed, doctor, I would appreciate it if you could go
into this problem. This is another manner in which you could be of
tremendous hell ) on peer review. We had several cases where tetanus
shots would run as high as $35 to $40 in hospitals in my community.

If there is no objection, Mr. Chairman, I would like to place this
article of the Cleveland Press, dated August 30, in the record.

The CIIAIRAIAN. Without objection, it will be included.
(The newspaper article follows:)

[From the Cleveland Press, Aug. 30, 1971]

Two 40-CENT TETANUS SHOTS PRICED AT $34

(By Georg Mann and Joe Collier)

Clevelanders are finding out that the smallest medical service can be a costly
matter. Take the case of Mrs. Joyce Merz of 16330 Richard Dr., Brook Park.

She has discovered that there can be a 4000% markup in the cost of an anti-
tetanus shot that the hospital she visited paid only about 40 cents for.

Mrs. Merz and her young son on the same day accidentally punctured their
skin with nails and she decided they must have anti-tetanus vaccine. Because
their own doctor was not available, they went to the nearest hospital, Southwest
General.

The wounds were slight and were cleaned at home with soap and water.
No surgery, or cleaning out or other preparation were done at the hospital.
Nothing was needed but a swipe of merthiolate, the shots, and an adhesive
bandage each.

Each was charged $10 for the use of the emergency room, billed by the
hospital. The administering of each shot was $7, done in each case by a hospital
nurse, but billed separately by the doctor.

So far as Mrs. Merz was concerned she was charged for the doctor's office
(the emergency room), thl. work was done by the nurse, and the doctor, who
merely looked at each wound and left, had no overhead and minimal duties.

"Of course," Mrs. Merz said, "my husband's union health coverage paid the
$34, but we pay the insurance and the rates are going up."

Mrs. Merz' experience will be nothing new to many Greater Cleveland families.
The hospitals themselves point out that their emergency rooms are more and
more being substituted for the emergency home visits that most doctors no
longer make.

The hospitals say the business was uninvited and at first unexpected. They
were unprepared, and many of them say that the cost to them Is more than
they bill.

Brand new medical economics have evolved and as usual are more costly to
the patient.

All or nearly all of the hospitals here and elsewhere charge for the use of
their emergency rooms, which serve as doctors' offices. Many hospitals contract
with a group of doctors to man the rooms.

Other hospitals bill patients for the services of their own staff doctors. Others
bill for some services, not for others. A patient, in more serious emergencies,
can also be billed for lab tests, X-rays and other special investigations a doctor
may order.
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Occasionally a patient will receive still another bill for a roentgenologist he
has never seen, talked to or had a report from. The roentgenologist will have
read the X-rays the next, day to see whether a medical mistake has been made.
Is report goes only to doctors.

Mforc and more insurance contracts are written to pay for emergency room
visits, or some of them with an increase in rates.

The Press talked to a number of Cleveland hospitals and prepared the fol-
lowing table of basic costs of a visit to some of the hospital emergency rooms
in Cleveland.

Charge for Charge for
Hospital room doctor

University -------------------------------------------------------------- $30
Metropolitan General ----------------------------------------------------------- 1 0 13
St. LuKe's --------------------------------------------------------------------- S) $8
S t .V in c e n t 's C h a r ity ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ( )
Mt.Sinai --------------.-----------------.----------------------------------- 15 8
Suburban ----------------.------------------------.-------------------------- 17 (1)
Fairview ---------------.--------------------------------------------------- 17 7
Lakewood ----------------------------------.------------------------------ 18 9
Southwest --------------. . . . . . ..---------------------------------------------- 11 7
Parma Community -. . . . . . . . ..----------------.---------------------------------- 15 (4)
St. Alexis ---------- ........------------------------------------------------- 15 (4)
Marymount -------------------------------.--------------------------------- 18 8
Euclid General ------------------------------.---------------------------------- 10 8
Lutheran -------------------------------------- ---------------.. . ---------- 20 10
St. John's ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 8 10
Polyclinic -------------------------------.-------------------------------------- 16 it)
Huron Road ------------------.----------------------- --------------------- 17 0
Cleveland Clinic ----..------------------.---------------------------------- 25 ()

None.
2 $10 medical; $14 surgical.
3 None, if seen by an intern; otherwise, $8.

Varies.

The doctor's fees in the table are base fees, for minimum service.
Where no doctor's fec is indicated, the service is provided by interns, residents

or house doctors, and is included in the hospital's fee.
In spite of the charges for the emergency room, two Cleveland hopsitals indi-

cated that the actual cost to them of an emergency room visit ranged from $29
to $35.

Mr. VANIK. I think the plan ytou sugo'est is fine. I would like to see
part ]1 included in the peer revIew. Presently, it is doctors reviewing
doctor's fees. I think if that feature could be added to the proposal
you have, and I think it could be rather quickly done, it would probably
provide a format, for providin" a peer review system that would be
satisfactory to the doctors and the medical profession. At the same
time it would perform a great service to the community

I want to congratulate Mr. Devine and Mr. Betts and you for out-
lining this approaclh to a very difficult problem.

The (hAISuAL,,. Are there any further questions of Dr. Henry?
Mr. BYRNES. I want to say to the doctor, and to Mr. )evine, that I

think they made a splendid contribution to the work of this commit-
tee because they came here pointing up a basic problem which we all
know we have. They addressed themselves specifically to getting uni-
form data and analyzing that data from a medical standpoint in order
to determine whether it gives the patient the appropriate care. and at
appropriate charges.

I think you are to be congratulated on the public service you are
performing. You have a practice to take care of, but your willingness
to get into this area is commendable.

rhelre is a mechanism for trying to assure that people get the medical
care to which they are entitled at reasonable cost.
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It is incredible. More or less by inferences, you have been taken to
task because you do not have the answers to all of our medical
problems.

I think your presentation has been most helpful. As one member I
want to express my sincere al))reciation for your coming here, and
for the work you have done.

The CIAIRMIAN. Mr. Corman.
Mr. CORAAN. Doctor, could you tell me the reason why the Medical

Association initially discouraged doctors from taking assignments?
Was it because of a fear of disrupting the normal client-patient rela-
tionshiV, or was it because you did not want a bureaucrat fixing
doctors fees?

Dr. Hi-ENnY. I think it was a philosophical question dealing with
the interposition of somebody between the doctor and! his )atient. I
don't believe it was a slap, sir, at the bureaucracy at all. I don't be-
lieve that for a minute. In Ohio we have Blue Shield and that type
of thing for a long time. We were familiar with that. I don't really
think that was it.

Mr. CORIAN. As I understand it, most private insurance companies
have policies that provide for copayment just as medicare provides
for copayment. The difference is that under medicare the fees are
fixed if one takes an assignment, whereas with the insurance cim-
panies it is normally pretty much open ended as to what the doctor
call charge.

Dr. HENRY. For a long time in Ohio the Blue Shield forms had no
mechanism on them for direct physician assignment by the patient.
This was the wish of the medical profession. It was only after the
advent of medicare that there could be an assignment even in the
Blue Shield in Ohio. It was a long time in coming. Maybe I am con-
fusing you. I am not trying to.

Mr. CORAMN. It did not seem to disrupt the client-patient relation-
ship so long as there was no maximum fee the doctor could charge,
but when medicare came in and suddenly there is some fee fixing, then
they were reluctant to rely on this patient-client relationship being
20 percent.

Dr. HENRY. Having sat on peer review committees, doctors are
meaner atd nastier to each other than they are to anybody else. In
speaking to Mr. Vanik, I have seen some pretty horrible things done
a-id said. We may be united on the outside bt on the inside we get
pretty violent at times.

Mr. C oR mAN. I agree with Mr. Byrnes. You have made a substan-
tial contribution in highlighting a very difficult problem. The normal
free enterprise system is not applicable in the medical field. The con-
suiner does not go out and shop for bargains in the medical field andwe get to the very difficult problem of whether the profession is going

to regulate itself as to fees as well as professional standards, whether
the Government is going to do it or should it just not get done. I am
not comforted by the fact that we seem to be creating some systems
for those people whose bills are paid for by the Government. I am
worried al)out the poor fellow who has to di ) into his pocket and pay
the bill.
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Dr. HENRY. So ani 1. 1 think a reasonable expansion of this system
gives you the controls you are looking for. I dont like the word con-
trols but it gives you the parameters you are looking for.

Mr. Coitm:N. Thank you v-ery much.
The (ilAIMAN. Before yielding to Mr. Collier, let me suggest, Dr.

tHenry, it would be a. great service to each and every Member of Con-
gress if they would take the ol)portunitV to sit with a peer committee
looking over their shoulders and listeniiui" to their discussion of some
of the fees that are charged by the doctors that are deemed to be ex-
cessive by the peer committee.

I did that for some hour and a half or 2 hours in August in Little
Rock with a group that meets once a, month to review these cases that
the computer or some individuals throw out as being somewhat out of
line. I agree with you. I never thought doctors would talk about each
other as they do. But they really talked atout some of these umamned
doctors which they said charged too great an amount, for a particular
service rendered. There was one case of an operation, it, is a two-part
operation but it is performedd at the same time, and this surgeon had
billed for separate operations. One of the doctors said either he is an
intern or just past the stage of l)eing an intern. Had he ever been a
resident he would have known this is one operations so we want to talk
to him. And they were going to get his name and talk to him about his
billing as two separate operations , this two-)art operation. They al-
lowed him a fee which was less, as I recall, than eit-er of the two
fees that he liad set ul) for the two )arts. ()e of them was $750 and
the other was $500, and as I remember, they said the normal fee for
the entire operation was about. $400, so they cut it back to that. I was
amazed at the way they scrutinize these things.

On that peer commission sat a doctor who is an expert ini each spe-
cialty of the medical )rofession, as well as the general l)ractitiones,
and they would yield to the one who is a specialist in this articularr
l)llase of medicine to give his version first. If the other doctors (lid not
like his thinking they would vote him down and cut under what lie
thought, so I think these peeir committees do a wonderful service in
holding down costs.

I don't. know how many of these cases escape the notice of the coin-
puter or the individual \ho brings it to the attention of the peer coi-
mission. lbut there were tremendous savings in the fees that day that
were being charged. Frankly, I felt sorry for some of these doctors.

Dr. IJI.Nn-y. Doctors are strange animals.
The CAAIRAM N. I nean I felt sorry for some of the doctors they were

judging.
Mr. Collier.
Mr. Comrimz. First I would like to echo the remarks made by Mr.

Byrnes. I think the type of 1)rol)osal you discuss here is certainly a
meaningful approach to one, very iniportant aspect of dealing with a
national health program on a sound, commonsense basis.

Then a comment, in line with the suggestion made by m, colleague
from Ohio with regard to issuing a list of doctors who will not take
medicare assignments, I thilk it would make a great deal more sense
if such a, list is compiled to list those who will primarily, because if
one needs the service of any kind lie seeks to find out those who will
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offer it. That is probably why the classified section of the telephone
directory does not list those A;ho (to not p)erforn the services because
it would not be half as much help as listing those who do.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIIAIRMAN. Mr. r3rotzman.
Mr. VAN1K. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. COLLIER. Yes.
Mr. VANIK. Tlat would be a more effective way, I agree.
Mr. BR1OTZMAN. I just wanted to tell you, Dr. Ilenry, and say to

my colleague, Congressman Devine, how valuable your test iinony is
because it becomes readily apparent, to me if there is anything we
must be wary of on this committee it is that when we conie out with
legislation, if that particular plan detracts from the quality of medi-
cine, then we have actually done the people of this country a great dis-
service instead of trying to help them. This is something we really
h,ve to look at and test all the way.

The fact that you had experience in this particular area is particu-
larly valuable. I note in Congressman Devine's testimony he alludes
to his bill, and the fact that other States have PSRO's i existence.
I wanted to merely state that we are doing this in Colorado.

I have talked to Dr. Kenneth Platt, who will testify before the com-
mittee. I would agree with your coniient, Congressman Devine, that
it is working very well. I believe the record is going to disclose that
it has saved nioney---first of all, costs to the patient, to the State of
Colorado, and it would save the Federal Government. money.

In addition to that., they have had a. good record out there in my
State as far as reducing the time that, patients spend in hospitals. I
don't want to anticipate Dr. Platt's testimony, but I have a recollection
that they brought it down substantially by virtue of this kind of peer
review.

Dr. HENRY. I think it is almost 4 days for hospital admission which
is realty fantastic.

Mr. B31oTzMNNT. I was amazed, and I think Colorado is working
under a similar type of pilot, funding under HEW. So I, too, want to
echo , what has been said. I think you have made a very valuable con-
tribution to show us actual experience as distinguished from pure
theory. Thank you.

The CHAI mAN. Are there any further questions? If not, Dr. Henry
and our colleague from Ohio, we appreciate your statements and the
contributions you have made to our work.

Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Dr. Eileen M. Jacobi, executive director of the

American Nurses Association.
We appreciate so much having you with us this morning and we are

pleased to recognize you.

STATEMENT OF DR. EILEEN M. JACOBI, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY CON-
STANCE HOLLERAN, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

l)r1. JACOBI. I am Dr. Eileen M. Jacobi, executive director of the
American Nurses Association. Accompanying mc is Constance Hol-
leran, director of our government relations department. The associa-
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tion is 75 years old this year anrd is th( professional organization of
reg'istered nurses in ti frnited States. It has constituent associations
in all 50 States, the )istrict of C'olumbia, (ua.m, and the Virgin
Islands. Registered nurses in Puerto Ric(o may join the national asso-
ciation directly as may members of the Armed Services Nurse Corps
and civilia _ nurses working abroad.

The purposes of the association are: T o foster high standards of
nursing practice. promote the professional and e(lucatiomal advance-
ment of nurses, anld promote the welfare of nurses to the enl that all
people may have better nursing) Care.

The American Nurses Association has sUl)ported the provisions of
the Social Security Act and extensions and improvements in the sys-
tem since its adoption. It was the first organization in the health field
to lend support to proposals to provide health insurance coverage for
the aged through the social security mechanism.

As one of the professional groups deeply concerned with providing
health care for the American people and as the largest single group
of professional persons giving the care, we welcome this opportunity
to present our views and comments on the subject of national health
insurance.
The association is committed to the position that health care is a ba-

sic right and that the benefits of modern medical science and of tech-
nology should be available to all citizens of this country. We believe
that most people now consider that the achievement of health, a state
of complete physical, mental, and social well-being should be the na-
tional goal of highest priority.

If an optimum or near optimum state of health is to be reached the
national health care program must be comprehensive and include pre-
ventive, health maintenance, diagnostic and treatment, restorative and
protective services. A piecemeal approach to meeting health care needs
will in the long run be more costly, will not meet the publ ic's expecta-
tions and will result iii frustration of both the providers of services
and their clients.

Health insuraiwe in this country, whether provided through public
or private mechanisms, has encouraged the use of the most expensive
facilities and providers resulting in an overutilization of these and
contributing to inflationary costs. Additional public and private financ-
ing of health care services alone will not guarantee that these will be
available, acceptable and assessable to all peope. if heath care bene-
fits are not comprehensive the consumer will be further encouraged to
seek care only in crisis situations.

We -are opposed, therefore, to proposals for national health insur-
ance that address themselves merely to providing more public fund-
ing to meet the costs of care. While we agree that serious illness
and/or injury can lead to financial disaster we do not believe that pro-
tection solely against the catastrophic costs of care is in the public
interest at this time. Such protection should h)e a part of the compre-
hensive health care program.

With multiple benefits provided for in the program emnplhasis should
shift from the use of expensive facilities to the imaoinative use of
ambulatory services, clinics, out-latient depa.xtmnents, the home, neigh-
borhood health centers, th physician's office, and the home. Such a
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program should encourage the use of preventive and health mainte-
nance services which have been largely ignored un(ler the present
systean.

Some of the proposals for national health insurance. before this
committee ignore entirely the needs of the mentally and emotionally
ill.

In our country an estimated 17 million persons, 10 million under the
age of 25, suffer from some form of psychological disturbance. At-
tempts to provide more scientific and humane care for the mentally
ill have occurred periodically over the years without tangible evidence
of improvement. It is only'in recent years that psychiatric care has
become available for the patient within his community. Generally
the emotionally disturbed anong us are either untreated or inade-
quately cared for. The mentally ill of our communities have endured
for too long )ublic and professional rejection and isolation.

The quality and quantity of services available has been determined
largely on tle basis of socio-economic status. Effective treatment has
been the exception, not the rule. Any health insurance plan which
does not provide for sufficient and comprehensive care for the millions
of mentally troubled and acutely and chronically disturbed individuals
would continue this pattern of inadequate treatment.

No longer can we abide this disparity of health care for the mentally
ill. We u-ge you to sul)l)ort an aggressive l)lan which will enable us
to reduce mental illness, and provide that individuals have access to
care by all professionals in the lnental health field, the psychiatrist,
the psychiatric nurse, the psychiatric social worker and the
psychologist.

These professionals are assisted in their work by a large group of
dedicated psychiatric aids and licensed practical mrses.

For the record, we would like to state that we believe home health
benefits under the medicare program have been over-controlled. Inter-
mediaries have made very a-rbitrary and questionable decisions with
respect to the nursing care they will approve for payment. To be sure
their decisions are based on regulations of the Social Security Ad-
ministration that are perhaps interpreted rigidly.

If crutch-walking is taught by a. nurse, this is not paid for. On the
other hand, the limitations on home health services need to be re-
considered. Agencies providing these services have a long history of
controlling their activities and unnecessary visits by nursing staff
have been discouraged. Supervision of staff'is of a high caliber. Case
conferences on patient needs and evaluation of the service provided
is a long-established practice in these agencies. Since less than 1
percent of medicare expenditures have been used to pay for home
health services, there is some justification in believing the agencies are
not given over to visiting for the sake of the medicare dollar. It is our
olinion that the nursing administration is in the best position to (leter-
mine the need for services in the home, with adequate utilization
review.

We trust that anilple provisions will be made for home health serv-
ices under a national health program. Nursing in the home, home-
maker/home health aide and social work services can maintain indi-
viduals in their own homes, and keep families together avoiding crisis
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situatiolis and serious break(lowns thlat lea(l t the need for the most
expensive care i lli Using hoiiies al liosI)itals.

For example, a homemaker service can be provideI for an elderly
couple with sonie menial health 1)roblems and they can be maintained
ill the home and theref)re aN'oi(l ho.qpitalizati()ll r I nursing lhome care
for two individuals.

We firmly l)eliew'e tlat under a nat olial health i insurance p)rm)grani
1)rovision must be made for true cost accoii lti mg of the iuirsi ug Sei'Vlce
rendered.

Nursing service 1)ndgets in in anuy institutions an(d agencies may
include a variety of' 'harges that are more related to institutional
services other than nursing.

To insure that comilpreliensive health care is availalble, acceptable
and accessil)le to all people a structure or structures needs to l)e devised
that )romotes coordination of' services in a given area. We believe that
such an integrated system should le developed through the compre-
hensive health plamng mechanism.

During the 1960's legislation to promote comprehensive health plan-
n ing was enacted by the Congress. Its purpose was to promote a part-
nership betweeit Goverimelnt anl the private sector, consumers and
l)rovi(lers to determine health (are needs, ways to meet ideiti fied needs
for services and health manpower and insure against needless duplica-
tion of services and facilities.

There is general agreement that there needs to )e greater coordina-
tion of the services provided, whatever the geograplhic area. Failure
of communication and planning aming facilities and agencies pro-
viding services and among groups of health workers providing care
militates against comprehensive care and the accessibility to consumers
of appropriate care. We reconmmend increased Federal funding and
greater authority for the planning agencies.

In the planning process there should be active participation of con-
simers in identifying health needs alld as a system evol yes, continuing
ol)lortunity for consumers to evaluate its effectiveness in1 meeting
needs.

There is widespread dissatisfaction with the r1'esent system of
delivering health cace. To inaugurate a new program without lpublie
involvement could lead to pul)lic resistance. A, selling job will have to
be done to convince l)eol)le that care. received under a new delivery
system is of better quality, more readily available and less costly.
Consumers who have larticil)ated in planniIng such services would b e
the best salesmen.

Any corporate structure, arrived at through the planning l)rocess,
for coordinating and delivering health care should have an overall
board coml)osed of consumers and providers of services. It should not
be dominated by any one institution or agency or group of )rofes -

sional practitioners .
There is considerable interest now in developing health maintenance

or(Yanizations. The concept of the health maintenance organization is
not new. Group practice programs have been in existence in the United
States all of this century with the greatest growth of these occurring
in the 1930's. However. they )rovide health services for a relatively

small proportion of the population.
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Promotion of the health maintenance organizations as a provider of
health care has increased in the last few years because of mounting
costs and the unavailability of health care in an organized system; the
American Nurses' Association supports and encourages such a devel-
opment.

Here again we state our belief that consumers and all providers of
health services should be involved in planning the organization.

The nursing profession is ready to cooperate in every appropriate
way in the development of an organized, integrated health system.

Nurses are the largest group of practitioners in the health field.
They must be involved in identifying areas of need and participating
in policy decisions as plans are made to reform the health care system.

We are aware that health care services are lacking in rural and inner
city areas. The thrust of legislation before the Congress is to establish

health maintenance organizations in these deprived areas. We agree
that a major effort must be made to reach out to those who have been
denied health care for economic, social, or geographic reasons.

We would hope this would not result in and perpetuate a separate
system for the poor and the underprivileged. For too long they have
been isolated from quality services. We favor a one-class system in
which all sectors of the population would be covered and in which serv-
ices of high quality would be available to all.

Whatc\ver programs in health maintenance are developed, we believe
they should be under public or nonprofit auspices. Profitmaking in
the health field is not likely to be acceptable to the American people
already greatly concerned about the ever-increasing costs of health
care and who are suspicious of profiteering in the field.

A national health program should provide payment for nursing
services. Nursing is an essential component of modern health care and
must be available if the benefits of medical science and technology are to
be provided. Beneficiaries of the insurance program should have pro-
tection against the cost of essential private duty nursing services and
against the costs of public health nursing services at home as well as
against the costs of hospitalization, medical care, and nursing home

care.
For the seriously ill, especially in smaller hospitals without intensive

care units, the care provided by the private duty nurse is often essential
to recovery. Increasingly, in the past several years, insurance carriers
have included private duty nursing as a covered benefit in their major
medical expense programs. Any national health insurance program
should also make provision for such service.

Overutilization caln be avoided by establishing safeguards that
require utilization review committees and certification of need by
the physician and the director of nursing services or her delegates.

In the delivery of health care more recognition should be given
to the primary care role of the nurse. Nurses have been engaged ini
providing preventive services and in promoting good health practices
in schools, industry, the home, and in neighborhood health centers but
this role has had less recognition than the role played in crisis related
situations in hospitals. Increasingly they are assuming a primary care
role, especially in pediatrics, in maternity care, and in the mental
health field. We submit that increased involvement by nurses in pri-
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mary care and greater eml)hasis on the primary care role of the nurse
an result in helping peol)le enter the health care systeni before there

is evidence of serious pathology.
The responsibilities of the re gistered nurse include the following

which undergo a continuing evolution and expansion:
Maintaining and assisting in restoring such body functions as

respiration, elimination, nutrition, locomotion, rest, sleep, relaxa-
tion, circulation, and communication.

Observing, recording, and reporting changes in the condition
of the patient.

Determining an individual's need for care.
Providing safe and effective administration of medications and

medically prescribed treatments.
Health teaching about diet, hygiene, rest, disease process, pre-

vention of disease.
Providing emergency measures in such situations as hemor-

rh age, fractures, prescriptions, delivery.
Followup visits to patients to evaluate compliance with medical

regime and the need for assistance in achieving activities of daily
living, health teaching, and so forth.

Primary care can be described as being health oriented rather than
illness oriented. More and more, education for nursing practice con-
centrates on maintenance of health and prevention of illness. Tradi-
tionally, education for medical practice has focused on pathology and
the treatment of disease. These are comj)lementary roles and appro-
priate to achieving the overall societal goals of keeping people well
and curing the ill.

Thus we see the nurse expanding her practice in the area of health
care, assuming responsibility for monitoring the growth and develop-
ment of children, providing anteptartal, intrapartal, and postpartal
health, and screening and treating minor illnesses, following guide-
care in normal pregnancies, counseling regarding physical and mental
lines established collaboratively by physicians and nurses.

One health maintenance organization reports that of 4,500 visits
made to its center, 65 percent+ were -related to the upper respiratory
prol)lems, minor tramna,, muscle pain and need for psychological sup-
port. Their experience indicates that 70 percent of these incidents can
be handled by the nurse alone withot sacrificing quality care and
with full patient acceptance and approval.

For individuals with chronic illness guidance and supervision is
essential to maintain a degree of health so they can remain at home in
the community and out of the hospital. The ;rse is the appropriate
health professional to l)rovide these services. A striking example of
this type of nursing care and what can be accomplished is the case of
an 18-year-old diabetic who in an 8-year period was never out of the
hospital for longer than 4 months, 'She wasI hospitalized 124 times.
Later, under nursing supervision for 7 months, she has had no in-
hospital admission and only one visit to the emergency room.

A national health program will tax the health manpower resources
of the Nation unless providers of services enter into a collaborative
examination of the manner in which present health workers are re-
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cruited, educated, utilized and compensated and make recommenda-
tions for modifications and the means for instituting change.

Optional utilization of the nurses' skills aid expansion of her fune-
this can be a very positive influence in a national program of health
care. This is also true of other workers in the field. No single profes-
sion can meet all the needs for health services of all the people in the
country.

While promoting the proper utilization of present health man-
power and the expansion of the functions, it must also be recognized
that to provide health services for over 200 million persons, there will
need to be a very substantial increase in the number of workers in
the health field.

Achieving an increase in health manpower calls for an expansion
of existing schools and the creation of new programs with large-scale
Federal financing of schools and student. The Congress has recently
passed legislation that would provide such aid for nursing programs
and their students. Appropriations to implement the provisions of the
Nurse Training Act of 1971, and at a level authorized, are essential and
institutional support is especially urgent in view of the possible early
initiation of a national health insurance program.

As health manpower roles are modified there will be need for con-
tinuing education and additional education to keep practitioners
abreast. of changes. This will require enlarged governmental invest-
ment of funds.

It is our conviction that basic education, continuing education, and
additional education of health personnel should be supported through
general tax funds. Since these are for the broader public good, they
should have a broader base of support. We believe the insurance fund
should be separate and distinct and pay only for the health services
people require and receive.

There are many areas of the country where the health manpower
shortageis especially acute. We believe financial incentives-loan for-
giveness, grants, higher compensation--to bring about, redeployment
of health manpower to those areas where there is a scarce supply, can
have some impact.

However, health workers, like other people in our society, have pro-
fessional, intellectual and social needs as well; and all of us must give
some thought to how these needs can be met; to the end that all people
will have equal access to health care.

The Federal Government should establish national standards govern-
ing health insurance coverage so that each citizen is assured equal
benefits.

Further, providers who fail to meet quality standards or who are
reluctant to do so should not be permitted to participate in a national
health insurance program. WVhen the Social Security Amendments of
1965 were enacted, with provisions for medicare and medicaid, Con-
gress did indicate its intent that health services of high quality be
provided to all. However, there has been a continuing effort to dilute
standards for nursing service, especially the requirement for registered
nurses in nursing homes. We submit that a facility without a regis-
tered nurse is not providing skilled nursing care.

The development of standards of nursing services and of nursing
care is the nursing profession's responsibility and we trust the Fed-
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eral Government would look to the profession for advice and counsel
as it implements a national health insurance program.

We support the utilization review of services as a means of deter-
mining proper utilization and believe there should be a participation
by nurses, with other providers, in determining the setting in which
a consumer's health care needs can best be met at any given time.

Multidisciplinary utilization review in just one major hospital in
the country was able to cut the average hospital stay from 17 to
12 days. Peer review of the quality of care is supported as a means of
determining the effectiveness of care and should be required ongoing
process. Each profession within the health field should have the re-
spnsibility, and be accountable, for developing standards of care.

00 one profession should be charged with the assessment of the qual-
ity and totality of care. Rather this should be a collaborative effort
of all the disciplines involved.

The American Nurses' Association believes there should continue
to be a system of State license for the practice of nursing. There
has been increasing concern about State licensure of health personnel
and demands that the system be reformed. It is charged that the
varying requirements for licensure among the State inhibits the
mobility of practitioners and contributes to shortages of health per-
sonnel in certain sections of the country.

While this may be a factor influencing the maldistribution of some
health professionals, it would not be true in the case of nurses.
We have a national examination and all nurse candidates for licensure
take this examination. Nurses, therefore, hawe been able to move
with relative ease from State to State, the original license being en-
dorsed by States they may subsequently wish to practice in.

SUMMARY

The American Nums' Association has based its comments today
not on any specific proposal for a national health insurance program
now before the Congress, but rather to what it considers are the essen-
tial elements of a health care system. These I will list for you and we
urge your serious consideration of them as you develop this important
and significant legislation:

1. Health care is a basic right of all people.
2. Government has responsibility for assuring through appropriate

legislation the accomplishment of this goal just as Government has
responsibility for assuring that other requirements for physical,
mental, and social well-being of people are met, such as an adequate
income, housing, food, and education.

3. There should be a partnership between the Government and the
private sector to finance the health care system ; with Government pl-
viding a stable source of funding for the 1)urchase of comprehensive
health insurance coverage for those segments of the population unable
to provide for themselves.

4. The Federal Government should establ ish national standards gov-
erning health insurance coverage so that each citizen is assured equal
benefits.

70-174 O-72--pt. 7- 13
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5. There should be intgrated health care systems to deliver compre-
hensive health care services which are available, acceptable, and acces-
sible to all people.

6. Integrated systems for delivery of comprehensive health care
services for speci fied population groups should be developed from
community health planning mechanisms in which consumers are
involved.

7. As a system evolves there, should be continuing opportunity for
consumers to evaluate its effectiveness in meeting their n(ds.

8. Comprehensive health care consists of preventive, health main-
tenance, diagnostic and treatment, restorative, and protective services.

9. The general educational system of the Nation should prepare
health manpower of all types in sufficient numbers to provide an ac-
ceptable standard of comprehensive health care services.

10. There should be joint planning by all health professions for
recruitment, preparation, utilizati on, and compensation for health
mnnpower.

11. There should be professional, intellectual, social, and financial
incentives to bring about deployment of health manpower to those
areas where there is scarce supply.

12. There should continue to be a system of State licensure for the
practice of nursing which facilitates interstate movement of qualified
nurses; and which permits optimum utilization of the professional
nursing function in the health care system.

13. There should be provisions within a health care system for the
nursing profession to fulfill its function according to established nurs-
ing standards; and to collaborate with other disciplines in evaluating
health care practices.

I thank this committee for the opportunity to appear here today.
The CIIAIRMAN. We thank you very much for bringing your testi-

mony to this committee. Are there any questions ?
Mr. Burke.
Mr. BURKE. I wish to conunend you for your statement, Dr. Jacobi.

It contains a lot of good commonsense, particularly with reference to
your cutting costs of health care with the visiting nurses in the homes.

I believe that one of the reasons for the acceleration of health care
costs in this country is the long stay in some of the hospitals and then
in some of the extended-care facilities. When these people can be passed
on to a lower cost facility, I think it should be done. When they can be
sent home where a visiting nurse can take care of their needs, I think
this should be done, and it would save hundreds of millions of dollars
for health care throughout the Nation, and I want to commend you on
that.

We have heard about a nursing shortage for years. If we move to-
ward a national health insurance program, do you think we can expect
to have the number of nurses such a program will require?

Dr. ,L\com. Enrollments in schools of nursing have increased and
they are up this year. In order to provide the number of nurses, how-
ever, there are other considerations that must be made. Nurses some-
times leave the field to raise families, and so on. If we had day care
centers or child nursery schools provided that would meet the needs for
the working mother, this would be very helpful in allowing the
mother to leave the home to go to work.
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We are attempting to recruit nurses from the inner-city areas, from
rural areas, and it is our belief that these nurses will return to those
areas.

We are also attempting to increase the number of men in nursing,
and we think that it will be helpful.

Miss HOLLERAN. I would agree with what Dr. Jacobi said. We have
found a dramatic increase in the number of applications for nursing
schools in recent years. I think the talk of a national health plan has
stimulated the interest of many students looking for future careers, so
if the schools have the resources with which to function, they will be
able to recruit the number of nurses we need.

Mr. BURnE. I find in my congressional district that we have hun-
dreds of young ladies who are trying to go into the nursing schools
and they are having a great deal of difficulty.

Miss HOLLERAN. Some of the schools have had to cut back due to
lack of funding and some have been unable to expand because of cuts
in construction funds.

Dr. JACOBI. From the educationally disadvantaged group, there is
tremendous need for remedial work throughout the educational pro-
gram, and this adds to costs and demands on facilities and schools are
looking for assistance in this area.

Mr. BURKE. I want to commend you for your work and your fie
statement today.

The CrIAIRAN. Mr. Collier.
Mr. CoIERF. You said enrollments were restricted. Is it not a fact

that funding for nurses schools and training has increased?
Miss HOLLERAN. It has been increased in the authorizing legislation

passed by the Congress. We have, not had an increase in appropria-
tions. We are waiting now to see what the request will be.

Mr. COLLER. You are not suggesting that the funding for these
programs has not increased in years. The extent of funding has not
)een to the full extent of the authorization but the fact remains the
funding has been higher.

Miss HIOLLERAN. There has been a total increase in funding for nurs-
ing education. There has not been an increase in total institutional
sup port for nursing.

Mir. COLLIR. We are talking about a cutback not in actual funding
expenditures in recent years.

Miss HOLLERAN. We had a cutback of $6.4 million this year in the
President's budget as compared to last year for nursing and this
was in the area of student aid.

Mr. COLLIER. A cutback from the budgetary figure from a year ago?
Miss HOLLERAN. From the appropriations figure a year ago. Also

the full amount appropriated in August has not been released yet for
student aid.

Mr. COLLIER. I quite agree that there is needed substantial relief in
terms of getting more for the health dollar than we are getting.

In your testimony you alluded to refresher courses. Is it your
thought these should be financed by the Federal Government, or would
you assume the same position that teachers do during the course of
the pursuit of their professional work for a master's degree, advancing
not only their educational level but in fact advancing their ability
to learn
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Dr. JACoBI. I think there are two types of advanced continual
education, and one is l)reparattion at tie graduate level for specialized
nursing, for teachers, supervisors and admllinistrators. Then there is
the other aspect of contiminiig education with the rapid changes in
health science and medical science and in technology.

There is a, need to keel) the nurse up to date, and this is true of all
professionals. Some of this requires Federa.l funding. Much of this is
done through the individual's own interest in professional develop-
ment.

Mr. COLLIER. So it would be a combination of the two.
Dr. JACOBI. That is right.Mr. COLL~I. You suggest there Ias been an effort to dilute the

standards for nursing services. As a matter of fact, hasn't that come
about partly as a, result of the necessity or because of the need for
nurses, particularly practical nurses, in some instances, is such that
you would not have adequate registered nurses available to provide
all of these services at least in nursing homes at the present time?

Dr. JACOBI. This is true for certain sections of the country. How-
ever, there are areas where the nurse will not. wcrk in a nursing home
because of the standards of care, the salary and so forth, and I think
these are things that we need to change in in1mproving standards of care.

Mr. COLLIER. Changing the salary is not something that this com-
mittee can do, as you know.

Dr. JAconi. No, but the standards of cars, I think, are something
that need the cooperation not only of the profession hut of the public
as well.

Mr. COLLIER. I think that is being done, perhaps not as fast as we
could like it. but in terms of higher standards for nursing homes.
Nursing homes have been closed for failing to meet certain standards
I agree with you, but in some areas, and it may be down the road
apiece because there will be enough licensed nurses to assume the full
needs of those services which presently in many instances are being
performed by practical nurses rather than registered nurses. Is that a
fair statement?

Miss HOLLER.AN. We have been unable to get data as to why certain
institutions have not met the eligibility requirements. We are in no
way able to determine whether it is because they have not been able to
employ registered nurses.

Mr. COLIER. The States in those instances set the standards for the
operations of these homes.

Miss HOLLERAN. Yes, but the reasons they have been turned down
could be a variety of reasons.

Mr. COLLIER. You are not, able to ascertain all of the reasons if i here
is more than one?

Miss I1OLLERAN. No. We have asked for the data from the Public
Health Service as well and we have not been able to get it..

Mrs. GmIFITHS. I think yours is about the best testimony I have
heard as you sit here. You have considered every other group besides
yours and that is quite unusual. I do commend you and I really feel
what you have said about hoime care and homemaker care should be
put, in illuminated letters, because this is the best and cheapest care.

I was in North Carolina recently and I talked with a woman there
in one school of nursing who had the feeling that funds for nursing
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education were being cut back to give the money to paramedics com-
ing out of Vietnam. In your judgment, is she right?

Miss LIIrAN. 'le totil pl)ropriatiion request from II EW this
year did reflect at (utiback, some )$6.3 wr $4 million. T1'he inount that is
going to be requested for the new N urse Traing Act is hard to
determine. It has not I)een released. W' kniow the new legislation
requests capitation for )hsi(ians assistants that. would he located in
medical schools at the lev'il of $1,()(per student, virolled. This con-
pares to $25) for nursing per stllehit enrol h(l ?

Mrs. (ill.'r'ri iS. In g('nvld, te ie(lical assistant is a male.
Miss IlT, .ll ,\iAN. Soii IilIP recnilitedl regisrlred luiirses.
Mrs. ( roT'rrlis. 'l'ley have eeil given a few weeks training andi a

Year of pnl,,ti(,aI series in Viet naiii.
Miss ] oiLLEA N. Soii(e are 'ave- lI i i (at e gra(illi's and of hers have

had less tIm Ii acca Ia ureatv.
Mrs. (i rrir 'uls. TI is is colilmvedi ill 1may cases with lii ruses who

have lIIiste'l" degrees.
M iss I lo 1,I1,iAN. 'I lIat , ls I i t.
Mr'ls. Gill iruis. W1hit1t. is ti ie pay~ dli l-er('ltiild?
Miss IOLLmMAN. li the I Avil (ivil Service at lil ollelit eSpe-

cilly for VA, whent it was vstulished ai baccalaureate nurse copies ill
at GS-I5S. A physicians assitant;-
Mrs. ( hurvrrl' ,s, With less ti n i Iac. a lau reat e ?
Miss Ifro uItmN. Yes; stirtiing at (IS--7, al eligible to ro to (48-4)

on the basis of tiie1( and can go to a Os--II on the basis of time. It is
very difficult to get, t 1urs for ehin icaIl rati igs to (S-11,
Ms. ("4ivrri'lis. I h1k you very much. I think ti is s ve ry inte-t-

ing testimony to lring before tlis eo('0111111ittee 1c 1use it, (lescl'iles a
totally I fair situation, They ire payi it i a( o( 1itional 1.411111it ( we tare
aut hohzing it for uIien who are not its well trailed as iuiss who have
been well trained.

Than k you, Mri. Chairman.
Phe CnliAuiMRAN. Mr. Pettis.
Mr. E'1-rms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You mentioned the' value of home 1i uri ng a il homemake' services

in lowering health care costs, and in keeping sick people with their
families'. 'just what kind of si fegna (Is should th is con mittev and the
Government he thinking about, to be sture that, services suc h is this are
not abused?

Dr. JAcoBi. 'Phere should he the creation of utilization review coin-
mitte, s and we Woul( see4 this 'as a multidiscipline area including the
consumer and we think that building in these, lives of review will
offer soim protection, iiieluding looking at the established standards.

Mr. i~ri-rs, You don't th ink that we will have some gargantuan
bureatcracy involved here if we really (to this right?

Dr. JAco1. I su))ose that is always' a risk, but I would not ,Ittici-
Pate this.

Mr. Plmris. In other words, you don't think this can be done with
existing mechanisms?

Dr. ,JC(onr. I think it is (lone in many hon1 health agencies, a re-
view with case 'oife'eics on patients' ne(ls and identification of how
these needs are met, 11(l what the costs are.

Mr. P.mrms. Thank you, Mr. Chaiimuan.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Vanik.
Mr. VANIK. I am very happy about the testimony br~ought out by

Mrs. Griffiths. T think it raises at sermons pr-oblemn with the cutback inl
institutional training. You can't very well hatve at national health pro-
gram unless you hvtaiigfotepolewe need.

Fromn the Stammdpoillt of ioesei'vie (,i'ev, is there sone provision
whereby, for, example, it patient Who is cotimatose anil tubeQ fed, could he
under tThe super'vision of at 1ur1se at hlomle, or does th ishave to lbe (lone
inl anl institution?

Folk extmnlple, when T could not, affiord '1if)till ('11 r-e or. extenidedl-cill
coverage for, at Jitioent, ('0121(1 it. k-e possibh' to obta in tile ser-vices of at
111it-so to pr()vi( Itub~e fved~ing aIil tihe 'sselfiild filings~ to it ('olatose
stroke atielit inl the hlomle?

DeI% hl o wasI In i~l Fiz((II it WIN0wet re Iii tl(k. hevhome. 'Ivheld lyt'
old 5ist4't wIIS t'('t ii ed il iio he 105iti to ree(l tjuid. pit rl-icili arlti(Mlt.
Ie'ltt( t 1o f ('510t 2115esioli did( Imot; ha V(' t he t llne wet'v nlot. t i ted inlto)
this Jptienlt, pairt-icularl.y thle i d i osyn(c 'll stes, 1111A~ sh'0ed ('l 0 (la1ys
hiifrr. I think wit'l ImIrIsinig stteIeVsiomm- I liii ppetledl to be0 (lait~g
w~it~h suiIer-visionl ill tho. l) t It, 11 t ighbl~o' Ittid 1iot. 118 It 1111114(1-4111-4
callI 1)Q I'O lid(f. I t hinuk t lie situalitioln has1 to be, evililuat('(l. Wo lied
to knlow Wvho is ill at hiotn who) (.11t)1 j'r forml the serviceti, ot ('4etAeu'l, b)ut"

1~~~~~~~~~ iii suetee r.ltay ayil'[ent s Stich as. I reported.
Mr. VANI1C. 'I'lht I It ('01l1i1tll~Ijtoldeml, 11,11d1 it. wo0lld t'le'( tile hios-

lpit4Ll bill fri'ot $715 0) $100 a. (lily t~o t he lesser' cost. of nursing homle
(care,.

TDt'. ,JAC0otu. It, is amnalizitig whalt ('ti1)0 ik neollipl islied w~henl there is
ale'(le slipIervisiolnd H115tJ)ptwt. of thle fittimily Iielers ats Well its
11ihu qitto prtofossiotlii SlIpoervisomi.

'I'1 a(1 A IMAN We thuiuk volt ver'y muhel rot. y'oIit' v'ery titie. testi -
mnony. All of its agi'o it, is veryl. p ful:.

Di.., hIcoItI. 'I'l it n voul, Mr. (1ia1irmnau11.
'1110. ( 1 AMA~t~iN. '11e ('hairl Wvill ('1.,11 ats thle 1ieXt Wit'tiess M'. Shop

(JTlatzer.
X'Ve iiro glad to higivo you with us, Mr. Glazer. Yout are r('(ognized.

STATEMENT OF SHEP GLAZER, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF PATIENTS ON HEMODIALYSIS

Mm'. (iJ~AZEmt. '111ln0 W~ill nlot peim 1it. 1110 to read Ily full Staltetetilt, so0
I would like. to sittiimiirt1rze, ii1y thiouights of the irobjlis facing the
kidmtev' pait ill Aiieiiit today.

(Mm'. zl" plz r'sltepii'' st"Ittel meit, follows :)
8'rAl'sHN OF~ HMPi 01,AVAtli, VICE~ IPiiiotmtNT, NATIONAi. AtsOnIATION F01' A'rNT"

ON II1NIOtfAi.YSIN

NAiII ITS Ot1l0iN AND) MSAINISIIt'811

Tho Nationail Asmociatlon of hifltsil onl IleiiIUysi origlite4d in 1069t. 'I'he
formation of I liek orglli/Alttion wVaiI 1 iit iit'al result of something vti i'ly uiquetitt
Itl lnii(ci(ll history, itiividuats faicinig at toriinl (IIIamIS m1'( retorie'( to life by'
it drainati(, virtuallyi myi riciloits product (of miodert e(elmiolog.y, thle at iitilid-((1
1203'. 'Phe flow life giveni to tliew~ individuals b 1)3itiodiliysls, tind the jn'ohlnm
theo treatnment 1)resented, gav(' theta a common bond anmd the core of N.A.P.11.
evolved.
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N.A.P.I. memlershilp today, conistt not only of patients recelvhg dialysis, but
of recipients of transplanted kidneys, the families of afflicted persmis and pro-
fessionais in the field of health.

Fifteen hun(lred vitally concerned ltersons receive the N.A.P.II. News. They
are representative of the more than six thousand Individuals currently receiving

hIeniodllysis at this ime. Iemodillysis and transplant programs have given 11s
1il l)otetliail to itiaintaini thee, persons it the nmalnstreaiti of American lifo as

l)readwitnors, homemakers, tmXpayerm and valuable members of their (mnfntuil.
ties. N.A.I.I. membership Is national ; its range Incorporates a wide spectrum of
the American Is'ople,

WHAT N.AP., HKS

N.A.P,1II. seeks to attain for all Americans, regardless of Income, sttus or other
personal limitations, the Ood-given rIght to life, now available through advanced
illedhlal technology, which Is piresently denied to a majority of our citizens. What
signitles a majority, according to Dr. Benjamin T. Burton of the National Insti-
tute of health , of the 7,500 people last year dying of chronic renal diase(, 1..50
ix-rsoim reeived dinlysis treatment; 17 received tratisplants hut 5,3811 ls'r'onm
were Ipermitted to die.

N.A.P.I.'S COMMENTS

Why were these 5,333 people allowed to die 'ihey died Ibevituse existing health
progranis have been proven Inadequate. Our fear Is that. certain proposed legis.
lithion will be as unresponsive as the existing progranims.

''h(, alternatives we face are these :
(a) A Stato program sinlar to those now available In Maryland, Wash-

Ington find New Jersey.
(b) A voluntary private program.
(o) A voluntary national program.

In NA.IP.JI.'s estimation, none of these alternatives are adequate for the
following reasons:

(1) TII14 14'i'A11 141)ROIAM---If full coverage Is available in certain
states, kidney patients resiling Ii states where assistance Is unavaillible,
may he forced to relocate to these selected aiea thereby Ilacing ai unfair
financial burden on the taxpayers of theme fortunate ('omnlunitles.

(2) VOLU NTARY PRIVATd INHIURAN(C,] R'IOGRAMS-In existence
for over a quarter of a century, these programss are not (lily costly, but
discrnlnatory. They have failed to satisfy the health needs of most of our
e'itizens.

(3) VOLUTARY NATIONAL IIEALTII ]NM41IANCI,,'--ssentally di.
visive, a program of this sort naturally sei)arates Americans into two cate-
gories; those who (-fi afford to pay for the right to live find those who
cannot.

IS TIS WHAT YOU EiNVISION FOR AMERICA?

NAPH' MIECOM MENI)ATIONM

We are liere today before this committee, to Implore you to legislate Ile ac-
cordance with every conceivable standard of Justice, equity and humanity. We
are here to ask you to give the American people a comprehensive health Insur-
ance program which will fully protect them In cases of catastrophic Illness. Thils
Is best Illustrated by the National Hlealth Hecurity Plan as proposed by Hemttor
Edward Kennedy and Congresswoman, Martha Grifliths.

A catastroplhic illness is catastrophic only for those who cannot afford it.
Despite the difficult life required of patients with kidney disease, over 5,M)
dialysis patients have proven that if financial means are available, they can
remain socially productive citizens. The Inescapable fact, however, Is that this
treatment is beyond the reach of persons of average Income.

The cost of hemodialysis treatment ranges front it mean figure of $5,000
a year for patients on home treatment, to a mean figure of over $20,000, a year
for institutionalized care. Initially, the hemodlalysis machine e costs between
$2500. and $3800. But, the consumable products for each treatment costs approxi.
lately $85.00. The patient must have front 2 to 3 treatments a week to survive.
(Approximately 15 hours per week.)
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A MATTER OF ECONOMICS

A national health Insurance program will systematically lower these costs
by inviting more manufacturers to enter tihe market place lin the production of
thes vititl llr(xlu(!ts. This dlevelopmiient would leadl to expanlded medical research,
more eiaui;oytnent 11and1it aaew atl'olau for Jobl training.

TJultlimately, the treat ment becomeso sE'f-Muppjortig. By bintg ale to return
to their customary empilioymtaent, patilents canii resume their role ats taxpayer,
(,irculiltte their maoniey Inito the national11 evonozny and1( miore tim thell) pay3 bac(k
hol cost of thaoii tr'teatmntt, A fe(lral outlaty maighat even be considered its it short

term hivE stnent i hmamn life with it gutratoe return.

H01Ij I MPI'I.It2''(NH 01' it MOIIALYSIN

JFinanilal ('oveiIt ft or' Iiinodlit lysim mumlalist- cI(onasIidered it priori ty. We are-(
1ai1lE1reSSIlig OIiSI'0VVM to) lilt issue t hat. involvedi 50t,000( Amtaericans1, if figit a' pr'o.
JEc(ted( by3 Ilit. Belditag 1i. Se't'lataer (Ir se4attt io.Yt. It,. i'4c'llor taiviss it jst is,7(xi
Amtericans, or H 'I/(. of flim Isotat IIv l111 ivlig t(Idit'oltttu 1 tts111Iat it ('(I 01' II rt1111111

A. Nil loat H ealthI 181'ltl' nu ine 'iog'iti li fotr fill would ensure tilao EWI(' ille
hit ty or' th tai ' lm ft'r of tij~ 5ot'IS,M) Indtad I li 5 and1( Iha'Ia' famaII h's. It, woulnad
atio'w iotinfiil of votting porm'5)ii I a~l('lte by I3 rottjfail lnitro to rvalz thi 8' 11'
trial. Wil'NA.- i Is Il('1'Hlaiti 1I Wt 'i'r of' I itlysis pit t.10t1 I ra tgintg fr'oma

aig' I, 10 o 0, t I4. ovvt'wltel aiing tattajo'it 13' o I t. st t'h'Ia'n I'y re'ti o fatun l I, a'' t '

Y'ountg aidul ts. 1)111mI yllsrtt I'etii' Iti' 5e wo 'olltg atduit HS to II( IIH'lIt it of iii Islig Itlf
faailh'sI mill ('011titabtItt iE' ('it. va'er(1' hiv'3 liiie YE' lltEirmi' for,

I I(e'at.5 or f-sviiny'at13 llttit tt'ilua ta('11e', 4 lit lysls rat Isa's tatat uy til'u Isques. Mi'h'r.
ion ('ointitlt('4'5 nit - forced to, 4'IIo(15( who silltiI Ill'it Ikltwell to stat'iive. 'Tis

tnlou'aul (11iiiat ('1111 lbe 1-lltiiit1111A11I. Tll IaItlte (IlatlYSIN atiore( dIlly 11VaIlIIhE'11 to It
greater iillE' olf Im-opI lo, it staaat II 01anl'' Efst ItlI(P iltS ii y I)II'ta 1 'orta144. A
sat-ellIte f'aii ty3 Is atilt out f Iaosjal ipIrtogti ta wiht oj sti ts lit it t'dilve'd
('o1t. ( ftVn a Ita III' St O'otit I it it''lit tos off lit (Elaost Ior (if at laspitit ota
id provideS It tat0o 04 hO r (If I t'o itta'it fort Mo 11( 114, tah hul ' 1 'ttit (out 1110'll owna

('lao ait iioti(', hvE e'Xilitlltai olf Nittolite t'tEhit la's, ww'ot'h woumI~ I)l' E'ia('Etiig(i
1by I it 1llitl litait itl itIStlt'attt'ev progi-1atta. wvohlilh ailEIv f'or mtaat' vEtitilitbi (ilmI bal.
Ilti ll to ne'8,'tat t ('it ie'. Thle' e'x IIpaslil wouIld~ h l male posIsibeE by3 gtii I'lt ttt'aI hi
jIIIit3aai'iatl o 1tEINE' ilEfIE'EstteI IIa prov~Iiing tfis Se'rvl(e'. Tis liltas ilt'ti iita'tiiEii
I tlit tII ' Ow ''EiI d elplt'i tEll t'i Itl'Edi h iE'it 11t14 fili dliv~e'ry3 of ttli htIcit i Iltl
ghait to at t'a'ats.h Iil d t, If E'iilrett. mtods101 of organic do(111111 banttd tt'itisilii-i
tat tionl woi'E' I mI It'ovedl by113' utl ratfo1 'a rE.glat lollas, the( t t'otaadouis ('ost Elf
Ii tiat tad ig 11100 %N-t1Ia t is dlI sEttso' wouldi IE'. gt'a'ii 13 ri'('i it, fewoi' eiaEIIE wold

'Put' (1E'v'E'aiiiElt oIf liildIII I i31s'4 Ini add(11llon to( Sav' int Ilittv livE (If 'ie'tt lia of

(III'lill 'Eogre' lilts5 i'E'E'ta ftatii (III iI lwE II101(1 (f (ugh i I I'lt lti tt tt 1a1 ol. 110(1usE' otf
ldtie' tnt1 isilt it I loaa, ga'ottt Elvance tIl'(S it1e' hll't t11a1ih l I s 11510 3iIlilt Iti l

Iaaatatltta(Ilog', li't vintg tOaw witl3 fort Ithe sit'"'tssfui ail lasll i t11 I at iE'l' il'tlas.
111I11s (I t'itItliletatlii f it alo 'ai v I uI a'd l'E'S111at l 'E''s to gitai t 1111-011(a.s hit1 (I tlat'(, Ilsaill iota
of ailIt'tii, 111)111 (lie'ms, hI3'j1t inlon~, naeulogy' itd til tdcin'' o. d1isor'ders, to

Wa .we itr poositE inItg Is ttlt i'e'1'oi tt (1111 '. At loast otio( statE' hits a'le'Eg-
tizi'a ts rt'5m~~II 8118 t ol i '1 Its ('It 'I'tls, Miltv fi' ll( lilts8 ta ita't (11101,1i101iH Intl IIIttI vt
Iti this atnva. We'a Itlk tbuiii I ilE' fol lovi tg 'x Iriet ft'om ill' t'e('Ott Mitl'3'iat 111 (gimlt.
t1(11 hol rvatf Ito tilt'E'('(Ird.

"'it is hit't'a'1t3 deiled anti found t hat Elti of till' mo1(st s0'eriu andl t'ugleoht'i
lotusm faintg Miv ilitli liivt'th itand we,'tittt Is tiaE (Ie'tti of iiiitdt'a'd of plersonis
ii Matryianid Oeer3yol 1' fr'otm ('hlt'oiil'l'e't I aisolt', w~hel(t I te hrlSit stf~tt of

fivle life. Atdvan(es5 fill(] diseis(( est'i(' Itit l' . t illt'ltt (of patients sufftritag front
('ht1-011k. t'otiti d1sease, flo1w lilEow, notl Inert' survival, huil t'ehailitt at of these

d3iag fot' lac'k (If peonalItui fhianeil retsourcets to 11113 foi' till expen1siveo equipamet
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"Tho State hereby recogizesA' Its resp~oniillity to It" citi/Alit8 to allow them
to kewl)I their hltith itlhiout being jfltll(rizAd and1( to time thei resources arnd orga-
itIition of th l tSittv to aid itI go tltrna nd 111(1lsxeinintinig Infori'atioit on tite
I real t'ien of chlroii irenail (liH4'H 4( It, Im bel'ie'ved that, these prIograins will, lby

mnakintg treatneit of chronic renal~l dise4Ise easily available, steadily lower tile
('ost of much'I t reeittieiil

We aicktd3 l iiy that youi itsmie thIs mane resplonitlity3 on at National scale and1(
report. anId rt'ooinind~ Nat ilonal C oimulsory liha It h I nstiran'e.

TVhan~k you.

MInN Oi 01r MARiYLAND), Bird. No. 778
A N ACT T'Io 11(1( niow HMo 111 781 to 7030, inclutvo, to Articlo -13 of' Itil' Annotat.'dl Code'

,, of ar i id (1 9t11 5.i 'e'nien t Volunio an td 19370) Still d'lielnt ), ttle "lin Ilb' Hutlt
'NitrHI ing Ilottii' wdiniistni torm"', ti follow fica mod iitl ofe Nec n(02 ot Ion 780) tle'ro-of anad
too lpt iiildet thi tonew x4iild ti. 'fdie'y Dislolo lrogrAin' vrenlitg it (Oininimmloai ont
Kllo' lltllei 1ia14l pr',o'illiij ffiri Iii' ditleN uni reNtiiNilfl c' thiereof) - jro'Itlig for
thle dIitialIn Ud roN pta' 141 lilitI- 1 o4Ef thi le, cr1't iry oif Own Ilttrir t c iif l'Ititl iat Menii i
Ii yue't In E'oil(' loll NWi t Ihe~ K iney DI 1e'n o I roarratal prov'idIig for H lte fi notaIn
ild to, 'e'raatt Inittun ttder v'ortnain ('onilonain d (or roj Eiylliv'it, of tile ('0140 of Ni4mb
tildh to) til'l, 11 S tao ud'r cert nain c'0n(1Itioi ,18 aid goiiorai tIy rlatling to the Kidn'e' IDimettil
l'rogrutitt

MHuI'zON 1. lke 11, 01lt1('td Ily tlt(' (h'tretl Ammseinbly of Matriylandt, Mant nelw See.
10118 781 to 790, Incl1usi've, be' 1( an they atre' herebt'y addd( t(o AratiMc 43 of the

Annotated ('ode of 5Mitrylantl (I H1M Itejdao'titi Voliie andal 1970 Mujppleiet)

after ciHeet Ion 78 ) thetre'of uiid to be1 unider' tit(,ile suW ibIt it'lt ''Kitlty 1)Isease
Programm" anitd till to roadl as follows:

"KID)NEY IJMARM PRIO(IIIAM

''8mi. 781. It Im hereby delet1ared and1( foundo that one of tiar mnost Serious and
trale i(' lecitm fneln tafit'- pulilc health and welfare 18 the( dett lt of itundredH
of 131rmolmtNI Mar1yland eve'ry year front t'hti' ct i'tinal dllN(et8(, witen the p~rese1nt
"ttite orf Iit' nl(II'atl at 1tiatd totitology could1( i'et tliin l1Htts IK'I'801t to it moc'Ially
priodutiv le lift'. Advanlces anidt (118(ovt'i'l'I lit I it'- I ret'iieit of pat ~ints suMffe'ring
front ('lrolt renatil (118tast' now allow, 11(3. iurt suirvival, but i'ehatbilit ationt of
themte Initielitm to their ntor'mail o0'teitain 10 an11(1d ivities. Preently, these' patients
atrein 'lg for lacek of' iwi'oital finaltelsil resources to pity for the expeinsive eqip-I)

"'The Hiate lhert'by r'ecogniz/es 118 i'eHpOjitsibllt 3' to 1(ItI'At'118TI 10 allow~ titeiti
to keep, their ltteiltlt without being pII5IIiAId anid toi It(,- the r'('ourt'(' an11d
organizti on of thI' ei ae to a11( lit gaither(inlg and (IslIiitiig Iitfoi'inatlon onl
Hith e 'einent of chronic r(eal (ilse-am. This r't'5wuOl1illity Is tisthergeol by t1111
lprovsIonm of this subtitle, wittrein Owtt 'eintii'st'ainit andt Iniformtation pr1ogl'1it1
tre e'stablishted. It im believed tha l th leme pirogramits w'ill, by maekintg ti'eeitin('lt of
cblt'1( renial tlisi'its easIly available, mteadl3 lower the cost of suich'tIr'ettment.

"M8ite. 782 (at) '11we Voilttsiolt o11 Kidney lDlmeame 18 her'eby ercerted.
,(b) The Comaietlssion o1n Kidney Di )eetse, hei'eiinafteor referred to 118s te Conm-

by3 thte Governor, mix sit im tdiscr'etion eaid mix front Itontilit int its providedI
be'low. Eelt Itinvi)('i mhehl mserve et t('rin of foir ytii'N eand~ until htis, mue'esoi s
atppointted andh qulified, except Ithtat. hii th Itotil I ttlliltilielt 5t il('(' Iniateiilt''
tiethi serve for onte yvasr, thlreel for tw WI)3'at1', three foir three yettrs, eind three
for four 3'et' and1( unt il tir muc(essoi'8 eare apin~lte(d anid (111511 Iled. No intne'r
.shail be appitedt' to mtore thanl two 'onst ve'' fourI y'eatr teris4. The ianeittii '

A~ shtall servo' without, 'onitteltmat Ion but, shnetl be rt'iniburs'ed for exlaeixes Incutrred
Ii t.'i'iyiitg out their reslpt)Il~bihlt les ats mt1(itbei's of the 'omittnssiont.

1(c) Six of th liemcbers shall het stl)hIIled144 fla1 rtoitllitatJiolt ORN followVs
E4ach of thle following bodies Iltay Nuhlalt to the Governor, ett leamt three ionlti s

prior to thet (latte for inaklng eippointnaents, at list of fit, lteast three naitits: Tite,
Kidney F~oundti on of Maryland, t it'- Regioal 'Medical Pi'ogratin (of Maryiandl,
the Comtprehens~ive Health Phstitning Agencey of Mary)'land, thle miedical faculty 13o(f
thre Uiversity of Marylaind, the( medical faculty of John H opkins University, and
the(, Medical atnd (1hlrurglced, Ftulty (If Maryland. If the( lIqt, Is prop~erly' stub-
initted tlte Governor shell appoint a aneliber froln the naittes tereon. Tf the i st
is not so sulbilitted, thte Governor shall aloint, ait htim sole dlscretioit, a inenther.
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'rhe mix other inenlbers of the Conmission silnll I)e a nfl te( I)y tie (Governor
without, nominations, provided that four of tie ilemiler so alplilte shall Iw
laynmnel to tilt, field of mledlichle anld tilt( final1 t,wVo nmnilbers shall be alppointed

from lit, medleil insurance Indulstr y.
"(d) Wht'll a vacillity oil tle Commzn lliio occu rs for ally reason, thlie Goverior

shall11 promptly ap~point it pers,'on to serIve' filt( rvinalndetr of Otherml of the, vi itl

m('at, The Goverior ina.v exercise Ills discretion Il lite choice of a ieniler to
ill it l vacilicy.
"() Thie full (Collmissilon mill ni((,t tit lelst twl(', it yQal'. If, for ainy reason,

Jili welve Iiiiilibels are not lire'sell. Ilit Inv illigs of lie ('olalmli Issioll, bl.i ess llitly
1Iw ('ohid(i't ed by Itli hl in.lle(.8 plre1xe . A declsioli siof lit, maiJorlity of' tlie e Iili's
lre('ett siii Iit eit''iontfi (f o t ( olli Ishi,
",wJ'{ 78:1. Thlw (Commitssionl shall Jil\'( tilt( authority to at,~f Jill(] prlomulgte

rules ai(I rlegulat lois to ,'v.t lhf I il'( i.prov isns of I Ili.s sult It le.
"Si.-. I. Tlw, ( 'oillill Is.ioll shall t li pwe i oi' t ,It'111 il\i liii ('Ial Iexi ' ellV dlirev-

0t ', o1w lIMis tll hit, t111d I vo .ert illi.V-Mt lii gl'iilli('l'M u. tie (t'it l Co miisshin (leilli
lif'('we i l'y Ito l 'forln It (Ill ht I es an( (,X('l'(.IM(' ts lwoi l. Tlw, I)(-li I I 11ll l i lie,
('xclitivt' dIretlor mid1(l of such other elpI siill Iats irovhhd inil 4 Sttlle

ISxt. 785 , Commission shell

"(a) sel,. I vllyMl(al il d hliedhl tnidah1rdIs for tihie operit'll o f (1 ii lysi and1(
'(',llill tinllis l lit l t loll ellt ('I's. W hleII ,l(' ch t'his letve t lie M uliflil l'(a li ill( Ii '
approved by thw Stalite (Collili'eleliMlnsivt, lHealIth P 'Inlilng Ageicy; they slill lie
tertllled by tlie lt' I)lnaril(,llt of Ilealt-l II lld Melitll |ygeli,. lilhatients
Il'1'it'd tt, illy Iillicert letd(( (elit'1 liilI M zio1 hi, ellgiloe for State JI( for lhelr Itreat -

"(i)) met; statdlards, r'llsolle Ill te'illM (f tle purpose of tills subtitle,
for Ole ll(.e.t an(iee of pat lentm Ilito the treitenelt pliuuse of tlie program.
lai st 'eits solaccepted will he cerltiled ellglbh for Iliet( ll'dal assistance of
the Stiate, lirovhletl, how(ver, tiit nothing in tIlls Mulsectton ll ]] be Coil-
4 rued to gl'lilt the ('oinnissioln tile power to set stana(dsl'(IM which would
lprev(,nt Ilit'his from reelving ally federal ielllil or 1hini1el0 1 aid.

"(c) tIstItlle 1111( Mtiti'VItHf' t(du.lflhw toii i'ogrmslii for the piulbi Ic a( for
health providers with rleslieet to clhr ol.ic re I1 d iselse l1l(1 {it' lrt'velt lon
anti treitlli('i, thereof. The ('onnission iiiay ut Ilize (xistilig iprogralim an(1
gr, ouips for I is ipulros(, wheli' r ' not, stl('i rogrli ms and1(] groups lire gov-
oenlqtal.

"((I) illizllually evllluiute tite ('litlh: Kidney Disease pr)ogrllmi. Alillnual
report of muc'h (walIuiti1(111 Mliall Iw ma' iiade Ito i e (Alovertior.

"SEc. 78 (. Thie Secretly oif tile e)liarltlent of Ilellth i111( Mentail Ilyglenie
1hll] de.1lglillte MUCIh )irsoniel its Is ll((e.eslry to (carl'ly out the irovlhons of tlil

subtitltle. T1ht Sere ltarY shall be re, lioniMlPl for:
''(1 ) tile operation of this program within the stanldar(ds set Iy the (oln-

issiion
"(2) the disblurselent and collection of funds as provided Ill this subtitle
"(3) lc'epng Iie ('omnllislon Informed, through Its txetiutlvc director,

of thl(i ]lrfgriss oif Ilit l'rogramn adi of iiny leedi for changes Iii '(UleM an1(1
regulatloMS. Only tiit(- 'olnnission lily mliiake 'iue i1l(! regim]atiolis.

"SIt'. 787. Any ,if'rs oli who sliffri. froni (' renailn r l disease and who resides
Il l lie Stat li t it tin'e of hIs vertlIloat 1111 may le a('ct't((1 Ili thet trniieilh plise
of tle pirogiramlI, lirovi(hetl IitI. sucthl lfI'Mtonl lso miets the stldards set: by the
((onllissiOli under Sectoln 78!) (1)) of tIhlM stibIt It'Il.

"Srtv. 78 . 'I'hl(, State ilhy 1)ay tile ('ert Itlt( ((Mt for nll lnedlt'aI I'el tliitlit, for
ally talu e wliats(oever, of certlflefi hltlelnt, frolm the date of certifl(cation, pro-
vitled that tit' Ireatneit be rendered in liJll iairove(l facility Ill tile State of
Marylnd or Ill It lilyMsiM oI iral.lil litltion ('enter which Is allirove( 1m such
by 11 ('foligltitis sil1(0 or thit' i)strlt of ('olijit, or Ill fill approved I1011ne
dialysis irogi'iuami. Tieo Comlllisslon may formulate rules relating to laiymentlt for
su'h treatllwent outside t it'e State oif 'Mlrylan, and inmy Il('utt therein nil)rova|
or dI approval of any outskdh (',liter 'for luriposes of State )aymienit un11der tills
sub~title.

"SEt. 7891)(a) Any certiflel Iatilent fomr whose treatment the State has paid, or
Il tihe iierson or persons liable for the debts of such patient, shall reiinlburse the
State for the eost of treatlont. subject to the limitations i submeetion (b) of this
section.
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(b) No person or persons liable for repayment under subsection (it) shall be
Ilia)le for more than the sum of :

(1) any proceeds of insurance, group health 1)lan, or prepaid medical care,
provided that such liroceeds are paid to the Insured lint are paid by the Insurer
by reason of lilbillity for the payment, of the cost, of medical treatment, and

(2) five iercont of tihie adJusted gross InComat, as defined In the UInited States
lilt(,rnal Revenu, ('ode for purposes of ilie fe(ieral income tx as m niedetI from
u111 to ttlit,, of such 1e1'rmoll 4)I' pl'MOoIIM, le'ss yearly ireiusl ih person or

persons have paid oil insra lle( which rt'it(d III p~roe(eds Illider Mliectiol
(b) (1) hereof.

Nothing lin |his seetioli I le construed to afftd,. iny i'l'angemeint, for ity-
nleiit of eosls dilretly to at iil(, I lcii rovl(der by an Iisti nIllie ('OmilIilny, g'oiup
lieilt h plan, or Ieai d illedivil l ( -III*(- plal .

"(e) If it lii len loses Ils (v'illfla 1loll its it a I lenl uder thim sbtllIli(, th
piersol or lersoiis l hil (, for reluliyiliilt to I ,II Sllte of tIh(, ,ost 4)f eniire Hlill l
rlpaiy 1o tihe (llt(' of Mullh 14).4s is proved lit Milh)t'ct louis (1) aid (2) of this
M(,('tlon, but ta, iui'loI'll or l(,l'SoIIH MO Il11ll li1 1 1 ii 1h I for 11113' iI3'i)h,(1Iit
IlMseo(I lie j)(,o p lo tiof th(, Inu a1i111, liio('t(,d. or i.iljist ,( gross Iiicoin(me received
ift er li dl(of Owi' loss of ('('rt I lhul loll.

.4:w. 7). Al approprllton of funds si hl be mlide ('. ye'ar ats necssii- to
curry out ti(, pri ovisions of lhis sithll le."

SE(c. 2. And be It. firthmt lenalt(,d, 'I'liat this Act shall itk( effect, July 1, 1971.
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"WHAT CAN A CHAPLAIN DO FOR ME?"

Il ditt's note ),aid Wilhotns I a hospital
Ihaplrin who his worked with dialsis And
transplant patients at Manfoit ictt eral
Ifi, ptal in fortom At present, it'e in a divinity
student awaiting ordination ie har agreed to tr
to answer qtfition oif a futnIthl or kpirlutl
nature fronm dialy*vij or iratnspltiti patients " lf
alith% It )rt would liike t< torrepond ilth l,

write t. lasd Williams, arc if NAPI I, Ilox Offt.
Brooklmn, N Y, 1120, lit2re',I his troduttrv
st att'ilet I

thile otn dialviN, have ,ou tier just felt like
lelttng out wIth A grli n irtant ()r haive you ever

asked yourself, "Wy is thi happenitg to me'
II% f t eier %eenui'd ituittt that you i f All people
,holtd htaie to nilre dialt is while %o itnany othtrf
ot'plh, gi, through lile without at are it the world?

people o t dialyiI have isked lit- quv'nttono like
tht"e, anti together we hate %ttugtled to ind sorie
of t'e answers, though there do, not ot'em to he
ittO, it, tllu's

Prober, ifa personal or stritual nature like
these nied to Ire talked atn,ut And shared. But
,olnnnie% patient% Ate relotnt When a c haplain
Slln ila pi tient it thti ho p n tal, the hrnt thin g it'e

think% i%, "Oil my (<,o. I'm g-inag to dte!
OIherwo' I t h,, wmId he hehere?'' Nothing toni ld
In, further front t, truth I te thaplan is in
tert nted in you i A total human tiitan and I triery
itiut It invtled 1 tint' i hll sin s (if life, I It W ant to
%t petiple live their hves with dignity, nritnatin
arid A %etc t of joy.

Iftl t' tI tli o,ln, t tr it wit) tlhoseiptbhvois that dbxt ,r%,, nature,, (or ,,,Kldl wv, rkcrs
tan't deal with IhI tan tI torutid, And ),u uAln
'hlre fulingi wIth hin that u t n't share with
,lsoli 0l,,

lifte, I i ro if t i tknu , is just di ffclt

itilmgh, itit painfitl entlgh, that we ind tour
,.cl+.c,., t ,lhng otl -1%+ there ,anyone, olt there who)

tufh knou uhit I'mi going throtighi Doetsu
'1n01111t. rI'VAIN tare,"'tov, "c ,tre Ived and i ared lot But the ways of

1i% ' ndtiartar ',"tiesn 'I hifts fit' rfiblt 'A with
flih)Io% c++ t, 'A C don't dA~avy know when w-c Are ton

tile( rcteclvingl Ind (of it, At ttrics like this. tile

lirgttna tian hlfosw ti new terp tr.e Ilt* We
might htic oeiloihkeifd G'io) Ie in funny that

I fit'hfni h it ifti hlatitt In' i ier helpfiil t iou
%, .u wIII let h117 If( 1,. lannlhir with ]les%+ 4rld

kn"'iw what it tians to lrie dtTtndtetlt on othtr
pcoll- and inat hlntc% hor onc-%' t'xi,ent Youl IAn

help tc t Implanlt to help you ty fa rilitring hin
wll) tfie diltlyis prtedure, ioxllAii how things
work and floiw t tu ,.et ah<ut tile wholt ifalysis
l~r,x tcdure Tlell himo v, our life, onl and oil dialysis
Andt ho-Aw N Ot -(oct' file prohletni% that Aris~e,

Atiiin, All, ticlt, r h iss htuld fein hiring If
toi ire w tl~lig t ilhtroittif ntriig~gli, with hint, fit'
-on -,1 d ocllths~hing he +an to brirngout the

I IInr rc",,u1,clt, w thin )ortelf that )-tit never
ftlthl wre thfre

li'e hid an intenete aoiation with several
diltNis patients After several month if talking
and sharing, I not(ed a changee in hityelf and a
t change i otir1 if the patients I'm riot taking the

icdit fir etrnIf I think it Ai the reult of the
ittifible t heittitry that takes place when ''two or
thr ire gathered together in it nae "

I f'el that I m qualified ty experience and in,
t tutttfndertt'k te te resntliility tif helping

,o 'ple t trugglh' with the meantng if therr lives
fhilt+ uitdrgong heritiohalni, I'in looking

f(rard tou hearing froit )ou
David Willtams

NAN I need vlun ter,!! This i a non profit
organiatiin, nit everyone works for nothing, If
)utll want t help kidney patients, give iir a call,
I lre aret the phone numbers. Loui GItx)fsky -
212 175 4932; Shep Glaer 212 225 7473;
W'lliam Iliat kton 212 6'r3 643 (all us up, We
need you!
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Mr. GLAZERF. Let me introduce myself. I am Shep Glazer, vice presi-
dent of the National Association of Patients on Ilemodialysis, better
known as NAPH.

About two and a half years ago this organization was formed as a
self-help organization, basically to pool our knowledge and exchange
ideas as to how we could help each other.

Kidney disease is the fourth leading cause of death in this country;
100,000 people die from kidney disease each year in the I'Inited States.
Ten thousand of these people could be saved if they could get artificial
kidney treatments.

Kidney disease is unique because unlike other terminal diseases, for
all practical purposes thleu hemodialysis )atient can live a relatively
normal life. As long as we get our treatments, we can continue to be
productive members of society, pay our taxes and circulate our money
back into the economy of the country.

But we live in constant terror that if these treatments are taken away
from us because our money has run out, death will come in a matter
of weeks. It is not easy to live with this thought confronting us each
and every day.

However, we are not sitting around feeling sorry for ourselves, as
you can see from the active group that I have here with me today.

There are many problems connected with hemodialysis, the inost
pressing at this time is the inadequate financial coverage for hemo-
dialysis existing in this country tolay. Unlike the State of Maryland,
and I quote from their very progressive bill No. 778, effective July 1,
1971, "The State hereby recognizes its responsibility to its citizens to
allow them to keep their health without being pan perized and to use
the resources and organizations of the State to aid7 in gathering and
disseminating information on the treatment of chronic renal disease."

The States of Washington and New Jersey have made some provi-
sions for their kidney patients, also.

We feel that funding for hemodialysis should be done on a Federal
rather than a State level. If individual States have legislation for
hemodialysis, you will find all of your kidney l)atients flocking to those
States which offer them coverage'much like i)eople are flocking to New
York to receive welfare benefits.

It costs $12,000 to maintain an artificial kidney machine at home for
the first year, and approximately $5,000 to $7,000 for each additional
year. These treatments are needed for the rest of our lives or until
such time we are lucky enough to get a transplant. Even then, there is
no guarantee that the'kidney will inot reject and we will find ourselves
back on dialysis.

The major insurance companies in the United States do not include
home dialysis in their basic policies. Home dialysis is advantageous to
many of us because it enables us to continue working. Needless to say,
that if a person is forced to enter a hospital three times a week-as-
suming there is a bed and kidney machine available to him-he cannot
hold down a job.

Some of us are fortunate enough to have major medical policies but
the funds are soon consumed by the expensive treatments.

We patients find ourselves confronted with the overwhelming
thought of either dying or at best becoming welfare recipients.
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Hemodialysis affects not only the patient, but the entire family. Not
only can we not provi(le, the )asic necessities of life to our families
but we cannot provide education for our children so as to insure their
futures.

What NAPTI is requesting in any future federally sponsored health
program is the, following:

1. Funds to train dialysis attendants.
2. Funds to make dialysis machines availal)le to all kidney patients

who need them.
1 F1,1l to make available tie necessary materials to support the

dialysis machine.
4. Funds to promote a ldoior program for patients who do not have

access to a live kidney.
We feel that this country is morally obligated to its citizens to pro-

vide this treatment to all who need it.
What was Shep Glazer, vice president of the NAPtI. Now let me

introduce myself l)ersonally. I am 43 years old, married for 20 years,
with two children, ages 14 and 10. 1 was a salesman mntil a coui)le of
months ago until it became necessary for me to Sllp)lement my income
to pay for the dialysis supplies. i tried to sell a noncompetitive line,
was found out, and was fired.

Gentlemen, what should I do? End it all and die? Sell my house for
which I worked so hard, and go on welfare? Should I go into the
hospital under my hospitalization policy, then I cannot work? Please
tell me.

If your kidneys failed tomorrow, wouldn't you want the opportunity
to live? Wouldn't you want to see your children grow up?

Just before our trip down here we received a letter from the presi-
dent of the New York Blue Cross. I would like to distribute copies to
the committee. I would like to read some passages for the record, and
may I quote:

* * * we share their concern for the problem they face, the tremendous cost
of maintaining a ixrson with total kidney failure on hemodialysis.

Such a patient is in a unique medical position. The machinery to keel) him
alive exists but the costs are generally prohibitive. Currently, there is no ade-
quate program for covering the necessary health expense of appropriate
hemodialysts.

AHS believes the efforts of the National Association of Patients on Hemo-
dialysis must be supported.

We recognize that we (-an not do the whole Job. The resolution of a health
problem of the magnitude of that presented by persons requiring hemodialysis
can be solved only by the joint efforts of all responsible for financing health
care.

The letter is signed "J. )ouglas Colman," who is president of Al-S.
(The letter referred to follows :)

BLur, CROSS,
ASSOCIATED HOSPITAL SERVICE OF NEW YORK,

New York, N.Y., Novem ber 2, 1971.
Hon. WILBUR MILLS,
Chairman, House WVay8 and Mean8 Committce, Ifo use of Repres ntatives, House

Office Building, Washington, D.C.
)EAR MR. MILLS: Associated Hospital Service (Blue Cross of Greater New

York) has Ixen informed that the National Association of Patients on Htemo-
dialysis is invited to testify before your Committee. We have met several times
with representatives of thLi Association, and share their concern for the prob-
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lem they face: the tremendous cost of maintaining a person with total kidney
failure on hemnodialysis. Such a patient Is in a unique medical position. The
machinery to keel) him alive exists, but the costs are generally l)rohil)itive. Our-
rently, there is no adequate program for covering the necessary health expense
of appropriate hemodialysis treatment, even though Blue Cross routinely pro-
vides these services when rendered by hospitals to both inpatients and outpatients
at a very substantial cost each year.

AHS believes the efforts of the National Association of Patients on Hemo-
dialysis must be supported. Over the years, we have participated in many and
varied meetings on this vital issue, but no totally effective resolution for pre-
paying appropriate services by all segments of society has been forthcoming.
The technical progress of the past decade has been substantial, and while not
necv.sarily at the optional stage, nevertheless it is sufficiently advanced that
we are obligated, in the absence of other leadership, to foster an Innovative ap.
roach to the provision of heinodialysis.

We recognize however that we cannot do the whole Job. The resolution of a
health problem of the magnitude of that l)rese ,ted by perss requiring heno-
dialysis (.an be solved only by the Joint efforts of all responsible for financing
health care--Federal, State and Loc.al governments, eniployers, eml)loyes, )re-
payment agencies and philanthropy. We are prepared to work with all others
concerned to make approl)riate hemodiaysis treatment readily available at rea-
sonable cost to till those who require it.

We welcome this opportunity to share with you our concern over, and involve-
ment with this problem.

Sincerely,
J. DOUOLAS COLMAN.

Mr. GLAZER. I would like now to introduce first from the State of
Texas, Mr. William Litchfield.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM LITCHFIELD, LEGISLATIVE CORRE-
SPONDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PATIENTS ON HEMODI-
ALYSIS

Mr. LITCIFIELD. Mr. Chairman, I am a hemodialysis patient from
Houston, Tex. One of the fortunate few in Texas on a program partly
funded by the health service as a demonstration project.

I think you can see by the very presence of us today that this process
of hemodialysis has demonstrated that the process does rehabilitate
persons so that they can lead a relatively normal life.

Thank you.
Mr. GLAZER. Next, from the State of Connecticut, Mr. Roland

Fortier.

STATEMENT OF ROLAND FORTIER, MEMBER, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF PATIENTS ON HEMODIALYSIS

Mr. FORTIER. Mr. Chairman, we in Connecticut have started to or-
ganize our own local chapter of National Association of Patients on
Hemodialysis. We have also started what we call the fight to live
crusade.

I am sure some of you Congressmen received correspondence from
us already. We are circulating a letter nationwide in support of com-
plete health insurance.

Again, to summarize what Shep has already said, patients can be
rehabilitated. In our unit we have a 36-year-old male school teacher
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who works full-time teaching school, head of a family of four. We
have two accountants, we have a college student who has been on the
machine for 5 years. He will graduate this year.

We have a l)ol lineman for the utility company.
Therefore, it is very simple, all we are looking for is some sort of

medical in suranice coverage. We want, to be recognized as a continiting
care disease regardless of income-a man in the middle as you see here
today,- theimiddle class are the ones being affected.

One man is on wel fare and the other man working $100,000i a year-
what, happens to the man making $15,000 to $'20,00()0 a year? You u!l
klow the costs of tiese treatments are $20,000 to $25,000 a year and
I), in a hospital. Again, our ause is to try to educate everyone as to

what the disease act ually is. iliis machine has been heli)ful today.
As l)art of our letter writ ing ('anl)aign, we have, contacted (uite a

few Seniators and (! ongressmell, and have had very favorable results
froml every one with whom we have talked. It, is very simple. All we
want is recognition.

We have here Mr. Peter Lunlin, who is from Cali fornia, a medical
student on dialysis.

STATEMENT OF PETER LUNDIN, MEDICAL STUDENT, AND MEM-
BER, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PATIENTS ON HEMODIALY-
SIS

M '. LTNDIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that I am probably,
to my knowledge the first and, only person to go through medical
school on dialysis. I think my presence her, is an indication of the
efficacy of dialysis as a rehabilitative therapy to put those who are lin-
fortunately stricken by kidney disease back on their feet again to be-
come contlributing members of- society.

Ml'. FORuTIEi. We thank l)r. James Carey of Georgetown University
for getting this dialysis machine here today.

Mr. G,,ZERj. I would also like to introduce Mrs. June Crowley.

STATEMENT OF MRS. JUNE CROWLEY

Mrs. CmiowmExy. I would like to mention jut a few words about my-
self.

I have been a patient for 3!/, years on dialysis. I became ill in the
fall of 1967. At that time, had it not been for -Dr. Freedman at Down
State Medical ('enter and the grants tlat were given to him by the
1)epartment of Health, Education, and Welfare, I would not be here
alive today. I was able to return to my family of four children, one of
whom will become a teacher, one of whom will become a doctor, one
of whom is going to study marine biology, and there is a question
about the fourth.

Thank you very much.
Mr. (-Th.,tzm. With Airs. Crowley is Mr. Ed Crowley.
Mr. Ctowfrlv. I have nothing to add.
Mr. G,,%zmi. Next is Mr. Abraham Holtz.
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STATEMENT OF ABRAHAM HOLTZ, ACCOUNTANT AND MEMBER,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PATIENTS ON HEMODIALYSIS

Mr. HOLTZ. My name is Abraham Holtz. I am an accountant and
I am working full time, taking only time off once in a while to have
a checkup i at the doctor's office. I have a family and I am glad to be
here because I know had we not had that grant from the Department
of HEW, I would not be here today. I am on the machine since
February of 1970.

Mr. GLAZER. Last, I would like to introduce my wife and administra-
tor of my dialysis.

STATEMENT OF MRS. SHEP GLAZER

Mrs. GLAzEm. The idea of bringing the dialysis machine was not for
shock value or for publicity, it was to prove and inform, because there
has been so much misconception about dialysis in the country today.

As you can see, it is not necessarily a hospital procedure. It can be
done anywhere if it could be done here in the hearing room. We feel it
should not be restricted to hospitals but be in the home or in satellite
centers so a person can hold down a job and support his family.

I will not repeat the rest of the things my husband has said.
The CHAmIRTNIN. Does that complete the statements of the grou), Mr.

Glazer?
Mrs. GLAZEIR. We have some additional information we would like

to pass around.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to put it in the record?
M's. GLAZERI. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. Without objection, we will put it into the record

at this point.
(The material follows:)

[From the Newsday (Long Island, N.Y.), Nov. 1, 1971]

FOR II'S KIDNEY PATIENTS-SURVIVAL IS AN ORDEAL

With no treatment facilities in Suffolk and few in Nassau, ninny
Long Islanders suffering from kidney failure must regularly travel
to New York City for the blood-cleansing treatment necessary to
keep them alive.They find the trip arduous and wonder who (ares
about their plight.

(By David Zinman)

The Long Island Railroad platform at Jamaica is Joseph Garastro's Mount
Everest.

"There's a terrible lot of stairs to make," the 60-year-old former barber from
Holbrook says. "It seems like I can't always reach the top." On those nights, he
sits down on the steps to muster enough strength to go on. When lie gets home,
lie usually skips dinner and goes right to bed.

Carastro--and an estimated 60,000 Americans stricken ea.h year-suffers
from irreversible chronic kidney failure. An artificial kidney (henmodialysis )r
dialysis machine) is available to let them live a near-normal life. But because or
the enormous costs involved, the nation has never fully responded to their dra-
matic need. Great gaps in coverage exist throughout the country.

On Long Island, for exami)le, no Suffolk hospital has a facility for chronic
patients like Carastro. So to stay alive, lie has to make a four-hour round' trip
to a dialysis center in Queens. There, six hours a day, three times a week, an
artificial kidney-a unit about the size of a washing machine--filters the poisons
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from his bloodstream that his own diseasesd kidneys cannot remove. And then,
in his weakened, debiliated condition, he starts the long journey home. He
takes a subway, a bus, a train and his car.

"He gets out of breath," his daughter, Mrs. Teresa LeSpisa, says. "He walks
with a cane. Ie hesitates every few steps. In the summer, he nearly passes out."

The irony of Carastro's odyssey is that at least five Suffolk hospitals-Good
Samarittin, Central Suffolk, Brunswick General, Smithtown General, and Ilunt-
ington have artificial kidney machines. But hospital officials say they are used
ony for acute (emergency) short-term cases. And so Carastor has Joined a small
but growing number of terminal kidney patients from Suffolk who must look to
New York City for help.

In West Babylon, 16-year-old Aileen Fuchilto gets up at 4 AM to be ready for
her father to drive her at 5 AM to Einstein Hospital's dialysis unit In the Bronx.
In Mastic Beach. Bruce lIouck, 19, makes tie 5:45 AM train to go to an artificial
kidney unit at )ownstate Iospital in Brooklyn. His thrice weekly round trip
covers nearly 300 miles.

". think it's horrendous for a county with over 1,000,000 people not to have a
single (ialysis facilityy" says Louis Gibofsky, president of the National Associa-
tion of aileitts on leitodtl~ysis. "Why should Suffolk depend on New York
City to relieve it of Its burden ?"

Part of the reason is that Nassau can't (1o it. It lacks adequate facilities for
its own residents, let alone Suffolk's. Units for chronic (long t(rm) dialysis exist
in only thr Nassau fatlities---Nassau Comty Medlial ('enter, North Shore
iIosi)ital and Nassau IIosl)ital. Even counting Long Island Jewish Medical
(Center, situated just a(ross the county line in Queens, Nas.sau has facilities to
handle only 03 i)atients.

Abo ut half the 1)atients are from Suffolk. But till four programs have waiting
lists. l)octors conservatively estimate that in one year alone more than. 100 kid-
ney I)atlents in Nassau and Suffolk xecomno suitable candidates for long-term
(lialysis. 1

"For some reason, the Island has turned its back on this problem, " says Mrs.
Paula White of West Islip, a registered nurse whose husband is a dialysis patient.
"It lhs shrugged it off and let people fend for themselves. That's how they end
up in Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx. And these are sick people, people with
terminal diseasee."

And yet, they consider themselves fortunate. With a population of 8,000,000,
New York City has dialysis facilities for only about 600 patients. Nobody knows
the numbers left to die because they are unable to get on the city's 20 crowded
dialyslts l)rograms.

"You have the vague feeling there are people out there in Suffolk not being
treited1," says Dr. William F. McCully Jr., an internist ,i(] neplhrologist (kidney
specialist). froin West Babylon. "My God! I simply, honestly, don't know what's
lmappening to them.'

Many doctorss feel the long-range answer to kidney failure lies in transplanta-
tion. One (lay, surgeons think, a kidney tmansl)lant will last indefinitely. But now
their success depends on hard-to-come-by tissue matches. And even then, in many
cases, the body eventually rejects the organ. Or the l)atient, Ilis resistance weak-
ened by imnuno-sUplre.uive riugs succumbs to other illnesses.

And so )hykicians fall b k on chronic dialy.is, a tecliquel Dr. Belding
Scribner of Seattle worked out in 1960. However, it the 11 ensuing years, there
have never been enough centers to suppoIrt even half the patient load. Last year,
of the estimated 7,500 new patients with chronic uremia who were medically suit-
able, treatment by transplant wls available for 917 and by chronic dialysis for
1,200.

"So we have taken care of about 2,000 out of 7,.0 suitable patients," says
Benjimuin T. Burton, (hlief of the artificial kidney program it the National Insti-
tutes of Health. "The picture is not as gloomy mis it sounds. I'm optimistic."

Others in the medical field find little to )e optimistic al)oilt in statistics that
show 5,500 people dying needless deaths every year. "This national crisis is un-
paralled in our history," says )r. Samuel L. Kountz of the University of Cali-
fornia's medical school, "N(wr before 1Irs a l)roven life-saving treatment been
deniedd to so nuany peol)le because of lack of money."

Doctors say the staggering cost of dialysis is the chief factor discouraging
hospitals from starting dialysis programs. Hospital charges run between $10,-
000 and $20,000 p-r patient per year. These astronomical bills have reduced many
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families to poverty level. Equally frustrating, when patients go on home di-
alysis where costs are cut to $5,000, they find Blue Cross and other medical in-
surers drop their coverage.

Beyond the problem of soaring finances, hospitals have difficulty finding
trained personnel, space and a medical specialist to run the program. Moreover,
unlike treatments for many other serious illnesses, chronic dialysis is unique
in that it demands an open-ended commitment. The dialysis patient cannot be
cured. His disease call only be controlled. So he becomes a patient for life.

Ultimately, with the ever-increasing patient load, there is constant pressure
on the hospital to expand its unit as the years go by. "Quite frankly," said a
spokesman for Good Samaritan Hospital in West Islip, "we don't have the
financial wherewithal to support such an ambitious l)rogram."

However, some doctors feel that the most important reason for the gap
between the patients' need and the medical community's response can be traced
to a lack of Initiative in Washington. The federal government lis yet to dem-
onstrate that it views the plight of the dialysis )atient as a national emergency.

Here's what its record looks like:
In the mid 1960s, the government began funding research and demonstra-

tion projects. These projects showed that dialysis could be done not only in hos-
pitals but in storefront dialysis centers where expenses are minimal and even
in the home where costs are lowest of all. In addition, home dialysis allows the
patient to work by day and be treated at night.

In 1907, Dr. Carl W. Gottschalk headed a distinguished medical committee
that addressed itself to the question of what the government's commitment ought
to be. After due deliberation, the panel urged a federally financed, $1-billion
national treatment program to provide dialysis or transplantation for every-
one who needs it. Four years later, virtually none of the committee's recoin-
niendations have been implemented.

Why has the government failed to marshal the nation's medical resources?
Gottschalk says lie Is not sure. Ile supposes budget cuts are the main reason.
Perhaps, lie says, his committee did not make its point forcefully enough.

What Is certain is that the government's apathy has found its way down to
lower levels. A few years ago, Dr. Norman Schupak, a Suffolk kidney specialist
who runs the E lmhurst Hospital's dialysis program in Queens, tried to get
federal and state funds for a satellite center. Although he failed, he did finally
get private backing. But Schupak has not forgotten one state official's reaction.
Schupak said the official bluntly told him: "Society has not yet made the de-
termination these people [dialysis patients] shouldd be saved."

The reality of the situation is that kidney disease is competing for the fed-
eral health dollar with heart disease, cancer and strok(--which cripple or kill
10 times as many people. Last year, the U.S. Regional Medical Program allocated
26 per cent of its funds to research in heart disease, 13 per cent for cancer, and
12 er cent for stroke. Kidney disease got four per cent.

"When you are dealing with bureaucrats, it's hard to make out a case for
funds if the numbers aren't there," one doctor said. Moreover, the public knows
comparatively little about kidney disease. Nearly everyone can recall a member
of his family stricken or dying from heart disease, cancer or stroke. But far
fewer people have had personal experiences with kidney aihnents.

The low numbers have had their effect on professionals, too. The average
community hospital may not see more than three or four kidney deaths a year.
It doesn't emerge as a crisis unless a doctor can see beyond his own hospital.

Even then, this slow, incipient disease often escapes attention. Recently, a
reporter asked Suffolk's No. 2 public health officer how niany dialysis patients
his county had. Dr. Michael I). Buscemi, the county's deputy health comnmlis-
stoner, said lie did not know. "I'm not familiar with the depth of the prollen,"
Buscemi said. "I'm sure we have people who require dialysis. But I don't know
how many. Or where they're treated."

Given this low visability, the federal agency responsible for coordinating
health efforts on Long Island has yet to work out a master plan to expand
dialysis facilities. "I wouldn't argue there is a need," said Dr. Glen Hastings,
executive director of the Nassau-Suffolk Regional Medical Program. "Tle ques-
tion is whether there is a need for these facilities in terms of costs and ex-
penses? And should they be a first priority basis?"

What could be a higher priority item than a life-saving treatment? "Why
don't you ask how come migrant workers can be denied primary health care?"
Hastings said. "Let's ask how come there still can be malnutrition problems in
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this affluent area of the country? Let's ask why there aren't any comprehensive
mental health services beyond the three western towns in Suffolk?" He paused,
then added: "If you want to get morally indignant, I'll get morally indignant.
But it goes far beyond renal [kidney] disease."

And so planners, hard-l)ressed by budget squeezes, are reluctant to spend their
resources on a theral)y with limited return while the who'e system of medical
care needs support badly. Over-shadowed by other major diseases, kidney ail-
ments have taken a back seat among America's health concerns. And because
their numixrst are small and (lisl)ersed, the dialysis l)atients' influence is insig-
nificant in Washington.

"Politically, it's not possible to believe there will lx, any massive infusion
of government funds for dialysis in the next few years," said Edward Mitchell,
executive director of tie National Kidney Foundation. "Before that happens
we would have to see a whole reevaluation of priorities . . . The next logical step
can only be a national health insurance program to include catastrophic aspects
of kidney disease."

Congress opened hearings on a nat iona-health-insurance bill ()(t. 19. But there
is no assurance that the measure, if it passes, will come out vith a category
covering catastrophic Illness. Even if it does, the fact that patients will be
covered for this treatment will not of itself buil dialysis facilities and train
the nurses and the technicians to run them. That commitment has to come from
the medical community and the public.

In the meantime, John Carastro, Aileen Fuchito, and Bruce Houck will con-
tinue their life-dependent plilgriniages. Ilouck's parents will soon start home-
dialysis training. And Miss Fuelilto hopes to get a transplant one day.

However, these alternatives are not Ol)en to Carastro. And so his lonely
journey will go on for as long as lie lives.

But in a sense, they are tie lucky ones. Last November, John A. Gleason, a
Mastic Beach kidney patient, died at 58. The autopsy report said uremic poison-
ing was the cause of death. Ills daughter said she had been told the nearest
dialysis unit was at Long Island Jewish Medical Center. She said she was told
there were no openings.

THREE WAYS TO HIELP

How can Long Island meet the needs of its terminal kidney patients?
The problem, according to Dr. Joseph Letteri of Nassau County Medical

Center (formerly Meadowbrook Hospital) will not be solved by the small com-
munity hospitals. "Each can make a contribution by setting up a small dialysis
unit," Letteri said. "But as soon as it is saturated, each hospital is back where
it started. And the situation still hasn't been solved."

Instead, Letteri, chief of the center's renal (kidney) diseases division, sees
the answer in a three-pronged program-home dialysis, transplantation and a
satellite dialysis center.

First, Nassau Medical's facilities should continue to be used for home-dialysis
training. This would allow the patient to lint his own artificial kidney in his
home and allow the hospital's machines to be constantly turned over to new
patients.

Second, Letter proposes that the hospital begin a kidney transplantation unit.
This program, which lie expects to start within a year, will allow medically
suitable patients to free themselves from dependence on the machines. But its
opening depends on ti budget situation.

Third, and most important, would be the establishment of a satellite dialysis
center. Since hospital space is at a premium and costs are excessive, he would
locate it outside the center-perhaps along the Nassau-Suffolk line. The store-
front-type facility, which would be supervised and backed up by the hospital,
would run from 8 AM to midnight, six days a week, and be capable of taking
40 patients. Letter estimates start-up costs at $150,000. Operational costs, he
says, would be difficult to figure until the patient load was established.

"The total solution to the problem of dialysis must be an Integrated approach,"
Letter says. So far, Long Island has only taken the first step.

Mr. 1ILLA AN. Mr. Chairman.
The CITAIPr,AN. Mr. Ulman.
Mr. ITLNtAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to say that this has been a

very impressive demonstration before this committee on something
that there has been a lot of misconception about. I am sure it wil be
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extremely helpful in our deliberations. Thank you very much for
coming.

The CIAIRMVIAN. Mr. Brotzman.
Mr. BROTZMAN. I just want to add to what the gentleman from

Oregon has said. I doi't know of any testimony that I have heard in
such a short period of time that has made a more dramatic impact on
me. I want to thank all of you for your courage and for taking the
time to very forcefully bring this particular message to the committee.
You are to be comigratulated.

The (lHAIRMAN. Mr. Gibbons.
Mr. GimiONs. I would like to commend the witness panel for coming

here today, and comlpliment Mr. Glazer for his very fine statement.
I had a member of my family allicted with a kidney problem, and I

am surl)rised you get by as cheal)ly as you do.
Mi,. G,zEii. It is $25,000 and ui)ward at the hospital, compared to

about $7,000 at. home.
Mr. VANIK. What problems are there with insurance policies cover-

ing this?
Mrs. Gl,,\zru. They cover out-patient or in-patient dialysis but only

in hospital treatments. We feel that this is completely wrong because
a patient is much more comfortable in the surroundings of his own
lotme, number one.

Second, you run into inclement heather, the extreme cold or heat,
and just to reiterate, he is t)etter oif at home. There is no question
about it. It does not have to be performed at hospitals. Studies have
been made anld they show the home patient fares much better than the
patient in the hospital.

Actually, there are not, enough beds for all of the people who need
dialysis in the hospitals. There is a waiting list and this has neces-
sitated ol)eniig up satellite units which are basically empty stores
stocked with dialysis machin-s and lounge chairs and they service
ten or twenty l)atients, depending on the size of the store, because of
the shortage of hospital beds.

The CIJAI',MAN. Again, we do thank you, Mr. and Mrs. Glazer, and
members of your conunittee, for bringing to us this very excellent
testimony. We appreciate your doing it and we commend you.

Mrs. "I,ZEMI I iave an excellent article that was published in News-
day, a local newsp)al)er.

The (ClAIxm:CNN. J eave that with us and we will put it in the record.
We think it will be helpful.

Mrs. GLAMZI. Thaik you.
The (hAIRMAN. Without objection, the committee will recess until

'2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m. the committee was recessed, to reconv'ene

at 2 p.m. the same day.)

AFrTERNOON SESSION

(The committee reconvened at 2 p.m., Hon. Charles A. Vanik
presiding.)

Mr. VANIK. The committee will be in order.
The first witness this afternoon is Maxime Taylor, president of the

Professional Nurses Bureau.
I might say this is Ohio day because Mr. Jackson Betts is here, so

we have Ohio day.
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STATEMENT OF MAXIME TAYLOR, PRESIDENT, PROFESSIONAL
NURSES BUREAU

Miss TAYiLor. It is a very, very fine, State.
Mr. BETI'S. We will agree.
Mr. VANIK. Please proceed with your statement.
Miss TAYLOR. Mir. Chairman and meml)ers of the Committee on

Ways and Means: Thank you fo. w )e lv'ilege of a)pe1aring 1)efore
you to present our ('oncernsi and recommendations.

My name is Maxime Taylor. The ot'(ranization -for wiI speak and
whose mlembers I represent is the Nurses' Registry Owners Association
of C.]E.A. They number the majority of the licensed nurses registries
in California o f which there are presently over 105. Also, I have had
contact with some of the licensed nurses registries in Arizona, Texas,
and Illinois.

The registries in California represent many thousands of nurses in
all categories who are working as self-employed, private contractors.

Furthermore, I lhave been and currently "am director of the A-1
Nurses Registry of San Irancisco and Los Angeles. Also, I am presi-
dent of the Professional Nurses ]Bureau with offices in San Francisco,
Hollywood, Oakland, Van Nuys, and Westwood in the State of Cali-
fornia and in Chicago, Ill. After due consultation, the following does
state our thinking.

PROBLEM

Any health care planning within the legislative scope must be
patient oriented. It must be forward looking in order to plan for and
meet the actual needs of the sick with humaneness and empathy. It
should encompass plans that are workable, that give patient care based
upon the skill required, at a realistic cost for that level of skill and in
an environment most conducive to diagnosis, treatment, recovery and
convalescence.

'Under the Social Security Amendments of 1965, the total emphasis
throughout the act was directed toward the hospitalization of the
consumer-patient.

It made available hospital benefits to great numbers of persons who
previously could not avail themselves of these resources. However, the
prerequisIte for being eligible for benefits, required admission to the
hospital for at least 3 days. This was a nuandatory procedure for any
reimbursement for care and services that were to be given.
'Under the present system, patients enter a hospital for diagnostic

tests and stay until the. results of the tests are made available to the
physician for' diagnosis. This takes from 3 days to a week or more.
The patient, if not acutely ill, could go to a diagnostic clinic attached
to an acute hospital for tll the necessary tests to determine a proper
diagnosis of the problem.

If the physician judged that nursing care was required during this
period but haspitalization was not necessary, qualified nursing care
could be ordered at the level of skill required and could be given under
his stipervision in the home environment.

There are many patients who are acutely ill and require constant
skilled nursing care in hospitals. TIhe hospital may not have special
units such as intensive care units, cardiac care units or recovery rooms.
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Those that do have them find at times they are completely full and no
beds are available in the special units. Private-duty nursing is the only
alternative for proper medical care under these circumstances.

There are many patients who do not require the expensive equipment
at the high costs of intensive and special care units but their type of
illness does require, constant ol)servation or treatment beyond that
offered by hospital floor care. This need could be filled by private-duty
nursing.

Most of the health insurance programs that are offered by private
insurance carriers as well its the prepaid health programs like the
Kaiser permanent health program, include private-duty nursing, when
ordered by the physician. They have found that the health coverage
cannot be complete unless 1)rivate-duty nursing is included.

It is a recognized medical fact that sick people of all ages, but es-
pecially the senior citizens do convalesce and recover in an environ-
ment with which they are familiar and among things to which they
are accustomed. This neans to convalesce at home, surrounded by their
family and friends, in their own bed, eating foods they enjoy, being
loved, cared for, encouraged and wanted by the, family. These ties are
important to the patient in order not to feel deserted or neglected or
abandoned or discarded. A home atmosphere is always superior to an
institutional one. In fact, an institutional atmosphere is de humanizing
and the physician's direct supervision becomes less and less a part of
the picture.

Many patients within the hospital area could be discharged to home
care if a nurse based on the skill required would be utilized to go to
the home and stay with the patient. At the present time this important
service is not being made available to medicare and medi-cal patients.
Therefore, the patients are kept in the hospital until they are able to
be self-sufficient, or they are transferred to a convalescent hopsital for
prolonged stays. Hospital confinement is expensive, Its the average

ospita- bed per day nationally is costing about $62, not including
the cost of any diagnostic procedures.

Incidentally, in California it is averaging over $80 a day now.
How much could be saved if the hospital stay could be reduced

by an average of 1 day? Or how much could be saved by outpatient
diagnosis and home care?

In many cases, a physician could treat patients within the home
environment for illnesses that were not acute, if home nursing care
for the days needed were available and permitted without hospitaliza-
tion. This would cut costs substantially.

This demand for resident hospitalization has caused a total tp-
heaval within the family unit of our society and is aiding in the
destruction of the family.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

Any proposed solution to the foregoing problems must provide for
adequate medical and nursing care at a reasonable cost. Also, it should
be able to be properly controlled. There is answer which is relatively
simple in operation, in controls and also reasonable in costs. It is
private-duty nursing in both the hospital and the home.
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'This type of nursing would meet the urgent needs in an acute
hospital where the special (care units are not available for tlhe patient
or are unnecessary causee of the diagnosedd needs of the, patient.

This type of nursing care would meet the needs of the patient within
the holme. eliilonllment, esl)ecially for the senior citizen. Home ('are for
the patient should 1)e basedd on tlie time required to properly (-are, for
the needs of the patient, he it a few hours or on , daily basic. This is
particularly peltilent where the patient lives within the family unit
and especially where the members of tile. family unit are. employed.
This would keel) the wvage-earlier working 111)d contributing to our
society, to our. econiml anld remain self-supl)orting. It, would keel) the
family unit, intact. Tfhis would ousterr ti morale of the patient, es-
pecially the senior citizen and would stimulate earlier recovery.

P]ilate duty ill homes amid hospitals Should he given only on the
orders of the i)hvsi('im anl uln(ler his slIervision anld colitr-ol.

Only 1ersoins vho are 1 li igible to l)erform nursing duties at various
levels 4of skills would )arti(ipate, ill private-duty nursing. This would
distinguished betweenn mi's(es a1(l sitters, (onl)ailons, (lomesti<s, rehl-
tives, and so forth. Ea1ch State would al)prove various levels of nursing
skill and designate wNo is el igil)le to l)erforim these functions by licens-
ing and certification. These would be R.N.'s, L.V.N.'s/L.P.N.'s, or cer-
tified nrsilng assistants which met a, third level of nursing care.

Tile required nu simmg service prescribed by the physician would
1)e provide(d through designated sol m'ces. Tlese'services would )e given
through tim State licensed mnurses registries both prop)rietary and those
oVned by State nursing associations. These are usually carefully regu-
lated bivthe State l)epa'lllent of Collsumlmr A ffairs or )v the I)epart-
nuent. of Labor law depending Ul)O1 the State. There aredefinitely de-
fined resl)onsil)ilities and obligations to )oth the nurses they represent
and to the patients they service. Many of these registries h4ve been in
the position of rel)reseliting 1)rliNte" ohlty, self-employel nurses for

well over 25 years. 'Il'here are at least 800 nurses registi:ies throughout
the country that a9r p),sntly giving service. ThsW. registries repre-

sent thousands of nurses as private, duty, self-employed persons in all
levels of skills, for both home (are luity and hosl)ital 'are dity, and
have, always beemn available to meet theseinieeds.

Theso registries accept, the responsibility that their uses are l)re-
1)ared and (1o their work Iuinher the di reti<om and supervision of the
l)hysicial, who re mains iln charge of th( )atient. To prevent exploita-
tiOn )y ,uauthorized anld , ,s1c I'l plous groups, these licensed reris-
tries i11d authorized organ tizations (ouml(I be ve trified as venlors with
proper regulations that will Imeet. both Federal and State rules under
the 1965 Social Security, Act, as to be amlle(ld currently.

Il. California. I)ecause of the growing Con'ern for the lprimary
rights of the consumers, who is the patient, the licensing of the. mrses
registries was transferred to t i Depart ment of Consumer Svmvice(s, a
division of the I)epartment of (onsmner A f'airs.

The law was rewritten, tightening il) resl)onsibilities of recoridkeep-
ing, past lund present mmiirse j)e;formalce evaluations, and management.

in Illinois, the Governor appointed a commission whose responsibil-
ity it is to study these l)rol)lems its l)ut forth above and to come ulp with
recomlnendations for solutions inl these matters.
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It is our firm belief this would give a greater service to the growing
numbers of aged patient consumers of health care, at a greatly reduced
per unit care cost and ill a more kindly, humane, and acceptable
manner.

This could be a part of either a prepayment insurance plan or any
other logical device or method of payment coverage approved by thi's
committee. Nurses registries and otler organizations which meet the
(riteria, set down by the State could be authorized to accel)t and fill
orders for private-dluty nursing and these would be the sources that
would supply lriate-dluty nu -sing service ordered by the l)hysioian
for both hospitals and hones.

Attached is a copy of the present law governing registries in the
State of California. This could assist the committee in formulating
basic principles to certify nurses registries as vendors.

If we can be of furfher assistance, please contact us.
(The material referred to follows:)
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Senate Bill No. 645

CHAPTER 1399

An act to add Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section 9890)
to Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, and to
repeal Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 1710) of Part
6 of Division 2 of the Labor Code, relating to nurses' regis-
tries, and making an appropriation therefor.

(Approved by Governor September 18, 1970, Piled with
Secretary of State September 18, 1 ,)70.]

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SEcTIoN 1. Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section 9890)
is added to Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code,
to read:

CnAPTiE 20.5., NunsEs' REOISTRmS

Article 1 General Provisions

9890, This chapter may be cited as the Nurses' Registry
Act.

9890.1. "Person" means an individual, company. partner-
ship, corporation, society, association, manager, or their agents
or employees.

9890.2. "Nursing .service" means the assignment of a
nurse, male or female, as a private duty, self-employed, li-
censed registered nurse, licensed vocational nurse, or practical
nurse to rendcr service to a patient under the direction or su-
pervision of a physician or surgeon registered to practice in
this state.

9890.3. "Fee" means any moneys or valuable considera-
tion paid or promised to be paid for services rendered or to
be renlered by any pJiI.son or persons ftinctioning as or
conducting he business of a nurses' registry.

9890.4. "License" means a license issued by the division
to carry on the function or business of a nurses' registry.

9890.5. "Licensee" means a nurses' registry which holds
a valid, unrevoked, and unforfeited license under this chapter.

9890.6. "Nurses' registry" means a person wvho engages in
the business of obtaining and filling commitments for nursing
service and who may incidentally make referrals, not to ex-
ceed one-tenth of the total annual nursing asFugnments, for
nursing employ-ment other than private duty nursing.

9890.7. "Private duty nurse" means a self-employed nurse
.rendering service in the care of the patient either physically

70-174 O - 72 - pt. 7 -- 15
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or mentally ill, under the direction of a physician or surgeon,
but who is paid by either the patient or the designated agent
of the patient and who accepts the responsibilities of a self-
employed private contractor.

9890.8. "Department" means the Department of Profes-
sional and Vocational Standards.

9890.9. "Division" means the Division of Consumer Af-
fairs.

9890.10. "Director" means the Director of Professional
and Vocational Standards.

9890.11. "Chief" means the Chief of the Division of Con-
sumer Affairs.

Article 2. Application of Chapter

9890.20. (1) Nothing in this chapter shall apply to a non.
profit organization or corporation, organized for the purpose
of economic adjustment, civic bettermeit, and the giving of
vocational guidance and plTe, ment of its members when all
of the following conditions exist:

(a) None of the directors, officers, or employees thereof re.
ceive any profit other than a nominal salary for services per-
formed for the organization or corporation.

(b) No fee is charged for the registry services other than
a membership fee or dues entitling the person paying the
same, to full participation and benefits of the organization or
corporation.

(c) Membership fees or dues charged are used, solely for
maintenance of the organization or corporation.

(2) Nothing in this chapter shall apply to persons exempted
by Sections 273, 2789 and 2800 from the Nursing Practice
Act (Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 2700) of Division
2).

9890.21. Nothing in this chapter shall apply to a nonprofit
organization or corporation which has been formed in good
faith for the promotion and advancement of the general pro.
fessional interesis of its members and which maintains a place-
ment service l)rincipally engaged in securing employment for
such members with the state or any county, city, district or
other public agency under contracts providing employment
for one year or longer, or any organization or corporation
exempted by Section 9890.20.

9890.22. Any org-anization or corporation charging member-
ship fees or dues and cn,,,aed i furnishin, employment to its
members shall, in order to 1e. exmpt under this section or
under Section 9890.20 or 9890.211, file on or before the first
day of April of each year with the division, a copy of its
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bylaws and constitution, together with a sworn statement set-
ting forth:

(a) The place of business.
(b) The names and addresses of officers, directors, and em-

ployees and the salaries they receive.
(c) The various benefits furnished to members.
(d) The membership and placement fees and dues charged

or collected by such organization or corporation from its mem.
bers and that it does not charge additional fees to its self-
employed private contractual members or to nonmembers using
the service.

Article 3. Administration

9890.30. (a) There is in the Department of Professional
and Vocational Standards a )ivision of Consumer Affairs
under the supervision and control of a chief. The chief shall be
appointed by the Governor and shall serve at his pleasure. is
compensation shall be fixed by the director in accordance with
law. The duty of enforcing and administering this chapter is
vested in the chief and lie is responsible to the director there-
for.

(b) The director shall be the appointing power for all per-
sonnel employed in the division to carry out the functions of
the division.

(c) All inspection and investigative services shall be per.
formed by personnel in the Division of Investigation.

9890.31. With the approval of the director, the chief may
adopt rules and regulations necessary for the orderly admin-
istration of this chapter. All rules and regulations shall become
effective not earlier than 30 days after approval by the di-
rector, and only upon compliance with the procedure provided
in Chatiper 4.5 (com ,nmin'ing with Section 11371) of Part 1
of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code.

9890.32. The title to all equipment, supplies, and other
property used in administration of this chapter shall be vested
in the department.

Article 4. Licensees

9890.50. No person shall engage in the function or busi-
ness of a nurses' registry without first obtaining a license
from the division. Such license shall he posted in a conspicuous
place in the office of the nurses' registry. Licenses issued for
nurses' registries prior to the effective date of this chapter
shall not be invalidated thereby, but renewals of such licenses
shall be obtained in the manner prescribed by this chapter.
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9890.51. A written application for a nurses' registry li-
cense shall be made to the division in the form prescribed
thereby and shall include:

(a) The name and address of tile applicnt, or tile names
and addresses of each partner from applicant partnerships, or
each officer, from applicant vorl)oral ions.

(b) The full qddress'of the building where the business of
the nurses' registry is to be conducted.

(c) The business or occupation engaged in by the applicant
for the past, five years preceding the date of apl)lication.

(d) The reposedd name of the nurses' registry. The divi.
sion shall reject any proposed name which is the same or simi-
lar to that of a licensed nurses' registry. When such name is
used on any sign, advertising or promotional material, the
entire name as shown on the license shall be used.

(e) The application shall be acconipanied by affidavits of at
least three reputable residents of the state that the person is of
good moral character. One of the affidavits shall be from a
physician and surgeon licensed by the State of California.

(f) Such questions and information as will assure the divi-
sion of the applicant's eligibility to hold a liconie.

9890.52. Upon receipt of an application for a license, the
division shall cause an investigation tQ be made as to the
character and responsibility of the applicant., and of the prem-
ises designated in such application as the )lace in which it is
proposed to conduct the business or functions of a nurses'
registry.

9890.53. To be eligible for application for a license, the
applicant shall show financial responsibility, and the applicant,
or one partner of a partnership, or one officer of a corporation
shall have all the following:

(a) Be of good moral character.
(b) Be at least 21 years of age.
(c) Be a person whose license in any field of endeavor has

not b en revoked within five years from the date of applica.
tion.

(d) Be a person with a minimum of two years' experience
in personnel work or equivalent experience as determined by
the division.

(e) Be a person who has completed the 12th grade, except
that the division may establish proof satisfactory to them fhtt
the applicant is possessed of a 12th grade education in point
of intellectual competency and achievement.

9890.54. Upon coiripletion of the investigation by the di.
vision and upon the favorable recommendation of the division,
the license to conduct a nurses' registry shall be issued. A de-
cision shall be given within 90 days from the, date of receipt
of the application by the division.
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9890.55. The division shall not grant a license to conduct
a nurses' registry:

(a) In rooms used for living purposes.
(b) Where boarders or lodgers are kept.
(c) Where meals are served for profit.
(d) Where persons sleep.
9890.56. The division, on proper notice or hearing, may

refuse to grant a license. Such proceedings shall be conducted
in accordance with Chapter 5 (commencing with Section
11500) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government
Code and lle division shall have all the powers granted therein.

9890.57. Each license issued shall run to and including
the 31st day of March next. following the date of issuance, un-
less sooner revoked by the division, and may be renewed each
year upon the filing of an a pplication of renewal.

9890.58. The license shall protect only the person or per.
sons to wlhom it is issued and only those l)lae('s for which it is
issued. No license shall be issued, transferred or assigned to
any person unless written consent is obtained from the divi-
sion.

9890.59. A license when issued shall designate:
(a) The name of the licensee.
(b) The number and dale of issuance of the license.
(c) The city, street, and number of the premises in which

the nurses' registry is authorized to carry on its business.
9890.60. The division may grant permission to establish

branch offlees to any licened nurses' registry. No branch of-
fice shall be established without written permission of the
division.

9890.61. All applications for renewal of a nurses' registry
license shall slate all the following:

(a) The names and addresses of all persons financially in.
terested as required in the primary application.

(b) All the names and addresses of all persons who are
authorized by the nurses' registry to accept orders to assign,
to discontinue or to consunimate contracts with the nurses,
doctors, hospitals, and the patients, either in writing or by
phone.

9890.62. All valid, unforfeited and unrevoked nurses' regis.
try licenses in effect, on the effective date of this chapter, may
be renewed from year to year.

9890.63. The division may issue to a person eligible there-
for a certificate of convenience to conduct the business of a
nurses' registry where the person licensed to conduct such
nurses' registry has expired, or-has been declared incompetent
by the judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction, or has
had a conservator appointed for his estate by a court of com.
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petent jurisdiction. Such a certificate of convenience may be
denominated as an estate certificate of convenience.

9890.64. To be eligible for an estate certificate of conven-
ience, a person shall be one of the following:

(a) The executor or administrator of the estate of a de.
ceased person who is licensed to conduct the business of a
nurses' registry.

(b) If no executor or administrator has been appointed, the
widow or heir otherwise entitled to conduct the business of
such deceased licensee.

(c) The guardian of the estate of the incompetent person
licensed as a nurses' registry, or the conservator appointed
for the conservation of the estate of a person licensed to
conduct the business, of a nurses' registry.

9890.65. The estate certificate of convenience shall con..
tinue in force for a period of not to exceed 90 days, renewable
by the division for only one additional period of 90 days
pending the disposal of the nurses' registry license or the
procurement of a new license under the provisions of this
chapter.

Article 5. Bonds

9890.80. A nurses' registry shall deposit with the division,
prior to the issuance or renewal of a license, a surety bond
in the penal sum of one thousand dollars ($1.000).

9890.81. The surety bond shall be payable to the people
of the State of California amd shall be conditioned that the
person applying for the license will comply with this chapter.
The aggregate liability of the surety for any and all claims
which arise under the bond shall not exceed the amount of
the bond.

9890.82. Tf any licensee fails to file a new bond with the
division within 30 days after notice of cancellation by the
surety of the bond re(uired under Section 9890.80, the license
issued to the principal under the bond shall be automatically
suspended until sU()h time as a ziew surety bond is filed. A
person whose license is suspended pursuant to this section,
shall not carry on the business of nurses' registry during the
period of such suspension.

Article 6. Operation and Management

9890.90. Nurses' registries may enter into a continuing
contract with private duty nurses covering the assignment of
such nurses by such nurses' registries. The continuing con-
tract shall state:

(a) The name, address and telephone number of the nurses'
registry.
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(b) The name, address and telephone number of the nurse.
(c) The fee schedule of the nurses' registry currently on

file with the division.
(d) 'The date of its execution by the nurses' registry and

the nurse.
(e) The contract shrill specify that the provisions thereof

are to govern only the assignment of private duty nurses and
shall:

(1) Designate the nurses' registry as the continuous agent
of the nurse for purposes of assifnment.

(2) Provide that the contract in effect may be terminated
at any time by written notice given one to the other for any
future assignment.

(3) Provide for delivery to the nurse at the time of the
execution of the contract a written schedule of the rates of
nurses charges currently agreed to between the nurses' registry
and the nurse for the nurse's services to the patient.

(4) State that the nurses' registry will iminediotely notify
the nurse in writil)g of all subsequent changes in the rates to
be charged the patient for services, and that the nurse shall
agree to abide by these rates.

(5) Contain express undertakings by the nurses' registry
that it shall continuouly maintain true and correct records
of orders and assignments as provided in this chapter.

(6) Provide that the nurses' registry shall periodically and
at leavt once each month render to the nurse a written state-
ment of all fees claimed to be due the nurses' registry, and
further that such cstate!ment shall adequately identify ench as-
signment as to the ineeption date ad period of service cov-
ered by the claim, including the name of the patient and the
amount of service fee claimed.

(7) Contain appropriate wording advisingr the nurse of his
right to dispute the correctness of aony service fee claimed by
the nurses' registry in such written siateinent above referred
to, and that in the absence of objections within a reasonable
time, eny such service fee may be presumed to be correctly
charged.

(8) Include any other term, condition, or understanding
agreed upon between the nurses' rei ,try and the nurse.

9890.91. Each such contract, shall be numbered consecu-
tively in original and duplicate, both to be signed by the nurse
and the nurses' registry. The original slall be given to the
nnrse and the duplicate shall be kept on file at the nurses'
registry within the nurses' records.

9890.92. Each nurses' registry shall submit to the division
all forms of contract to be utilized by such nurses' regi:otry in
entering into written contracts with private duty nurses for the
use of the services of such nurses' registry and secure ap-
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proval as to form from the division. Such approval shall not
be withheld aq to any proposed form of contract, when at least
the basics of all of the eight foregoing points are included in
the contract. There shall be printed on the face of the contract
in prominent type, "This nurses' registry is licensed by the
Division of Consumer Affairs.'

9890.93. (a) Ec'h person eugriged in the business or func-
tion of a nurses' registry shall file with the division a schedule
of the fees to be chlair-ed the nlrse, for the services rendered by
the nurses' regiiry. No change in fee schedule becones effective
until 10 days afier the filing date with the division, and uniil
each nurse under active contract for the use of the services
rendered by the nurses' re, ikry has been notified by mail of
the change and its eftectiv. (late.

(W) No fee shiall he charged except for actual assignment.
9890.94. Each nurses' registry shall cause eaeh applicant

for the use of the services of the rwektry to fill out an applica.
tion form, giving the following; in formIation:

(a) The nflie and address of a pIlicant.
(b) Whether or not such applicant is a liensod registered

nurse or licensed vocational nur,;e in the State of California.
(c) The number and date of each license and date of ex-

piration.
(d) If not a holder of a current registration or license, his4

or her qualifieations, as a nurse.
(e) The name,4 and addresses of such person or persons who

can verify the eXI)erienee or training, claimed.
(f) Such other information as inay be appropriate.
9890.95. No nurss' registry .sh'll send out any person to

render nursing, service unless such person has been interviewed
by the lielsee or its agent. The a pplirat ion shall have cn-
dorsed thereon the date of the interview and thbe signature of
the person who interviewed the ap)icant.

9890.96. It shall be the duty of the nurses' registry to
verify in writing he claims as to the experience or Iraininc;
listed on the aj tpli-alion and to !ucp a tile of such records in
the nurse's foler within the nur'i ' registry. It slhall also be
the duty of the person ii erviwv,'ing, the alpplic, ant to require
the applicant to exhiibit his hieeisr,, with a not action to be made
on the applicatjon by the interviewer that such license has
been inspected and ! llie date of expiration of such license.

9890.97. If any nurses' registry which s ins private duty
nurses to perform during sorvic, ';also en~rages in any other
buAiness or function. tlhon the re(,r(tF; of tle licensee pertain-
ing to the ''utsin; rrvies'' halll be kept separate and apart
from ihe records of any other business or function.

9890.98. Eacb such nurses' registry shall continuously
maintain in its offices true and correct permanent log sheets
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and other records which shall disclose, in addition to the other
information required, the date and hour of the receipt by the
nurses' registry of each order for a private duty nurse, and
the date and hour of the making or giving of each assignment
to the nurse by the nurses' registry, together with the name
of the nurse assigned. No nurses' registry, his agent or em-
ployees, shall make any false entry in such records.

9890,99. All books, records and other papers kept pursuant
to this chapter by any nurses' registry shall be open at, all
reasonable hours to the inspection of the director or his agents.
Every nurses' registry shall furnish to the director upon re-
quest, a true copy of such books, records, and papers or any
portion thereof, and shall make such reports as the director
prescribes.

9890.100. Each such nurses' registry shall post in a con.
spicuous place in the office of the nurses' registry a printed
copy of this chapter. Such copies shall also contain the name
and address of the division charged with the enforcement of
this chapter. The division shall furnish to nurses' registries
printed copies of any statute required to be posted under the
provisions of this section.

9890.101. No nurses' registry shall publish or cause to be
published any false, fraudulent, or misleading information
representation, notice or advertisement. All advertisements of
a nurses' registry by means of cards, circulars, or signs and
in newslpap rQs and otler )u)lications, a ild all letti'rheds, re.
ceipts and blacks shall b printed and contain the licensed
name and address of' thei nurses' registry and the words,
''nurses' re,.istry" if ot il tie name.

9890.102. No nurses' registry shall knowingly asign any
nurse to any patient in ony place where a ,,trike, loliout, or
other labor trouble exists, without notifying the nurse of such
conditions.

9890.103, No nurses' registry shall divide fees with any
physician and surgeon, nurse, hospital, patient or any agent
or employee of any of these.

9890.104. No person shall accept a fee from a private duty
nurse because of an ass.iowent for nursing service unless such
person is licensed by the division as a nurses' registry.

9890.10. All actions brought in any court against the li.
censee shall he brought in the name of the State of California.

9890.106. In the event that a nurses' registry shall collect
from a nurse a fee or expenses for an assignment, and the
nurse shall fail to objain such assignment, or the nurse shall
fail to be paid for the assignment, the nurses' registy s hall
upon demand therefor, relay to the nurse the fee and expenses
so collected.
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Unless such repayment is made within 48 hours after de.
mand, the nurses' registry shall pay to the nurse an additional
sum equal to the amount of the fee.

Article 7. Disciplinary Proceedings and
Offenses Against the Chapter

9890.110. The division may suspend or. revoke licenses after
proper notice midl hearing to the licensee, if I he licensee has
been found guilty by the divisions of any of the acts or omis-
Sios constitute in , groitids for (Ii. ',i plinary action, The pro-
eeditigs under this article shall be conducted in accordance

with Chapter 5 (commencin, with Section 115(00) of Part 1 of
Division 3 of Title 2 of the (Gveriment. Code, and the division
shall have all the powers ,,rantel therein,

9890.111. All accusations a,inst licensees shall be filed
with the divisionj within one year after the performance of the
act or omission allged as the ground for disciplinary action.

9890.112. Upon receipt of a complaint, or upon its own
motion, the division shall ascertain whether or not the accused
licensee has been guilty of all act or omi"'sion constituting a
ground for disciplinary action and mafke or cause to be made
such investigation it (leems necessary in order to ascertain
this fact, All inspection, and investi.,gations are to be performed
by personnel assigiccd by the director.

9890.113. Acts or omissions constituting grounds for dis.
ciplinary action by the division shall include, but shall not be
limited to:

(a) Engaging in unprofessional conduct.
(b) Obtaining a license by fraud, misrepresentation or mis.

take.
(e) Violations or attempting to violate directly or indi-

rectly, or assistin( in or ob(tting the violation of, or conspir-
acy to violate, any provision or term of this chapter.

(d) Making or giving any falke statement or information
in connection with the al)plication i'r issuance of a license.

(e) Conviction of a felony or any crime involving moral
turpitude.

(f) Egaging in any other conduct. whether of the same,
or different nature than specified in this section which consti.
tutes fraud or dishoneit dealing.

9890.114. Any person or agent or office thereof who violates
any provision of this chapter is go illy of a misdemeanor pun-
ishable by a fine of not less than fifty dollars ($50) nor more
than five hundred dollars ($500) or imprisonment for a period
of not more than 60 days, or both such fine and imprisonment.
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Article 8. Revenue

9890.120. The division shall receive and account for all
fees and revenues derived from the operation of this chapter
and at the end of each month, shall report, such fees and rev.
enues to the Sti84te Controller. These fees shall be deposited in
the Nurses' 1Iegi'try Fund, whieh fund is hereby created. The
fees and reveinus contained in this fund are continuous;Iy ap-
propriated to the division to carrying out tho provisions of this
chapter. All f.,s (k.posited in1 lie Nurses' N, ,,'isry Fund dur.
ilag the 1970--1971 liseal yoor, ill excess' of fees over expendi.
tures frolm the 1,111d dui ni sulel fis eilI year, but not to exeee(l
two thousaiid dollars ($2,000), shall be trausferred to the
Gxenera] ],ll(1.

9890.121. The division shall charge the following fees:
(a) A filing fee of fifty dollars (iP5O) for each new applica.

tion for a nurse' registry license.
(b) A filing fee of one hundred dollars ($100) for each

new application for a branch license.
(c) A filig fee of fifty dollars ($50) for application to

transfer or assign a license.
(d) A renewal fee of not more than one hundred fifty dol-

lars ($150) for a nurses' registry license.
(e) A renewal fee of not more than seventy-five dollars

($75) for each license of each nurses' registry branch license.
(f)- A reinstatement fee of two hundred dollars ($200) in

addition to other fees to reinstate a nurses' registry license
revoked or susl)pended.

9890.122. No fee shall be prorated for the unexpired por.
tion of the license year.

So. 2. ChFipter 5 (commencing with Section 1710) of
Part 6 of Divi:iion 2 of the Labor Code is repealed.

SEc. 3. All rules and rotulations adopted by the Labor
Commissioner in respect to Chapter 5 (commencing with Sec-
tion 1710) of Part 6 of Division 2 of the Labor Code which are
in effect when this act lakes reflect shall remain in effect for the
purposes of Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section 9890)
of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code until the
Division of Coiioumer Affairs adopts rules and regulations for
the administration of the latter.

SEc. 4. Liseescs licensed under the provisions of Chapter
5 (commencing with Section 1710) of Part 6 of Division 2 of
the Labor Code shall renew their licenses with the Division
of Consumer Affairs pursuant to Chapter 20.5 (commencing
with Section 9890) of Divisi6n 3 of the Business and Profes-
sions Code, when their present licenses expire.

SEc. 5. The unencumbered balance of all money available
for expenditure by the Labor Commissioner in carrying out
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the functions vested in him by Chapter 5 (commencing with
Section 1710) of Part 6 of I)ivision 2 of the ibor Code shall,
for the purloses of Chapter 20,5 (eommmuin with Section
9890) of Diivisi,,n 3 of the Buiiiess and l'rofesSions Code. be
made available for the support and mnintenance of tile )ivi.
sion of Consumcr Affairs; nd all bools, domeintns, records,
atnd property of the Labor (imnmiissioner relating to a func.
tioll v,.sed ill hiln by (h ptler ") (v m lenh ill,". with Set ion
1710) of Part 6 of Divi.sion 2 of the Labor (ode shall, for tlhe
purposes of Chapter 20.5 (commeneing with optionn 9890) of
Division 3 of the Business and( Professions Code, be trons-
ferred to tile D)ivikion of ('nsunmer Aff'airs foi the purposes of
the div;ion's administration or Chapter 20.5.

SiFO. 6. Section 9890.8 is a(lded to the Business and Pro.
fession, Code, to read:

9890.8. "D apartment " means the Department of Con-
sumer Affairs.

Sie 7. Section 9890.9 is added to the Business and Pro-
fessions Code, to read :

9890.9. "Division" means the Division of Consumer Serv-
ices.

Simo. 8. Section 9890.10 is added to the Business and Pro-
fessionq Code, to read :

9890.10. "Director" means the Director of Consumer
Affairs.

SEc. 9. Section 9890.11 is added to the Business and Pro.
fes.ion:s Code, to read:

9890.1. "Chief" means the Chief of the Division of Con..
sumer Service.

Six. 10. Sectiom 93'90.30 is a(Jddd to the Business and Pro.
fessionls Code, to read:

9890,30. (a) There is in the department of Consumer
Affairs a Divis~ioi of Conllier Services tinder the supervi-
sion and control of a chief. 'lhe clhicf shall I)e appointed by
the Governor Bund shall serve at his pleasure. Ilis compensa.
tion shall be fixed I he direelor in ae-cordant,,, with law. The
duty of enforcuir awd a(hninit ring thki. chapter is vested
in the chief amd he is rs,po',blo to le director thierefor.

(b) The director shall be the appointing power for all
personnel employed by the division to carry out the functions
of the division.

(c) All inspection and inv,,stittative service, shall be per-
formed by pers, nl in the Division of [uvestiiation.

S r,. 10.5. S(,tion 9S90.92 is added to tile Business and
Prof sessions Code, to read:

9890.92. ,,eh nurses' regisiry ,hall submit to tile division
all forms of contract to be utilized by such nurses' registry
in entering into written contracts with private duty nurses
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for the use of the services of such nurses' registry and secure
approval as to form from the division. Such approval shall
not be withheld as to any proposed form of contract, when
at least the basics of all of the eight foregoing points are
included in the contract. There shall be printed on the face
of the contract in prominent type, "This nurses' registry is
licensed by the Division of Consumer Services."

Si,,c. 11. All rules and regulations adopted by the Labor
Commissioner in respect to Chapter 5 commentingg with Sec-
tion 1710) of Part 6 of Division 2 of the Labor Code which are
in effect when this act takes efl'cet shall remain in effect for
the purposes of Chapter 20.5 (commencing with Section 9890)
of Division 3 of the Business and Professions (Code until the
Division of Consumer Services adopts rules and regulations
for the administration of the latter.

SEC. 12. Licensees licensed under the provisions of Chap.
ter 5 (commencing with Section 1.710) of Part 6 of Division 2
of the Labor Code shall renew their licenses with the Division
of Consumer Services pursuant to Chapter 20.5 (commencing
with Section 9S90) of Division 3 of the Business and Profes-
sions Code, when their present licenses expire.

SrC. 13. The uiencumbered balance of all money avail.
able for expenditure by the Labor Commissioner in carrying
out the functions vested in him by Chapter 5 (commencing
with Section 1710) of Part 6 of Division 2 of the Labor Code
shall, for the purposes of Chapter 20.5 (commencing with See-
tion 9890) of Division 3 of the businesss and Professions Code,
be made available for the support and maintenanceof the Divi-
sion of Consumer Services; and all books, documents, records,
and property of the Labor Cot mnissioner rethainq to a function
vested in him by Chapter 5 (conuiiencinq with Section 1710) of
Part 6 of Division 2 of the Labor Code shall, for the purposes
of Chapter 20.5 (eomnmneiiwr with Section 9890) of Division 3
of the Business and Professions Code, be transferred to the Di-
vision of Consumer Services for the purposes of the division's
administration of Chapter 20.5.

SEe. 14. If this bill is enacted and the Governor's Reorga-
nization Plan No. 2 of the 1970 Reigular Session becomes effec-
tive Sections 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 10.5. 11, 12, and 13 of this act shall
become operative and supersede the Governor's Reorganiza.
tion Plan No. 2 of the 1970 Rveunlar Session. and Sections
9890.8, 9890.9, 9890.10, 9890.11. 9890.30, and 9890.92 of the
Business and Profssions Code as added by Section 1 of this
act, and Sections :3, 4, and 5 of this act. are repealed.

SEc. 15. If this bill is enacted, and the Governor's Reor.
ganization Plan No. 2 of the 1970 Regular Session becomes
effective. Section 9890.59 of the Business and Professions Code,
as added by Section 1 of this act, is repealed.

0
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Mr. VANIK. Mr. Betts?
Mr. BE'rTS. I have no questions.
Mr. VANrK. We very much al))reciate youlr testimony.
I would like to ask .ou one or two questions.
Of the various national health plans which have been proposed,

which start from the (loctors' medicredit, plan and go on to Prvsident's
Nixon's )lan and tie l(ennedy-(irifliths bill, which of these proposals
does your organization favor?

Miss TAYJm. At the present time we have not taken a position. We
fire st11dyi ig all three lpropOsals. In al tliree )rol)osals there is very
little mne(ion of home care in the foriii we ar'le recommen(ling.

Mr. VAN!K. l3,Cause of this wile Sl)(,cthi'i of 'hoiC(es, it is going to
be awfully difficult for us to arrive at a program that is going to be
suited toward the Nation's ie(ls. I f you (to d(lvelop l) o lli, Uas One
member of this committee, I would ajl))re('iate having your views.

Miss TAYIO. VeN would be delighted to forward oir views.
Mr. VANIK. III (omie('tion with your liceising, are there many

States in which licensing or renewal of license of a professional is
siml)ly t matter of forwarding a renewal fee each year? Do you lose
your license if you just fail to forward your fee?

Miss '',Yi-iom Presently in Califoriia there is a bill sitting on the
Governor's desk to be signed( l that will require evidence every 2 years,
not only of the fact that you were previously licensed, bu thit you
have lhad continuing education within the 2 years or your license will
b1 denied you.

Mr. VANIK. UTp to the l)resent, will simply forwarding the fee will
renew the license?

Miss TAyT.OIn. That is correct.
Mr. VANIK. Isn't that the practice in most of the States?
Miss TAimom As far as I lnow, in Illinois and California that is

the practice.
Mr. VAN1K. In most of the other States the l)ayment of the fee

simply renews the license without evidence of continuing training or
qualification ?

Miss TAYLoB. That is right.
Mr'. VANIK. Oie other question, if I may: In the loss of a comatose

patient, could that sort of patient be liaidled by a visiting profes-
sional nurse in the home ? Could such a l)at ient be'tlibe-fed and served
and prepared and ol)served by a nurse during a home visit?

Miss TvLOi.1 If the patient is comatose an(l there is no one avail-
able within the household who is trained to care for the patient under
those circumstances, that would 1)e a very (lifi('ult situation.

Mr. VANIK. Vould that require at least extended care?
Miss T1\yron. Where the patient is comatose, extende(ld care is pri-

marily for the person who is ('onvalescing, this type of patient would
be in a nursing home probably.

Mr. VANIK. Are nursing homes equipped to provide that type of
service?

Miss TAYLOR. Some are good, some are average, and some really
should not be functioning.

Mr. VANIK. But this would not be the type of thing within the scope
of home care?
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Miss TAYLOR. That is right.
Mr. VANIK. Thank you very much. We certainly appreciate your

testimony.
(The following letter was received by the committee:)

PROFESSIONAL NURSES BUREAU, INC.,
November 9, 1971.

Mr. JOIIN MARTIN,
Committee on Vay8 and Mean8,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR MR. MARTIN: There was one very Important point that was not covered
by either the testimony or the questions asked. This was the matter of costs. The
nurse is a private contractor and the cost of her services is set by Nursing Associ-
ations within each state. There is no additional cost for administration, as she
bills either through the Vendor or directly herself for her services. Working
through a Vendor which is a Nurses Registry, as per the law attached to my pres-
entation, means that there Is an agreement between the nurse and the Registry as
to the cost to the nurse for the services of the Registry. This service must be a
twenty-four hour service as nurses work different shifts, either day, night or
weekends.

This cost Is a cost of doing business to the nurse which Is deductible on her
Income tax as she is In business for herself. There are other deductions that she
acquires because of the situation of being in business for herself.

The basic objective of utilization of Private Duty Nursing personnel must
be to provide more adequate patient care at a total cost that is no more, and
preferably less, than otherwise provided modes. To achieve this objective, the
following protocol would be required:

1. The Private Duty Nursing care would be provided only upon express
written order of the attending physician.

3. The provision of the care would be an approved expense of the Medi-
care, Medicaid, or National Health Insurance program only if furnished
upon prior authorization of an apl)ropriate person or persons acting for
and on behalf of the program administration. Such individual could be in
the nature of the MediCal consultant eml)loyed by the State of California
for such purpose under the existing California Medicaid program. If no
such official person is provided by the program then such function would be
performed by the Peer Review body authorized to review and pass upon the
utilization of physicians and institutional services. In case of emergency
such certification could be retroactive.

3. Such certification would be for a specific limit in terms of shifts or
days and the level of qualification required (R.N., L.V.N., Nurses Aide,
etc) and extension could only be obtained upon recertification.

4. As a standard for certification It would be required that the beneficiary
or his attending physician establish that such service was required to sub-
stitute for necessary service not otherwise available at the hospital, such
as Intensive Care, Cardiac Care, etc., or that care in the home with Special
Duty service would provide more effective care than would institutional
care, such as hospital or E.C.F. or Home Health Care through a Home Health
Agency, and would be at a lesser cost.

5. For purposes of supervision and appropriate screening such Private
Duty service could be obtained only through a licensed or otherwise ap-
propriately approved Nurse Registry.

6. The compensation for the Private Duty service would be on usual
customary and reasonable basis and the charge of the Registry would be
borne by the Private Duty practitioner so no other costs or overhead would
be borne by the program.

Appropriate regulations would be adopted to implement the objectives and
protocol above specified In the best Interests of control of both cost and
utilization.

Furthermore, the question was presented as to which, if any, of the pro-
posals Introduced in the 92nd Congress would be the one that we would favor
most. After much discussion and evaluation we find that each bill has something
In It that is of value. Some bills have more acceptable values than others. How-
ever, it it our thinking that wherever possible that responsibility should be
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put upon the l)rivate sector. This would curtail the establishment of a tremen-
douis bureaucracy and tend to make the individual citizen who, after all, does pay
the bill directly or indirectly, more cognizant and conscious of the cost factors.

Again, I thank you.
Sincerely,

IAXIME TAYLOR, President.

Mr. VANIK. The next witness is Dr. Ernest M. Weiner, president of
the American Podiatry Association, accompanied by Dr. Seward P.
Nyman, executive director, and Werner St rupp, general counsel.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. ERNEST M. WEINER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
PODIATRY ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. SEWARD P.
NYMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR; AND WERNER STRUPP, GEN-
ERAL COUNSEL

Dr. WEINE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Dr. Ernest M. Weiner, president of the American Podiatry Associa-
tion and a practicing podiatrist in New York City. Accompanying
me today are I)r. Seward P1. Nyman, APA executive director, and Mr.
Werner Strupp, general counsel for the association.

lhe American P'odiatry Association is indeed pleased to present its
position on a subject of vit.al concern to al Americans. Complete copies
of my written statement have been earlier furnished members of the
committee. I will now briefly summarize the principal points a(lvanced
in that statement.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF ERNEST MN. WEINER, DPM, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN PODIATRY
ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY OF MAJOR POINTS

General Recom ilendations

In its support of national health insurance, the American Podiatry Associa-
tion recomnien(is the following objectives be included in any NIh plan:

That NHI be preceded or accompanied by remedying the deficiencies in exist-
ing programs, namely, Medicare andL Medicaid.

That NIII be more than just a financing mechanism to cover more health
costs for more people. It must recognize the need to improve the organization and
delivery of health care services.

That payroll taxes not be expected to bear the burden for any NHI plan: that
additional means be evaluated by the Congress to sul)plement payroll taxes in
this regard.

That NHI encourage, indeed require a partnership effort. As a minimum, the
government should finance a system which draws heavily on the private sector
in managing and providing health care services.

That "frecom of choice" among both systems of health care and health care
practitioners characterize any NHI plan.

That an expanded commitment be made by the Congress to "peer review" in
NHI.

Specl'o Reconmondations
That a clear definition of physicians' services, including podiatrists' services,

be contained in the Committee's plan.
That the Congress and the Administration-in cooperation with the concerned

health professions--develop and implement meaningful guidelines to improve the
effectiveness of peer review.

That multiple approaches for delivering health care services be respected and
authorized by NHI.
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Dr. Ernest M. Weiner,
President of the American Podiatry Association and a practicing podiatrist in
New York City. The American Podiatry Association, whose membership I repre-
sent here today, is a voluntary, non-profit organization, established In 1912 and
composed of fifty-three (53) component societies-one in each state, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and a society for podiatrists in Federal Service.

The American Podiatry Association is indeed pleased to present Its position
on a s'3bject of vital concern to all Americans. The critical issues we face in
delivering comprehensive health care to all citizens has produced a national
debate. And our present health care systems, known to be seriously lacking, re-
quire remedial action before the "right to health care" can be assured for all
persons.

The severity of this problem cannot be denied. Neither can we afford to delay
any longer in finding and applying meaningful solutions. And since the President
of the United States, the Congress, the health communityy and the American peo-
ple have already recognized this fact, the time for responsible action has clearly
arrived.

It Is not my purpose today to restate the many symptoms of our present
dilemma. The evidence has been abundantly documented for and presented to
the Congress on previous occasions. Rather It Is my intent to complement this
evidence by, first, )resenting our positionn with respect to national health Insur-
ance; secondly, outlining the principal objectives which we believe any national
health insurance program should strive to achieve; and lastly, emphasizing those
goals which, as a minimum, must be realized to assure comprehensive foot care
services in any national health insurance effort.

Association Posture on Nationial Health Insurance
The American Podiatry Association has made its position quite clear on the

subject of national health insurance. At its 58th annual meeting in San Fran-
cisco during August, 1970, the Association's Hlouse of Delegates unanimously
approved a resolution endorsing the establishment of )repaid, comprehensive
health insurance for all Americans. Included in this same resolve was a charge to
the profession to provide leadership and cooperation in the fulfillment of this
essential national goal. And in cooperation with the Congress, the Administra-
tion and the American people, the American Podiatry Association will construc-
tively pursue this goal.

I must make It quite clear, however, that we do not view a national health
insurance plan, by itself, to be a panacea for all the problems which now engulf
the health community. With this in mind, it is very important that the Congress
and the American people not be persuaded to enact a system which does little
more than subsidize and perpetuate the status quo. In this regard, It is difficult
to conceive any plan being enacted which does not advocate responsible action
to counter: rising medical and health care costs; health manpower shortages;
and the maldistribution of critically needed health personnel. Without a respon-
sible plan, we are compounding our present dilemma as well as abdicating a
public responsibility.

A-ssociation Gtidelines for Evaluation NHI Plans
In its support of national health Insurance, the American Podiatry Associa-

tion has developed basic guidelines for its evaluation of specific legislative pro-
posals. The following objectives, we feel, are vital to the success in any such
program:

The eitactment of comprehensive national health Insurance should be preceded
or accompanied by remedies for the deficiencies in existing public health insur-
ance and assistance programs, namely, Medicare and Medicaid.

National health insurance must be more than just a financing mechanism to
cover more health costs for more people. It must recognize tMe need to improve
the organization and delivery of health care services by promoting the com-
prehensiveness, continuity, and accessibility of services.

The Association believes that, unlike Medicare, payroll taxes cannot be
expected to bear the burden of any national health insurance )lan. We recom-
mend, therefore, that additional means be evaluated by the Congress to supple-
ment payroll taxes in the financing of any such plan.

Any such plan enacted by the Congress must encourage, indeed require, a
partnership effort, if our program experiences are to be successful. Neither the
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public nor the private sectors can-individually or separately-fulfill the task. As
a minimum, the government should finance a system which draws heavily on the
private sector in managing and providing health care services.

With respect to the private sector's participation in the program, individuals
must be assured the "freedom of choice" among both systems of health care and
health care practitioners.

An expanded commitment must also be made by the Congress to "peer review."
This important and well-established means of assuring quality health care is the
responsibility of each participating health profession. Experience has proven
that services provided by those in one health profession can most effectively be
reviewed by members of that same profession.

These principles have generally served to guide our thinking on this most lin-
portant subject, including our evaluation of the various NHI proposals presently
pending in the Congress. For it is our objective, as It most certainly is the coin-
mittee's to assure a qualitative level of health care-Including foot care, under
any enacted NHI plan. With this clearly in mind, I would like now to comment
on three specific areas which, resulting from our accumulated Medicare-Medicaid
experiences, must be borne in mind if our mutual objective Is to be achieved.

Speeiflc Reconnendations for NI
1. Defining Physicians' Services.-The lack of coordination between Medicare

and Medicaid has been noticeable on many fronts. This disparity has been par-
ticularly distressing when one considers the varying program definitions for
"physicians' services."

Recognizing that the doctor of podiatric medicine is licensed to Independently
diagnose and treat conditions of the foot by miedical and surgical means, the
Social Security Act properly includes the podiatrist, alongside doctors of medi-
cine, osteopathy, and dentistry, within the meaning of physicians' services for
Title XVIII, Part B. This action by the Congress was both necessary and
appropriate, since thre are only four classes of doctors in every state licensed
to treat medically and surgically. At the same time, Title XIX fails to fine
the term "physician," leaving this responsibility to administrative interpreta-
tion. The result has been to exclude the services of podiatrists from the mean-
ing of "physician services" for purposes of Title XIX. This particular lack of
consistency has produced serious consequences for carriers, administrators,
and-most importantly-the program's beneficiaries.

A specific example of this problem is the Medicare "buy-in" arrangement,
in which more than forty states participate. These states, by paying the
Medicare Part B charges, qualify the elderly poor for Medicare benefits, in-
cluding podiatrists' services which are defined as physicians' services under
Title XVIII. Yet in many of these same states, Medicaid beneficiaries under 65
are denied a podiatrist's services.

I reference this incongrous situation in hopes that, when the Committee
composes its NHI plan, the same confusion with respect to "physicians' services"
will be avoided. This can be accomplished by clearly defining the nature and
scope of physicians' services, including podiatrists' services, in any subsequent
NHI plan.

2. Improving Peer Review.-We heartily endorse the Committee's long-stand-
ing desire to make peer review a more effective instrument for evaluation the
quality and efficiency of health care. Since 1960, the American Podiatry Associa-
tion has formally engaged in peer review activities in cooperation with carriers
representing pubic and private Insurance programs. Our objective has been and
always will be to assure the highest quality podiatric care at the most reasonable
cost for all citizens.

In pursuit of this objective, our experiences during the past ten years have
clearly revealed that, where peer review committees and carriers work land in
hand, qualty and effioiency result, the interests of the public are fully protected,
problems are more readily detected, and remedial measures, when required, are
more effectively applied. Additionally, where carriers have availed themselves
of podiatrists as consultants to regularly evaluate professional activities, im-
proved efficiency again results.

Conversely, however, where such a spirit of cooperation does not prevail,
where peer review and carrier consultants function Inadequately or are viewed
only as "courts of last resort" and not as bona fide preventive mechanisms, the
potential for abuse, indeed abuse Itself, sharply Increases. Though quality care
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is the primary concern and responsibility of the various health professions,
cooperation among all concerned parties-patients, carriers, and providers of
health care-is the most essential prerequisite for any successful peer review
program. In this regard. the absence of any federal guidelines with respect to
peer review activities under public supported health programs has retarded the
effectiveness of peer review. This problem must be overcome. And we urge the
Congress and the Administration-in cooperation with the concerned health
professions-to develop and implemenit meaningful guidelines to improve the
effectiveness of peer review.

We are aware that there have been abuses of both the Medicare and Medicaid
programs. And where the evidence was justified, our component societies have
taken prompt and effective action in response to these circumstances. We fully
su)port, therefore, H.R. l's recommendations to prevent and control program
abuses. And we want to cooperate in every way to assure now and for the
future the effective application of these recommendations.

I should like to emphasize once again, however, that where close working
relationships have existed between peer review committees and carriers, both
public and private, problems have been minimal and often times non-existent.
Thus whatever can be meaningfully (lone to stremigihen peer review by promoting
closer cooperation between the public and private sectors has our unequivocal
support.

3. Group Practice Dcvelopments.-Clearly a shift has occurred in the way
we Americans regard and rank our health problems. Until recently center stage
was occupied by our efforts to remove the economic impediments to health
care. These efforts led to voluntary health insurance, to Medicare, and to the
overhaul of medical assistance. Now, and partly because of these actions, our
primary attention has shifted to improving the organization of care. By common
consent, this has now become our highest ranking problem.

Improvements in organization are needed on several fronts, including: the
further extension and refinement of financing; the application of new technology;
the identification, training, and use of auxiliary personnel; and the development
of new links between medical research and the application of new medical
knowledge. Central, however, to the improvement of the organization of health
care is the need for greater interprofessional understanding and cooperation
among physicians. The present upsurge of interest and activity with respect
to group practice responds in part to this need. II.R. 1, too, proposes to signifi-
cantly aid the cause by permitting pre-paid group plans to be reimbursed on
a prospective basis.

The American Podiatry Association supports the pre-paid group practice move-
ment as one important means of delivering and financing health services. But at
the same time we are pluralists, in that we do not believe any one system or
approach to be completely adequate. It is therefore important that we continue
to be open-minded and receptive to new concepts while not forsaking existing
delivery patterns. Solo practice, fee for service, private insurance, and public
assistance have been and are important considerations deserving improvement,
yes, but abandonment, no! We would therefore hope the Committee might in-
clude in its plan such a multiple approach to delivering and financing health
care services.

CONCLUSION

In accordance with the action of the 1970 House of Delegates. the American
Podiatry Association seeks to cooperate in every way, with the Committee and
the Congress, in bringing quality health care to all Americans. One significant
way of accomplishing this objective is through the enactment of a meaningful
and truly comprehensive national health insurance plan, one which I hope will
be achieved in the not-too-distant future. But to develop such a plan at the
expense of all that has preceded it would be a mistke.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to make our views known on
this important subject.

Dr. WEINER. The American Podiatry Association has made its posi-
tion quite, clear on the subject of national health insurance. At its 58th
annual meeting in San Francisco during August 1, 970, the association's
house of delegates mianimously approved a resolution endorsing the
establishment of prepaid, comprehensive health insurance for all
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Americans. Included was a charge to the profession to provide lead-
ership in the fulfillment of this essential national goal in cooperation
with the Congress, the administration and the American people.

In its support of national health insurance, the American Podiatry
Association has developed six basic guidelines for evaluating specific
legislative proposals. The following objectives are vital to the success
of any such program:

The enactment of comprehensive national health insurance should
be preceded by remedies for the deficiencies in existing public health
insurance and assistance programs; namely, medicare and medicaid.

National health insurance must be more than just a financing mecha-
nism to cover more health costs for more people. It must recognize the
need to improve the organization and delivery of health care services
by promoting the comprehensiveness, continuity, and accessibility of
services.

Unlike medicare, payroll taxes should not bear the full burden of
any national health insurance plan. We recommend, therefore, that
additional means be evaluated by the Congress to supplement payroll
taxes.

Any such plan enacted by the Congress must encourage a partner-
ship effort. Neither the public nor the private sectors can-indi-
vidually or separately-meet the need. As a minimum, the Govern-
ment should finance a system which draws heavily on the private sec-
tor in managing and providing health care services.

With respect to the private sector's participation in the program,
individuals must be assured the freedom of choice both among sys-
tems of health care and health care practitioners.

An expanded commitment must. also be made by the Congress to
peer review. This important and well-established means of assuring
quality health care is the responsibility of each participating health
profession. Experience has proven that services l)rovided by those in
one health profession can most effectively be reviewed by members of
that same profession.

These principles have generally served to guide our evaluation of the
various NHI proposals presently pending in the Congress. It is our
objective, as it most certainly is the, committee's, to assure a qualitative
level of health care--including foot care, under any enacted NHI plan.
I will now comment on three specific areas which must be dealt with
if our mutual objective is to be achieved.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NIII

DEFINING PHYSICIANS' SERVICES

The lack of coordination between medicare and medicaid has been
noticeable on many fronts, particularly when one considers the vary-
ing program definitions for "physicians' services."

The Social Security Act recognizes that the doctor of podiatric
nledicine is licensed to independently diagnose and treat conditions of
the foot by medical and surgical means and properly includes him,
alongside doctors of medicine, osteopathy, and dentistry, within the
meaning of physicians' services for title XVIII, part 1. This action
by the Congress was both necessary and appropriate, since there are
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only four classes of doctors in every State licensed to treat medically
and surgically.

However, title XIX fails to define the term "physician," leaving this
responsibility to administrative interpretation. The result has been to
exclude the services of podiatrists from the meaning physician serv-
ices for purposes of title XIX. This lack of consistency has produced
serious consequences for carriers, administrators, and-most impor-
tantly-the program's beneficiaries.

I reference this incongruous situation with the hope that, as the com-
mittee develops its NHI plan, the same confusion with respect to phy-
sicians' services will be avoided. This can be accomplished by clearly
defining the nature and scope of physicians' services, including podia-
trists' services, in any subsequent NIhI plan.

IMPROVING PEER REVIEW

We heartily endorse the committee's longstanding desire to make
peer review a more effective instrument for evaluating the quality and
efficiency of heatl care. Since 1960, the American Podiatry Associa-
tion has formally engaged in peer review activities in cooperation with
carriers representing public and private insurance programs.

Our experiences during the past 10 years have clearly revealed that,
where peer review committees and carriers work hand in hand, quality
and efficiency result, the interests of the public are fully protected,
problems are more readily detected, and remedial measures, when re-
quired, are more effectively applied. Additionally, where carriers have
availed themselves of podiatrists as consultants to regularly evaluate
professional activities, improved efficiency and lower costs again result.

Where such a spirit of cooperation does not prevail, where peer
review and carrier consultants function inadequately or are viewed
only as courts of last resort, and not as bona fide preventive mecha-
nisms, the potential for abuse, indeed abuse itself, sharply increases.
The absence of any Federal guidelines with respect to peer review
activities under public supported health programs has retarded the
effectiveness of peer review. This problem must be overcome. We urge
the Congress and the administration-in cooperation with the con-
cerned health professions-to develop and implement meaningful
guidelines to improve the effectiveness of peer review.

GROUP PRACTICE DEVELOPMENTS

The American Podiatry Association supports prepaid group prac-
tice as one important means of delivering and financing health serv-
ices. At the same time, we are pluralists, in that we do not believe any
one system or approach to be completely adequate. We must continue
to be openminded and receptive to new concepts while not forsaking
existing delivery patterns. Solo practice, fee for service, private in-
surance, and public assistance have been and are important considera-
tions deserving improvement not abandonment. We would therefore
hope the committee would include in its plan such a multiple approach
to delivering and financing health care services.

In conclusion: In accordance with the action of the 1970 house of
delegates, the American Podiatry Association seeks to cooperate in
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every way, with the committee and the Congress, in bringing quality
health care to all Americans. One significant way of accomplishing
this objective is through the enactment of a meaningful and truly com-
prehensive national health insurance plan. But to develop such a plan
at the expense of all that has preceded it would be a mistake.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to make our views
known on this important subject.

Mr. ULLMAN. We very much appreciate your testimony.
Are there questions?
If not, thank you again.
Our next witness is Dr. J. Vincent Murphy, president-elect, Amer.

ican Osteopathic Association.
Doctor, we are glad to have you before the committee.
If you would further identify yourself and your colleagues, we

woul be happy to recognize you.

STATEMENT OF DR. J. VINCENT MURPHY, PRESIDENT-ELECT,
AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY DR.
MORRIS THOMPSON, ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
COLLEGES OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE; AND JOHN ROWLAND,
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

Dr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, distinguished committee members, I am Dr. J. Vin-

cent Murphy, president-elect of the American Osteopathic Association.
With me are Dr. Morris Thompson, president of Kirksville College
of Osteopathic Medicine in Kirksvi]le, Mo., representing the American
Association of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine, and Mr. John Row-
land, president of the American Osteopathic Hospital Assocation.

Mr. ULLMAN. We are very pleased to have you three gentlemen
present today.

Dr. MuRpuy. We appear today on behalf of the entire osteopathic
profession. We can make that statement with some assurance because
all elements of our profession are represented before you at this time.
We are pleased to have this opportunity to appear together before
this distinguished committee to express the views of our profession
on the very important question of national health insurance.

In July 1970, and again in July 1971, the House of Delegates of the
American Osteopathic Association, during its annual meeting,
adopted resolutions endorsing the concept of national health insur-
ance. In October of this year the American Osteopathic Hospital
Association similarly supported the basic principle that health care
is an inherent right of all individuals.

While our profession favors a program of national health insurance,
we have consciously refrained from specifically endorsing any of the
myriad health insurance proposals now before Congress and from pre-
suming the competence or responsibility for proposing a program of
our own. Our profession's expertise lies in the delivery of quality
health care not in the field of legislative drafting and advocacy.

We would, however, briefly note for the record a few general rec-
ommendations which we believe are reconcilable with any program of
national health insurance which may be enacted and which we believe
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will help insure that any such system instituted will be an effective
and viable one.

1. To insure continuity in the delivery of quality health care, the
institution of any national health insurance plan should be accom-
plished, insofar as is practicable, through the modification of the
existing delivery system rather than through the inauguration of a
system which would be wholly foreign to both physician and patient.

2. In order to avoid the vice of depersonalizing the delivery of health
care, any program of national health insurance should insure the main-
tenance of the free choice of physician.

3. To further promote continuity in the delivery of health care and
consistent with the concept of maintaining the free choice of physi-
cian, any national health insurance program should be designed to
encourage the fullest participation of all of our country's physician
manpower.

4. Any program of national health insurance should be drawn so
as to operate in consonance with our Nation's system..of free enterprise,
leaving with the physician options as to his practice location, method
of delivery and manner of payment for his services. We believe that
by insuring such options unto the physician the concept of pluralism
in the delivery of health care is absolutely essential to meet the
varying health service requirements of our Nation.

5. To promote economy in national health insurance the services
offered under any such program should be specific to actual health
needs.

6. In the interest of maintaining the general good health of our
population and to reduce the cost of the program, by reducing the
number of inpatient hospital claims, we believe that any national
health insurance legislation enacted should include a sophisticated
mechanism for the comprehensive delivery of preventive medical care.

7. To the end that the American people may enjoy the highest caliber
health care, any national health insurance program should provide
that responsibility for the establishment and enforcement of stand-
ards for continuing education of health personnel, the certification of
medical personnel to specialty bodies and professional standards re-
view be vested in the various health professions, who are best
equipped to make enlightened decisions in those areas.

8. Because of our Nation's existing health manpower crises, it is
imperative that any program of national health insurance concom-
itantly provide the necessary support to health education to insure that
the promise of comprehensive health care for all Americans can be
fulfilled.

It is our hope that the foregoing recommendations will be considered
by this committee, in its evaluation of the various health proposals
before it, and in forwarding a program of national health insurance to
Congress.

We would conclude by assuring the committee that our profession,
as represented before you this afternoon, stands ready to cooperate
in the execution of any national health insurance program which
realistically responds to the needs of the peol)le to make high quality
health care accessible to all who require it.
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Mr. VANIK. You have given quite a broad endorsement to national
health proposals. Thank you very much. The committee appreciates
your testimony.

The next witness is Dr. Stanley J. Brody, member, social policy
and action committee, accompanied by Dr. Elizabeth Watkins.

Dr. Brody, I want you to kno, we are voting on the higher educa-
tion bill. 'We have members running to the floor to vote on these im-
portant issues.

We are happy that you have with you Dr. Elizabeth Watkins from
my city. I am especially pleased you are here to testify today.

STATEMENT OF DR. STANLEY J. BRODY, MEMBER, SOCIAL POLICY
AND ACTION COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL
WORKERS; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. ELIZABETH WATKINS

)ir. BRoi)Y. Thank you very much.
My name is Stanley J. Brody, and I am appearing today represent-

ing the National Association of Social Workers. I am fin associate
professor with the departments of community medicine and psychia-
try and associate chief of the regional medical program at the Uni-
versity of 1Pennsylvania Medical School.

Accompanying me is 1)r. Elizabeth Watkins, associate professor
and chairman of the health concentration, at the School of Applied
Social Services, Case Western Reserve University.

On behalf of NASWT, a national organization with a membership
of 55,000 professional social workers, I wish to thank the members
of this committee for the opportunity to present our position regarding
)ending legislation on national health care.

We join with those who have expressed and documented the urgent
necessity for legislation which will meet the needs of the people of
this country. We do not propose to take the committee's time in re-
stating our written testimony. Rather we would like to highlight those
points we consider most important from our position of experience
and competence; 23,000 professional social workers are presently
serving in a variety of health settings. We feel paiticularlv competent
to present our position today, as a result of our accumulated knowledge
from daily experience with people who have been most vulnerable to
the shortcomings of the present system.

Any health care bill, to be supported by NASWT, should present a
functional as well as a disease-oriented approach. The key to such an
approach would be provision for a health-social service system which
maximizes the potential functioning and health maintenance of the
individual. Implicit in such an approach is the view that social as
well as physical and mental factors have equal weight in the prevention
and treatment of illness and the continuing care.

For example, while the aged have need for acute medical care, their
major requirement is in the continuum of services for the chronically
ill that will enable them to function optimally. A recent Senate com-
mittee report points up the environmental problems of concentrations
of the elderly poor isolated in neighborhoods which have experienced
radical changes, locked in by what has been euphemistically described
as substandard, low-cost housing; subject to malnutrition; lacking ap-
propriate transportation to the sources of medical care and other
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services; and often imprisoned in their own homes by an intense fear,
based on fact, of being subject to robbery and attack. Social disability
and consequent impairment of function arise in pait out of environ-
mental hazards. Just as mental and physical impairments develop and
mesh, so do environmental limitations.

The two main groups in our population who are particularly vul-
nerable to the onslaughts of illness are the children and the elderly.

There are 70 million children under 18 years of age in the United
States today, compirising 34 percent of the population. Currently the
amount spent by the Federal Government on health care for children
is less than $10 per year per child, yet children are our major consumers
of health service, they are dependent on others to seek their health
care; those they are dependent upon are in the lowest earning period of
their lives and subject to other calls on their incomes from aging
parents.

The aged consume healt-h services well beyond their numbers spend-
ing, despite medicare, more on health care than those in any other
group in the population. Four out of fire over 65 are chronically ill.
More than half of those over 75 suffer a significant. impairment of
function. We are in the middle of a population explosion of the over-
75. From 1960 to 1970 tlhe number has grown from 5.6 to 7.6 millions.

I might say that is three times the growth rate of the 65 to 70 age
group.

Given thepresent mortality expectations, there will be almost 11 mil-
lions of elderly over 75 in 1990.

The disease-oriented system has not and will not meet the needs of
these vulnerable groups. Medicare specifically has failed to respond
to the need for 'health-social service which are key to a continuum of
health care support.

Less than 3 percent of medicaid subscribers were reimbursed for
home-health care. The elderly disabled person, like "Catch-22's"
Yosarian, is put in a bind by medicare that unless he is sick enough to
require institutional care, he cannot receive identical services in his
own home. Home health agencies have restricted their services in re-
sponse to the disease-oriented aspects of the Medicare Act and its
administration.

There are other successful programs which support the functional
concept in addition to the disease limited orientation. Material and
infant care projects, children and youth projects, community mental
health and mental retardation center-s, and the Veterans' Adminis-
tration. programs are testimony to congressional wisdom as we have
all groped for solutions to the health delivery problem. They have
provided for a multidisciplinary approach whih has recognized the
equal importance of contributions from physicians and health-scial
service professionals including social workers in assuring the contin-
uum of health care.

The proposal which NASV can endorse out of our collective ex-
perience should include as clearly stated benefits to recipients and
specific reimbursements to the providers, the following list of health-
social services. These include five groupings of services, and we would
see these as specific benefits:

1. Supportive or extended medical services in the home which are
the function of the nurse, physical, occupational, or recreational thera-
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pist who carry out physicians' orders and observe and provide feed-
back to the monitoring physician.

2. Personal services which are keyed to personal hygiene, including
grooming, dressing, and bathing. Home-health aides perform these
services.

3. Maintenance services which include housekeeping, environmental
hygiene, and food preparation, isuallv the work of the homemaker.

4. Personal planning through which- the social worker assures that
the patient will be able to mobilize or use the resources of the health
care system and other related support systems.

5. Increasingly, linkages are being recognized as a vital set of serv-
ices without which available health care is not utilized. Outreach, in-
formation, referral, and health education are bound by communica-
tion and transportation in assuring utilization and effectiveness of
health services.

We believe that communities, consumers, and providers should have
a major voice in determining programatic priorities most relevant to
their health needs.

While H.R. 22, the Griffiths bill, comes closest to recognizing the
importance of public accountability and consumer-provider participa-
tion, we feel that it is not specific enough in creating a structure which
will incorporate these concepts.

We are particularly concerned that tihe bill calls for a Presidentially
appointed five-member Health Security Board with broad powers,
while it relegates consumer-provider participation to solely an advisory
role.

We recognize and applaud some of the concepts espoused in the
Griffiths-Kennedy bill. However, we must conclude that all of the
present health legislation falls fnr short of incorporating the compo-
nents and supportive framework for a functional and disease-oriented
health system. We feel that such a system must be implemented with
the inclusion of health social services if we are to effectively deal with
the present health crisis.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF DR. STANLEY J. BRODY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL
WORKERS

My name is Stanley J. Brody and I am appearing here today representing the
National Association of Social Workers. I am an Associate Professor with the
Department of Community Medicine and Associate Chief of the Regional Medical
Program at the University of Pennsylvania.

On behalf of NASW, a national organization with a membership of 52,000
professional social workers, I wish to thank the members of this Committee for
the opportunity to present our position regarding pending legislation on Na-
'tional Health Care.

We Join with 'those who have expressed and documented the dire need for
legislation which will result in a health delivery system truly relevant to the
needs of the people of this country. We do not propose to take 'the Committee's
time in re-stating present failures and gaps in the delivery of vital health serv-
ices so eloquently and clearly stated by Mr. Leonard Woodcock in his appear-
ance before this and other legislative bodies. The volume of proposed health
legislation is testimony enough to present failures. There is no doubt, that in
spite of widely divergent viewpoints, we are joined together by a common and
sincere concern of meeting the challenge before us: that of maximizing the
potential well-being of every American.

Twenty three thousand, seven hundred professional social workers are pres-
ently serving in a variety of health settings. We feel particularly competent to
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present our position today, as a result of our accumulated knowledge from daily
experiences with people who have been most vulnerable to the shortcomings of
the present system.

The relevancy and adequacy of a health care system ultimately must be meas-
ured by what it will mean to the aged and infirm in the single-room occupancy,
the undernourished and il-housed family, preoccul)iled in negotiating the health
hazards of their community, the desperate parents who deny the illness of a
disturbed child out of fear of losing him to a back ward of an institution.

Any health care bill, to be supported by NASW, should present a functional
as well as a disease-oriented al)proach. The key to such an approach would be
provision for a social service system that maximizes the potential functioning
and health maintenance of the individual. Implicit in such an approach is the
view that social as well as physical factors have equal weight in the prevention
and treatment of illness. A conceptual framework constructed on the basis of
understanding of the definition of health is a basic requirement for evaluating
any program which asserts that it is a compreheusive health plan. The goal of
an integrated health-social services delivery system would be most in keeping
with the World Health Organization's widely accepted definition of health as
"a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity".

The major criticism of the pending health proposals is that they continue a
disease orientation and in so doing, provide different formulas for more of the
same. If the new understandings of health are to be implemented, the tradi-
tional emphasis of medicine on disease and the institutions developed for its treat.
ment must be augmented by new institutional forms and emphasis. The hospital,
with its dramatic emphasis on acute episodic care, has consumed the major
share of fiscal, manpower, and facility resources. Like the automobile gasoline
engine, it has been refined to the point where it no longer is responsive to the
ecological needs of the community. A major problemm in health care is providing
the health-related supports where medicine ('an no longer alter or change the
disability.

The individual's index of health and his ability to rally from insults depend
not only on his own capacities but also on the supports necessary and available
to achieve optimum functioning.

Nowhere is the need for a more creative and responsive health system more
dramatically illustrated than in the plight of our aged population. Any health
system which continues to be disease oriented will not meet the increasing
needs of the aging community. While the aged have need for acute medical care,
their major requirement is in the continuum of services for the chronically ill
that will enable them to function optimally. A recent Senate Committee report
points up the environmental problems of concentrations of the elderly poor iso-
lated in neighborhoods which have experienced radical changes, locked in by
what has been euphemistically described as sub-standard, low-cost housing; sub-
ject to malnutrition; lacking apl)propriate transp)ortation to the sources of medical
care and other services; and often Imprisoned in their own homes by an intense
fear, based on fact, of being subject to robbery and attack. Social disability and
consequent impairment of function arise in part out of environmental hazards.
Just as medical and physical impairments develop and mesh, so do environmental
limitations.

Lack of information can also be characterized as an environmental hazard.
Everywhere services are available, they are either complexly organized, physi-
cally dispersed, inadequately advertised, or encrusted with eligibility require-
ments all of which deter and discourage their utilization by the elderly and the
families for whom they were hopefully designed. Thus, a system of compre-
hensive health care delivery should not only provide medical and health re-
sources, but should include those support services that would eiiable the elderly
who are physically disabled mnd/or mentally impaired to utilize those resources.

We can compare the need for a similar system-orientation when viewing the
needs of others who are most vulnerable to the inequities of the present system:
children, the economically disadvantaged, the ill and disabled regardless of class.
In a paper )resented at the Social Workers Symposium of the Massachusetts
Heart Association, Chauncey Alexander, Executive Director of NASW, noted
that "the entire spectrum of the diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation of
coronary patients is replete with examples of neglect of the social aspects. For
example, the experience of the Los Angeles County Heart Association's Work
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Evaluation Unit, with more than 1,000 patients, was that 82 percent could return
to the same or equal work, 20 percent of those at higher work levels than before.
These figures were the reverse of the prevailing medical and community attitudes
on work capability of coronary patients. Underestimation of cardiac capabilities
and lack of knowledge of vocational energy requirements-the social application
of medical knowledge-were the l)rimary causes". Other illustrations are cited
pin-pointing the social aspects of cardio-vascular disorders and concluding that
supportive programs, comprehensive in scope, aimed at the integration of services
as well as dealing with community, familial and individual attitudes, must be
initiated and give relevancy to the medical advances it eardlo-vascular disease.
In essence, the patient remains a patient until those social components are dealt
with, which allow his restoration to optinmm functioning. The same kinds of
)roblems may be encountered in the field of child health, where the physician may
identify the health problem such as anemia or malnutrition but underlying cause
may be social and thus must be incorporated Into plans for treatment. In the field
of mental health, there is increasing emphasis on a conununity-oriented team
approach to the problems of emotional and mental disability. There is increasing
concern in dealing with those social factors, or pressures which may be ego dam-
aging and related to the onset of Illness, unemployment, poor housing, a demeaning
welfare system, to name but a few. There is increasing recognition on the part
of mental health facilities for the development of linkages between agencies
which would result in the delivery of maximum services with a minimum of stress.

A study conducted by the Special Services I)ivision of the Department of Social
Services in 1970, revealed that virtually none of the patients discharged from
State Hospital facilities and referred for )ublic assistance, could be found or
traced to a community facility one year after the (late of discharge. In most cases
the hospital and Department of Social Services had failed to institute appropriate
follow-up and thus the patient had been "lost" in a network of agencies "passing
the buck". While obviously, a health system cannot account for all the indignities
suffered by individuals and their families, it must, nevertheless, provide linkages
to other systems which are already in a position to advocate creation or iple-
mentation of such supports.

We consider the following concepts crucial to a functionally and disease-oriented
health system :

1. A non-categorical universal government health insurance program, with equal
access to all Anmericans.&-The Health Security Act, sponsored by Senator Kennedy
and Representative Martha Griffiths, offers the best benefit structure of the major
proposals. We are opposed, however, to the limitations which it places on dental
and I)sychiatric care. We fully support the concept of no deductibles, no co-
Insurance and no means test.

Our experience has indicated that the complexity of waiting periods, deducti-
bles and co-Insurance (Iiscourages early utiliW tion of 'health services, especially
those of a preventive nature.

2. Health-Social Services Integrated System.-Medical Services must take
their place as part-and only part-of the continuum of health care. All current
health proposals concentrate mainly on physicians' services and on institutional
providers. The Javits, Kennedy, Health Insurance A.soiation, and American HIos-
pital Association l)roposed plans include the need for Allied Health Manpover
training and development. However, they Implicitly relegate health professionals
to secondary status within thie health delivery system, thereby perpetuating the
Idea of a medically-focused health delivery system. This can be clearly seen in
the Kennedy bill provision for private vendor payments to physician. Social
Workers have and are serving as private individual vendors of services in a
variety of health settings; as counselors, therapists, consultants and as sach are
entitled to the same reinbursement for services as physicians.
The Health-Social Services system provides for continuum of care. It is based

firmly on the team approach. At one point, the physician plays the principal role
and at the other times, depending on the situation and need, the social worker
or other allied health professional (with the physician in a consultative role).

Health-Social Services in the community closely conforms to parallel functions
in the in-patient acute hospital. The five components of health-social service,,--
personal services, supportive medical services, personal care, main mmtenance, coun-
selling and linkages-are common to both in-patient and community care. In-
creasingly, linkages are being recognized as a vital set of services without which
available health care is not utilized.
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The social work profession has a major role in the development of a linkage
system il which we not only insure that patients receive health social-service
supports for optimum functioning but also Urough research we indicate needs
for changes in social policy.

3. Consumer aid Prorider Con trol of Hcaltit System.-If one is not to be
bogged down in another bureaucratic medicare experience, there must be allow-
ance for strong consumer participation at policy-formulating and decisionmiaking
levels.

We endorse the Kennedy bill's advocacy of "Public control of basic policies
governing the program and full public accountability for its financial and opera-
tional activities".

However, its recommended administrative and policymaking structure would
not appear to support the above. Decisionmaking authority is heavily centralized
i the five-iemnber, president-appointed Health Security Board, with few pro-

visions for autonomy at a local or regional level.
While the Kennedy bill Is the only major health proposal to strongly incor-

porate the concept of consumer input, we are critical of the fact that it relegates
the consumer to a purely advisory role. It is ambiguous and vague regarding
the extent of consumer input into basic policies governing the program. Tile bill
would establish an Advisory Council to the Health Security Board, of which
consumer representatives will constitute a majority membership. Although the
Health Security Board will be required to consult regularly with the Council, the
Board will control expenditures from the Trust Fund, establish national benefit
patterns, .et standards of participation and develop l)olicy gui(lelines! We doubt
that public accountability would be developed under such an administrative
structure.

A truly preventive and relevant health system is one which seeks the involve-
ment of people; a delivery system In which a community has a stake. We be-
lieve that communities and consumers should lave a major voice In determining
programatic priorities most relevant to their health needs.

Present proposed legislation is vague and fails to cite effective mechanisms
or to define the limits and extent of citizen or consumer )articipation In the
proposed systems. We specifically recommend that National Health Care legis-
lation include the concept of consumer-provider controlled health systems. We
consider this a major provision for a humanly viable system.

Medicaid and Medicare, by its failure, and the Children and Youth Compre-
hensive Care Programs, by their success, have demonstrated the significance of
prevention and the need for health social-services.

It is significant that Congress has developed and supported the Veterans Ad-
ministration Program and the Children and Youth Comprehensive Care Program,
both of which have given us some experience in establishing continuum of care.
We tire glad to note that the Social Work Professional is not alone in seeing the
need for a continuum of medical Health-Social Services.

We recognize and applaud some of the concel)ts espoused In the Kennedy-
Griffiths Bill, most notable of which is the concept of consumer participation and
public accountability. However, we must conclude that present health legislation
falls far short of incorporating the components and supportive framework for a
functionally and disease-oriented health system. We feel that such a system
must be Implemented if we are to effectively deal with the present health crisis.

Dr. BRODY. Thank you very much for allowing us to testify before
you this afternoon.

Mr. VANiK. Thank you very much, J)r. Brody.
Does Dr. Watkins want to add to your statement?
Dr. WATKINS. No, unless there are questions.
Mr. VANIK. I appreciate your testimony, and I applaud your taking

a firm position on the legislation.
We are anxious to get a reading from as many witnesses a3 possible

concerning the variety of proposals that have been submitted, and we
certainly appreciate your far-reaching and courageous statement this
afternoon.

Our next witness will be Jane Keeler on behalf of the Visiting Nurse
Association of New Haven, Conn.
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STATEMENT OF JANE D. KEELER, PRESIDENT, COUNCIL OF HOME
HEALTH AGENCIES AND COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES, NA-
TIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING; ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. LEAH
HOENIG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE COUNCIL

Miss KEELER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Jane D. Keeler, and I am the director of the Visiting Nurse
Association of New Haven, Conn., an accredited community health
service. I am also the president of the Council of Home Health Agen-
cies and Community Health Services of the National League for Nurs-
ing, and it is in that capacity that I appear before you today. I am
accompanied by Mrs. Leah -Hoenig, the executive director of the
council.

The council is the national spokesman for over 1,400 home health
and community health agencies throughout the country and includes in
its membership the majority of the large community health agencies.
These agencies provide services to people outside of hospitals; in other
words, in patients' homes, in schools, ambulatory centers and other
community settings such as senior centers and neighborhood health
centers.

The scope of health care provided through such agencies includes
services directed toward reservation and restoration of health, pre-
vention of disease and disability, as well as therapeutic care and re-
habilitation in the presence of 'illness. The delivery of services is ac-
complished through working with individuals, with'families, and with
groups. All age groups are served.

Our work with families extends to the health status and health
needs of all family members. Health teaching and counseling ranges
from fostering basic sound health practices to concern with critical
health problems such as drug abuse, the increasing incidence of verte-
real disease, mental and emotional disturbances, and infant and mater-
nal mortality and morbidity. In addition, we consult with patients,
their families and other components of the health care team to deter-
mine the most appropriate patient care plan with particular reference
to the utilization of hospitals, nursing homes, and community health
services.

Community health agencies utilize the services of nurses, physical
therapists, occupational therapists, physicians, social workers, nutri-
tionists, home health aides, and speech and hearing therapists. There-
fore:

Recommendation No. 1: The Council of Home Health Agencies
and Community Health Services fully supports the enactment of
legislation that would authorize a program of national health insur-
ance for all our citizens.

At this time we are not prepared to wholly endorse or reject the
provisions of any of the several legislative proposals in behalf of
national health insurance that fall within the jurisdiction of this com-
mittee. We are confident the measure approved by the committee will
be the product of the careful consideration of the many complex factors
that are involved. On the basis of our experience in the health care field,
however, we urge that favorable consideration be given to several prin-
ciples in the adoption of the final bill.
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It is axiomatic that, the finance of health care services is a. deter-
mining factor that affects the organization and delivery of health
care services. Wlien voluntary health insurance programs expanded
sharply following World War 1I the emplhasis with respect to covered
services was focused on hospital care, the most expensive health care
service.

The irony of the situation is that, the availability of this most
expensive health care service sharply expanded the utilization of
hospitals while care at home in many iiistances would have been more
appropriate and much less costly. But, care at home was not covered
by insurance. Between 1940 and 1965 the number of admissions to
general hospitals increased from 74.3 per 1,000 population to 145.5
per 1,000.

The enactment of medicare further contributed to the delnand for
hospital care and its costs by making it possible for senior citizens to
pay for hospitalization. Hospital costs have doubled over the past 5
years. Under existing law a part, A medicare beneficiary must be
hospitalized before ie is eligible for home health services. 'The finan-
cial incenti 1'e, therefore, is for hoslpitalization. In addition, the empha-
sis of medicare is on the l)ayment of curative as opposed to 1)reventive
health services.

There are many elderly people who have slim prospects for total
recovery, but who have the need for 1)art-time intermittent skilled
nursing oI)servation, preventive and restorative services. Changes in
the patient's )hysical or emotional condition may alternate between
an acute or stable state, requiring observation, change in regimen and
medication. )enial of reimbursement. for intermittent skilled nursing
or therapeutic services to these individuals in their homes under the
present regulation has, in many instances, resulted in the patient being
served in a hospital or extended care facility at much higher cost
to the taxpayer. Therefore:

Recommendation No. 2: The Council of Home Health Agencies and
Community Health Services urges the Congress to adopt national
health insurance provisions that will give priority to preventive health
services and provide incentives to care for people on an out-of-hospital
basis.

The cost of health care cannot be considered in the absence of stand-
ards of care and the quality of health care services. Consequently, we
believe that any national health insurance legislation should provide
for quality performance standards on the part of providers.

In the interests of improving the quality of community health
services, the National League for Nursing and the American Public
Health Association cosponsor a national accreditation program for
community health agencies. The criteria are more comprehensive than
those required for certification under medicare for home health agen-
cies and should be required for community health agencies participat-
ing under the national health insurance program that is approved.

In addition there is no provision under existing law for the utiliza-
tion review Drocess for home health agencies that is now required for
hospitals. This process is a safeguard against overutilization and
should be extended to home health services.

Therefore, recommendation No. 3: The Council of Home Health
Agencies and Community Health Services recommends that the Con-
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gress require high standards for all national health insurance pro-
viders, including home health agencies, and that the utilization review
process be extended to and required of home health and community
health care agencies.

The need is great for redirection of the health care system from the
narrow concept of "medical care in institutions during periods of
acute illness" to one of "health care which include improvement and
maintenance of health, prevention of diseases, curative and rehabili-
tive services." In te restructure necessitated by this change in focus
it would be wasteful to encourage the development of agencies or
services which lpaiallel or compete in communities with existing
agencies who provide quality services. We have seen the results of
funding which encouraged the establishment of agencies whose serv-
ices duplicated those provided by existing community agencies. Fail-
ure of the new agencies to coordinate with the existing community
agencies by contract or similar mechanisms has led to overlapping,
increase in administrative costs, confusion for communities, with in-
sufficient evidence that the new independent services lead to improved
care for people.

Therefore, recommendation No. 4: The Council of Home Health
Agencies and Community Health Services urges the Congress to
provide for the most effective us, of existing health care resources
and the elimination of duplication of health care resources in the
enactment of national health insurance. To avoid the existing dupli-
cating and fragmentation that now exists at the Federal level in the
case of health care programs, we recommend a single organizational
unit for the administration of national health insurance. Such a unit
might be a Department of Health-at the Federal level-and it should
make provision for consultation from community health agencies and
other providers.

To reduce inpatient care, further reduce hospital costs, and pro-
vide for coordinated care through early referrals to community health
agencies, we recommend that community health agencies be permit-
ted to employ home health service coordinators whose salaries
would be fully reimbursable. Such coordinators would work with the
physician, patient and family to develop appropriate posthospital
plans for the care of the patient.

Therefore, recommendation No. 5: The Council of Home Health
Agencies and Community Health Services urges the Congress to re-
quire inpatient providers under national health insurance to affiliate
with community health agencies and to encourage full utilization of
such agencies.

I am attaching three resolutions that are pertinent to the considera-
tion of national health insurance. These resolutions were approved by
the National League for Nursing membership on May 12, 1971.

Thank you for the opportunity to present these recommendations.
We will be glad to answer any questions you might have.

(Attachment to Miss Keeler's statement follows:)
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NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR NURSING

(Resolutions approved by the NLN Membership May 12, 1971)

RESOLUTION I

Whereas, National legislation has yet to make available to all people of this
country a fiscally sound, coordinated, and adequate system of health care to
the people, despite the fact that more public and private funds than ever before
have been expended for health, and

Whereas, The present distribution of funds inhibits the full utilization of health
case knowledge and techniques, particularly in relation to the control of pre-
ventable diseases, and

Whereas, An adequate health care system should provide for the following:
1. Care on the basis of need rather than on the basis of geographical loca-

tion or ability to pay,
2. Preservation and restoration of health, prevention of disease and dis-

ability, as well as therapeutic treatment of the sick,
3. Insurance coverage for health care in homes and in ambulatory settings

as well as in institutions,
4. Planning by consumers and providers of care to establish priorities for

health care, taking into account the cost and variations in health problems
of certain groups of people and in certain geographical locations, and

5. Education programs related to smoking, drug abuse, environment and
other factors that affect health.

Whereas, The crisis in health care in this country transcends differences in politi-
cal views and calls for concerted efforts of all health agencies to work to-
gether; therefore be it
Resolved, That members of the National League for Nursing urge the speedy

passage of federal legislation which will make high quality health care readily
accessible to all segments of our society; include all aspects of health care serv-
ices with greater emphasis on the preventive as well as therapeutic aspects of
care; and include financing mechanisms which make health care services more
readily available to all citizens and, at the same time, provide appropriate con-
trols of health care costs.

RESOLUTION II

The present outcry for a dramatic change in the delivery of health care can
be satisfied only with a coordinated approach in which the consumer, the pro-
vider, the payor, and the giver of health care all participate. An adequate
delivery system requires preventive as well as therapeutic and restorative
services delivered to people where they are and in response to what they need
and want, and given in such a way that all health personnel function to the
level of their potential.

Whereas, The effective redesigning of the health care system requires respon-
sible collaboration among all human service disciplines and health care clients,
and

Whereas, The wise utilization of all health personnel, and their distribution
to meet consumer needs depends upon understandings by all of the roles of each
participant, including the consumer, and

Whereas, There is a continuum of health care needed at various stages of
wellness and illness, and various levels and kinds of care are appropriate at
different stages, and

Whereas, Incentives are needed which are directed to keeping patients ambu-
latory and functional insofar as is compatible with the health status of the

,person, using all health facilities as economically as possible; therefore be it
Resolved, That the National League for Nursing request the President of the

United States to call a White House Conference on Heatlh Care to establish
national priorities to create an effective, efficient, and economical health care
delivery system which guarantees each individual access to a full range of
preventive, therapeutic, and restorative services; and be it further

Resolved, That representatives of the consumers, providers, payors, and givers
of health care be invited to attend this White House Conference on Health
Care and address themselves to all aspects of the health care system including
manpower needs, facilities, financing, and distribution of services; and be it
further

7
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Resolved, That the National League for Nursing urge national health, health
related, and consumer organizations to support this request to the President.

RESOLUTION III

Whereas, The costs of health care continue to escalate, and
Whereas, Care delivered at the home level of the health care system in

general has been demonstrated to be less costly than in hospitals as well as
highly acceptable to those receiving such care, and

Whereas, Home health agencies have demonstrated their capacity to deliver
high quality of patient care in the patient's home; therefore be it

Resolved, That the National League for Nursing affirm the need for continued
emphasis on the utilization of home health services; that efforts be initiated
and continued to avoid duplication of such services at the community level
and that existing home health care agencies presently providing patient care
services be utilized in any community level development, restructuring, or re-
organization of health care services; and be it further

Resolved, That positions taken by the National League for Nursing relating
to national health care coverage and the restructuring of the health care delivery
system reflect the significance of home health care in the total delivery system.

Mr. DUNCAN. May I commend you upon your excellent present.a-
tion. I realize you have given it great thought and study. In fact, I
think it is one of the finest statements we have received at these
hearings during the past 2 weeks. We thank you very much for your
contribution.

You say between 1961 and 1965 hospital admissions increased from
74.3 percent per 1,000 of population to 145.5 per 1,000 population. Has
it been on the increase since then ?

Miss KEELER. I frankly would not be able to answer that question
with any degree of accuracy. I would presume the escalation has con-
tinued and particularly in view of the fact that the medicare pro-
gram, which expanded the availability to more individuals in their
older years, came into being in 1966. I think we can presume that that
rate has continued to increase.

Mr. DUNCAN. Do you think it would be less if we had better and
more health care at home?

Miss KEELER. We certainly support that premise, particularly as it
relates to the present law under part A, and unless the individual is
admitted to the hospital, he is not entitled to home benefits. We feel
there would be many situations in which individuals could be quite
adequately cared for at home.

Mr. DUNCAN. I think the Veterans' Administration has been very
successful in moving veterans out of the hospital and into home care
programs.

Miss KEF.LERm They have recently assisted some of their members
with aid and assistance.

Mr. VANIK. Thank you very much, Miss Keeler. We appreciate your
being here.

Miss KIErER. Thank you.
Mr. VANIK. Our next witness is 0. L. Frost, Jr., member of the

Federal A affairs Committee of the Los Angeles Area Chamber of
Commerce.

You may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF 0. L. FROST, JR., ON BEHALF OF LOS ANGELES
AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. FROST. Mr. Chairman, my name is 0. L. Frost Jr., "and I am
vice president of Occidental Life Insurance Co. of dalifornia, here
today representing the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce, a
nonprofit organization with over 2,500 member business organizations
from five southern California counties: Ventura, Los Angeles, River-
side, San Bernardino, and Orange.

We are grateful for an opportunity to be heard on this important
matter of health care.

To conserve your time, I will briefly summarize our statement at
this time, and request permission to file our full statement for the
record.

Mr. VANIK. Without objection, your full statement will appear in
the record at this point.

(Mr. Frost's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF 0. L. FROST, JR., Los ANGELES AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. Chairman: My name is Otis L. Frost, Jr. I am a vice president of Occidental
Life Insurance Company of California here today representing the Los Angeles
Area Chamber of Commerce, a nonprofit organization, with over 2500 member
business organizations spread through five Southern California Counties.* The
Chamber represents a broad spectrum of the business community from the very
smallest to very largest.

On June 3, 1971, the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce Board of Direc-
tors adopted the following resolution:

That the Board of Directors of the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Com-
merce support the principle of the institution of an efficient national health-
care system which will maximize access to such a system for all citizens, with
minimum government participation, and prominent private enterprise par-
ticipation, and which will seek to balance the supply of and demand for
healthcare services; and

That the Board of Directors endorse the basic principles contained in the
Administration program and the health insurance industry proposal, or a
combination thereof, which would preserve and encourage the private enter-
prise approach to health care; and

That the Board of Directors vigorously oppose the so-called Kennedy plan,
or similar proposals, which would create a federalized health care system.

This resolution was based upon the recommendation of the Chamber's Federal
Affairs Committee which studied the current healthcare situation in depth
through a special subcommittee under the chairmanship of this witness. Much
of the following material was the basis for that committee's and the directors'
actions.

BACKGROUND

In recent months It has become politically fashionable to decry the terrible
healthcare crisis in the United States. Often the implied scenario depicts a
system on the verge of collapse, unwilling or unable to respond to the Just
needs of any of its citizens. And yet, a dispassionate look at some of the relevant
facts discloses no crisis of capability, but rather a crisis of recognition that, in
an era when our nation's health has never been better, there are many who are
ill-cared for-that Is a time of plenty, there is want. Thus, the crisis of recog-
nition comes from the realization that our system is basically capable but, for
a variety of reasons, is not doing the full Job we would like.

But let us depart from essay and move Into the world of perspective achieved
through analysis of carefully Juxtaposed facts.

*Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, Ventura.
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Statistics since 1950 show that life expectancy has Increased 3.4 percent,
Infant mortality has dropped 2.3 percent, and maternal mortality has gone
down 6o percent. Between 1960 and 1968, the days lost from work per person
have decreased by 3.5 per(-ent, and the (lays lost from school per person have
decreased 7.5 percent.

And yet, to gain insight Into these figures one must look to the experience of
similarly situated countries. Such comparisons are imperfect and must be used
with considerable caution, but with this in mind, note that Sweden, which
devotes about as much of its national I)roduct to health as the United States
does, has an Infant. death rate that is about half that of the United States; 12
countries have lower maternal death rates; 17 countries have longer life ex-
pectancles for their men ; and 10 have longer life expectancies for their women.
However imperfect the comparison, these facts show a disparity between what
has been accomplished in the United States and what may be possible.

Another set of figures Indicates that the national effort to purchase better
health has been exl)anding at a rapid rate. For exami)le, in 1960, total health-
care expenditures were 26 million dollars or 5.3 percent of GNIP. In 1970, total
heaithcare expenditures were 67 billion dollars or 7 percent of GNP.

In greater detail, the 1970 figures amount to $324 Ix, r person. In fact, the 1970
figure is $33 per person higher than the 1969 figure-an increase of 12 percent.
The public sector has increas-ed its pace of healthcare expenditures from 25
Ixrcent in 1966 to more than 37 percent in 1970, and Federal contributions have
risen even more rapidly from 3.5 billion dollars in 1960 to 21 billion dollars in
1970. The annual rate of growth in healthcare expenditures since 1929 has been
7.4 percent. However, the rate of growth In the latter half of the 60's was 12
percent.

However, a further look at the statistics relating to healthcare expenditures
uncovers the startling fact that 60 percent of the growth In expenditures has
been solely for Inflation ! In the last four years, hospital costs have risen at an
average rate of 13 percent a year, and In 1970 rose 15 percent over 199. The
costs of hospitalization rose to an average of $70 a day in 1969 with $100 a day
not uncommon in many big city hospitals. Physicians' fee's have been increasing
at more than twice the rate of the consumer price Index. In 1970, the average
expenditure per Ixeron for physicians' fees was $62. In 1969, Americans spent
half as much on medical (are as they did on food, and the bill for health serv-
ices is rising faster than the bill for food. The amount spent. for the average
family of four in 1969 was more than $1,000; just three years earlier it had
been under $750. And for 1persons of retirement age, the bill in 1909 was almost
$700 each, up from $423 In 1966.

Other indices show that healthcare resources have been growing faster than
the population. Hospital beds per 1,000 people have risen from 12.4 in 1963 to
13.5 In 1969. Between 1950 and 1966, when the population grew by 29 percent,
the number of peoplee In health occupations grew by more than 90 percent. From
1960 to 1966, the percentage of the labor force representing health workers rose
from 2.9 percent to 3.7 percent. In the same period, the number of physicians rose
by 34 percent.

But as before, a further examination of the statistics reveals that the 34 per-
cent Increase In the number of physicians since 1960 still leaves this country se-
riously short of the needed physicians. We find that 130 counties in the United
States have no private doctors at all and that number is growing. The national
average is one doctor per 630 persons, but over one-third of the United States'
counties have a per capita rate that is less than one-third that high. There are
1,000 Midwest towns that have no physicians at all. In New York City, some areas
have one doctor for every 200 people, and yet In other areas we find only one
doctor for every 12,000. In Chicago, inner-city neighborhoods have 1,700 fewer
physicians than ten years ago.

Perhaps the most controversial issue is the best method of financing health-
care and therefore an appraisal of the record of the private sector Is of special
importance. We find a substantial increase in health insurance coverage over the
last two or three decades. In 1950. only 50 percent of the population had any
health Insurance. By 1970, over .90 percent of the civilian, noninstitutionalized
population under 65 had private hospital insurance. In greater detail, in 1940
only 12.3 million persons had hospital coverage; in 1950, 76.6 million were so
covered; and by 1970. 175.2 million had this coverage. In 1940, only 5.4 million
had surgical benefits and none had major medical. By 1950, 54.2 million had
surgical benefits but there was still no major medical. However. In 1970, we found
162.1 million had surgical and 76.2 million had major medical.
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In recent years the type of insurance coverage has been shifting to more all-
inclusive comprehensive coverage--the major medical expense type of policies
which pay virtually all kinds of hospital ;and medical care in or out of a hos-
pital, prescribed by a physician, including drugs, nurses, and prosthetic appli-
ances. Maximum benefits usually range between $10,000 and $50,000 and higher.
The number of persons under age 65 covered by this type of Insurance grew from
70.4 million at the end of 1969 to 76.2 million at the end of 1970. Dental insurance
is a new coverage but it is showing good growth-benefits paid grew $60 million
in 1970 to $138 million and persons covered reached 6.6 million. Disability in-
come insurance to replace lost wages while Ill has grown rapidly and benefits paid
in 1970 reached $1.7 billion. Rehabilitation coverage and other experimental plans
are available, providing new concepts in financing medical care. Of course, there
has been a great increase in protection for the aged and the poor through the
Medi-Care and Medicaid programs.

But, though exact comparative figures are difficult to establish because quasi-
health expenditures (toothpaste, bandaids, aspirin, veterinarian fees, etc.) are
included In the private benefit payments of $15 billion leave a substantial gap.
Thus, despite the fast advance of health insurance, the remaining financing
problem is large.

Finally, the evidence shows a general profusion of Impressive new techniques,
powerful new drugs, and splendid facilities. Penicillin and sulfa drugs are com-
monplace. Polio vaccine has virtually wiped out the once dreaded disease. Tu-
berculosis Is relatively a minor problem today. Open heart surgery and organ
transplants are not regarded as unusual. Computers and electronic devices have
aided tremendously In diagnosis and treatment of health problems. Medical re-
search In recent years has given some hope that the two major killers, heart
disease and cancer, can be overcome.

But of what value are these to the poor who in many instances do not bene-
fit at all from far less sophisticated treatments. Fifty percent of children living
in families whose incomes are below the designated poverty line are never
immunized against childhood illnesses. The disability rate for families below
the poverty line is 5,0 percent higher than for families with $10,000 or more
Income per year. It hardly needs to be said that poverty breeds illness and Ill-
ness, more poverty.

The positive Im)ression created by the fact that Medicaid has now spread to
48 of the 50 states is moderated by the realization that only one-third of the
estimated poverty population received services under this program In 1970.
Only 133,000 of an estimated 750,000 women and infants In low-income circum-
stances received comI)rehensive maternity and infant care. Note also that 16 of
the participating states got 80 percent of the money and two, New York and
California, got 30 percent of the money, although they only have 20 percent of
tbe population.

Thus, what we find in the above litany of statistics Is a maldistribution of
what we have, a maldistribution of the financing with which to have it, and an
inflationary spiral in the cost of having it. Admittedly, these are Interrelated
problems that must be simultaneously attacked, but whose causes must be in-
dividually identified before the coordinated attack can begin.

What then are some of the causes of this dislocation and inflation?

CAUSES

Take as a beginning point the doctor problem. While there has been a heavy
population migration to the cities, I)hysicians and other healthcare personnel
have sought the amenities of the suburb. Also, fewer services-are available from
primary-care physicians (general practitioners, pediatricians, and Internists)
because their numbers are declining. This decline Is brought about by an in-
creased emphasis on specialization in medical schools, which to some extent
has been encouraged by the greater prestige and income that attends such spe-
cialization. In fact, some medical schools almost seem to regard the family
physician with contempt.

More importantly as a cause, however, is the orientation of the medical care
system. The system is directed to acute rather than diagnostic-preventive medi-
cine. There are few incentives to prevent illness or to diagnose illness and treat
before the problem becomes acute.

Another known impact on costs whose quantitative effect is hard to measure is
malpractice litigation. Recoveries have grown so that malpractice insurance
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costs have risen 10 percent per year for the past five years. Many doctors can-
not purchase protection at any price. Consequently, many feel doctors have be-
come overly cautious, thereby leading to ordering excessive tests or lengthening
hospital stays to avoid any ground for suit. Such a situation also discourages the
use of physicians' assistants and causes further deterioration in the doctor-pa-
tient trust relationship.

In relation to cost, the role of Medi-Care and Medicaid has been a substantial
factor. Such programs have been willing to reimburse hospital expenses at cost,
which means that there have been few incentive. to hold down costs, to seek
means of increasing the productivity of health manpower or to substitute capital
for labor. Also, Medi-Care provides that physicians will be paid their customary
fees, In many cases, physicians had been giving care free of charge or at prices
below what they consider to be their value. As a result of Medi-Care, there
was a rapid jump in the cost of physicians' "customary" fees for services. In
general, Medi-Care and Medicaid increased effective demand for services without
Increasing their supply.

Note also that in the healthcare insurance area only half of those covered have
coverage for out-patient and laboratory services or for treatment in the I)llysi-
elan's office or in the insured's home. As a result, there is an overutilization of
expensive hospital facilities. The average hospital stay is one day longer today
than it was eight years ago. In some areas, one-fourth of the available hospital
beds are occupied by patients who could get better care on the outside. In fact,
one estimate says that if the average length of hospital stay could be reduced by
one day, 1.7 billion dollars could be saved per year.

Much more detail in the form of statistics, illustrative stories, etc., about the
nature and cause of the current healthcare situation is available in lengthier
studies. However, we hope that the foregoing adequately substantiates our con-
clusions as to the basic nature and cause of the problem and we believe that the
general thrust of the remarks would be concurred in by most every responsible
spokesman iln the field, despite his particular emphasis on the facts. The disagree-
nent among the many spokesmen in this field comes as to the manner in which
these fundamentals should be attacked. After carefully analyzing what is possi-
ble in relation to what is desirable, and after carefully considering those motiva-
tions and apl)roaches that have best served Americans in the past when con-
fronted with a substantial )roblem in their way of life that arouses their usually
humanitarian spirit, we believe that a program incorporating the following
principles will best accomplish the task before us.

1. Heavy participation, by the private sector
One of the basic problems as described earlier is that of financing the cost

of healthcare. It is generally agreed that an insurance mechanism will be
utilized (as contrasted by a socialized medicine system as found in Great Bri-
tain). Thus, the question becomes-who will fund and operate it? (There are
also interrelated questions of inflation control, ability to pay, etc., that will be
discussed elsewhere.)

The Chamber believes that the record shows a good effort to date by the private
sector in this area; a record that justifies continued confidence in this sector
given a proper mandate.

The statistics noted earlier relating to the growth in insurance coverages
clearly demonstrate that this mechanimn has played an important role and is
constantly seeking new ways in which to play a greater and more effective role.
A great body of expertise has developed within this industry that enables it to
do as effective a job as it does. However, there are also some serious short-
comings which were pointed out but which can be taken care of by a combination
of Government direction and incentive with a great effort on the part of the
involved companies. We believe that the past performance of this industry justi-
fies the conclusion that it can effectively respond in the future. We are of the
opinion that the best course in the circumstance where a system has per-
formed well, but needs improvement, is not to discard the system, but rather
to build upon its strengths and to correct its weaknesses. There is no justifica-
tion for discarding the accumulated experience of thousands of persons in pref-
erence to the creation of a new, untried, untested, monolithic Federal Bureau.
Destruction of a tested system which has shown capabilities of change and
adaptation is wasteful, especially when contrasted with the inevitable costly
and duplicative mistakes that will be made by a new untried system. Retention
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of the private system preserves an element of cost consciousness which would be
completely lacking in a monolithic system. Retention of the private system
preserves an element of healthy competition which will strive to produce better
service at lower cost; such motivation would be lacking in a monolithic system.

The government should set certain minimum standards for insurance pro-
tection and then through a mandate or incentive program ensure that all Ameri-
cans are covered (whether employed or self-employed). The success of such
a privately administered program is augured by that of group insurance cur-
rently being marketed. At the same time, the government should be sure that such
protection applies to any delivery system selected, be it HMO or private physician.

Such a program, because of the many different carriers involved, would have the
necessary flexibility to account for the extreme vulnerability of the small busi-
nessman to the cost of health programs. Whereas a monolithic system like some
of those currently under consideration would no doubt lead to a situation like
the current unfortunate impasse of Social Security. These taxes have become
so burdensome (particularly for small businessmen) as to be of great concern.
This is the classic example of the lack of cost -consciousness and consequent
spiralling inflation attendant upon government bureaucracies.

But if there is to be this pxartnershil) between government and business, some
consideration must be given to the regulation of the industry that will operate
the partnership.

2. State regulation of thc insurance industry
The Chamber believes that the track record of state regulatory bodies of the

health insurance industry has been quite good. As in any regulatory enterprise,
there are exceptions. However, most of the state insurance departments have,
like the industry that they regulate, developed considerable expertise in their
business. As noted in the discussion above, it would be wasteful and unjustifiable
to discard such expertise in an area as vital as this. Consequently, the Chamber
believes that regulation of the health industry should be preserved at the
state level.

However, the Industry also recognizes that the problem of healthcare is a
national one and that certain national standards must be met. The Ohamber
further recognizes that if the national government is to mandate or provide
incentives for certain minimum coverages, that it must be able to guarantee that
such coverages will be provided for sums expended. The Chamber further realizes
that certain other national controls may be desirable. Consequently, the Chamber
believes that it is desirable that national standards be set and periodically re-
viewed by a national commission of one description or another. But, the Chamber
emphasizes the importance of leaving enforcement to state regulatory bodies who
are much more effectively equipped to perform that enforcement that would 'be
any newly created government bureaucracy. To the extent that individual states
are unwilling or unable to perform this task, then and only then should the
Federal Government participate in this aspect of the enterprise.
S. Provisions for inflation

Tihe Chamber has identified several aspects of the basic inflationary problem.
A primary one, of course, is supply and demand. Consequently, a further expan-
sion of financing demand without any increase in the services supply will
exacerbate this problem. Thus, any legislative program that attempts to confront
the problems of national healthcare must, of necessity, provide for increased
support to medical education and research; must provide for increased use of
medical assistants so that existing services can serve a larger number of people
than is currently possible; must encourage greater use of ambulatory care facili-
ties, prepaid group practices, and so on. Community healthcare planning must
be improved to 'better distribute current and future health resources.

fThe Chamber recognizes that there will be a lag in time between the increased
support of medical education and subsequent increase of physician output. There
will be similar lags in other programs to increase supply in an effort to reduce
cost. Therefore, the Chamber suggests that whatever changes are made in the
financing ssytem, they be phased in on a schedule which is coordinated with that
during which the supply of services is growing. This will minimize inflationary
pressures. At the same time, the Chamber believes that wherever possible persons
must have some involvement in the cost of their medical care. Such involvement,
through the use of insurance and deductibles, can go a long way toward dis-
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couraging overutilization. At the same time, the Chamber realizes that such cost
consciousness factors must not impede the progress of the poor toward improved
health. Other cost reducing incentives are available and shoul be concomitantly
implemented, such as peer review, prospective service payments , equality of pay-
ment for equal service rendered, etc.

41. Provi8ons for the poor
-Since the Chamber believes that every American should have equal access to

quality medical care, special provision must be made for those who, through no
fault of their own, are unable to fully participate in the financing of their own
protection. Such persons, regardless of how they are designated, or by what
criteria, should have a dignified opportunity to achieve good health. The Chain-
ber believes that such provision can be made using the private sector as a primary
carrier or as an administrator (analogous to the current Medicare).

As a l)rilmary carrier, private insurers who are participating in the minimum
standards program could form state insurance 1)ools for ill those not covered
in the eniployer-eni)loyee program. Risk of loss and gain could be apportioned
between government and carriers. On the other hand, Medicaid could be ex-
tended to the poor as well as the aged and disabled and administered through
the private sector much as Medicare is administered currently. Hither approach
would utilize the administrative expertise of the private sector with its at-
tendant advantages of cost consciousness, cOmlpetition, etc., and thus, would be
able to supply better coverage at lower cost than a Federal bureaucracy.

SUNM M AIY

Thus, we have explored the quality of healthcare in America and find many
difficult problems, such as shortages of health manpower, maldistribution of
health personnel, rapidly rising costs, and lack of development of preventive
care. We have also seen that the private sector has responded well in the past,
and with proper redirection and Invigoration, will respond quite emphatically
and effectively now to the recognized healthcare needs of the nation.

To accomplish this task we propose a partnershl) of government and private
enterprise which would combine the flexibility, ilnovativeness and efficiency of
the private sector with the uni(ue fiscal and legislative capacities of the Gov-
ernment and oppose programs which scrap the present system and seek to erect
a new monolithic Federal Bureau.

Mr. FROST. Other witnesses have well stated the problems which our
studies also revealed-there is no purpose in restating them now for
we all recognize the shortages of health manpower, its maldistribution,
the lack of sufficient attention to preventive care, medical education,
the rapidly rising costs of the present delivery system and their causes.

We must seek solutions and the problem is not one of the goal to
be reached but how.

We see no sound reason to scrap the accumulated experience of
thousands of persons in preference to the creation of a new, untried,
untested monolithic Federal bureau. Destruction of a tested system
which has shown capabilities of change and adaptation is wasteful,
especially when contrasted with the inevitable costly and duplicative
mistakes that will be made by a new, untried system. Rather, we be-
lieve the best approach is to inodify and improve the present system.
Therefore, we support a partnership of Government and private en-
terprise which will combine the best traits of private enterprise; name-
ly, flexibility, innovativeness, and efficiency with the unique qualities
of Government; namely, its fiscal and legislative capacities.

Both the administration program and the health insurance industry
programs express these basic principles. We urge the committee to
give careful consideration to the plight of both business and employees
under the increasing burden of social security taxes. An untested,
new monolithic Federal program coupled with an increased social
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security tax is a concept which the chamber vigorously opposes. It
could quickly have the most serious economic consequences and par-
ticularly for our smaller member business firms. The drain on em-
ployees purchasing power, coupled with income tax withholding, has
become substantial.

Therefore, the chamber supports and urges the principle of the insti-
tution of an efficient national healthcare system which will maximize
access to such a system for all citizens, with minimum government
participation, and prominent private enter rise participation, and
which will seek to balance the supply of and demand for healthcare
services.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VANIK. Thank you very much. We are very pleased to have your

testimony.
Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Frost, does your company have a hospitalization

program? Do you sell hospitalization insurance?
Mr. FROST. Yes, Mr. Duncan. Occidental, I believe, is the eighth

largest group insurance writer in the world and roughly half of our
writing is group health insurance, and we write, I believe, every kind
of health insurance written today.

Mr. DUNCAN. Do you have any idea of the size of the indigent hos-
pital care budget for the city of Jos Angeles?

Mr. FROST. I should have that number at my fingertips because I
am a member of the chamber's State and local committee which
studied that budget, but there are too many numbers in it.

Mr. DUNCAN. It is very, very large.
Mr. FROST. Yes, sir.
Mr. VANIK. Thank you very much.
Mr. FROST. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman.
Mr. VANIK. Our next witness is Anthony P. Mynders, chairman,

public health committee, National Hearing Xid Society.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY P. MYNDERS, CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC
HEALTH COMMITTEE, NATIONAL HEARING AID SOCIETY; AC-
COMPANIED BY ANTHONY DiROCCO, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Mr. MYNDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am Anthony Mynders, chairman of
the public health committee of the National Hearing Aid Society. I
am accompanied by Mr. Anthony DiRocco, our executive secretary.

On behalf of the society, I wish to thank you for the opportunity to
appear and testify along with other members of the hearing health
team. We all have the same purpose-to emphasize the importance of
every American's need to hear.

Before I begin my remarks, I would like to give you a brief descrip-
tion of the society and what it does. The society which marked its 20th
anniversary 2 weeks ago, is an association of more than 3,000 hearing
aid dealers. There are some 5,500 hearing aid outlets employing 20,000
people.

The society's main objective is to build an ever-improving force of
competent and reliable dealers to provide help for the hearing handi-
capped through electronic amplification, after medical or surgical cor-
rection has been ruled out. To assure that the best possible assistance
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is rendered to the hearing handicapped, the society administers a
stringent code of ethics, which closely parallels the FIC trade practice
rules for the hearing aid industry.

The society provides study courses, workshops, and seminars result-
ing ill the certificatioll of competence. Idlnder our certification program,
blhe apl)licant must, have at. least 2 years of practical experience, com-
plete the stu(ly course and )aSS a rigorous examination, and provide
character and proficiency recommendations, including at least one by
an otologist.

The society has supported strong legislation for the licensing of
hearing aid leaders. Twenty-seven States now have dealer licensing
laws that legally define the dealer's role and responsibility in tile public
interest, ats qualified members of the hearing health team.

Incidentally, our certification examination has been used in most of
these States as a model for the State Licensing examination.

Mr. Chairman, our organization is vitally interested in the problems
of hearing loss among people of all ages. It'is our life work--the career
to which we have d(ledicated ourselves and in most cases our life's invest-
ment. In other words, we are committed.

THE PIROBIX3--AND WHAT CAN BE DONE

In a recent Public Health Service monograph, it is estimated that
some 8,500,000 Americans have auditory problenis which iml)air com-
munication. Of these, we estimate 2 million now wear hearing aids.
Most of the remaining could probably benefit from the use of electronic
amplification.

The socioeconomic impact of communication problems inherent in
hearing losses leads to psychological maladjustment, learning disabil-
ity, loss of income, and withdrawal from society.

Hearing loss is the hidden disability, because it cannot be easily
pictorialized, and because the very psychology of progressive deafness
seemingly demands concealment on the part of those so handicapped.
The ability to hear is essential to the full development of individual
capabilities and to the enjoyment of life on the part of young and old
alike.

These people can be helped, and the hearing aid dealer has his-
torically been the provider of such help. He measures hearing, fits,
selects, and adapts hearing aids to individual requirements. Of the
approximately 500,000 persons who buy hearing aids each year, at
least 98 percent of them benefit from the services of a dealer.

The hearing aid dealer has long been a source of identification for
rehabilitation. In 1968, this fact was recognized by the Government
in an agreement between the National Hearing Aid Society and the
Social and Rehabilitation Services of HEW, then under the late
Miss Mary Switzer. HEW said then that members of the National
Hearing Aid Society "are frequently the first point of inquiry from
hard of hearing people and thus are strategically situated to increase
the flow of referrals to the State divisions of vocational rehabilitation."
John Twiname, now director of the Social and Rehabilitation Services,
reaffirmed the agreement recently.
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THE DEALER IN SERVICE TO THE HARD OF HEARING

The hearing aid dealer is doing his job well. U.S. Public Health
Service figures say that 93 )ercent of those who use their hearing aids
constantly are satisfied. A recent study conducted by a highly respected
market research organization, commissioned by NHAS and the Hear-
ing Aid Industry Conference (the manufacturers' association) re-
vealed a 90 percent satisfaction rate among users. Not many fields of
endeavor can boast of a better record.

The dealers enjoy this successful, satisfying rapport with their
clients, first because they must sell service, not just an electronic
gadget. Their job just begins with the delivery of the hearing aid.
From then on, they will see their clients on an average of about once
a month for the life of the aid. And they will supply the psychological
and social reinforcement and a myriad of maintenance services. The
hearing aid user must not only learn to use his instrument, but also
must learn to hear again by reestablishing sound memory, tolerance
levels of noise, and instantaneous selective recognition of speech sounds.

The dealer's afterfitting services represent a greater part of the
retail price than the hearing aid itself. In terms of the cost of time,
his investment, and the constant availability of services, the hearing
aid user is really getting maximum benefits.

Second, the dealers' geographic distribution closely parallels general
population distribution and makes these services that are so essential
to user satisfaction available at local levels. Most towns of any size
at all offer the community a choice of several different dealers. Many
dealers serve rural communities too small to support a full-time dealer-
ship on a regular basis. Dealers are the only providers of hearing aid
services to the homebound and those in homes for the aged and similar
institutions where it is impossible for the hearing handicapped indi-
vidual to travel. The dealer is there with his products and services,
wherever you are, and he is the only one there.

THE DEALER IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE

As your committee considers various proposals to provide national
health insurance for all Americans-and I certainly presume that 'hear-
ing health will be a part of any national health insurance program-
Inbeg you to keep in mind the complex and diverse needs of those
you seek to serve.

The National Hearing Aid Society-and I believe I can speak for
the Hearing Aid Industry Conference as well-believes that the hard
of hearing can best be served by utilizing to the fullest extent the
existing dealer delivery system. Not to utilize fully this great national
resource would be fiscal extravagance and a disaster of inconven-
ience for those whom a Government program is designed to help.

The hearing aid dealer stands ever ready to help his customers,
on virtually a moment's notice. Rarely does a client have to wait more
than half a day to get an appointment to see his dealer for help. In
an emergency, help is immediately available. Using centers and clinics
often results in la wait of 6 weeks or more for an appointment. They
simply do not have the manpower available to handle the caseload. The
answer, gentlemen, is not simply to spend vast sums of public money
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to build more hearing clinics and staff them-the answer is to make
full use of an already existing resource that is ready-right now, to-
day-t o provide help for the hard of hearing. The answer is to make
full use of a system that pays taxes instead of consuming tax dollars.

Once a doctor has determined that hearing loss call be helped only
by a hearing aid, it is simply not necessary, in the overwhelming ma-
jority of cases, for the physician to send a patient anywhere but di-
rectly to a local hearing aid dealer-and that is the way it, is in actual
practice today.

Why subject the person to a long wait for a clinical evaluation,
after which he eventually winds up in a. hearing aid dealer's office, if
he is to get a hearing aid? Most doctors send him to the dealer in
the first place. He can usually get an appointment with a dealer the
very day he calls. The dealer measures the remaining hearing, if the
doctor has not already done so, and selects the instrument best suited
to the client's needs. Within a few days, the person is on his way back
to the world of communication.

For most of his patients, the otolaryngologist knows that all that
is needed is a simple measurement of the extent of the loss, followed
by the selecting ,and fitting of an instrument which best compensates
for that loss. There is no need to complicate this procedure with either
bureaucracy or the delay and academic overkill of an elaborate se-
quence of clinical evaluations.

The dealer stands ready to provide his prompt, competent, reliable
help to Government-aided clients. In fact, lie is already doing so under
vocational rehabilitation, medicaid, and other State and Federal
programs.

One Government program where the dealer is not in the picture is
in the VA distribution system. And we contend that the veteran is
therefore inconvenienced and slighted in too many instances. VA is well
intentioned, of course, but it is depriving the veteran of local, on-the-
spot service and the local availability of someone who understands his
problems, and who can help him get through the sometimes difficult
adjustment period of learning to use a hearing aid mnd who can pro-
vide continuing service.

Not only is the veteran short changed, but so is the taxpayer. VA
must pay, in addition to the cost of the aid itself, all the costs that. a
dealer must bear in terms of space, equipment, staff, inventory main-
tenance, et cetera. The resulting total outlay by the taxpayer far ex-
ceeds the cost for perfectly satisfactory, superbly convenient service-
with absolute fiscal controls-available only ii the local commercial
hearing aid market place.

In addition, because there are only 40-some VA locations in the
country, the taxpayer must pay considerable transportation costs for
the veterans. Close to half of the States have no VA hearing aid facili-
ties at all. Would it not be better, gentlemen, to send the veteran to a
dependable source of help right in or near his home town?

SUMfARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The National Hearing Aid Society believes that in any Government
aided procurement of hearing aids, the dealer network should be
utilized and fully effective.
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Use us because:
The dealer has proven competence and reliability, as is demonstrated

by the following:
1. The Public Health Service survey which determined that 93 per-

cent of the constant users of hearing aids expressed satisfaction with
their aids.

2. The independent market survey which reinforced these statistics
by reporting a solid 90 percent, satisfaction rate with services rendered
by the hearing aid dealer.

3. The fact that licensing laws in 27 States have legally defined the
role and responsibility of the hearing aid dealers, providing sanctions
against incompetence or betrayal of public trust.

4. The FTC rules and regulations for the hearing aid industry which
provide interstate controls when intrastate legislation does not suffice.

Use us because:
The dealer delivery system provides a reservoir of well-distributed

manpower available nowhere else-in place and operating right now.
This reservoir of manpower has available office space, test equip-

ment, inventory of new and loaner instruments, service facilities, and
counseling services essential to user satisfaction in every State at con-
venient locations that can be put to use today, without 1 cent of cost to
the American taxpayer. In addition, home service as required is avail-
able at all these locations.

Use us because:
The fitting of a hearing aid is an art-not a science. The 90-percent

rate of user satisfaction with a hearing aid is related to the character
and capacity of the man behind the hearing aid-the dealer-in the
same way that patient satisfaction with a physician is related to the
character and integrity of the doctor as much as to his professional
armanentarium and training.

The versatility, vitality, and intellectual energy of the hearing aid
dealers represent one of the great resources of the hearing health team,
and we urge this committee to recognize the contributions of the hear-
ing aid dealer in breaking the sound barrier for impaired ears.

Today's problems of health care are infinitely more complicated
and come with increasing speed and greater significance to the hard
of hearig. We must plan for tomorrow in terms of the tools and serv-
ices available today, and yet leave ourselves the flexibility to grow and
incorporate new techniques and procedures as thev develop.

As hearing aid dealers, we don't profess to have any answers to the
great problems confronting our Nation in the area of health care. We
leave that to the collective good judgment and calm deliberation of
your committee. Where hearing health is concerned, however, we have
made our suggestions today as to how the Nation may best utilize a
strong, seasoned, competent, and splendidly distributed resource. The
dealer distribution system has supplied virtually all of America's
hearing aid users for over 50 years, and we are now mobilized and in
the best position in our history to serve as a provider of prosthetics and
services under any national health insurance program.

We look forward with enthusiasm to the opportunity to serve the
hearing handicapped under any national health insurance program
which your committee and the Congress may develop that incorporates
the provision of hearing aids.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We willbe happy to supply any additional data the committee may

request, and we thank you for the opportunity of appearing.
Mr. DUNCAN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VANIK. We want to thank you for your statement, and we ap-

preciate very much your being here.
The next witness is Ednajane Truax, DCNA-DCLN-DCSNA Com-

mittee to Study National Health Care. Please identify those accom-
panying you.

STATEMENT OF EDNAJANE TRUAX, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE TO
STUDY NATIONAL HEALTH CARE, OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUM-
BIA NURSES' ASSOCIATION-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA LEAGUE FOR
NURSING-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA STUDENT NURSES' ASSOCIA-
TION COMMITTEE; ACCOMPANIED BY DELIA O'HARA, SHEILA
HAMEL, AND MARIE HENRY, REGISTERED NURSES

Miss TRUAX. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Ednajane Truax, chairman of the DCNA-DCLN-DCSNA Commit-
tee to Study National Health Care.

The District of Columbia Nurses' Association is composed of pro-
fessional nurses, the District of Columbia League for Nursing is com-
posed of health professionals and interested consumers, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia Student Nurses' Association is composed of students
of professional nursing.

In January of this year, the boards of directors of these three orga-
nizations unanimously passed a resolution to appoint an ad hoc com-
mittee to study national health care, its implications for nursing in
general, and, in particular, for nursing practice in the Metropolitan
Washington area. For the past 10 months, we have been so engaged.

Today, I will not be speaking in support of or in opposition to any
specific proposal, but rather to:

(a) Outline the elements which we feel must be included in a
comprehensive health care system,

(b) Discuss the part which nurses and nursing care must play
in a comprehensive health care system, and

(c) Present the need for extended mental health care.

ELEMENTS OF A COMPREHENSIVE NATIONAL HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

After studying proposed health legislation, reviewing the litera-
ture, and utilizing our professional expertise, we defined the elements
necessary to a comprehensive health care system.

First and foremost, we believe health care is care directed toward
the preservation of a state of wellness and/or the treatment of devia-
tions from health, for example, disease, trauma, et cetera. Health care
should not be confused with medical care. Medical care, as it has
developed in our society, is disease-oriented. Health care must include
prevention of deviations from the normal as well as treatment.

For a national health care system to have continued effectiveness,
it must make provisions to insure that the quality of care provided
is good.
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Any system designed to deliver health care should include both
episodic and preventive care. My episodic care, we mean that area of
health care which eml)hasizes curative and restorative means, and
usually involves patients with disagnosed disease, either acute or
chronic. Episodic care should include services for medical care; nurs-
ing care; hospitalization for acute, chronic, and intractable conditions,
both physical and mental; dental care; eye care; and medications.
Further, it should include physical therapy, speech therapy, and
related services, and sick pay.

Preventive care includes resources for the maintenance of health .and
the early detection of disease. Good l)rimary health maintenance meas-
ures should providee the individual with opportunity for health edu-
cation in the areas of nutrition, immunizations, eye care, dental
hygiene. and mental health.

Secondary preventive services are directed toward the early detec-
tion of disease. Appropriate physical examinations and multiphasic
health screenings are examples of secondary preventive services.

In addition to providing health care, a national health care system
should also encourage the most effective and efficient use of health serv-
ices and professional health personnel. Provisions for insuring an ade-
quate number of such professionals must be considered.

The availability and quality of health care must not be contingent
upon the consumer's ability to pay. Further, consideration of the con-
sumer must be made to )rovide a clear-cut )oint of entry into the
system, to give freedom of choice in his selection of primary health
professionals, to eliminate redtape, and to include the consumer in
policymaking and evaluation of the system.

NURSES AND NURSING IN A COMPREHENSIVE hJEALTI1 CARE SYSTEM

We do not bring up the question of the position nurses will have in
a national health care system without reason. As part of a body of
730,000 practicing, trained health professionals who supervise 400,000
practical nurses and 900,000 aides and ancillary personnel, we find no
mention has been made of the contribution nurses will make in ,any of
the proposed legislation. We expect that this huge professional work
force will have a profound effect on the delivery of health care. Nurses
can fully and independently participate as providers of health care.

For example, in ,a study done in -a Florida hospital, nurses functioned
in a diabetic followup clinic. Within several months, they were able
to decrease hospital admissions of diabetics by as much as two to four
admissions per year. A similar study compared regular clinics with
the nurse-operated clinics. At the end of a year, more patients in the
nurse-operated clinic were back to full and part-time jobs and had
fewer symptoms.

Nurses are being educated and trained in a wide range of clinical
practices, such as pediatrics, maternal healtht, family health, mental
health, ,and rehabilitation. The nurse can be the key person seeing a
family or individual with a health problem.

Skilled in the normal and prepared in preventive health care, the
nurse can provide well-baby care, normal prenatal and postnatal care,
and observation, education, and support following diagnosis of a
chronic disease such as cancer, diabetes, or heart disease.
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We are here not only as advocates of the nursing profession, but
also as consumer advocates. Because we have continual and intensive
contact with patients and families, we nurses are more aware of the
consumer's desires and needs than any other health professional group.

Any national health plan must include provision for utilizing the
potential resources of the largest group of health care professionals
in the United States-nurses.

THE NURSE S ROLE IN A HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

I. Education and counseling
The nurse has much expertise. People can come to the nurse to

seek help in establishing individual optimum healthh patterns, reestab-
lishing such patterns, and in defining Avhat constitutes optimum health
patterns. The nurse often provides the means for a person to give
self-care by assisting, teching, counseling, evaluating, motivating, and
supporting. (Orem, "Nursing Concepts of Practice."

II. Screening aml coordinating
Nurses can act as primary health care professionals. Nurses can aA-

vise in medical, educational, social, or emotional areas. We are taught
and equipped to handle all these aspects of patient care. By using our
skilled observation techniques, we can determine if a patient's problem
can best be handled by a nurse, physician, social worker, or other health
professionals.

The State of New York recognizes the scope of our ability in its
recent proposed Nurse Practice Act. Their definition of nursing reads:

The practice of the profession of nursing as a registered professional nurse is
defined as diagnosing and treating human responses to actual or potential health
problems through such services as case-finding, health teaching, health counsel-
ing, and the provision of care supportive to or restorative of life and well-being,
and executing medical regimens prescribed by a licensed or otherwise legally
authorized physician or dentist.

III. Preventive nursing
The nurse, more than any other health professional, provides preven-

tive health measures. In well-baby clinics and schools, nurses advise
parents, teachers, and children in matters pertaining to the develop -
ment of good health habits. Concurrently, she is alert for the ear y
signs and symptoms of health problems.

IV. Hospitals
Since 65 percent of practicing nurses are employed in hospitals, it

is pertinent here to discuss the contributions of hospital-based nurses
to a national health care system.

Nurses in hospitals are responsible for the nursing care of patients,
executing prescribed medical regimens, and coordinating the care of
groups of patients.

They provide considerable expertise in assessing, planning, and
implementing patient care. This can clearly be seen in the case of a
person who has had a heart attack. In the coronary care unit, a nurse
monitors cardiac functions for irregularities and decides when to
adjust or initiate prescribed medical regimens. Simultaneously, she
assesses the patient's response to his illness and offers appropriate
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support. As he improves and moves to a less acute unit, the nurse
advises him in the gradual resuniption of activities, diet, medications
that have been l)rescribe(1, and signs which will alert him to seek fu-
ture health care. Such nursing care :saves lives and 1)roinotes health
habits which can prevent future hospitalizations.

The few examples we have given illustrate the contributions nurses
can make toward the maintenance of health. It is obvious that any
national health plan must include provi,-;io for utilizing the po-
tential resources of this, the largest group of health care professionals
in the United States.

THE NEED FOR CO3PREIIENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH CARE

The need for comprehensive mental health care is directly related

to society's attitude toward the emotionally disturbed and the mentally
ill. The stigma attached to such 1)hiysical diseases as tuberculosis and
cancer has all but disappeared, but the stigma remains with mental
illness. Physical illness is still far more acceptable to the public than
mental illness. This rejection by society of the mentally ill is re-
flected in all the national health insurance l)roposals now before
the Congress. It is for this reason that we wish to speak to the need
for coin prehensive mental health care.

1. The obicoits need foi- (om)?relensu? e mental health care
Emtional disturbances and mental illness are costly to society in

terms of money, the decreased or actual loss of productivity of those
afflicted, and the social problems which are believed to stem from poor
mental health. The costs are great, and in many instances

are increasing.
The estimated total number of people recognized as sick and re-

ferred for treatment has almost doubled since 1955. At that time,
there were in all facilities 1,675,352 )atients. By 1968, the figure had
risen to 3,380,818 patients, including in- and out-patients. The esti-
mated cost of their care- for the year 1968 was $1,739,258,000 (World
Almanac for 1971).

In 1968, 11 in every 100,000 peol)le in the United States were dis-
turbed enough to attempt suicide. The attempts resulted in the deaths
of 21,000 people (World Almanac 1971). Those who lived returned
to society for the most part untreated, because of the high cost, of treat-
ment, and the reluctance of individuals to be identified as having an
emotional or mental problem.

The loss of lives and the limited productivity of those who live
following a suicide attempt is only )art of the cost to our society.
The measures taken to save the victims of suicide attempts can be
great. For instance, the treatment of a person who has consumed
gross amounts of a drug oosts: $758 for the average 3-day stay in
an intensive care unit; $300 for medical care; $150 for use of the
artificial kidney; $200 for a respirator to aid or maintain breathing:
Total, $1,408.

Suicide clearly has many ramifications.
Other untreated emotional and mental problems are evident: rug

addiction is believed by many experts to be rooted in emotional dis-
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turbances. Today, drug abuse and addiction have reached astronomi-
cal proportions. The cause of alcoholism has long been debated:
metabolic versus mental. There is much evidence showing a strong
mental health component in those afflicted with alcoholism.

"Divorces have been increasing since 1962, but provisional data
indicates thlat the increase in both the number and rate became more
pronounced in 1968 and 1969" (World Almanac 1971). The question
of divorce resulting from mental health problems has not been an-
swered. However, that the rearing of children by a sole parent may
endanger the mental health of the parent and the children has been
more clearly documented.
II. Measures to date

Efforts put forth to deal with these problems have, for the most
part, attacked each problem as a separate entity. For example, sui-
cide prevention centers, drug addiction programs, Alcoholics Anony-
mous. However, these problems have a common denominator, the
inability to cope with the stress of life, the failure to develop the
strength of mind so valued bv our society.

We do the Nation a disservice by not promoting good mental health
as a primary effort, rather than simply creating agencies to deal with
the many different products of poor mental health habits.
IIZ. Means of remedying the situation

A national health care system should include both episodic and
preventive mental health measures.

Episodic care includes promoting the availability of treatment
and providing for -he long periods necessary for successful treat-
ment. A person who has had a heart attack may be fully recovered
in 3 to 6 months, but a person who attempts suicide may need 3 to 6
years to attain full recovery.

Preventive care includes primary and secondary measures. Primary,
care calls for mental health measures aimed at promoting strength
of mind. Good mental health habits must become an integral part of
our being.

Secondary preventive care refers to early detection of emotional
disturbances and mental illness. Attention to mental health should be
an integral part of all health examinations. As with physical devia-
tions from health, problems should be referred for appropriate
treatment.

SUM MARY

In summary, a comprehensive national health care system must
include both episodic and preventive care. Appropriate emphasis must
be given to mental health. And, certainly, provisions for the utilization
of nurses, the largest group of health professionals in the United
States, are necessary.

(Appendixes A and B to statement follow:)
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APPENDIX A

ELEMENTS OF A COMPREHENSIVE NATIONAL HEALTH SYSTEM

DEFINITION

Health care is care directed toward the preservation of a state of wellness
and/or the treatment of deviations from health, e.g., disease, trauma, etc.
Health care should not be confused with medical care. Medical care, as it
has developed In our society, is disease-oriented. Health care must include
prevention of disease as well as treatment.

Therefore, any system designed to deliver health care should include episodic
and preventive care. Episodic care is that area of health care which emphasizes
curative and restorative means and usually involves patients with diagnosed
disease, either acute or chonic. It includes:

Medical Care;
Nursing Care;
Hospital Care (For acute, chronic, and intractable physical and mental

illnesses) ;
Dental Care;
Eye Care;
Medications;
Physical therapy, speech therapy and related services;
Homemaker services; and
Sick Pay.

Preventive care is that area of care that facilitates maintenance of health
and prevention of disease. It includes:

Health teaching in the areas of:
Nutrition;
Immunizations;
Eye care;
Dental hygiene; and
Mental health.

Early detection of physical, mental, and emotional problems.
Further, a comprehensive national health system should:

Encourage the most effective and efficient use of health services and
health professionals (physicians, nurses, dentists, speech therapists, et al.)
and include provisions for expanding the supply of health professionals,
especially nurses.

Provide a clear-cut point of entry for the consumer into the health system.
Permit the consumer freedom of choice in the selection of primary health

professionals.
Include the consumer in policy making and evaluation of the system.
Eliminate red-tape.
Provide that the quality and availability of health care is not contingent

on ability to pay.
Include effective surveillance of the quality of care provided.
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Mr. VANIK. Thank you very much, Miss Truax.
Do any other members of your panel desire to add to your statement?
Miss TRUAX. No, sir.
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Mr. DUNCAN. May I thank you for the study you have given this
subject, and for your excellent presentation. I am sure that your views
and thoughts will be given the most serious consideration by the com-
mittee in finalizing a bill. Thank you.

Mrs. O'HARA. You mentioned earlier, and questioned some of the
witnesses whether a comatose patient can be treated in the home. I
can say from experience as a nurse that I have seen comatose patients
treated in the home.

Mr. VANIK. Is that by constant surveillance of a nurse or a visiting
nurse?

Mrs. O'HARA. It is a matter of teaching and supervising members
of the family to give the care to this family member.

Mr. VANIK. And the nurse would come once a day?
Mrs. O'HARA. At least once a day and spend approximately an

hour a day with the family of the comatose patient.
Mr. VANIK. To check the needs of the patient. Some of these patients

are recoverable and some are not. It is hard to say because the recovery
period is so long.

Mrs. O'HARA. In the case where recovery is not possible you do not
necessarily have to provide hospital care for the patient who is going
to die. They could die at home, with many of the services that are neces-
sary provided by nurses coming in from the outside.

Mr. VANIK. How would you feel about a fee for service? Do you
feel that would be desirable?

Miss TRuAx. I hav no particular feeling one way or the other. This
is a personal opinion. As long as I receive money for what I am doing,
it could be fee for service or any other way.

Mr. VANIK. Is it not an established fee service now; some nurses
are on salary in institutions and others are out in the private practice
as special-duty nurses. I feel very sorry for the special-duty nurses.
They empitomize small business under the most difficult circumstances.

First of all, their work is uncertain. As I understand it, the rate is
fixed. Who fixes the rate for special-duty nurses? Is it a matter of
contract or custom?

Miss TRUAX. It is usually fixed by the local nurses association and
the local registry.

Mr. VANiK. Then the nurse has to have her own billing system and
there are frequently times when she does not collect her money.

Suppose you were on duty from 11 o'clock at night until
7 in the morning, or some such thing, and the family or no one
else is present at the time the nurse goes off duty and she sends a bill.
The chances are she may or may not be paid. Isn't there any system
whereby special-duty c mpensation or payment for the service could
be handled in some special way so the nurse would not have to run her
own system of bookkeeping and auditing?

Miss TRUJAX. Generally speaking, the nurse is in business for herself.
It is a private contract between her and the patient.

Mr. VANIK. Then what is wrong with her fixing any rate? That
would leave her free to negotiate on rates.

Miss TRUAX. I hope some of the private-duty nurses are still here.
They may be interested in doing so.

Mr. VANIK. I feel there ought to be some regular system whereby
the services could be included on some other bill, particularly if the
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services are rendered in the hospital. It would seem to me that it would
be just a little more of an effort for the hospital to collect for it and be
paid for it. I assume there is quite a backlog of unpaid bills for private
nurses?

Miss TRUAX. I do not have these figures.
Mrs. O'HARA. You say the hospital could collect the money from

the patient, but the private-duty nurse, as I understand it, is employed
by the patient rather than the hospital.

Mr. VANIK. I understand that many private-duty nurses work
in a given hospital. I was just hoping that a better system of nurse re-
imbursement could be developed.

As a lawyer handling the administration of estates, it seems some-
times that the last, bills coming in for payment are those of the
private-duty nurse who has not been paid. I dIon't feel that the nurses
should subsidize health care any more than the doctors or anyone
else. If we are going to encourage private-duty nursing and give the
profession the esteem it ought to have,.then we ought to be able to
assure some system of payment to the provider of the service.

Miss TRUAX. We appreciate your concern for private-duty nurses.
This is one small segment, though, of nursing, and we are primarily
concerned with the other aspects which have been outlined. Even
though we are concerned with our fellow colleagues getting paid.

Mr. VANIK. As far as this variety of plans is concerned, have you
indicated any special preference for a plan that you feel would be
most satisfactory to your profession and provide the greatest amount
of service to humanity ?

Miss TRUAX. We do not speak for or against any bill at this time.
Mr. VANIK. If you do develop an opinion let us know. We are

trying to arrive at a conclusion and everyone is telling us what would
be good and what would be helpful to their profession, and how we
could best legislate to provide for their special dimensions of service.

rhen it comes to the key question as to what should the Ways and
Means Committee do, we are still left with a great many experts who
testify before us without really giving effective guidelines on what
directioft we should be taking.

So we have to choose between seven, eight, or nine or 10 plans that
have been put into the hopper and out of them evolve a national
health plan which best serves the American people.

Miss TRUAX. One of the major reasons we do not support any of
the proposed legislation is that none of them really answers the full
national health care problem.

Mr. VANIK. All of the plans leave out areas of action that should
be included. The statement of such omissions is a very important
contribution, for which Mr. Duncan and I and other members of the
committee are extremely grateful.

There being no further witnesses, the committee is adjourned until
10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 5:05 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to re-
convene at 10 a.m. Friday, November 5, 1971.)


